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INTRODUCTION

There are two ways of looking at the tone contour of a sentence

like

_/

It's raining.

On the one hand, this tone contour could be described as a sequence
of level tones; that is, we could say that the syllable its is pro-
nounced on a mid tone level, the syllable rain on a high tone level,
and the syllable ing on a low tone level. When the tone contour
diagram is looked at in this way, its vertical lines, which appear
at points of pitch change, appear to be automatic and redundant;
the rise in pitch between the syllables its and rain is simply a
transition between the mid tone le'vel of the first syllable and the
high tone level of the second, and similarly, the drop in pitch
between rain and ing is a transition between the high and low tone
levels of these two syllables. I will call a theory which defines
a tone contour in this way, as a sequence of level tones, a level-
tone theory.

Alternatively, the tone contour above could be described in
terms of its transition points; that is, we might say that there
is a r'se in pitch between the two syllables its and rain and a
(larger) fall in pitch between the two syllables rain and ing.
Now it is the level spaces between the pitch changes which are auto-
matic and redundant; its is pronounced on a lower tone level than
rain because there is a rise in pitch between them, and in turn,
the difference in pitch level between rain and ing results from the
fact that there is a drop in pitch between them.

In studying the pitch contours which arise in human languages,
linguists have generally described them primarily in level-tone
terms. There are a cew exceptions; the Japanese linguist Hattori
makes use of "accent-corners" to mark points of pitch change,
and some British linguists including David Crystal have described
English intonation primarily in dynamic terms.' However, this is
the exception rather than the rule, and I do not know of any
linguist who has applied this kind 'of system to tone languages.
There are, of course, many linguists who have used a sort of mixed
system; for example, the tones of Mandarin are generally said to
be high level, rising, falling, and falling-rising. However, the
terms "rising" and "falling" are used in t is context to refer to
what happens on a single syllable and not to what happens over a
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sequence of two or more syllables; moreover, :,lere as been a

tendency recently to analyze "complex" tones such as the rising

and falling tones of Mandarin as sequences of level tones associated

with a single syllable.

It is not surprising that linguists tend to approach tone in

level-tone terms, for this is the approach which has been so fruit-

ful in segmental phonology. No one would think of describing the

vowel sequence [ai] by specifying the transition which must be made

to get from [a] to [i]; rather we describe the first end-point

configuration, [a], and then the second end-point configuration [:]

and assume that what happens between them is automatic and of no

theoretical consequence. But while this approach is surely right

for most aspects of segmental phonology, it is not so surely right

for tone, where there are no reliable 2nd-point configurations of

the kind which segmental phonemes represent. Any pitch level above

the absolute bottom of the pitch range of the voice may count as a

high tone on some occasion, and any pitch level below the top of

the range may count as low. In the lgbo sentence

0 na awa fgba igwe afiu

he is trying to ride bicyle that

'He is trying to ride that bicycle.'

(Where = high tone, = low tone, and = downstepped high)

the "high" tone on the first syllable of 'that' will almost

certainly be lower in pitch than the "low" tone on the progressive

marker -In earlier in the sentence. (This example is taken from

Hyman (1975).) One does not find this degree of relativity in

segmental phonology. There are no contexts in which [I] is higher

that [], or [i] further back than H.

The facts above do not constitute evidence AGAINST a theory

of tone which views tone contours as sequences of end-point con-

figurations such as "high tone" and "low tone", because it is

possible to claim that the end-point configurations themselves are

relative. For example, Goldsmith (1976) accounts for the lgbo

facts above by means of a convention that the hich pitch register

shifts downward whenever a low or downstepped hich tone follows a

high or downstepped high tone. (The low pitch register shifts in

the same way presumably it is established in relation to the

high pitch register.) Nevertheless, though facts of this sort do

not argue AGAINST a level-Lone theory, they at least suggest that

tone is a sufficiently different sort of phenomenon from segmental

I
3
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phonology that one should not be hesitant to approach it from

a different point of view. In particular, one should not be

hesitant to consider the hypothesi_ that it is not the end-point

pitch levels which are significant in tone contours, but rather

the changes which take place between them. In this dissertation,

I will argue that it is not only reasonable but very enlightening

to look at tone from this point of view, for again and again,

tonal phenomena which seen surprising and even bizarre when

described in level-tone terns become logical and intelligible

when viewed as part of a dynamic-tone system. The particular

dynamic-tone theory which will be proposed here differs from

those proposed by Hattori and Crystal in two important ways.

First, it is a PURELY dynamic-tone theory, which represents tone

contours entirely in terms of the two primitives (representing

a fall in pitch) and 't
(representing a rise in pitch). I will

call these primitives "tone markers". Secondly, it is intended

to be a universal theory of tone. In particular, I will argue

that the theory proposed here may be applied with advantage to

"tone" languages such as Igbo or Mandarin, to "pitch-accent"

systems like Japanese and Serbo-Croat ion, and to languages like

English, which do not have lexical tone. The exposition of this

theory and of its consequences for linguistic theory in general

will be organized as follows:

In the first three chapters, I will show ho. the theory

accounts for a wide variety of tonal phenomena, including pitch-

accent language (Chapter 1), tone languages (Chapter II) and

languages with phrasal tone (chapter III).

In Chapter IV, which is concerned with the nature of *.one

rules, I
will show that in the theory proposed here tone rules

may be confined to three processes: (i) the insertion of a tone

marker, (ii) the movement of a tone marker, and (iii) the

deletion of a tone marker. Constraints on the nature of tonal

processes within each of these three categories also be

proposed.

Chapter V deals wirh some miscellaneous topics which could

not easily be fit into other chapters, including (i) the pheno-

menon of tonal "stability" discussed by Goldsmith (1976), whereby

the tone contour is often prese-ved in the face of radical altera-

tions in the phonological string which carries it, and (ii) a

further exploration of the consequences of the theory of gliding

tones which is assumed in the preceding chapters.

The sixth and seventh chapters are devoted to a detailed

analysis of the tonal system of Igbo, with particular attention

to the specification of syntactic environments for the major

tonal processes of that language. The distribution of certain
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tonal phenomena is shown to provide evidence for the internal
structure of noun phrases in Igbo and for the "X-bar" theory of

syntactic categories which was proposed by Chomsky (1970).

In Chapter VII, which is concerned with the tonal properties
of the many "verb forms" of Igbo, I will argue against the notion

of "tone formulas" which has been used by Leben (1970), McCawley

(1970b), Goldsmith (1976). and others, to account for tonal para-

digms of this sort. On the positive side, I will show that the
characteristic tone contours of the verb forms of Igbo can be
accounted for in a dynamic-tone theory by means of a simple set of

lexical-structure conditions in combination with independently-

motivated surface-level rules.

Finally, in Chapter VIII, I will investigate the interaction
between phonology and syntax, and will propose a constraint which
restricts the access which phonological processes have to infor-
mation about syntactic structure. This constraint, which I will

call the Structural Analysis Principle, will be shown to be
compatible only with a theory of tone of the sort proposed here,
and not with level-tone theories such as the autosegmental theory
proposed by Goldsmith (1976).

I 5
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Notes

FOOTNOTES TO THE INTRODUCTION

1Winston (1960) and Stewart (1971) make use of a "mixed"
notation system for tone languages, in which the distinction between
high and low tone levels is marked by means of level-tone features
which are associated with the vowels, but there is also a dynamic-
tone unit (I) which lies between syllables and indicates a lowering
of the high and low pitch registers.

2At the phonetic level, tone markers may be specified not only
for direction, but also for the size of the tone change which they
represent; for example, there may be a distinction between a large
pitch drop (1) and a small one (+). Distinctions of this sort can
probably be confined to the phonetic level. In other words, in

underlying representations we have only the binary distinction
tetween a fall and a rise, but differences in degree of fall or rise
may be established later, by phonological rules of the type assumed
by Chomsky and Halle (1968), which convert the binary distinctive-
feature specifications of the phonological level into numerical
coefficients along a physical scale.



CHAPTER I

THE ANALYSIS OF PITCH-ACCENT SYSTEMS

1. Tokyo Japanese: McCawley's Analysis

In his dissertation, The Phonological Component of a Grammar
of Japancq,, McCawley observes that Tokyo Japanese is a pitch-
accent ladguage, where a pitch-accent language may be defined

roughly as one which singles out one syllable per word for special

pitch prominence. In particular, in Tokyo Japanese, there is at

most one syllable per word which has a drop in pitch after it.

The location of the drop in pitch varies from one word to another,
so that we find, for example,

(1-1) a. ii\-loti 'life'

b. 13(17k21 'heart'

The word ?i'noti has its crop in pitch (or "accent") after the
first syllable, while the accent of koko'ro comes after its second

syllable. (I follow McCawley's notation here in using an apostrophe

to mark the position of the accent.) There are also nouns like
?atama' 'head', which are accented after the final syllable. The
word-final accent shows up, for all speakers, when the word is
followed by an enclitic such as ga (the nominative marker), as in

(1-2) ?agtamAga 'head' with nominative marker

Individual speakers differ as to whether or not they pronounce a
word-final accent at the end of a phrase; for example, ?atama'
in isolation may be pronounced in either of the following ways:

(1-3) a. ZafiTri:

b. ?a tarn

Some words, for example miyako 'city', are unaccented; such words
are pronounced without a drop in pitch, as

(1-4) a. milyako 'city'

b. miyako ga 'city' with nominative marker

1 4.

P-1
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Notice that once one knows the position of the accent of a Japanese
word, or that there is none, the tone contour of the whole word is
predictable, for the cirst syllable is always low-toned unless it
is followed by the accent, everything between the first syllable
and the accent is high-toned, and everything which follows the
accent is low-toned.'

McCawley accounts for these facts by marking some one position
of each word with the feature [+acc]. This is a diacritic feature

without phonological content; McCawley assigns the pitch contour
itself by means of the following rules, which assign tone-level
features to segments, using the position of the diacritic feature
[+acc..] as a reference point:

(1-5) i. Everythin becomes high-pitched.

ii. Everything after the first mora of the
accented syllable becomes low-pitched.

41 iii. The first mora of the phrase becomes low-

S

pitched if the second is high-pitched.

There remains the question of what the feature [+acc] is a

feature OF If it were a feature of syllabic segments, then we
would find at most n potential accent positions in a word n
syllables in length. However, there are n 1 accent positions
in such a word, for the pitch drop which realizes the accent can
come at the end of a word (as in ?atama' (1-2)), between any two
syllables cif a word (as suggested by the examples of (HO), or
at the beginning of a word. The particles 'tati (a pluralizer)
and 'sika 'only' are two words which make use of the word-initial
accent position. Their "pre"-accents show up on the surface in
the following examples with the unaccented nouns miyako 'city'
and kodomo 'child':

. (1-6) milyakosika 'only a city'

koldomcklati 'children'

Since there are n 1 potential accent positions in a word with
only n syllables, the feature [+acc] cannot be a feature of the
syllables themselves. However, if we assume that there is a
syllable boundary at the beginning and end of every word, as well
as between any two consecutive syllables, then the number of
potential accent positions is the same as the number of syllable
BOUNDARIES. McCawley concludes that the feature [+acc] must be
a feature of the syllable boundary.

We have established the fact that there is at most one pitch
drop or "accent" in the lexical representation of a word of Tokyo
Japanese. This pattern of one accent per word is maintained in the
surface form when elements such as the copula de'su or particles

4
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such as ga (nominative marker), kara' 'from', ma'de 'up to', etc.,

are attached to the end of a noun. That is not surprising in the

case of the particle ga, which has no accent of its own. However,

the copula de'su and the particle ma'de have accents, and those

accents show up on the surface when these items follow unaccented

nouns such as miyako; for example, we find

(1-7) milyako deu 'it's a city.'

In contrast, when de'su follows an accented noun, only the accent

of the noun shows up, as in the examples

(1-8) ?i\noti desu 'It's a life.' (?i'noti)

kojkoro desu 'It's a heart.' (koko'ro)

?aftama\desu 'It's a head.' (?atama')

To account for the absence of an accent on de'su when it is preceded

by an accented noun, McCawley introduces an "accent-reduction" rule,

which has the effect of eliminating any accent following the first

accent of a word. In writing the rule, McCawley makes use of a

convention like that employed by Chomsky and Halle (1968) in writing

the stress rules of English. Chomsky and Halle proposed that any
rule which re-assigned primary stress to a primary-stressed vowel

would automatically result in the reduction of stress on every other

vowel within the domain of the rule. For example, when the Nuclear

Stress Rule assigns primary stress to the last primary-stressed

vowel of

(19) big deal

1 1

the stress level of "big" is reduced to secondary, and the stress

pattern of the phrase becomes

(1-10) big deal

2 1

McCawley assumed a similar convention for rules involving the

features [+acc] (= [fact]), whereby the re-assignment of a positive
value for this feature to any syllable-boundary of the word would

reduce all other occurrences of [-Facc] within the word to [-acc]

(=[2acc]). McCawley stated his "accent-reduction rule" for Tokyo
Japanese in the following way:

S

a

111

I
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where the first ... contains no [1 acc] and where

"a" stands for "syllable boundary".

However, the accent-reduction convention is not an essential part

of McCawley's analysis, for without the convention, the rule

could be written as follows:

(1-12) [+acc] [ -acc] / [+acc]

In this form, the rule simply eliminates all occurrences of the

feature [4-acc] within its domain except the first.

S

2. Tokyo Japanese: A Dynamic-Tone Analysis

McCawley's introduction of the diacritic feature [ i-acc] is

a consequence of his assumption that tone contours are to be

represented, ultimately, as sequences of level tones. Having

made this assumption, he has no way to express directly the

generalization that there is at most one drop in pitch in a word

of Tokyo Japanese, but must resort to a diacritic feature whose

number of occurrences per word can be controlled and which then

serves as a reference point for the assignment of the tone con-

tour. I will now propose an alternative analysis in which the
"accent" of a Japanese word is assumed to be a drop in pitch at

all levels of the derivation. Representing this pitch drop

with a downward arrow, :, we may set up lexical representations
of the following sort for Tokyo Japanese:

(2-1) ?i4'noti 'life'

koko4ro 'heart'

?atama4- 'head'

miyako 'city'

de4su 'it is'

4sika 'only'

ga nominative marker

The fact that there is at most one 4- and no t in the lexical

representation of a word may be stated by means of the following
lexical structure condition:
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(2-2) In a word of the form [... tone marker ...],

1 2 3

2 is a 4-, and 1 and 3 contain no tone markers.

S

In this system, the rule which accounts for the loss of the "accent"

of de+su and 4,sika in the phrases 411'

(2-3) a. koko+ro + de4-su koko4,ro desu 'it's a heart.'

b. koko4-ro + wsika - koko4-ro sika 'only a heart'

will be stated as follows:

(2-4) T-after-T Deletion

s.d. [+tone] [+tone]

1 2 3 4 5

s.c. 4 > 0

This rule deletes every tone marker within its domain except for
the first; in particular, it deletes the underlying of de4.su

and +sika in the phrases of (2-3). A subsequent rule inserts a
pitch rise after the first syllable of each of these phrases,
producing the surface tone contours koriO\ro desu and ko5T)ro._sika..

Rule (2-4) does not, of course, apply to underlying forms like

(2-5) a. miyako de4-su 'it's a city.'

b. miyako 4sika 'only a city' 41

In which there is only one 4. I have not specified a syntactic
environment for rule (2-4), not having sufficient evidence to
decide exactly what its domain should be. The syntactic environ-
ment of the rule is immaterial to our purposes, which are to
find the best possible way of describing the tonal phenomenon

itself.

There is an ob'ious relationship between the rule of T-after-T
Deletion above and the lexical structure condition (2-2). It is

predictable that a language with a tone-marker deletion rule like

t:.' one will also have the lexical structure condition of (2-2),

sin ! the fact that there is at most one pitch drop per word in
the surface form means that, in general, children learning the
language will have evidence for postulating no more than one
pitch drop per word in lexical representation. Exceptions to
this generalization might be found, however, if the rules of the
language were such as to cause the single pitch drop to appear

21
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sometimes in one position and sometimes in another in the surface
form. Children learning such a language might be led to set up
lexical representations with two pitch drops per word even
though only one of these would appear in any surface realization
of the word. Notice that there is no implication at all in the

other direction; that is, the fact that a language contains a
lexical structure condition of the form of (2-2) does not predict
that it will also contain a tone-marker deletion rule of the form
of (2-4).

The assumptions we have made about lexical representation,
together with the rule of T-after-T Deletion (2-4) account for
the position of the pitch drop in Japanese nouns and in most noun-
particle combinations. We will also need a rule inserting the
pitch rise which is found after the first syllable of most words.
Using an upward arrow, ', to represent a pitch rise, we may state
a rule for its insertion in the following way:

(2-6) Pitch Rise Insertion

0 t/Sal

where G
I

is the first syllable of a phrase, and is followed by
another syllable, with no intervening tone marker. Rule (2-6)

applies, for example, to the underlying form koko-ro desu

(2-4a), to give the output form

(2-7) kotko4,ro desu

The rule does not apply to words like ?i4noti 'life', which have
their pitch drop after the first syllable .1

3. Representing Tone Contours with Dynamic Tones:
the Distribution and Realization of Tone Markers

In the analysis outlined above, the tone contours of Japanese
words were represented by means of the tone markers 4, and t, which
appear in the phonological string at points of pitch change and
indicate the direction of change. These two tone markers are, I

believe, the only units needed for the representation of tone
contours in all languages.`' They_may be represented more formally

by means of the feature matrices
-1-tonel

(fort) and
ri-tonel

(for *),
L-fallj

where the feature ['tone] serves to differentiate these two units
from the phonological segments, and the feature [±fall] distinguishes
them from one another. Tone markers have phonetic content, in
that they represent changes in the tension, thickness, and position
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of the vocal cords which result in a change in the pitch of the

voice; however, that change is realized only through its effect
on the surrounding tone-bearing units there is no way to pro-

nounce a tone marker in isolation.

The distribution of tone markers in the string is governed by

the following well-formedness conditions:

(3-1) a. No tone marker may appear inside a tone-bearing
unit (where the tone-bearing unit for a given
language may be either the syllable or the mora),
and

b. Two tone markers within the same word must be
separated by a tone-bearing unit.

As applied to Tokyo Japanese, whose tone-bearing unit is the
syllable, the well-formedness conditions insure that tone markers
will appear only at syllable boundaries, and only one per syllable
boundary; that is, they insure that tone markers will appear only
at the potential accent positions which were observed by McCawlev.
I assume that these well-formedness conditions obtain at all
stages of the derivations; in other words, configurations of the

form

(3-2) [...[+seg][+tone][+seg]...]
TBU

[...[+tone][+tone]

or

where TBLi stands for "tone-bearing unit", are not permitted in
either underlying or surface forms.5 We will prevent the occurrence
of configurations of the second sort by means of a convention
that the insertion of a tone marker at the boundary of a tone-
bearing unit causes the automatic deletion of any tone marker which
already occupies that boundary. Similarly, we will rule out con-
figurations of the first type by means of a convention that when-
ever phonological processes which affect the placement of syllable
boundaries would result in the entrapment of a tone marker inside
a tone-bearing unit, that tone marker automatically moves to the
nearest boundary of a tone-bearing unit, where the "nearest" boundary
is the ore which does not require the tone marker to pass over the
syllabic nucleus. This convention will be elaborated and adjusted

somewhat in connection with the discussion of tonal "stability"
in Chapter V.

The particular way in which a tone marker is realized depends
on the language and on the context in which it appears. In a great
many languages whose tone-bearing unit is the syllable, the change

23
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in pitch which a tone marker represents is executed AS SOON AS
POSSIBLE AFTER THE NUCLEUS OF THE SYLLABLE WHICH PRECEDES IT.
This means, in effect, that a tone marker which follows a long
syllable is realized as a gliding tone on that syllable. In

contrast, a tone marker between two syllables, the first of which
is short, is realized as a sharp change in pitch in the vicinity
of the syllable boundary. Thus, in English, there is a difference
in the way in which the pitch rise is realized in the two phrases

r
(3-3) a.

an English ttea+cher

b.

a fine itea4,cher

(= a teacher who is
English)

When the syllable preceding the t is short, as in (a), the pitch
rise is executed at the syllable boundary, as indicated in the
rough tone contour which appears above this phrase, and in the
F0-contour of this phrase which is given below (taken from
Liberman (1975), p. 93):

(3-4)

a n Englis h t e a cher

Similarly, the pitch drop after the durationally short syllable
tea of teacher is an abrupt drop in pitch executed at the boundary
of the two syllables tea and cher, during that part of the
utterance which is insufficiently voiced to register on the pitch
extractor. However, when the syllable preceding a tone marker is
long, as is the syllable fine in (3-3.b)" the change in pitch
which that tone marker represents is executed lariely during that
syllable, so that fine in (3 -3 -b) is pronounced w;th a rising glide.
I have no F -contour of this particular phrase, bit the following

oftwo versions
0
or the statement T gave it to Samuel, again from

Liberman (1975)(pp. 154-5) bear out the point which is being made
here, that the degree to which a tone marker is realized during
the syllable preceding it in English depends on the length of
that syllable.
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(3-5)

gave i t t o miyu

(3-6)

gaveit t o s e.: .; m ; y u 1

If the two contours (3-5) and (3-6) are superimposed upon one
another, matching the starting points of the two ImPs, then
their downward curves will be seen to match very closely; in
particular, the rate at which the frequency decreases from that
point is virtually the same in the two cases. The chief dif-
ference between these two pronounciations the same sentence
is in the length of their two [m]'s, the duration of the latter
[m] being nearly twice that of the former. The result is that
while most of the pitch drop of (3-6) is absorbed by the latter
half of the syllable [slm], the pitch drop of (3-5) continues
into the following syllable, [vul]. These pitch contours tend
to confirm the observation that in English a tone marker is
realized as soon as possible after the nucleus of the syllable
which precedes it,7 so that the extent to which the change in
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pitch is executed during that syllable depends upon the length
of the syllabic coda (i.e., on the length of that part of the
syllable which follows the nucleus of the syllable.)

The same principle holds for Tokyo Japanese, whe.-e it is a

well-known fact that a tone change which follows a short syllable
is executed at the boundary between that syllable and the next,

as in

(3-7)

kotko4ro

but when the syllable preceding the tone marker is a long one,
the pitch change is made during that syllable, as in, for example,

(3-8)

a. '1.con.iban 'tonight' b. kitnoo4, 'yesterday'

There is never a pitch change at the end of a long syllable in
Tokyo Japanese. Thus I will assume, with McCawley, that there
is only one position per syllable which may be marked for tone in
Tokyo Japanese; the difference in the realization of tone markers
after long and short syllables 's a result of the convention8 that
a tone marker is to be realized as soon as possible after the
nucleus of the syllable which precedes it.

This convention is very widespread among languages, for it
apparently also holds in Serbo-Croation. Thus, according to
Lehiste, words with "rising accent" (for which I assume the tone
marking [o1 l-c24,...] (where "s" stands for "syllable") may have
ary of the following tone contours, depending upon whether the
syllables are (a) short, short, short (b) short, long, short, or
(c) long, short, short.

(3-9)

(a) (b) (c)7--

The diagrams above, taken from Lehiste (1970)(p. 87), show that the
extent to which a tone marker is realized during the syllable pre-
ceding it depends in Serbo-Croation, as in English and Japanese,
on the length of that syllable. Thus in (b), where the syllable
preceding the of the tone contour is a long one, that syllable
absorbs more of the pitch drop than do the second syllables of
(a) and (c), which are short. Similarly, in (c) where the syllable
preceding the t of the tone contour is long, the pitch rise is
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already completed by the end of that syllable, but in (a) and (b),

where the syllable preceding the t is short, the pitch rise con-
tinues into the following syllable. However, the first syllable
of a word with rising accent is always lengthened to some extent
(according to Lehiste, a short syllable in this position has the
duration of a long syllable, and an underlyingly long syllable is
lengthened still more), so that even in (a) and (b), the first
syllable of the word absorbs a considerable part of the pitch
rise.

Now consider words with "falling accent", for which I assume
the tone representation [too,o,) ...]. Lehiste's pitch contours
are given below for words of tNis sort with the syllable-length
patterns (a) short, short, short (b) short, long, short, and
(c) long, short, short.

(3-10)

(a) (b) (c)

These pitch patterns support the observations that the extent to
which a tone marker is realized during the preceding syllable in
Serbo-Croatian depends on the length of that syllable, for in (c),

where the syllable preceding the Y of the tone contour is rela-
tively long, most of the pitch drop is executed during that
syllable, but in (a) and (b), in which the syllable before the
is relatively short, that syllable absorbs less of the pitch drop.

We have seen that English, Tokyo Japanese, and Serbo-Croatian
follow a convention whereby a tone marker between two syllables is
realized as a gliding tone on the first syllable if that syllable
is long. Some languages which follow this convention for a tone
marker which comes after a long syllable within the same word do
not follow it when the long syllable and the tone marker which
follows it are in different words. For example, in lgbo, a
syllable at the end of a word is lengthened under certain circum-
stances, and a tone marker which comes after that syllable within
the same word is realized as a gliding tone on it. However, there
are no circumstances under which a tone marker at the beginning
of a word is realized as a gliding tone on the final syllable of
the PRECEDING word. Thus we find a contrast between the two
phrases

(3-11) a.

isi -Chi 'Chi's head'

b.

'the head of a yam'
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where the 4, of the first phrase is the final element of the word
isi 'head', and it is realized as a falling glide on the final
syllable of that word, but the 4- of the second phrase is the
First element of the word ji 'yam', and is realized as a sharp
change in pitch at the syllable boundary. The contrast in the
realization of the pitch drop in phrases like these will be dis-
cussed in greater detail in connection with the analysis of Igbo
tone which is presented in Chapter II.

While Japanese and Mende appear to follow the same convention
as Igbo with respect to the pronunciation of a word-initial tone
marker (namely, that it is never realized as a gliding tone on
the preceding syllable), English does not, as can be seen from the
example of (3-3.b), repeated below:

(3-12)

a fine 1. teacher

in which the of the tone contour is realized as a rising glide
on the syllable fine even though it is inserted, I assume, in the
environment of the main-stressed syllable tea and so is the first
element of the word teacher rather than the final element of the
word fine.

In the languages we have looked at so far (English, Tokyo
Japanese, and Serbo-Croatian) a tone marker between two syllables
is realized as a gliding tone on the preceding syllable if that
syllable is phonetically long, but otherwise as a fairly sharp
change in pitch at the syllable boundary. There are other languages
in which a tone marker between two syllables is executed at the
syllable boundary in every case, whatever the length of the first
syllable. Kagoshima Japanese is such a language, as Haraguchi
(1975) has pointed out. Some of Haraguchi's examples from
Kagoshima Japanese are listed below:

(3-13) me i rr-e0,,9a

kin/ senlrga

honidai

koo 'koo

kan tan

'order' + nominative marker

'money' + nominative marker

'payment for book'

'filial piety'

'simplicity'

Northern Tepehuan is another language of this type, for in the
following examples cited by Woo (1969), the tone change between
two syllables is executed at the syllable boundary even when the
preceding syllable is long:
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(3-14) daaj-c-1;ka 'noses'

baa,5-a\hi 'tails'

kulkurAtagi 'They take a husband'

ofnaikkidi 'with the salt'

solso;Vii 'They cried'

We have seen above that there are two possibilities for the
realization of a. tone marker which follows a long syllable. In

some languages, such a tone marker will be realized as a gliding

tone on the preceding syllable; however other languages realize
a tone marker between two syllables at the syllable boundary even
when the first syllable is long. There are also apparently

languages which mix the two systems. Morris Halle has pointed
out to me that in modern Greek a pitch change after a syllable
with a long vowel is realized as a gliding tone on that syllable,

as in English, Japanese, and Serbo-Croatian. However, a tone

change which comes after a syllable which ends with a nasal is

realized at the syllable boundary, as in Kagoshima Japanese and
Northern Tepehuan.

In the languages we have looked at so far, the basic tonal
unit is the syllable; in other words, in these languages, tone

changes come no more frequently than one per syllable. There are

also languages in which the basic tone-bearing unit is the mora.
Osaka Japanese is such a language, as can be seen from the
following examples, taken from Haraguchi (1975):

(3-15) sej71\dati 'pioneer'

'woman'

'temperature'

In the theory being proposed here, these words have the tone
representations

(3-16) a. setro.dati

b. to4nda

c. ton4,na

Example (a) shows that in Osaka there may be two tone markers
associated with the same syllable, one after the first mora of
the syllable, and one after the second. Similarly, examples (b)
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and (c) show that the 4- of the lexical tone contour may come
after the first or the second mora of a long syllable, with a
contrast between the two. In Osaka, and, I assume, in all mora-
tone languages, a tone marker between two moras is realized as a
change in pitch at the mora boundary.

Just as languages may differ in the way in which they realize
a tone marker at the boundary between two tone-bearing units of
a particular sort, so they may differ in the way they pronounce
a tone marker at the beginning or at the end of a breath-group.
Some languages pronounce such a tone marker as a gliding tone on
the adjacent tone-bearing unit, even if that unit is short; other
languages do not pronounce a tone marker under these circumstances.
TI.us, according to Haraguchi, some speakers of Tokyo Japanese
pronounce accent-final nouns like ?attama 'head' with a falling
glide on the final syllable when they occur in isolation or at
the end of a breath group; other speakers do not pronounce the
.4- of such a word unless there is other material following it
within the phrase. All speakers pronounce a word-final accent
when the preceding syllable is long, as in kitnoo4- 'yesterday'.

Two other languages which pronounce a tone marker at the end
of a breath group are English and Mende. Examples are given
below of phrases in these languages which end with tone markers.
The Fn-contours for the English phrases are taken from Liberman
(19759, pp. 12 and 20.

(3-17) From Mende

a. mba+ 'rice' b. nyal' ha+ 'woman'

c.

From English

aroE ngllish
1

ttea ;chert
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d.

----I I i I I

S a m s t ruck to u t

Liberman suggests that the phrase of (c) above might be pronounced
with this intonation by "an Anglophobic anti-intellectual who has
just been informed that his daughter is to marry a teacher of
British origin."

Serbo-Croatian is another language which pronounces phrase-
final tone markers. Lehiste (1970) reports that when a bi-syllabic
rising-accent word (that is a word with the tone contour [olta,;,])
comes at the end of a breath group, its 4 is pronounced as a falling
glide on the final syllable. When the final syllable is occupied
in this way with the 4, of the tone contour, the is displaced

somewhat to the left, so that at the end of a breath group a word
with rising accent acquires a tone contour resembling that of a
word with falling accent. (See the pitch diagrams of (3-9) and
(3-10).) Two languages which do NOT pronounce a tone marker at
the end of a breath group are lgbo and Northern Tepehuan.

Languages also differ as to whether or not they pronounce a
tone marker at the beginning of a breath group. If such a tone
marker is to be pronounced, it must, of course, be realized as a
gliding tone on the syllable which follows it, the first syllable
of the phrase.9 The gliding tone at the beginning of the English
phrase below (F0- contour from Liberman (1975), p. 12) is the

realization of a phrase-initial ..

N_
(3-18)

:an English ' tea ; cher

Liberman suggests that a pitch drop at the beginning of a phrase
in English adds "vivacity, liveliness, excitement and vehemence"
to the utterance.

Igbo is another language which pronounces a phrase-initial
tone marker as a gliding tone on the first syllable, as in the
clause
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(3-19)

zytatya

he + buy + it

Clark - 21

'lest he buy it'

Independent motivation for positing a 4- at the beginning of this

phrase will be given in Chapter VII, which contains a detailed
analysis of the tonal properties of verbal phrases in Igbo.

Serbo-Croatian provides examples of the pronunciation of a t

at the beginning of a phrase. According to Lehiste (1970), a

word with "falling accent" (for which I have assumed the tone

representation [to
1

4-0
2

1) is pronounced with a noticeable rise
in pitch on the first syllable when it occurs in phrase-initial
position, so that a word with falling accent in this position

has a pitch contour resembling that of a word with rising accent.
This variation in the pronunciation of falling-accent words in
phrase-initial position is to be expected in a language which
pronounces phrase-initial tone markers, for the pitch rise of

the tone contour must in this case be absorbed entirely by the
first syllable of the word, and it is natural that the drop in

pitch should then be displaced somewhat to the right, onto the
second syllable, where it would normally be found in a word with
rising accent (see the pitch contours of (3-9) and (3-10).)

Japanese and Mende are two languages which do not pronounce
phrase-initial tone markers.

There is one other sort of variation in the realization of
tone markers which requires some comment. Liberman (1977) has

pointed out that phrases of English which in his theory have the

tone representation

(3-20)
J-I 0+1

and which in my theory will have the representation

(3-21)
J-1 J j+1

do not ordinarily have the pitch contour

(3-22)
J-1 )

but instead are pronounced with a gradual rise in pitch beginning
some syllables before though the greatest part of the pitch
rise will, of course, o4cur between the syllables and 7..

Similarly, though the greatest part of the fall in J pitch)

will occur between the syllables and there 'nay be a
1

gradual decrease in the fundamenta
1 +1'

frequency persisting through-

out several subsequent syllables. Examples of this phenomenon,
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which I will call "corner-cutting", may be found, for English, in

the pitch diagrams of (3-4), (3-5), and (3-6), and, for Serbo-

Croatian, in the pitch diagrams of (3-10).

lf, when, and to what degree corner-cutting takes place un-

doubtedly varies from language to language, from speaker to

speaker within a given language, and even for a single speaker

from one occasion to another.

In summary, in the theory which is being presented here, tone

contours are represented entirely by means of the tone markers 4,

and 4, which represent a fall in pitch and a rise in pitch

respectively. When the pitch change which a tone marker repre-

sents takes place at the boundary between two Lone-bearing units,

the resulting tone contour looks more or less like this:

(3-23)

{wI}TBU {W21TBU

J
or

[W1]TBU f [W2]TBU

with the adjacent tone-bearing units WI and W on different pitch

levels. Alternatively, the pitch change which a tone marker

represents may be executed during a tone-bearing unit, creating

a "gliding" tone which looks like this:

(3-24) N\

[WITH
OR [w3TBu

The pitch contours of (3-23) and (3-24) are, of course, idealiza-

tions; the realization of a tone marker in actual fact often lies

somewhere between these two extremes. Tone markers are always

located at the boundaries of tone-bearing units, with their

realization in any particular case determined by conventions

which are partly universal and partly language-specific. The

realization of a tone marker as a gliding tone on a single tone-

bearing unit has been found to result from conventions of the

following sort: (i) in some languages, a tore marker which

follows a durationally long syllable is realized as a gliding tone

on that syllable, (ii) in some languages, a phrase-final tone

marker is realized as a gliding tone on the preceding tone-bearing

unit even if that unit is short, and (iii) some languages realize

a cone marker at the beginning of a phrase as a gliding tone on

the first tone-bearing unit of the phrase. It is a fundamental
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assumption of the theory that any gliding tone on a single tone-
bearing unit will be derivable by means of conventions of this
sort.

4. An Examination of some Competing Theories of Gliding Tones

The occurrence of a rising or falling tone on a single
syllable has been of concern to generative phonologists since
Wang (1967) first attempted to establish a set of distinctive
features (such as [ i-high]) and dynamic-tone features (such as
['rising] and [ ±falling]). For example, a tone which falls from
a high tone-level to a mid tone-level ("I ) is defined in Wang's

system as [ +high, +contour, +falling}, while one which rises from
a low tone-level to a mid tone-level (A ) is defined as [-high,

+contour, +rising]. Wang regarded these features as features of
the whole syllable, rather than of any one segment, for a rising
or falling tone may be spread over two tone-bearing segments in
a long syllable (as in the Japanese ho 'book').

Woo (1969) argued against Wang's feature system on the
grounds that languages generally treat a gliding tone on one
syllable as equivalent in some way to a sequence of distinct
level tones on succeeding syllables. We have'already seen an
example of this kind of equivalency in Tokyo Japanese, where
the "accent" of a word may be realized either as a fall from
high to low within a single long syllable (as in h(3\Q) or as
a high-low sequence spread over two syllables (as in ga\rt.!

'monkey'). Another familiar example comes from English, where
the pitch phenomenon which is most frequently associated with
the primary-stressed syllable of a phrase is a falling glide
on that syllable if it is the last syllable of the phrase, as in

(4-1)

tea

but may be a high-low sequence spread over two syllables if the
primary-stressed syllable is not phrase-final, as in

(14-2)

IP coffee

Wang's feature system obscures the equivalency between a gliding
tone and a sequence of level tones in cases like this, because
in Wang's system the tone contour of (4-1) would be represented
by the single tone-specification [ +high, -Lcontour, +falling],
but the tone contour of (4-2) would be expressed as the tone
sequence [ +high, -contour], [ -high, -contour], and the two
representations have very little in common.

gr
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Having discovered this flaw in Wang's feature system, Woo

proposed an alternative theory in which gliding tones are analyzed

as sequences of level tones for example, the falling glide

\j is analyzed as an instance of the sequence High, Low, and the

rising glide /1 is considered to be an instance of the sequence

Low, High. Woo's theory allows a uniform treatment of the tone

contours of words like EaNn and ga\ru in Tokyo Japanese, for

both these words can be said to have the tone contour "High, Low".

Woo's treatment of gliding tones as sequences of level tones

turns out to be incompatible in certain instances with her theory

of tone representation, for she assumes that tone levels should

be specified by means of features on sonorant segments, so that

there is no way to represent a gliding tone on a syllable which

contains only one sonorant segment. Such gliding tones do exist,

however. For example, as we have seen, there are dialects of

Japanese in which the word ?oftoko:- 'man' is pronounced with a

falling glide on its final syllable when it is spoken in isolation,

a pronunciation for which Woo's theory provides no representation.

Similarly, Woo's theory provides no way of representing the

rising glide on the syllable black or the falling glide on the

syllable hat in

(4-3)

It's a blackk hat1.

because these syllables, though phonetically long, are not long under-

lyingly, and there is no reason to suppose that they should be

represented phonetically with double vowels. Facts like these

have led to the development of "autosegmental" or "suprasegmental"

theories of tone in which the tone melody of a phrase is assumed

to have an identity of its own, apart from the phonological string

which carries it. In the autosegmental theory of Goldsmith (1976),

the most complete development of this type of theory, the tone

melody is represented as a sequence of tone segments, each of

which represents a tone level. A tone melody becomes associated

with a phonological string by a process of tone mapping, which

establishes an association between individual tonological and

phonological segments. For example, in this theory the tone

contour of ?oftoko4 may be represented as

(4 -4) Potoko

/ A
L H L

The fact that the final syllable of Pottoko: is pronounced with

a falling glide is represented in this theory by associating it

with both a high tone and a low tone segment; because the high tone

segment and the phonological segments exist independently of
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one another, there is no necessity that they be associated with
one another in a one-to-one fashion. The phrase of (4-3) could
be represented in a parallel way, as

(4-5) It's a black hat.

L H L

Let us return now to Woo's argument that a theory of tone
must be capable of expressing the functional equivalency between
a gliding tone on a single syllable and a sequence of level tones
spread over two or more syllables. Such an equivalency is ex-
pressed within a level-tone theory by analyzing a gliding tone as
a sequence of level tones, as Woo proposed. In an autosegmental
level-tone theory, a gliding tone can be analyzed as a sequence
of level tones even if it occurs on a syllable which has just one
sonorant segment, as in the examples of (4-4) and (4-5). Thus

this theory is capable of expressing the generalization that words
of Japanese and sentences of English quite generally have the
tone contour LHL, though the changes from one tone level to
another are made sometimes during a syllable and sometimes at a
syllable boundary. However, it is not necessary to adopt an auto-
segmental level-tone theory in order to express generalizations of
this sort. In particular, the dynamic-tone theory which has been
presented here also satisfies Woo's criterion that a theory of
tone must be capable of expressing the functional equivalency
between a gliding tone on a single syllable and a sequence of level
tones spread over two or more syllables. For example, the
Japanese words

(4-6)

a. ?ottoko;.

'man'

b. kitnoo4,

'yesterday'

c. kol-ko,;ro

'heart'

have identical tone shapes ( y ) in dynamic terms just as
they do in theories which analyze a falling glide as an instance
of the tone sequence HL.

While the dynamic-tone theory and the autosegmental theory
are apparently equivalent in their ability to express generalizations
of the sort discussed above, the two theories are not equivalent
in their ability to express a LEXICAL contrast between a gliding
tone and a sequence of syllables on different tone levels. For

example, the autosegmental theory is, in principle, capable of
representing a three-way lexical contrast of the sort illustrated
below:
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(4-7)

a. ba ba ba b. ba ba ba
1////
H L H L L

c. ba ba ba

V
H L

The lexical items above differ only in tone contour; because
the second syllable of (a) is associated with both a high and a
low tone segment, it is pronounced with a falling glide, in con-
trast to (b) and (c), where the fall in pitch takes place sharply,
at a syllable boundary.

The dynamic-tone theory is more restrictive than the auto-
segmental theory with regard to lexical contrasts of this sort.
Since the words (b) and (c) above must have the tone representations
ba+baba and baba4ba respectively, we know that this hypothetical
language must pronounce a tone marker between the two [baj's as
a sharp change in pitch at the syllable boundary. But there is
then no way to represent the tone contour of (a); the restrictions
on the distribution of tone markers will not allow us to place
its 4- in the middle of the second syllable, nor can we give this
word the same tone representation as (b) or (c) and use conventions
for the realization of tone markers to account for the difference
in pronunciation. Phonetic realization conventions could not
differ from one word to another within the same language tone
markers in equivalent positions must be realized in the same way
(or in the same range of ways, allowing for some free variation).
Thus, in using conventions for the realization of tone markers to
account for gliding tones, the theory predicts that lexical con-
trasts of the sort illustrated in (4-7) can not occur. This pre-
diction of the dynamic-tone theory will be discussed in greater
detail in Chapter V.

5. On the Notion 'Pitch-Accent Language' in

McCawley's Theory and in a
Dynamic-tone Theory

We have now considered analyses of Japanese pitch accent in
two different theories. On the one hand, we have the dynamic-
tone analysis, in which the tone contours of Japanese are repre-
sented at all stages of the derivation by means of the tone
markers 1 and A, with a lexical structure condition insuring
that there is at most one tone marker in the lexical representation
of any word and that that tone marker is a .. The loss of the
second "accent" in phrases like

(5-1)

ko'ko\ro desu 'It's a neart.'

(from kc)ke4ro 'heart' + dor,u 'it is')
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is accounted for by means of a rule which deletes all but the
first 4, within its domain. This rule, and the lexical structure
condition for Tokyo Japanese are repeated below:

(5-2) a. The Lexical Structure Condition (Repeated from (2-2))

In a word of the form [...tone marker...], 2 is a 4.,

1 2 3

and 1 and 3 contain no tone markers.

b. The Rule of T-After-T Deletion (Repeated from (2-4))

... [tone] ... [tone] ...

sd. 1 2 3 4 5

sc. Delete 4.

In contrast to the analysis above, we have McCawley's analysis,
in which the position of the pitch drop of a Japanese word is marked
with the diacritic feature [+acc], which is a feature of syllable
boundaries. There is at most one occurrence of this feature in
the lexical representation of any word, and the one-accent-per-
word lexical structure is maintained in the surface form by a rule
of accent-reduction, which eliminates all but the first occurrence
of the feature [+acc] in any phonological word. The tone contour
itself is assigned by a tone-assignment rule which assigns a tone-
specification to each mora, using the diacritic feature [+acc] as
a reference point.

In order to choose between these two analyses, we must consider
the larger theories of which they form a part. In introducing the
diacritic tonal feature [+acc], McCawley assumed that this
feature would play a role only in a certain class of languages,
called "pitch-accent" languages, which are distinct from the class
of "tone" languages. Pitch-accent languages, of which Japanese
is a paradigm case would have the following characteristics:

(5-3) i. The tone contours of the words of the language
are completely specified in lexical representa-
tion by an indication of whether or not the word
is accented and if so, where the accent occurs.

ii. The rules which affect pitch in the language are
all of the accentual type; that is, there are
accent-reduction rules which eliminate all but
one accent of each word or phrase, and possibly
also rules of accent deletion or accent movenent,
but there are no rules affecting the tone-1,2vel
features which are assigned by the tone-assign-
ment rules.

rr)
t ./
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True tone languages, conversely, have the following properties:

(5-4) i. The tone contours of the words of the language
are specified from the beginning by means of
tone-level features such as [ ±high], and, in

general, every segment which can bear tone in
the surface form is marked for tone in the lexicon.

ii. The tone rules of the language are not of the
accent-reduction type, but refer to the tone-
level features, and are of the same assimilatory/
dissimilatory character as the rules which affect
purely segmental features such as voicing or
nasality.

It seems unlikely that a language typology of this sort could
be correct, for there is no principled reason why these properties
should always go together in just this particular way. For example,
it makes sense in McCawley's theory to claim that Csere can be no
accent-reduction rules in a true tone language, because accent-
reduction rules are stated in terms of the feature [ +acc] it

would be difficult to state them in terms of tone-level features
and tone languages do not make use of this feature. But there

is no reason why a pitch-accent language should not contain rules
referring to tone-level features, though these rules would, of
course, have to be ordered after the tone-assignment rules. The

reason McCawley wanted to exclude such rules from pitch-accent
languages is, apparently, that rules of this sort might destroy
the one-accent-per-word tonal pattern which he takes as funda-
mental for a pitch-accent system. But there is no way within the
theory of generative phonology to require that the whole grammar
of a language be set up in such a way as to preserve a lexically-
established pattern throughout the derivation. For this reason,

it would be surprising, I think, if McCawley's typology were to
hold up. In fact, it does not; in a later article entitled "Some
Tonal Systems that Come Close to Being Pitch-Accent Systems But
Don't Quite Make It" (1970), McCawley himself pointed out a number
of counter-examples. For example, he pointed out that Ganda, a
language of Uganda, has the one-accent-per-morpheme lexical
structure which is typical of pitch-accent languages, and it also
has one "accent-reduction" rule. But the grammar Ganda also
includes a number of other tone rules not of the pitch-accent type,
the combined effect of which is to break up the one-accent-per-
morpheme lexical pattern, producing a "tremendous profusion of
surface tonal forms". Having found this and other counter-
examples to his typology, McCawley abandoned it and substituted
the weaker claim that in languages which contain both accent-
reduction rules and rules referring to tone levels, the former
must precede the latter.

At this point one begins to feel that the distinction which
McCawley's theory makes between pitch-accent languages and tone

I
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is not a particularly useful one, for we can predict very little
about a language from knowing that it belongs to one class or
the other. Furthermore, providing different systems of lexical
tone representation for the two sorts of languages introduces the
problem of how to keep the two systems separate from one another.
Thus if it is possible fora language to use either the diacritic
feature [ +accent] or tone-level features such as [=high] in marking
lexical tone, then we might expect to find languages which mix the
two. For example, we might expect to find a language which was
like Japanese except that some words would be marked for tone.
Suppose then that in this hypothetical dialect of Japanese, the
unaccented noun miyako 'city' were assigned the lexical tone con-
tour LHL, as shown below

(5-5) mi ye ko

This noun would then have the same tone contour as the accented
noun koko'ro 'heart'. However, the two nouns would behave dif-
ferently when followed by an accented particle, or by the copula
de'su because the fall from high to low in ko k6ro is an accent,
and it would cause deletion, by the accent-reduction rule, of the
accent of de'su, but the fall from high to low in *mi ya ko would
not be an accent, and so the accent of de'su would remain, giving
the contrast

(5-6) kojkoro desu 'It's a heart'

. /

fd;\su 'It's a city'

Surely a tonal system of this sort could not exist. But in order
to prevent it from occurring in McCawley's theory, we must add the
restriction that languages which make use of the feature [i-acc]
may not make lexical use of tone-level features, though in the
end tone-level features play a part in the tonal systems of all
languages.

Because of the difficulty of keeping the two systems apart,
and because of the lack of predictive value in the distinction
between pitch-accent and tone languages, I believe it to be an
advantage of the dynamic-tone theory which is being proposed here
that it does not require different systems of lexical representation
for these two sorts of languages. In this theory, lexical tone can
be represented in the same way in all languages, the only dif-
ference being that those languages which were traditionally
classified as pitch-accent languages have more predictable lexical
tone contours than those which were classified as tone languages.
For instance, in Tokyo Japanese, a "pitch-accent" language,
every word has the tone contour [...4...]; the only question is
where the 1 will occur. Japanese differs in this respect from
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the "tone" language Igbo, in which, with only a few exceptions,
either tone marker may occur at any syllable boundary of a word.
Thus among three-syllable nouns in Igbo we find all the lexical
tone contours shown below:

(5-7)

a. akwukwo4, 'leaf, paper' b. Ou:ne!' (a kind

of fruit)

c. a4,katb9;, 'hedgehog'

e. ogajit

g. ofku.;,kof

i. mkpu;ry4, 'seed'

k. atda4ka4, 'chimpanzee'

d. uthocit 'day'

f. aghi.t.gha4, 'needle'

_!

h. rjtkuku,i, 'cup'

J 0,.ghadha4, 'sword'

Although the dynamic-tone theory itself does not make a prin-
cipled distinction between pitch-accent and tone languages, we may,
if we wish, continue to use these terms, making use of the theory
to define them more precisely. In the remainder of this disserta-
tion, I will use the term "pitch-accent language" to refer to a
language in which (i) there are tone markers in the lexical repre-
sentations of words, and (ii) there is at most one tone marker in
the representation of any word whose direction and/or position is
unpredictable. Although I have spoken here of pitch-accent
LANGUAGES and tone LANGUAGES, there is no reason to expect that
the words of a language will all have equally predictable tone
contours. For example, there is nothing to prevent the occurrence
of a language in which verbs have tone contours as predictable as
those of a pitch-accent language, while the tone contours of nouns
are less predictable, as in a tone language. Similarly, there is
no reason to expect a sharp division between pitch-accent and tone
languages rather we expect to find languages spread out over
a continuum, with some languages which are tone languages by the
definition which I have chosen being nevertheless very close to
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pitch-accent systems. In Chaoter II, I will argue that Osaka
Japanese is such a language.

6. Pitch-Accent in the Autosegmental Theory

Haraguchi, in his dissertation The Tone Pattern of Japanese:
An Autosegmental Theory of Tonology (1975) gives a very careful
and enlightening analysis of a large number of Japanese dialects
within the autosegmental theory of tone, a level-tone theory whose
distinguishing characteristic is that it makes use of autonomous
tone-segments which appear on a separate level from the phonological
segments. (The use of this notion in accounting for gliding tones
was discussed briefly in section 4 above.)

In the versions of the autosegmental theory proposed by Hara-
guchi and by Goldsmith (1976), the tone-segments (on the tonological
level) are mapped onto the phonological segments (on the phonological
level) by means of tone-association rules which follow either of
two patterns a non-accentual pattern, in which the tone segments
are simply mapped onto the phonological segments in a one-to-one
fashion from the beginning or the end of the word, or an accentual
pattern, in which some designated segment of the tone melody is
matched to some designated segment of the phonological string and
there is a one-to-one mapping of tone segments to syllabic seg-
ments on either side of the original matching. In Haraguchi's
version of the theory, a non-accentual language has either of the
following tone-assignment rules, depending on whether mapping is
to begin at the right-hand or the left-hand side of the word:

(6-1) a. V

Q
T

b. V

Q
T

(where Q is the longest sequence of both phonological and tono-
logical segments, and where the structural change created by the
rule is the introduction of the association line.)

Rule (b) would establish the following association between a LHL
tone melody and a four-syllable phonological string:

(6-2) CVCVCVCV

H L

while rule (a) would produce the association

(6-3) CVCVCVCV
;

L H L
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The rest of the melody is then mapped on by means of universal
tone-mapping conventions which insure, roughly, that every tone-
segment is matched with a tone-bearing segment, that every tone-
bearing segment is matched with a tone-segment, and that tone-
association lines do not cross. Stated in this simple way, the
conventions do not define a unique mapping, and there is some
controversy about exactly how they should be stated. I will not
concern myself with this question, but will simply assume that
there is some way of stating the conventions so that they will
work in the desired way in every case. Thus we will assume that
the universal conventions convert the structure of (6-2) to

(6-4) CVCVCVCV

H
L H L

with the final tone-segment of the formula mapped onto two syl-
lables, so that no syllable is left without an associated tone-
segment. Similarly, the universal conventions apply to (6-3) in

such a way as to produce

(6-5) CVCVCVCV

I I V
L H L

If there had been only two syllables in (6-2) and (6-3), then by
the universal convention that every tone-segment must be mapped
onto a tone-bearing segment, we would have obtained the tone-
mapping

(6-6) a. CVCV (by Rule (6-1.a))

IN
L H L

or b. CVCV

A
L H L

(by Rule (6-1.0)

Accentual systems differ from non-accentual systems in this
theory in that they make use of the device of a "starred syllable"
in their tone-association rules. In Haraguchi's version of the
theory, 1° the tone-mapping rule of an accentual language looks like
this:

(6-7) fi Q V (Where Q contains no

T

Here some designated segment of the tone melody is associated with
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a designated (starred) syllable of the phonological string and
the universal mapping conventions then map on the rest of the

tone melody in the same way as in a non-accentual system. For

example, Haraguchi suggests that Tokyo Japanese has the basic
tone melody HL, and that this melody is mapped into words by

means of the tone-association rule

(6-8) # Q V (where Q contains no

H

Given the nouns inoti 'life', kokoro 'heart', atama 'head',
atama-ga 'head' + nominative marker, and miyako-ga 'city' +
nominative marker, the tone-association rule produces the
following associations:

(6-9) a. inoti
* *

b. kokoro c. atama

H L H L H L

d. atama-ga e. miyako-ga

H L H L

(Notice that where the word is unaccented, as in (e) the tone-

association rule associates the high tone with the final syllable

of the string.)

The universal tone-mapping conventions then apply to give the

completed mappings:

(6-10) a. inoti b. kokoro c. atama

I I N 1
H L H L

d. atama-ga

H L

H

e. miyako f. miyako-ga

H L H L

Two additional rules are necessary to obtain the correct surface
forms from the underlying forms of (6-10). First there is an

Initial Lowering Rule:

(6-11)VCV - VCV
I °

H L H

This rule introduces a low tone-segment at the beginning of a
word, mapping it onto the first syllable, and simultaneously
erasing the association which will have been established by
the tone-mapping process between that syllable and the high tone-
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segment of the basic tone melody. Rule (6-11) applies to all the

forms of (6-10) except (a), changing them to the following:

(6-12) b. kokoro c. atama d. atama-ga

1 1 1 1/
1 V

L H L L H L L H L

e. miyako f. miyako-ga

1 A
L H L L H L

Finally, the Tone Simplification Rulell

(6-13) L 0 / V

applies to forms (c), (e), and (f), simplifying their final gliding
tones and creating the correct surface output,

(6-14) c. atame e. miyako f. miyako -ga

1 \/ IN
L H L H L H

For those speakers who retain the falling glide at the end of final-
accented nouns like atama, the tone-simplification rule is stated
in the following way,

( 6 - 1 5 ) L [

/
V

H

so that it applies only to words like miyako and miyako-ga, whose
final syllables are not marked with a star.

In summary, Haraguchi proposes that in Tokyo Japanese a noun
has at most one "starred" syllable in its lexical representation,
and that the basic tone-melody HL is mapped on by a rule which
assigns the high tone to the last vowel which is not preceded by
a starred vowel. Thus, when the word has a starred syllable, the
high tone is assigned to it, and when there is no starred syl-
lable, the high tone is assigned to the last syllable of the word.
A rule of Initial Lowering accounts for the low tone of the first
syllable of most words, and the gliding tone which arises at the
end of the word when the high tone is associated with the final
syllable of the word is eliminated by a tone-simplification rule
which deletes the low tone of the tone-melody. Some speakers

apply this rule only to unaccented words.
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Haraguchi also provides rules to account for the tonal pro-

perties of adjectives and verbs, in which the position of the star

is determined by rule. I will not discuss those here, however,

since his analysis of nouns is sufficient to give the flavor of

the analysis and to allow us to compare it with the analyses which

have been given of these same facts in other theories.

Looking at the theory from a broader perspective, we see
that the autosegmental theory, like McCawley's theory, makes a
fundamental distinction between the way in which lexical tone is
represented in a pitch-accent language and the way in which it is

represented in a true tone language. In a tone language like
Igbo, each lexical item is assigned a feature of some kind
which indicates which of several possible tone melodies (e.g.

L, H, LH, HL, LHL, HLH, etc.) is to be mapped into that item.
The tone-mapping rule is of the form shown in (6-1); that is,
it maps the first tone of the tone melody onto the first syllable
of the word (or, alternatively, the last tone of the tone melody
onto the last syllable of the word), and the rest of the tone
melody is distributed accordingly.

In pitch-accent languages like Japanese, on the other hand,
the tone-mapping rule looks like this:

41 (6-16) # Q V or V Q
I I

I
1

T. T.
1

(where Q contains no V)

and a lexical item may be marked with a star on one of its tone-
bearing units as well as with a feature indicating which of the
tone melodies of that language is to be mapped onto it. (In

Tokyo Japanese there is just one tone melody, HL, but there are
pitch-accent languages which have more than one. For example, the

Osaka Dialect of Japanese has the two tone melodies HL and LHL,
so that we find karR to 'helmet', contrasting with O-tO,ko 'man'.

See Haraguchi (1975) and the discussion of Osaka Japanese in
Chapter 11.)

The autosegmental theory successfully avoids the problem which
we observed in McCawley's theory of keeping the two tonal systems

separate from one another. Thus the existence of unstarred words
in pitch-accent languages is no problem, because the tone-assign-
ment rules for pitch-accent languages apply to unstarred words as
well as to starred ones.12 The intrusion of starred words into
tone languages is also not a problem, because the presence of
such a word would have no consequences; the tone-association
process in a tone language is not affected by the p !sence of a

star. In addition, the autosegmental analysis has the advantage
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eliminating the need for at least some kinds of "accent-reduction"

rules because, for example, the tone-mapping rule itself accounts

for the fact that only the first accent of a phrase such as kokoro

desu is realized in the surface form:

(6-17)

koiko ro desu 'It's a heart.'

Despite these advantages, the autosegmental theory has serious

flaws which, I
believe, make it inadequate as a theory of tone

for human languages. These flaws will be discussed in the following

section.

7. Some Arguments Against the Autosegmental Theory

In this section I will present several arguments against the

autosegmental theory of tone, beginning with the most general, and

ending with a discussion of certain specific phenomena of Japanese

for which it fails to provide an adequate account.

7.1 Concerning the distinction between pitch-accent languages

and tone languages. Although the distinction between pitch-accent

languages and true tone languages plays a fundamental role in the

autosegmental theory in that it determines which of two systems of

tone mapping is to be chosen for a given language, the theory as

it has been presented in published work does not provide adequate

criteria for deciding in every case which sort of system a language

has. For example, consider the following data from Etung, taken

originally from
my attention

(7.1-1)

Edmundson and Bendor-Samuel (1966) and brought to

by Goldsmith (1976):

Tone pattern 1-syll word 2-syl1 word 3-syll word

a. L kpe 'even' njom 'juju' eyurl 'dress'

b. LH lc.' 'to' hsi 'fish'
1

bisOne 'spoon''

i c. HL tik

(future)

.
egom

'jaundice'

41Kpilg

'money'

d. H kp6 'first' gb66 rjklMi

'servant' 'prosecutor'

e. LHL 01)8 'arm' mbilta 'rein'

f. LLH -- isi 'mud' OrObe 'beam'

g. HHL -- efe) 'cloth' rIggr

'pepper'

h. HLH -- Ail-;; 'they' edimbA 'pot'

e

I

a
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If we assume that a falling-rising or rising-falling glide
is not possible on a single tone-bearing unit (hence the gaps in
(e) and (h), above), Etung has almost every possible tone shape of
one, two, or three syllable words. The only exception is in the

distribution of gliding tones, which are found almost exclusively
at the ends of two- and three-syllable words. Gliding tones never

occur word-internally, and only rarely at the ends of three-

syllable words. I will return to this point in Chapter V.

With tone contours so unpredictable, Etung is, one would think,
a paradigm example of a non-accentual language, which should be
analyzed in the autosegmental system as having the tone melodies

L, LH, HL, H, LHL, LLH, HHL, and HLH, and the non-accentual tone-
association rule of (6-1.a), repeated below as (7.1-2):

(7.1-2) V Q (where Q is the maximal sequence of
both tonological and phonological

T segments)

However, this language is also subject to analysis as an
accentual system, with the tone melodies HLH, HL, and LH, the tone-

association rule

(7.1-3) # Q V

(T) T T (where Q does not contain any V)

and the tone-simplification rule

(7.1-4) T 0 /
V

T

In this analysis, the words of (7.1-1) would be derived in the
following ways:
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.(7 1-5)
One

syllable

Two

syllable
.

j

Three

syllable

LH unaccented kpe =',1<pe

/1 /
L H L

njom =',>njom

V\ V
L H L ,

eyUri =>eyUri

L H L

accented ka nsi, nsi

A H I/1
L H LH LH

I

I

bisoge,\V
L H

orobe

N
L H

HL unaccented kpa ='kpa

A /
H L H

gban -4>gban

Gi V
H L H

gkimi

\\I/1
H L

gkimi

\\1/'
H

1

accented tik

A
H L

egom, efo

1 1
1/4

H L HL

akpuga,
! V
H L

ggara

\,/

A L

LHL unaccented would not differ from LH ,

1

accented i mbuta
\ \ \

L H L

i

i

HLH unaccented would not differ from HL

accented 1

1

edimba
' I 7

H L H

The autosegmental theory as it has been developed up to now
does not provide criteria for deciding between these competing
analyses, nor does the Evaluation Metric tell us how to choose
between the accentual analysis, with four tone melodies, one tone
rule, and a lexical constraint, and the non-accentual analysis,
with eight tone melodies, no tone rule, and no lexical constraint.

Goldsmith (1976) notices that an accentual analysis of Etung
would be possible (though he doesn't notice that the number of tone
melodies could thereby be cut in half) and asks the question,
"How does a language learner decide if the language is accentual

or not?" He considers the possibility that a pitch-accent language
should be limited, in principle, to just one neutral tone melody,
but rejects this solution on the grounds that both he and Haraguchi
have proposed accentual analyses for languages with more than one
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neutral tone melody. There is also a more fundamental objection
to this solution, in that it introduces a characteristic prop-
erty of pitch-accent languages the property of having only
one basic tone melody which cannot be derived in any principled
way from the fundamental pitch-accent property of having a tone-
association rule of the form of (6-16). For this reason, I

believe that Goldsmith was correct to reject his tentative answer
to the question of what makes a language accentual. Nevertheless,
the lack of an answer to this question leaves the autosegmental
theory in a weak position, for the analysis of the tonal systems
of a great many languages is thereby left indeterminate. The
elimination of this indeterminacy is made more difficult by the
fact that languages with complex and unpredictable lexical tone
contours have often been analyzed as accentual systems within the
autosegmental theory. See, for example, Goldsmith's analyses of
Tonga and Lomongo ((1976), pp. 142-148 and 30-33) and Leben's
(1977) analysis of Mende, which treats Mende as a "mixed" accentual-
nonaccentual system.

7.2 Concerning the analysis of tonal phenomena within accentual
systems. In the preceding section I argued that although it makes
crucial use of the distinction between pitch accent languages and
tone languages, the autosegmental theory fails to provide adequate
criteria for determining which of these categories a given language
belongs to. In this section I will show that the theory also does
not provide a way of choosing among the multiple analyses which it
makes available for particular tonal phenomena within languages
which are clearly of the accentual type. The problem arises from
the fact that the autosegmental theory, in dealing with accentual
languages, makes use of three layers of tonal structure: the

starred syllable, the tone melody, and the associations between
tone segments and phonological segments. The result is that there
are a great many logically possible ways of accounting for any
departure from the expected tonal output. Thus one might propose
(i) a rule inserting, deleting, or moving a (ii) a rule
inserting, deleting, or changing the nature of a tone segment,
(iii) a rule associating a tone segment with a phonological seg-
ment or d-e-associatinga tone-segment from a phonological segment,
or (iv) a rule transposing two tone segments with each other.

Certainly one would hope that not all these kinds of rules
would be necessary in analyses of actual languages within the
autosegmental theory, and that constraints might be added to the
system to exclude some of them. However, Haraguchi, although he
had hoped to find "interesting constraints on possible tone
alternation rules", was in fact unable to do so; in his analyses
of the various Japanese dialects he makes use of all the types
of rules listed above except (iv).

0
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With such a variety of possible tone rules, the theory fails
to provide a unique "best" analysis or even to narrow the choice
very much -- in a great many cases. For example, suppose that in
a language with a HL basic tone melody, the tone-association rule
of standard Japanese, and a tone-simplification rule of the form

(7.2-1) T 0 / V

T
/X

it were to turn out that in certain circumstances bisyllabic nouns
with starred first syllables had the tone shape CVCV instead of
the expected CVCV. There are at least seven possible analyses of
these facts in the autosegmental theory:

(7.2-2) a. There is a star-shift rule whiCh moves the
star from the first syllable to the second,
so that we get

CVCV => CVCV => CVCV --->CVCO.13

1/1 V
H L

b. There is a star-deletion rule which deletes
the star altogether, so that we get

CVCV =>CVCV CVCV =.>CVCV

//I

H L

c. There is a rule of the form CVCV 'CVCV

V1
H L H L

which applies after tone-mapping, and rule
(7.2-1) then deletes the low tone-segment.

d. There is a rule of the form CVCV CVCV, and
1

H
rule (7.2-1) deletes the low tone segmeL nt. By
the universal tone-mapping conventions, the high
tone-segment is then associated with the now
toneless second syllable.

e. There is a rule of toe form L =.0 / CVCV

I I

and the universal tone-mapping conventions
apply as in (d).
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f. There is a rule changing a low tone segment
to a high tone seTnenl in the environment CVCV.

g.

H

There is c t-e.,e-insertion rule of the form
CVCV CVC'Y. and rule (7.2-1) deletes the L.

! i

H L H L

The difficulty here is -ot that there are many alternative
analyses of the same p-1:,,omerion. What is more important is the
fact that neither the L:a;u6tion Metric nor the theory itself
provides criteria for cnoosing between the alternatives. We have
no way to determine which i, "complex" a star-movement
rule, a star-deletion rule a re-association rule (leftward or
rightward), a tone-deletion rgie, a tone-substitution rule, or a
tone-insertion rule. This e are led to the implausible con-
clusion that a child 1(..:-Jrnin-,- language has to sort through
seven possible analyses of the data, choosing among them only on
the basis of which fits most neatly into the grammar of the
remainder of the tonal system the analysis of that remainder
being, presumably, no more easily determined than the analysis of
this part.

The dynamic-tone theor-, in contrast, does rot require us to
choose among multiple analyses of every tonal phenomenon. In

particular, the dynamic-to- the:,ry allows only one simple analysis
of the facts described at.o,,r: trere is a rule deleting the 4-

of the underlying fort CV.CV. difference in the number of
available analyses is a re;',It = the fact that there is only one
level of tonal strt,rture :c :;drlip,Ilated in the dynamic-tone
theory the tone marers. ThJs rr.e difference in number of
analyses it this case is r.,1 a 1-:! about this particular set of
data, but can be e/pcci,:: lc a great r-any tonal phenom-
ena.

7.3 Concerning then d'stit'or between unaccented words and
final-accented words it JaranL-,e. kocal that the autosegmental
tone-association rule j,:;:anese creates identical tone
mappings for unaccentec a u '-lh,rii-accer:ted nouns such as

(7.3-1) a. f!.r.accenred)

b. 7a t.. final-accented)
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For some speakers of Tokyo Japanese, these two classes of words

have identical tone shapes in isolation; that is, they are pro-

nounced

(7.3-2) a. mifyako

b. ?aftaMa

Speakers of this dialect differentiate between the two classes of

nouns only when they are followed by other material within the

phrase!

(7.3-3) a. mi/cko ga

b. 7a)tama ga

Haraguchi proposes that speakers who use the pronunciation given

in (7.3-2) have the tone-simplification rule

(7.3-4) L 0 /

H

14

This rule deletes the low tone of the HL tone melody when it and

the high tone have both been assigned to the final syllable of

word.

However, recall that there are also speakers who distinguish

between unaccented and final-accented nouns even in isolation.
Instead of the pronunciation given in (7.3-2), these speakers

have the pronunciation

(7.3-5) a. mijyako

b. ?ajit

For these speakers, Haraguchi proposes a tone-simplification rule

of the form

(7.3-6) L 0 / {-

V

H

This rule simplifies the gliding tone just in case it is associated

with an unstarred vowel; that is, it simplifies the gliding tone
at the end of (7.3-1.a) but not at the end of (7.3-1.b).

a
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What is unsdtisfact this analysis is that it

treats the distributio- fJlline glide in (7.3-5) as a
mere accident. Thus, lr :his it v,ould be as easy to
write a tone-simplifica'!c- thc form

(7.3-7) L - 0 /

as it is to write th3 (7.3-6). In a dialect with
rule (7.3-7), the UNacccnt,J would be pronounced in isola-
tion with a falling glij ,- 'Hal syllable, and the
accented nouns would fpothezicai dialect, then,
words which had a fall ;1 che end when followed by a
particle like ga in isolation, while those which
had a fall in pitch in their isolation forms would
have none when (oliowed a ..!JIrt;:le. No such dialect occurs
among the dialects of Ja:.ao.,i_se described by Haraguchi, though
there are many dialect- lonc sHalification rule of
(7.3-6); nor does it '.re .hat such a dialect could occur.
However, it is not a- a.: to exclude it within the auto-
segmental theor\,. One coulf,, r.e!.haps. set uo markedness condi-
tions For rules of zt-) t31,-,:i-Hification type, whereby rules
like (7.3-4), which simglify AL- gliding tones and rules like
(7.3-6), which simpl1fy on unstarred syllables only,
would be permitted, while rules like (7.3-7), which simplify only
those gliding tunes whilh starred syllables,
would be highly narked or alto:letner. There are two
problems with this .,a!L,t;u:), nu.:Lver. First, in languages like
Japanese, where t.H. ..:11,151e 7s neither longer nor more
heavily stressed 0-an --v11-3t f=s, there is no obvious reason
why it should be more starred syllable to carry a
gliding tone than for ,vilable to do so. In addition,
there are facts which soy7., it is the unaccentedness of the
WORD rather th.m of %,i itself which causes it
never to end with a fe.1; i exa,ple, in the Osaka
dialect, which has tle i1fi:atior rule of (7.3-6), the
final gliding tun:- flours like

(7.3-8) kusa 'r'ound'
4

HL H

In HaragJchi's H. -.tptlons above arise
when the starred vo,( 1 -. -,,n1,f,d, so that it is

no longer capab1e - ! In Jch a case, the high
tone of the 1,rl: !. .-3tically disassociated from
the de-voicod . ,J'Lersal tone-association
conventions. is thuo

; 11 tonal I y-viable
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second syllable. Haraguchi uses rule ordering to account for the
fact that the tone-simplification rule does not apply in cases like
these, but one feels, I think, that there is a deeper reason,
namely, that these are ACCENTED nouns. In other words, the
generalization is that accented nouns have pitch drops and unaccented
ones do not; the nature of the particular syllable with which the
drop is associated is irrelevant.

In conclusion, I have argued here that the autosegmental theory
is ill-equipped to deal with the differences in tonal behavior
between final-accented nouns like ?atamal and unaccented nouns like
miyako. In particular, the autosegmental theory would not exclude,
or even mark as odd, a dialect of Japanese in which unaccented words
had final "accents" in isolation, while accented words did not.
This is in contrast to the dynamic-tone theory, which predicts
(correctly, I believe) that such a dialect of Japanese could not
occur. That is because this dialect would have to include a rule
which deleted the final 4- of ?atama+ when it came at the end of a
phrase, while simultaneously inserting a 4 at the end of miyako
in the same environment. Given constraints which we will want to
impose on phonological rules in general, it will not be possible
for a language to contain such a tonal process.

7.4 Concerning downdrift in Tokyo Japanese. When two word-
level phrases, each with its own ...f...4... tone contour, are
joined together in deliberate speech in Japanese, the result is
something like the following:

(7.4-1)

a. u44mi-de $ o+yo4-gi (= umi-de $ oyogi) 'swimming
IV III in the sea'
H L L H L

b. katbut4te $fmi4tara (= kabutte $ mitara)

I I

L H L

'If I were to try putting on
(a hat)'

(the symbol "$" between the words of these examples signifies that
each word is a separate phrase, with a pause or lengthening of
some sort between them.)

Notice that there is a lowering of pitch between successsive
high tones in the examples of (7.4-0. In Japanese, as in many
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other languages, high tones separated by an intervening low do not

maintain the same pitch level; instead, each high-toned sequence
is a little lower than the preceding one. The same is true of low-

toned sequences separated by high. This gradual lowering of pitch

levels, known as "downdrift", is presumably the result of a decrease

in subglottal pressure throughout the breath group. However, the

lowering of pitch level does not proceed steadily throughout the
breath group, but instead takes place in spurts, whenever a change

is made from high to low or from low to high.

Within a dynamic-tone theory, the occurrence of downdrift
is most easily accounted for by means of a convention which makes

a pitch rise at any point within the breath group a little smaller

than a pitch drop would be at that same point. If each pitch rise

of the contour is a little smaller than the pitch drop which pre-
ceded it, the result will be an overall lowering of the pitch
register of the voice throughout the breath group. Within a level-

tone theory, downdrift is best accounted for by means of a con-

vention which lowers the high and low pitch registers whenever
unlike tones succeed one another.

Now consider what happens when the phrases of (7.4-1) are

pronounced at normal conversational speed, as a single intonation

phrase. In this case, according to Haraguchi, we find the tone

contours

(7.4-2) a.
N-

umi -de oyogi

b. kabutte mitara

with no pitch rise at the beginning of the second word of the phrase.

Haraguchi accounts for the tone contours of (7.4-2) in the

following way: First, he proposes that the rule of Initial Syllable
Lowering (6-11), which lowers the first syllable of the word in

(7.4-3) ka/biitte , ko!koQla , etc.

should apply only after a pause (i.e., only at the beginning of a
phrase), and not at the beginning of every word. Thus, this rule

does not apply to oyogi and mitara in (7.4-2), and these phrases
have the tone representation

(7.4-4) a. urn -de oyogi

\4 I

H L H L

b. kabutte mitara

I 1 I

L H L H L
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However, the tone representations of (7.4-4) do not, by themselves,

account for the conversational-speed pronunciation of these phrases,

but must be combined with a special downdrift convention which

Haraguchi states as follows:

(7.4-5) H-L-H-L => H-L-L-lowered L

The downdrift convention of (7.4-5) converts the tone representations

of (7.4-4) to the pitch contours of (7.4-2). This downdrift conven-

tion could be stated more elegantly (following Goldsmith) as

(7.4-6) The high pitch register is lowered to the level of
the low pitch register whenever a high tone segment
is immediately preceded by a HL-sequence within the

same phrase.

Nevertheless, the convention is not a very nice one at best, and,

what is more, it is language-specific. For example, a HL -iHL

sequence in Igbo does not have the tone contour of (7.4-2.a), but

rather that shown below:

(7.4-7)
_r-

ulo mbe

HLHL

the house of a tortoise'

For this reason, it is a significant advantage of the dynamic-tone
theory that it can account for the facts of (7.4-2) without a
special convention of any kind. 1.r the dynamic-tone theory, the
restriction of the rule of Initial Syllable Lowering (=Pitch Rise

Insertion (2-6)) to the beginning of a phrase is sufficient by
itself to account for the tone contours of (7.4-2), for if the
rule of Pitch Rise Insertion does not apply to oyo.-gi and mi4-tara
in these phrases, then the tone representation of the phrases is

as follows

(7.4-8) a.

b.

u+mi-de

keel.ut+te mi 4-tara

with a sequence of pitch drops in each representation, just as in

the actual pronunciation of the phrase. Thus the surface pitch

contours of these phrases can be read off directly from their

dynamic-tone representations.

a

4
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8. On Some Other Tonal Systems of the Pitch-Accent Type

8.1 Serbo-Croatian. In section 5, 1 proposed to use the term
"pitch-accent language" to refer to a language with lexical tone
such that there is at most one unpredictable tone marker in the
lexical representation of a word. By these criteria, Tokyo Japanese
is a pitch accent language whose unpredictable tone marker (I will

call this unpredictable tone marker the "basic" tone marker) is a

4. However, there is no obvious reason why the basic tone marker
of a pitch-accent language should have to be a 4, and so we may
expect to find languages in which it is a +. A particularly
elegant analysis of the tonal properties of Serbo-Croatian stems
and how they determine the tone contours of the words in which they
appear may be obtained by assuming that Serbo-Croatian is a pitch-

accent language whose basic tone marker is a t.

Let us assume that a Serbo-Croatian stem, in lexical representa-

tion, contains at most one tone marker, and that that tone marker
is always a +. The examples below show that the 4 may occur at
any point within the stem, or may not occur at all:

(8.1-1) a. Stem initially

1brat- 'brother'

tsunc- 'sun'

b. Stem-medial

vetCer- 'supper'

n+rod- 'people'

c. Stem-final

sestri- 'sister'

rTkt- 'hand'

d. No 1%

vod- 'water'

pUtnik- 'traveler'

(A line over the top of a vowel indicates that the vowel is

long.)
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Having assumed these lexical representations for the stems

themselves, we have no difficulty in predicting the tone contours

of the words in which they appear. Every word of Serbo-Croatian

has the tone shape with the 1, of the stem, if there

is one, serving as the + of the word. Thus the stems of (8.1-1.a)-

(8.1-1.b) form words with the tone contours shown below:

(8.1-2) STEM WORD FORMED FROM THAT STEM

+brat-

\.,

tbra4-ta

tsUnc- 1-sun4-ce 'sun' (acc. sing.)

vetCer- veteera 'supper' (nom. sing.)

ratrod-
\

n-a-tro4da 'people' (gen. sing.)

sestrt- sesttra4. 'sister' (nom. sing.)

rUkt- rUtka4, 'hand' (nom. sing.)

I
have placed the tone markers in the representations above at

what I
take to be the syllable boundaries. I assume that the final

consonants of stems like sestr+- and rTikt- join together with the

suffix vowel to form a single syllable, so that the position of the

t must be adjusted to conform to the well-formedness condition that

tone markers occur only at the boundaries of tone-bearing units.

What happens in cases like this will be discussed in some detail in

Chapter V.

Words formed from unaccented stems such as those given in

(8.1-1.d) have their t at the beginning of the word, as shown in

the examples below:

s

4

4
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STEM WORD FORMED FROM THAT STEM

vod-

,--

tvoklu 'water' (acc. sg.)

panik-
....

tput-1,nik 'traveller' (nom. sg.)

As long as the stem is in initial position in the word, words of

this class have the same tone contour as words formed from initially-

accented stems. However, the two tone classes differ when combined

with cliticizing prepositions, as in the following examples:

(8.1-4) STEM WORD FORMED FROM THAT STEM

brat-

--- N
odtbra4-ta 'from brother'

med- od+me+da 'from honey'

The reader will probably have observed that in all the examples

given above, the first internal tone marker of the word is pronounced

as a gliding tone on the syllable which precedes it. Thus, words

with the representation [1'o,1-...] have the tone contour

(8.1-5)

or

depending on whether the syllable preceding the * is long or short,

and words with the representation [...0.t01...] have the tone con-

tour

(8.1-6)

or
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The fact that the first internal tone marker is realized at least
partly as a gliding tone on the syllable which precedes it may be
accounted for by means of the convention that a tone marker which
follows a long syllable is realized as a gliding tone on that

syllable. That is because the syllable which precedes the first
internal tone marker of a Serbo-Croatian word is always stressed
and lengthened to some degree. In other words, a word always has

one of the following stress-tone patterns, where the stressed
syllable is marked with a "/":

(8.1-7) a. [...at61...] (e.g. n-a-tro+da)

r /
b. Cro+...] (e.g. +vo+du)

Words with the stress-tone pattern of (a) have rising pitch on the
stressed syllable, and are therefore said to have "rising accent",
while those with the stress-tone pattern of (b) have falling pitch
on the stressed syllable and are said to have "falling accent."

Though all stressed syllables are lengthened in Serbo-Croatian,
underlying length is preserved under stress, according to Lehiste.
While a short stressed vowel has the same duration as an unstressed
long one, a stressed long vowel is longer still, and that difference
in length is reflected in how completely the following tone marker
i realized during the stressed syllable. For example, in the word

nal-ro+da 'people' (gen. sg.), which has long rising accent, the
entire pitch rise has been completed by the end of the syllable na,
but in the word ve/tce4,ra 'supper' (nom. sg.), which has short rising
accent, the pitch rise continues into the following syllable.

The analysis which has been outlined informally above may be
stated formally as follows:

(8.1-8) The Lexical Tone Contours of Stems

In a stem of the form [...[+tone]...], 2 is a

1 2 3

and 1 and 3 contain no tone markers.

The condition above insures that a stem will contain at most one
and no +'s.

(8.1-9) The Lexical Tone Contours of Words

a. In a word of the form [...t...], 3 = and

1 2 3 45 6

1 and 6 contain no tone markers.
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b. In a word of the form [[+unit]...]16,
if 2

1 2

contains no t, then 1 is a t.

Condition (a) above insures that there is a 4 one syllable after

the t in every word of Serbo-Croatian, and condition (b) insures

that there will be a + at the beginning of the word if there is

none inside it (as in words formed from toneless stems like vod-

'water'). These two conditions together predict the tone contour

of a word on the basis of whether or not there is a morphologically

assigned + in the stem of the word, and if so, where it is located.

(8.1-10) Lexical Stress

In a word of the form [...0[+tone]Q], where Q

1 2 3 4

is the maximal string of units, 2 is stressed,

and 1 and 4 contain no stressed syllables.

The lexical structure condition above places stress on the first

syllable of the word which is followed by a tone-change. In other

words, in a word with the tone shape [...ota...], it assigns stress

to the syllable before the 4, producing a "rising accent", and in

a word with the tone shape [tat...], it assigns stress to the

syllable before the 4, producing a "falling accent".

The advantage of the dynamic-tone analysis of Serbo-Croatian

which is presented above is that it allows the tone contours of

all words to be derived from the lexical representations of their

stems. This is in contrast to an autosegmental level-tone analysis

in which Serbo-Croatian would, presumably, be said to have the

lexical tone melody MHL and the tone-association rule

(8.1-11) V P #, where P does not contain V.

H

Under this analysis, stems of the class of brat- 'brother' would

be represented lexically as*brAt-, those like nTi'rod- 'person'

would be represented as narod-, and those like vod- 'water' would

have no star. But there is no simple way, in this system, to

represent stems like ruk + -, which have the property of assigning

the high tone of the tone melody to the FOLLOWING SYLLABLE. Pre-

sumably stems of this class must be marked with a diacritic

feature which makes them subject to a rule assionina a star to

the first vowel which follows the stem.17
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8.2 Mende. Tokyo Japanese and Serbo-Croatian are examples of
languages of the pitch-accent type in which the direction of the
morphologically assigned tone marker of a lexical item is fixed;

in Tokyo Japanese it is a and in Serbo-Croatian it is a t.

However, the theory does not in any way require that a language
which provides for only one unpredictable tone marker per word
must prescribe the DIRECTION of that tone marker. Thus it should
be possible to find languages which allow at most one unpredictable
tone marker per lexical item, but in which the direction of that

tone marker zs not fixed. Mende, a language of Sierra Leone,
appears to be such a language.

According to Leben (1973), monomorphemic words in Mende may
have any of the tone melodies exemplified below:

(8.2 -1) three-syllable two-syllable one-syllable

a. H lavale

VV
H

pcic

V
H

ko

/
H

b. L ? bElc kpa

V 1

L L

c. HL gomcntiI V
H L

kenya j mbu

I / A
H L I H L

d. LH ? navo

H
L H

i mba

/\
L H

e. LHL nikili

I 1 I

L H L

nyaha

I N
L H L

18

f. LLH mahawu
I I I

1 .

L L H

nikal9

I N
L L H

What Leben observed about this lexicon is that there are no occurrences
of the tone melodies HLH and HHL, whether on one-syllable, two-syllable,
or three-syllable words. While a fact of this sort would be very
difficult to state within a segmental theory of tone like that pro-
posed by Woo, in which tone is represented by means of features on
sonorant segments, it is clearly representable in an autosegmental
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theory of the sort employed by Leben, for in this theory the tone
melodies of the language are assumed to exist as independent lexi-
cal entities which are mapped onto the phonological representations
of words in a one-tone-per-one-syllable fashion beginning from the

beginning of the word. The fact that the HLH and HHL melodies do

not occur at all may thus be expressed by simply omitting these

melodies from the list of possible lexical tone melodies for the

language.

With regard to the HHL melody, Leben tries to go further than
this and to suggest that such melodies are impossible in principle
in any language. In order to exclude such melodies he proposes a
principle called the "Obligatory Contour Principle", which states
that adjacent underlying tonernes must be distinct. Goldsmith (1976)

has argued against the Obligatory Contour Principle on the grounds
that Etung has words like

(8.2-2) 'beam' ogare 'pepper'

I I I

L L H H H L

which must be assumed to have the basic tone melodies LLH and HHL,
in contrast to words like

(8.2-3) bisor)e 'spoon' akpuga 'money'

I %. I
V

L H H L

which have the tone melodies LH and HL respectively. In fact,

there is a counterexample to the Obligatory Contour Principle in
Mende itself, for, as Leben points out, there are a number of
words in Mende with the tone shape LLH.

On the other hand, it is not clear that there is NO principled

way to exclude the tone melodies HHL and HLH from Mende within the

autosegmental theory. For example, one could claim that any language
draws its tone melodies from a tone formula T1...Tn, any subset of
which (preserving the sequence) may serve as a tone melody. Using

the tone formula LLHL for Mende, we derive the actually-occurring
tone melodies L, LLH, LHL, LH, HL, L, and H, but not the non-occurring
HHL and HLH. (We also derive the non-occurring melodies LL and LLHL,
but the first of these can be assumed to simplify to L, and the
second can be excluded by a constraint that a tone melody of Mende
may not contain more than three tone segments.)20

The dynamic-tone theory which I am proposing here also pro-

vides a simple and principled way of stating the restrictions on

;
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lexical tone in Mende. Let me begin by considering how the lexical
tone shapes of (8.2-1) are to be represented in dynamic-tone
terms. First of all, the falling glide on the final syllable of
a word like nyaha (8.2-1.c) must be represented by means of a

L HL
4, at the end of the word, coupled with a convention that a tone
marker at the end of a word in Mende is realized as a gliding tone
on the final syllable of the word. (Presumably the final syllable
of a word is lengthened somewhat to make this realization possible.)
The gliding tones on the monosyllabic items mbu and mba may be

HL LH

analyzed in the same way; that is, these gliding tones arise from
the fact that there are tone markers (a + and a t, respectively)
at the ends of these words.

Now consider the monosyllabic items ko (H) and kpa (L). Clearly

we cannot use tone markers at the ends of these words to distinguish
their tone levels, because we have had to assume that a tone marker
at the end of a word is realized as a gliding tone on the preceding
syllable. Let us therefore use a tone marker at the beginning of
a word to indicate the pitch height on which it begins; specifically,
let us represent ko (H) as 1ko and kpa (L) as 4kpa. This treatment
depends, of course, on the assumption that phrase-initial tone
markers are not pronounced as gliding tones in Mende.

We have now determined that a gliding tone on the final syllable
of a word in Mende is to be represented by neans of a tone marker
at the end of the word, while a tone marke.- at the beginning of the
word indicates the tone level on which it begins. Using tone markers
at the appropriate syllable boundaries to represent tone changes
within the word, we obtain the following tone representations for
the words of (8.2-1) :

(8.2-4) Leben's tone
Melody

three-syll.
words

two-syll. '

words
one-syll.

words

H 'tlavale +pelt_ tko

L ? 4-br lf 4-kpa

HL Igor -menti tke4-nya mbu

LH ? ;natvo 4-mba

LHL 4nitki+li ynyatha4,
1

LLH 4,mahatwu ,;,nikat
......._

I
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Having decided on the representations for the lexical tone
contours of Mende; we are now in a position to observe regularities
and to account for the absence of the HHL and HLH contours. The
fundamental observation to be made about these tone contours is
that once the position and direction of the last tone marker of the
word are known, the rest of the tone contour is predictable. In

particular, a word in Mende must conform to the following lexical
structure conditions:

(8.2-5) a. Every word has the tone shape [(i...)(f0)[+tone]...]
1 2 34 5 6

where 2 and 6 contain no tone markers.*

b. In a word of the form [...[+tone]...[+tone]...],
1 2 3 4 5

where 3 contains no tone markers, 24.

The first condition above insures that every Mende word con-
tains a "basic" tone marker, which is the last tone marker of the
word. That basic tone marker may be preceded by the sequence "c"
(as in tke4nya), by the sequence (as in .mahatwu), by both
(as in 4-nitki+1i), or by neither (as in +p:lf. or ,bE/,). The
second condition insures that two successive tone markers must have
different values.

Observe now that the absence of the HHL and HLH tone contours
in Mende is included in the lexical structure conditions above,
because a word with a HHL tone contour would have the representation

*It was brought to my attention after the completion of this chapter
that the facts which this lexical structure condition accounts for
have been challenged by Dwyer (1977), who provides the following
examples of the HLH and HHL lexical tone patterns in Mende:
yambuwu 'tree', lansana (proper name), hokpo 'navel', kpnyo 'friend',
H L H H L H H HL H HL

ijipi 'Egypt', simenti 'cement', pctiku 'spectacles'. These new facts
H H L H H L H H L

show that the lexical structure condition of (8.2-5.a) does not hold
and that Mende is not a pitch accent language, as is claimed here.
This part of the analysis must therefore serve only as an example
of how lexical gaps of this sort could, in principle, be accounted
for within a dynamic-t.-ne theory. Dwyer also calls attention to the
existence of a few lexical items which make use of a downstepped high
tone. I see no serious problem in incorporating these items into the
analysis of Mende which I propose below, all of which is still valid,
I believe, except for the lexical structure conditions of (8.2-5).

Leben(1977), in reply to Dwyer, ha. abandoned his claim that
the HLH and HHL tone melodies do not occur as lexical tone patterns
in Mende, and has made some changes in his analysis in keeping with
recent developments in the autosegmental theory of tone.
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[tC0VCOV,I,C0V] or [tC0VC0V+], and a word with the tone contour HLH

would have the representation [+Coll4,-CoV1-CoV] or [+CoV4C0V1], but

none of these representations is provided for in (8.2-5.a) This

method of excluding the non-occurring tone contours makes predictions
about what tone melodies one may expect to find co-existing in the
same language. For example, the following are some of the predictions
which the theory makes about a pitch-accent language with the same
conventions for the realization of tone markers as Mende, and which
is like Mende in that its basic tone marker is the last tone marker
of the word:

(8.2-6) a. The language may have either LHL (=4,7t0-4.. .,.)

or HHL (=1oa4,...) as a tone melody, but it
cannot have both, because the lexical structure
condition which allows the one simultaneously
excludes the other. There is a similar conflict
between HLH and LLH.

b. It will be difficult for the language to have
the lexical tone melody LHL with,lut

also having HL, or to have HLH (=1,34,01-...) with-
out also having LH, because the lexical struc-
ture condition which allows the first simultaneously
allows the second.

In this way the dynamic-tone theory provides a partial explanation
for the occurrence of certain lexical tone melodies in Mende, and
the non-occurrence of others.21

In addition to providing a partial explanation for the gaps in
the lexical tone contours of Mende, the dynamic-tone analysis permits
a very simple account of the changes from lexical tone which are
found in certain contexts. For example, Leben points out that a
rising or falling glide at the end of a word is lost before a tone-
less preposition22 such as ma 'on' or hu 'in', so that we find

(8.2-7) a.

b.

tmbu4. + ma - tmbu4,ma 'on an owl'

4,mbat + hu 4-mba.thu 'in rice'

This tone "change" can be accounted for in the dynamic-tone analysis
if we assume that monosyllabic prepositions like ma and hu are
separated from their objects by only a single word boundary, and

that the convention that a word-final tone marker is pronounced as
a gliding tone on the preceding syllable holds only for tone
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markers at the ends of phonological words, that is, for tone
markers which are followed by a double word-boundary, firq.

A second tone change, the simplification of a rising glide
before high and of a falling glide before low, requires the addition
of a rule. The relevant data is given below (once again taken from
Leben (1973)):

(8.2-8) a. \
+ ;ogaa tmbu4-ogaa

'owl' pluralizer 'owls'

b. r-

4,mbat + ti +mbafi

'rice' pluralizer 'the rice'

The loss of one of the 4's of (a) and of one of the A.''s of (b)
may be accounted for by means of a rule of the form

(8.2-9) Like Tone Marker Deletion

+tone 1 +tone

s.d. 1 2 3

s.c. 3 0 Condition: 2 contains no
[+tone].

The rule above deletes the of 4,waa and the + of Ai in the
examples of (8.2-8). I ass.me, again, that there is only a single
word boundary between the head noun and the non-lexical item which
follows it, so that the tone marker at the end of the word is
realized as a sharp change in pitch at the syllable boundary. Rule
(8.2-9) also accounts for the loss of the 4- of 4-0gaa in contexts
like

(8.2-10)

fke4nya rjgaa 'uncles' (from 'ke-nva )gaa)

Finally, rule (8.2-9) plays a role in accounting for the tone
contours of compounds. The second element of most compounds in
Mende has a HL contour when the first element

001
of the compound

has the tone melody H, LH, or LLH, as in

(8.2-11) a.

b.

'war-thing' ('kn 'war')

:mbat ham' 'rice thing' (,mba' 'rice')
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In contrast, when the first element of a compound has the tone melody
L, HL, or LHL, the second element is low throughout, as in

(8.2-12) a.

+kpa -hani 'debt-thing' (4,kpa 'debt')

b.

tmbu+-hani 'owl-thing' (mbui, 'owl')

The facts of (8.2-11)and (8.2-12) are easily accounted for without
the addition of a rule if we assume that compounds in Mende are
subject to the following lexical structure condition:

(8.2-13) In a compound of the form [[411][W2]],

W2 = a4-W3 and?`` W3 contains no tone markers.

This lexical structure condition insures that in the lexical repre-
sentation of a compound, the second element has a 4, after its first
syllable, and no other tone markers. Thus we obtain the following
underlying tone representations for the forms above:

(8.2-14) a. For the forms of (8.2-11):

tko haJni Ymba ha4-ni

b. For the forms of (8.2-12):

+kpa ha+ni tmbu:- ha4ni

The tone contours of (a) are correct as they stand; in these cases
the underlying and surface tone representations are the same. How-
ever, the (b) forms are subject to the rule of Like Tone Marker
Deletion, which deletes the underlying 4 of the second element of
the compound, creating the correct surface output in each case. This
odd tonal alternation in Mende compounds is thus accounted for in
the dynamic-tone theory by a very general rule of the grammar.''

Finally, it is necessary to account for the behavior of nouns
like nika 'cow', for which I have assumed the lexical representation
+nikat. Nouns of this class have low tone throughout, as we would
expect when they precede a high-toned element like ti 'the'. That
is,

(8.2-15)

4.nikat + .nika ti 'the cow'

(By Like Tone Marker Deletion)

However, nouns of this class have LH tone .t the end of a phrase,
or before a low-toned element, as in

S
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(8.2-16) a.
IP

4,nikat 'cow' (isolation form)

*nikat + ,rjgaa 'cows'

The change in the tone shape of ;nika+ in examples like these may
be accounted for by means of a rule of +-Retraction, stated below:

b.

(8.2-17) c c + ...) ##

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 6

s -c. Transpose 2 and 3.

The first expansion of this rule, with the parenthesized material
included, retracts a 4- before a low-toned element, as in (8.2-16.b),
and the second expansion, without the parenthesized material, re-,,
tracts a t from the end of a phonological word, as in (8.2-16.a).-"

8.3 The Kagoshima dialect of Japanese. We have now seen
examples of pitch-accent systems in which (i) the basic tone marker
is a t and its position is unpredictable (Tokyo Japanese), (ii) the
basic tone marker is a t and its position is unpredictable (Serbo-
Croatian), and (iii) the basic tone marker may be either a -4- or a 4

and its position is unpredictable (Mende). There are two other
logically possible sorts of tonal systems which fit our definition
of a pitch-accent language as one with lexical tone such that there
is at most one tone marker per word whose position and/or direction
is unpredictable. One possibility which we have not yet considered
is that of a language in which the position of the basic tone marker
is fixed but its direction may vary; the other is a language in
which the lexical tone contours of words are entirely predictable.
The Kagoshima dialect of Japanese appears to be a language of the
former type. Northern Tepehuan, an American Indian Language, is an

example of the latter type.

A list of Kagoshima nouns (taken from Haraguchi (1975)) is

given below, togehter with their pitch contours and the tone
representations which I am assuming for them:

(8.3-1) a. Words of class I.

tna tna.tga 'name'

411a, Wa ha4natga 'nose'

\

satku,ra sakutra,ga 'cherry'
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___/--\

kagatri4bi kagari+bi4ga 'watch fire'

b. Words of class II.

+na nal-ga 'vegetable'

hatna hanatga 'flower'

usatgi usagitga 'rabbit'

/--
irogatmi irogamitga 'colored

paper'

The tone representations above translate into the correct

output pitch contours if we assume the following tone-realization

conventions for Kagoshima:

(8.3-2) a. A tone marker between two syllables is
realized as a change in pitch at the syllable

boundary.

b. A S at the beginning of a breath-group is not
pronounced, but a 4 in this position is realized

as a fall in pitch during the following syllable.

Assuming, then, that the tone representations in (8.3-1) ara

correct, it is easy to see that the fundamental difference between
words of class I and words of class II in Kagoshima is in the

direction of the tone marker which appears before the final

syllable of every word. The rest of the tone contour is pre-
dictable from the direction of this "basic" tone marker, by the

lexical structure condition given below:

(8.3-3) A word in Kagoshima has the tone shape'

[...(1(7)[+tone]o]

1 2 3
it

where 1 contains no tone markers, where 2 is present

if and only if 3 is a 4, and where 3 has the same
value for all words derived from the same stem.

By the lexical structure condition above, a word such as sal.ku;ra

'cherry', whose basic tone marker is a 4,, has a f before its penulti-

mate syllable, but a work like usa'gi 'rabbit' has no tone markers

except for its basic '. In addition, since the word sa'ku4ra has

a 4-
for its basic tone marker, the basic tone marker of saku.t'ra4ga

('cherry' + nominative) must also be a 4.
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This analysis of Kagoshima compares favorably, I believe,
with Haraguchi's autosegmental analysis, which is outlined
below:

(8.3-4) a. Kagoshima has the basic tone melody LHL.

b. The basic tone melody is associated with the
phonological string by means of the tone
association rule

V (QV) Q d

H

where Q contains no V, and where the material
in parentheses is chosen for words of class I,

but not for words of class II.

c. There is a tone-simplification rule of the
form

L 0 //

which applies to words of both classes.

d. There is a tone-simplification rule of the
form

L - 0 / V

which applies to class II words only.

The application of Haraguchi's tone-association rule is illustrated
below:

(8.3-5) a. As applied to class I words.

na-ga

A I
L H L

'name' sakura 'cherry'

I

L H L

b. As applied to class II words.

na 'vegetable' usagi 'rabbit'

.71NNN V A
L H L L H L
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The surface forms are then derived by applying the Tone Simpli-
fication Rule (8.3-4.c) to the underlying forms of na-ga 'name'
and na 'vegetable', and the Tone Simplification Rule (8.3-4.d) to
the underlying form of na 'vegetable' and usagi 'rabbit', producing
the output forms

(8.3-6) na-ga 'name'

H L

usagi

V 1
L H

'rabbit'

na 'vegetable'

H

Haraguchi's analysis is ad hoc, I believe, in that the two

properties which it assigns to class II words, namely that they

undergo a special form of the tone-association rule, and that
they alone are subject to the tone-simplification rule of (8.3-4.d),
are not related to one another in any principled way. In addition,

the treatment of monosyllabic nouns of class I, such as

(8.3-7) na 'name'

/1
H L

is awkward, since monosyllabic words cannot undergo the usual
tone-association rule for members of class I (i.e. V Q V Q #,

H

where Q contains no V) but must undergo the class II version

(without QV).28

8.4 Northern Tepehuan. Northern Tepehuan is a language
whose lexical tone contours are entirely predictable, as was
observed by Woo (1969). In particular, every word has the tone

shape [...t......], with the 4, coming after the first syllable
if the word has only one or two syllables, and otherwise after
the second. Some examples are given below:

(8.4-i)

a. 4.ba4.hi 'tail' b. nalca4,sirai 'scorpion'

--1

c. kiflci4-sai 'he keeps on scratching'

Observing that in these examples the t of the tone contour comes
one syllable before the 1, we may set up the following approxioate
lexical structure condition for Northern Tepehuan:

S
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(8.4-2) A word of Northern Tepehuan has the form29

[(a) t Y (a...)]

1 2 3 4 5

where 1 is present only if 5 is also present.

This lexical
conditions

structure condition expands into the two sub-

(8.4-3) a. [a a w u...]

1'2 3 4 5

b. [t a 4- (c)]

2 3 4 5

Natka-l's4rai and kitkil-sai are words which follow the first
condition, while +ba+hi follows the second. Notice that this
lexical structure condition provides the tone representations
shown below for one- and two-syllable words with long first
syllables.30

(8.4-4)

a. 'he asked for' b. 'maa:, 'he gave'

'to break stick' d. tkoo,so 'he sleeps'

I will account for the rising tone on the first syllables of these
words by assuming that in Northern Tepehuan a which is the
first element of a breath-group is realized as a rising glide when

the following syllable is long. Example (8.4-1.a) shows that an
initial 1- is not pronounced (or at least is not strongly pronounced)
when the syllable which follows it is short. Examples (8.4-4.a) and
(8.4-4.b) show that a tone marker at the end of a breath-group in
Northern Tepehuan is not pronounced. Otherwise the tone-realiza-
tion conventions of Northern Tepehuan are similar to those of
Kagoshima Japanese, in that a tone marker between two syllables is
realized as a change in pitch at the syllable boundary, whatever
the length of the syllables on either side of it:

(8.4-5)

'with the salt'

galsut,vikavoi 'brush'

:

vatkuai-nal 'to wash'
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There are two exceptions to the generalization that the +
of the lexical tone contour comes after the second syllable of

a multi-syllable word. Words in which the second syllable begins

with a consonant cluster always have their ,I, after the first

syllable, as do words in which the second syllable begins with a
consonant and is the first syllable of a suffix. For example, we

find

(8.4-6) Where the second syllable begins with a consonant
cluster.

1-a4,stYani 'throw it out' 4-Si4-spuani 'it explodes'

.---

tta,Cgkali 'tortilla' 1,sa4studuakana 'clever'

(8.4-7) Where the second syllable begins with a consonant
and is the first syllable of a suffix.

ttai4,+kidi 'with the fire' tsai41-tviki 'he got stuck'

The exceptional cases above may be accounted for by requiring that
the syllable which is surrounded by tone markers must begin with
a single non-syllabic segment (C), and that if that non-syllabic

segment is preceded by a morpheme boundary, it must be a glide.

The amended version of the lexical structure condition is given

below:

(8.4-8) A word of Northern Tepehuan has the form

[(a) ( +) [c...] + (rT.-.)]

1 2 3 4 5 a 6 7

where 1 is present only if 7 is also present, and

where if 2 is present, 4 is a glide.

Words like tta4-skali and ltai4kidi, being unable to meet the
structural description of the first expansion of this lexical
structure condition (with I present), undergo the second expansion

instead.

The last group of words to be considered are words in which
the second syllable consists of a syllabic vowel only. Some

examples of words of this sort are given below:

0

S

S

S

0

S

S
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(8.4-9)
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a. 4-mo4o 'head' b. la,i

c. tmoo4-d7

_

'his head' d. iai4-yata 'he caught up
to him'

e. tbaa,,gai 'eagle' f. 'relatives'iaa +duni

The forms of (a) and (b) above are perfectly regular, with
an initial t and a 4, after the first syllable, as is usual for

bisyllabic forms. However, the multi-syllabic forms of (c)-(f)

are irregular, as is to be expected, since the fact that their

second syllables do not begin with a consonant prevents them from

conforming to the lexical structure condition of (8.4-8) in the

regular manner.31 Words of this sort may be accommodated by
eliminating the requirement that terms 4 and 5 of the lexical
structure condition must make up a syllable; instead, we should

require only that 5 contain no consonants. The final version of

the lexical structure condition for Northern Tepehuan is given

below:

(8.4-10) A word of Northern Tepehuan has the form

(+) C 4(J...)]
STEM

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

where (i) I is present only if 7 is also present

(ii) if 2 is present, 4 is a glide

(iii) 5 contains no consonants
(iv) if 8 contains segments, 7 = [C ...]

the fourth condition above is to allow the bi-syllables Imo-o 'head'

and tall to have their after the first syllable, while not allowing
multi-syllabic words like

(8.4-11) ...:4-moodi

While the lexical structure condition of (8.4-10) is complex,

it is significantly less complex than Woo's level-tone analysis.

I
repeat Woo's rules below for the reader who wishes to make a

rough comparison of the complexity of the two analyses:
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(8.4-12) a. V - [ +L]

b. V [+H]
/STEM

[(C)(V) fry 1)(FV

U-syli) 1-sy1.1]

c. V -÷ [+H]/ (C) [-V 11-V 1 .11

l+H. li-syli

IL+sYli .i

d. V - [4-1_] / (I-V )

L-syl

e. V [+H]/ r-V

[asyl] +H

asyli

f. V - [+H]/I-V i .11/132

L+Hi (CI

9. CONCLUSION

In summary, I have argued here that the tone contours of pitch-
accent languages should be represented in terms of dynamic-tone
units rather than level-tone units. In the particular dynamic-tone
system which has been proposed here, tone contours are represented
by means of the tone markers 4- (=

I+tone ) and * (= r+tonel), which

appear in the phonological string at points of pitch change. The
distribution of tone markers is restricted by well-formedness
conditions which prohibit them from appearing inside tone-bearing
units, or in sequence with one another within the same word. A
particular tone marker may be realized either as a sharp change
in pitch between two tone-bearing units or as a gliding tone on
a single tone-bearing unit, depending on its position in the string
and on the conventions for the realization of tone markers which
hold in that language. This treatment of gliding tones assumes
that tone markers in equivalent positions in the same language
will be realized in the same way.

One of the fundamental advantages of the dynamic-tone theory
which has been proposed here is that it allows us to use the same
system of tone representation for all languages, as will be seen
more clearly in subsequent chapters. Thus, in this theory, the
traditional distinction between pitch-accent languages and tone
languages is simply a difference in the predictability of lexical
tone contours and not a difference in the manner in which those
tone contours are represented. I have defined a pitch-accent
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language as one with lexical tone in which there is at most one
tone marker per word whose position and/or direction is unpredictable
However, the notion "pitch-accent language" does not play any role
in the theory itself.

0

IP

If we define a pitch-accent language as one in which there is
at most one tone markerper word whose position and/or cirection
is unpredictable, then the theory predicts five possible varieties
of pitch-accent languages, as follows:

(9-1) a. The basic tone marker is always a ;, and its
position is unpredictable. (Tokyo Japanese)

b. The basic tone marker is always a ^, and its
position is unpredictable. (Serbo-Croatian)

c. The basic tone marker may be either a ; or a 1,

and its position is unpredictable. (Mende)

d. The basic tone marker may be either a ; or a I,
but its position is predictable. (Kagoshima
Japanese)

e. The lexical tone contour of a word is entirely
predictable. (Northern Tepehuan)

We have found examples of each of these five sorts of pitch-accent
lan .ages, as indicated in parentheses after each description above.

In addition to the elegance of the overall picture of lexical
tone vhich the dynamic-tone theory gives us, we have also found
advantages to this approach within the grammar of each individual
language which we have examined. For example, we have found that
the dynamic-tone theory is superior to level-tone theories in its
ability to account for certain downdrift phenomena in Tokyo
Japanese and in its ability to predict the difference between
unaccented and final-accented words in this and other dialects
of Japanese. In Serbo-Croatian, the dynamic-tone theory allows
a particularly elegant representation of the tonal properties of
stems, so that the tone contour of a word is predictable in
every case from the lexical representation of its stem. For

Mende, the theory provides a simple way of stating which tone
melodies may occur in the lexical representations of words, and
a principled account of the gaps which occur. In addition, the
theory allows an elegant account of the tonal properties of
Mende compounds. In Kagoshima Japanese, the theory allows us
to account for the difference between the two tone classes,
Class I and Class II, by means of-differences in their lexical
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tone contours alone, and in Northern Tepehuan it allows a somewhat
simpler statement of the lexical structure conditions which
determine the tone contours of words than appears to be possible

in a level-tone theory.

In the chapter which follows, I will show that the dynamic-
tone theory also offers advantages for the analysis of tone languages,
whose lexical tone contours are less predictable than those of the
languages which we have considered in this chapter.

S
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Notes

FOOTNOTES

1This is only a rough statement of the facts. We will be
increasing the accuracy of the description as we go along.

2McCawley leaves the domain of this rule unspecified. It
should be noted that there are some other kinds of phrases, in
particular compounds and noun-particle combinations where the
particle is one of the set gu'rai 'as much as', rasi'i 'like',
dake' 'only', in which the accent of the FIRST element of the
phrase is the one which is eliminated. Thus we find, for example

(i) ?ifnoti gu\rai 'as much as a life'
(7.1'noti t gu'rai)

3This statement is not quite true. We will see below that
the rule should in fact apply to nouns like ?i4,noti, inserting a
f BEFORE the first syllable of the word rather than after it,
giving this word the tone representation t?i4noti when it appears
initially in a phrase. The rule applies in the same way to
words like kooban 'police box', which have long first syllables.
A more accurate statement of the rule is given below:

(ii) 0 t/ $([CoV])

4But see the footnote at the end of the Introduction.

5Alternatively, the well-formedness conditions of (3-1)
might be viewed as output conditions; in this version of the
theory, strings like those of (3-2) would be allowed to exist as
underlying forms, but would have to be eliminated before reaching
the surface level. However, this version of the theory would
allow questionable derivations like the following hypothetical
one:

Underlying
form A

Underlying
form B

CIPtCV CVCV

CV+tCV CV+CV Rule (a): 0 =>+/#CV

... CVCV+ Rule (b): CV4CV =>CVCV+

CV4CV ... Rule (c): t '15 0/4'
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What is questionable about this derivation is that the underlying
distinction between A and B is preserved under application of rule
(a), so that rule (b) then applies to B but not to A. In the actual

cases which I
know of, underlying distinctions of this sort are not

maintained. I therefore assume that the application of rule (a)
obliterates the underlying distinction between A and B, producing
the intermediate form C174CV in both instances.

6Goldsmith (1976) has proposed the following rule for the
lengthening of monosyllabic adjectives like fine in (3-3.b):

(iv) The Monosyllabic Lengthening Rule

V lengthened / gPC Cet:

7G. N. Clements has pointed out to me that the [m] of example
(3-6) is probably ambisyllabic (cf. Kahn (1977)), raising a question
about the position of the .1, which 1 have postulated between the two
syllables [swm] and [yul]. Whatever the facts of this particular
case, the existence of ambisyllabic segments undoubtedly poses a
problem for the theory, one which might be resolved by establishing
a syllabic level in the phonological representation, and placing
the tone markers on that level rather than in the same string with
the phonological segments. In this version of the theory, [seemyul]

in (3-6) could be represented as follows:

(v) t C: 1 471-
S a m yu I

81 use the word "convention" here to mean a principle which
gives a phonetic interpretation to the formal representation. Con-

ventions for the realization of tone markers are partly universal
and partly language-specific, as we will see below.

9
I use the word "phrase" here and immediately below inter-

changeably with "breath group", though later I will distinguish
between them. The question

(vi) Would you like a red one, or a green one?

would ordinarily be pronounced as two phrases, but it makes up a
single breath group.

10 Goldsmith (1976) proposes a different tone-association
process for accentual languages. In particular, Goldsmith
proposes that in accentual languages, both the words and the tone
melodies have "starred" segments, and the tone-association rule
says simply "Associate the starred element of the tone melody

0

0
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with the starred element of the phonological string." For example, in
Goldsmith's version, the tone melody of Tokyo Japanese would be HL,
with the "H" being the starred*element. This melody would then map

onto a starred word like ?atama 'head' in just the same way as in

Haraguchi's theory, as shown below:

7atama

Ns-V:\
H L

While Goldsmith's tone-mapping rule has the advantage of being a
universal rule for all accentual languages, there is a serious
problem with it in that, as Haraguchi has pointed out, it does not
provide any way of mapping the tone melody onto unaccented words
like miyako 'city'. It would not do, for example, to simply assign
a star to the final syllable of an unaccented word, for then there
would be no way to account for the distinction between these two
classes of words in the speech of speakers who end ?ataml with a
falling glide, but who end miyako with a level high tone.

There are also differences in Haraguchi's and Goldsmith's
statements of the tone-association rules for non-accentual languages,
but these differences are without theoretical consequence, as far
as I can see.

11Actually, the rule must be rather more complicated than this,
for, according to Haraguchi, ALL speakers of Tokyo Japanese retain
the falling glide at the end of a final-accented word in contexts
like

(viii)

hana saku 'Flowers bloom.'
(repeated from (v) above)

Thus, for speakers who use the tone simplification rule of (6-13),
that rule must be prevented from applying to final-accented nouns
in contexts of this sort. Haraguchi gives the following statement
of the tone simplification rule for speakers of this type

(ix) L ÷ 0 / [v, c-%]<ifficovx>tyl#

where b a.

Rule (ix) simplifies the contour at the end of ?atama only at the

H L
the end of a breath-group, while applying to unaccented nouns like
miyako in all contexts. These difficulties in accounting for the

H L
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differences between final-accented nouns and unaccented nouns are

a serious weakness in the autosegmental treatment of Japanese tone.

The distinction is far more easily accounted for in a dynamic-tone

theory, where the fact that unaccented nouns like Tifyao never have

a falling glide on the final syllable is entirely expected, since

nouns of this type never have final at any stage of the derivation.

The falling glide at the end of words like ?attama is accounted for

by means of a realization convention that a word-final tone marker

is to be realized as a gliding tone on the syllable which precedes

it. Speakers who do not pronounce this falling glide at the end of

a breath group presumably have a rule of the form

(x) 0/ S$

[-long]

where the symbol "$$" marks the end of a breath group.

12Actually, this statement is true only for Haraguchi's version

of the theory. (See footnote (10) above.)

13G. N. Clements has pointed out to me that solution (a) is

not empirically equivalent to the others, since it alone predicts

that a following particle will drop to low tone.

14But see example (viii) in footnote (11) for facts which require

a complication of this rule.

15The facts presented nere are taken from Goodluck (1977).

16Alternatively, words like tvo4-du 'water' (acc. sg.) could

be assumed to be toneless in lexical representation, with their
surface tone contours assigned rules of the form

(xi) 0 / Q = , where Q contains no t

(xii) 0 /

I
have assumed, wherever possible, that tone contours are assigned

in the lexicon by means of lexical structure conditions, rather than
at the surface by means of phonological rules. However, the argument

does not at any point depend on this assumption.

17The autosegmental analysis outlined above is, essentially,

the one proposed by Goodluck (1977).

18Leben lists a monosyllabic word, mba , with the tone melody
LHL

LHL, that is, with a rising-falling contour on a single syllable.
Given that the tone-bearing unit in Mende is the syllable, and
that phrase-initial tone markers are not pronounced, the dynamic-

0

0

Op

0
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tone theory does not allow the representation of such a tone
contour. Leben himself, in a footnote, questions the accuracy
of this representation, noting that Innes (1969) records it with
a long vowel and that Dwyer (personal communication) has observed
that it may have been derived from a disyllable. I will assume
that it is still a disyllable, and Clat its tone representation
is +mbata4-. In addition I am assuming, as does Leben, that words
like gota 'gutter', goto 'rope', tolo 'kola nut', tika 'coal',

LH L LH L LH L LH L

mana 'banana' and 130.:si 'pig', are actually trisyllabic, with what
LH L LH H
is written as a single vowel with a rising contour on it being in
fact a sequence of two syllabic vowels.

19Leben assumes the tone representation nika rather than nika
L H L LH

for words of this class. I am changing his analysis at this point
for reasons which will be given below.

2°This solution was suggested to me by G. N. Clements (personal
communication), along with an alternative that Mende has a
constraint against tone melodies containing more than one H.

21Notice that the analysis which has been given here could not
simply be translated into level-tone terms. In particular, it

would not be possible to predict the level-tone contour of a Mende
word from the nature and position of its last tone specification
because, for example, both kenya and nyaha have a low tone associated

H L L HL
with the last syllable of the word as their final tone specification,
but the two words differ as to whether the preceding high tone
segment is associated with that same syllable or with the syllable
before it.

22Toneless prepositions are, of course, exceptions to the lexical
structure condition of (8.2-5.a).

231 am assuming word-boundary conventions of the sort first
proposed by Chomsky and Halle (1968) and developed further by
Selkirk (1972) whereby words are, in general, separated from one
another by double word boundaries (117), but there is only a single
word boundary between a short "grammatical" word such as a pre-
position or an article and an adjacent word which is a sister to
it. I will discuss the word-boundary conventions in greater
detail in Chapter VIII.

''Nothing depends on the assumption I make here that the under-
lying tone representations of Mende compounds are adjusted in the
lexicon rather than by surface-level rules.
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25Leben's analysis of the same facts is outlined below for the
reader who wishes to compare the two analyses:

(xiii) Compound Formation

The lexical tones of the second element of a
compound are replaced by the tone melody L. I/

(xiv) Tone Copying

Copy the last tone of the preceding element onto
a toneless preposition or onto the second element

of a compound.

(xv) Tone Spreading

H -)-L/LH

(xvi) Tone Simplification

HL L HL

The application of these rules is illustrated in the sample

derivations below:

(xvii) !mbu ma mba hu j Underlying

HL LH Representation

0

0

I

mbu ma mba hu i Tone Copying

HL L j LH H

H *
mba hu

I

Tone Spreading

i

LL H

1--
1- 1

imbu ma Tone Simplifi- :

1 H L . i cation
1 0

(xviii) ko-hani

L"
ko-hani
H L L

kpa-hani
L ?

Underlying
Representation

kpa-hani j Compound
L L L i Formation

ko-hani

H HL L

ko-hani
H H L

kpa-hani I Tone
L LL L i Copying

Tone
Simplification

0
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26Leben gives nouns like nika the lexical representation nika
L H

and uses the rule of Tone Spreading (above) to account for their
low tone before a high-toned element like i. The disadvantage of
Leben's analysis is that he must then mark nouns like navo, which

L H

keep their lexical LH-contour in all contexts, as exceptions to
the rule of Tone Spreading, which is otherwise a very general
phonological process.

271 am assuming here that a particle like ga may be adjoined to
a noun in its lexical entry. If this assumption should prove to
be untenable, then it would be necessary to assign the tone contours
of Kagoshima words at the surface rather than in the lexicon. The
lexical structure condition of (8.3-3) is easily translatable into
phonological rules.

28An additional inadequacy in Haraguchi's analysis is that it
does not provide for the "accent-reduction" process, which, I

assume, applies in the same way in Kagoshima as in other dialects
of Japanese. In other words, I assume that the sentence "It is
a cherry" (saku+ra 'cherry' + de+su 'it is') is pronounced

(xi x)

satku+ra desu

in Kagoshima, just as in other dialects of Japanese. It will be
difficult to account for facts like these within the autosegmental
theory without analyzing Kagoshima as an accentual language.

29Woo points out that prefixes do not "count" in establishing
she tone contour; in other words, the beginning of the STEM is
counted as the beginning of the word with respect to this lexical
structure condition.

30There are apparently no one-syllable words with short vowels.

31See Woo for evidence that the second vowel in words of this
type is syllabic, as opposed to the second vowel in words like fmaa-1,
'he gave' (8.4-4.b), which is non-syllabic.

32Woo's rules are, of course, expressed in a segmental theory
of tone rather than an autosegmental theory; however, I see no
reason to think that her rules could be simplified by translating
them into autosegmental terms.



CHAPTER II

ON THE ANALYSIS OF TONE LANGUAGES

1. Introduction

In the preceding chapter, I argued that the tone contours of
pitch-accent languages should be represented by means of dynamic
tones, with significance attached to points of pitch change rather

than to pitch level. In this chapter I will argue for the same

mode of tone representation for tone languages that is, for

languages which allow more than one unpredictable tone marker in

the lexical representation of a word.

It is important to keep in mind that although we have been
able to define the notions "pitch-accent language" and "tone
language" within the dynamic-tone theory, the theory itself makes
no distinction between the two, for there is no difference in the

representation of lexical tone in the two sorts of languages, only

in its predictability. Furthermore, there is no reason to expect
that languages will divide sharply into two classes with respect
to the predictability of their lexical tone contours. Rather, we

expect to find a continuum, with some tone languages having

lexical tone contours nearly predictable enough to qualify them

as pitch-accent systems. I will begin my discussion of tone
languages with one of these borderline cases Osaka Japanese.

From there I will proceed to two languages which are more
clearly of the tone-language class, Kikuyu and Igbo. In these

languages I will examine, particularly, the use of a "downstep"

as a marker of syntactic structure, arguing that the downstep

itself and its effect on the surrounding tone contour can be repre-
sented more naturally in a dynamic-tone theory than in a level-
tone theory.

Finally, I will consider two Chinese languages Mandarin and

Chaochow in which tone has been argued to be segmental, and in
which, according to McCawley (1970a), tone rules are of the same
assimilatory and dissimilatory character as the rules which affect
purely segmental features. I will begin by showing that the dynamic-
tone theory allows a more satisfactory treatment than appears to be
oossible in a level-tone theory of the special tonal properties of
low-toned and unstressed syllables in Mandarin. I will then consider
the alternation between the "isolation" and "combination" tone

87
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contours of syllables in Chaochow, showing that independently-
motivated dynamic representations of the two forms of each tone
can be related to one another by means of a simple and natural

rule.

2. Osaka Japanese

Osaka Japanese has the lexical tone contours illustrated
below (data from Haraguchi (1975)):

(2-1) LHL H HL

Two-
mora
nouns

_
sora

'sky'

ame

'rain'

yama

'mountain

take

'bamboo'

Three-
mora
nouns

kabuto

helmet'

sakura

'cherry

tree'

suzume

'sparrow'

inoti

'life'

A
otoko

'man'

__
matti

'match'

Four-

mora
nouns

bitamin

'vitamin"children"nightin

niwatoritukemono

'pictures'

uguisu

gale'

----J7L._
nokogiri

'sow'

--A-
bentoo

'lunch'

kaminari

'thunder'
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There are no one-mora nouns in Osaka, since nouns like efi
'picture', .4; 'handle', and iia\A 'name', which have one mora in
combination with a particle, are lengthened to two moras in

their isolation forms.

Haraguchi accounts for the lexical tone contours above by
dividing the words of Osaka Japanese into the two tone-melody
classes LHL and HL, with the tone melodies mapped on by means of

the tone-association rule

,

(2-2) Q V (where Q contains no V)

H

The LH and H contours are the result of mapping the LHL and HL
tone melodies, respectively, onto unaccented words. Some sample

derivations are given below:

(2-3) a. LHL Tone Melody

UNACCENTED WORDS ACCENTED WORDS

Underlying
representation
after tone
mapping

sora

I
N

L HL

suzume

V I\
L HL

*
ame

I I\
L HL

*
kabuto

I I I

L H L

Tone-
simplification

sora
/ /
L H

suzume

V /
L H

b. HL Tone Melody

UNACCENTED WORDS ACCENTED WORDS

Underlying
representation
after tone
mapping

take

H L

sakuraw
H L

*
inoti

I V
H L

otoko

N I
H L

Tone-
simplification

take
\4

H

sakura

H
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41 The tone-simplification rule which applies in the derivations
above is stated

I-1

H

This rule simplifies the falling glide at the end of ar unaccented
word like .12zujii2J or sakura, but not at the end of an accented word
like a . In addition, there is a second tone-simplification rule,

4 (2-5) L 0 t v

/ \H

which accounts for the fact that there is never a rising glide on
the first syllable of a word.

Now consider a dynamic-tone analysis of Osaka lexical tone.
First, let us assume that in Osaka, as in Mende, every word
begins with a tone marker which indicates whether it begins on a
high or low tone level. Given this assumption, we obtain the tone
contours shown below for the words of (2-1):
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(2-6)

Two -mora

nouns

4atme

'rain'

tya4ma

'mountain'

4sotra

'sky'

+take

'bamboo'

Three-mora
nouns

1katbuto

'helmet'

tsakura

'cherry
'tree'

+suzutme

'sparrow'

ti4,noti

'life'

A
+oto +ko

'man'

4,mattti+

'match'

Four -mora

nouns

-----J--
tukemo+no

'pictures'

A____
tu4.guisu

'nightin-

gale'

4niwatori

'children'

bitta+min

'vitamin'

nokolgi+ri

'sow'

tben,i,too

'lunch'

\-_
tkamina+ri

'thunder'

The examples of (2-6) conform to the lexical structure condition
shown below:

(2-7) A noun has the tone representation'

a. [ t 0 ...)3

1 2 3 4 5, where 2 and 5 contain no tone markers.

or



(2-7) b.
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. ( )

1 2 3 4 5 6, where 2 and 6 contain no tone
markers.

Words in the third and fourth columns of the chart follow condition
(a), while those in the first and second columns follow condition
(b). Notice that Osaka Japanese is not a pitch-accent language
by our definition, because there are words like toto+ko 'man' whose
tone contours are not predictable from the location and direction
of one tone marker alone. Thus, knowing that this word begins with
a t, we cannot tell whether or not it will also contain a 4,, or

where that 4 will appear. Similarly, knowing that it has a. 4- after

its second mora, we are unable to predict whether or not there will
be a t after its first mora. For this reason, Osaka Japanese must
be classified as a tone language, but just barely so, since there
are never more than two unpredictable tone markers in the represen-
tation of a word.

The autosegmental and dynamic-tone analyses of Osaka lexical
tone which are outlined above are, for the most part, inter-
translatable, for words which conform to condition (a) of (2-7)
are members of Haraguchi's HL class, while those which conform to
condition (b) are members of his LHL class. Differences between the
two analyses arise at two points: First, the dynamic-tone analysis
does not require tone-simplification rules like those of (2-4) and
(2-5). Instead, the difference in tone contour between what Hara-
guchi calls the "accented" and the "unaccented" members of each
tone class arises from the fact that there is a part of the
lexical tone contour which need not be chosen; the "unaccented"
words are those which do not choose the optional part of the tone
contour.2

The second difference between the two analyses is in their
treatment of the "accent-reduction" process, whereby a particle
with the tone contour of 7171\zili 'only' loses its pitch drop when
it follows a noun whose last pitch change is also a 4. An example
is given below:

(2-8)

ti4noti + gu4rai

'life'

i4-noti gurai

'only' 'only a life'

in a dynamic-tone analysis, this "accent-reduction" process
is most easily accounted for by means of a rule of Like-Tone-
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Marker Deletion, to be stated as follows:

(2-9) Like-Tone- Marker Deletion

[

+tone I +tone $

<+fall> <+fall>

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5

s.c. 3 >

Condition: 2 contains no tone markers.

This rule deletes all but the first of a sequence of 4-'s or t's
within c phrase. In particular, if we assume that particles like
gu-t'rai lack initial tone markers, then rule (2-9) accounts for the
deletion of the lexical 4- of gurai in (2-8). The rule of Like-
Tone-Marker Deletion is needed independently to account for the
loss of the initial tone marker of the second word in phrases like
the following:

(2-10) a.

tkono + thorn => tkono horn

'this' 'book' 'this book'

mattti- ga + 4-atru => mattti4,ga atru

'matches' nom. 'exist' 'there are matches'

In using a rule to delete the pitch drop of g-q-ALai in the
phrase inOoti gurai 'only a life' the dynamic-tone analysis pro-
posed here departs from Haraguchi's autosegmental analysis, in

which the loss of this "accent" is accounted for by the tone-
assignment rule, which associates the high tone of the tone melody
with the first starred vowel of a phonological word, ionoring
any subsequent starred vowels within its domain. Thus the appli-
cation of the tone-assignment rule to the phrase /not/ gurai
results in the tone-assignment shown below:

(2-11) inoti gurai

H L

Unfortunately, while Haraguchi's tone-assignment rule works
well for phrases of this sort, it does not work for verb forms
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like the conditional, representative. and tentative, which are
doubly accented, as shown below (data from Haraguchi (1975)):

(2-12) Participial ! Representative)r Tentative
lConditional

73\o-te 7a\kati t
ri)

7::S\a/18\2_

tafrc>1(2=ts
i

ril
., .,

12
I f

11k7>tall ! ?a <a kat t r IlikA(1ft:A l7:r a j

i

a kat to
ra t2)TNLI/78\9._

The doubly-accented verb forms in the second and third columns
above cannot be handled by Haraquchi's tone-assignment rule unless
we assume that there is a double word-boundary between the stem of
the verb and the suffix, for if the representative, conditional,
and tentative forms are unit phonological words, then the tone-
association process should apply to them in just the same way as to
the phrase of (2-11), mapping on only a single HL tone melody, and
associating the H of that melody with the first starred vowel of

the word.

These verb forms do not present any problem for the dynamic-
tone analysis, for in this analysis the tone contour of the whole
verb can be obtained by sHiply adding together the individual
morpheme-representations which are listed below:

(2 -13) STEMS SUFFIXES

'yo, -kat

,t a " ka,

-'tari

-te

-trovo

In other words, in the dynamic-tune analysis which I am proposing
here, the fact that (.7,;,,r,?i loses its pitch drop after an accented
head, while tta,/u, 't_a4ri, and 'r:o do not, can be attributed
to a difference in the lexical toge representations of these items-
specifically, to the fact that s._Jfixes may have initial tone
markers, while particles like 4,;rai do not. That the difference

in the tonal behavior of these items can be accounted for by
differences in their lexical representation is an advantage of the
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dynamic-tone theory, because the assumption that there is a strong
word boundary in the middle of certain verb forms -- an assumption
which is apparently necessary in an autosegmental analysis is

neither well-motivated not particularly plausible. (See the dis-

cussion of the boundary-insertion conventions in Chapter VIII.)

In addition to the rule of Like-Tone-Marker Deletion, there
is one other rule of Osaka which affects the lexical tone contours

of words in certain contexts. This rule affects words like so)Ta

'sky', suzuliii 'sparrow', and ka/i 'shoulder', which have the

lexical tone shape [4-...tu]. The effect of the rule is to create
variations in the surface position of the t, as described below:

(2-14) a. In the isolation pronunciation of the word,
the pitch rise comes before the final mora,
as in

sotra suzutme katta

b. When the word combines with a toneless case
particle like ga (nom.) or o (object), the
pitch rise comes between the stem and the
particle, as in

sorafgg suzumeiTa kataig-g

c. When the word itself, or a word-particle
combination of the type illustrated in (b),
comes before a word which begins with a 4 (i.e.,

a word which begins on a high tone level), the
pitch rise is postponed until the end of the
word, as in the examples below:

+ i101A1,<i aru to LL

'certain' time' 'once'

ha j7 +

'chopsticks "pass' me the chopsticks'

iii. usagirj + kau => usagi-o /177

'rabbit'+obj.'keep"keep a rabbit'

iv. yomikakef7; + TTALI

'unfinished' book"a book not yet read
through'
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These variations in the position of the pitch rise in words with
the lexical tone shape [4,...tp] are easily accounted for in a
dynamic-tone framework, in the following way: Selkirk (1974) has
argued that in a certain elevated style of French, there is only
a single word boundary between a "specifier" element and the noun
it modifies, or between a noun, verb, or adjective, and its com-
plement; in other words, a sequence of lexical words in these con-
texts make up a single phonological word. (Again, see the discussion
of boundary-insertion in Chapter VIII.) If we assume the same word-
boundary convention for Osaka Japanese, then the examples of (2-14a)
are all single phonological words, and the variations in the position
of the pitch rise may be accounted for by means of the following
rule, which moves a pitch rise rightward within a phonological word
which contains more than one lexical word:

(2-15) +-Shift

## tQ # #11

s.d. 1 2 34 5 6 7

s.c. Move 3 to the right of 4.

Conditions: (i) Q is the maximal sequence of
units which contains no tone
marker.

(ii) 2 #O

The rule above moves an internal t to a position before the last
single word boundary of a domain delineated by double word-boundaries.
The application of the rule is illustrated by the following deriva-
tions of the phrases 21:12/7Aki 'once' and usagilga 'rabbit' +
nominative marker:

(2-16)

b.

144-usatgi # ga 4# Underlyina representation

0,t t-Shift

4-usagitga.

##4atru #1to4ki p#

Output

Underlying representation

0
4

Like-Tone-Marker Deletion

-1

-} t t-Shift

raru tto4ki Output

C^
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Notice that the rule of Like-Tone-Marker Deletion must precede
+-Shift, or else the structural description of the latter rule
will not be met in (2-16 b). The phrase usagi-oiTZ 'keep a
rabbit' shows that a + may move indefinitely far to the right,
as the structural description of the rule indicates. The deriva-
tion of this phrase is given below:3

(2-17) ff-l-usatgi if o if tkau if Underlying form

0 Like-Tone-Marker Del.

16 -)- t +-Shift

4usagi -o tkau Output

In summary, Osaka Japanese provides evidence of the
following kinds for the dynamic-tone theory. First, because it
is on the borderline between pitch-accent and tone languages, it

supports the prediction of the dynamic-tone theory that there
should be no sharp division between these two language "classes".
Secondly, the fact that "accent-reduction" does not affect verb
suffixes like the conditional and tentative suffixes of (2-13)
supports a dynamic-tone analysis of this process, in which the
"exceptionality" of these suffixes can be established in their
lexical representations. Finally, the "tone-spreading" process
which applies in phrases like (2-17) above can be stated in a
particularly straightforward way within a dynamic-tone theory, as
the rightward movement of a tone marker. The ease with which it
handles phenomena of this sort is one of the strengths of the
dynamic-tone theory, for tone-spreading processes are common
among the dialects of Japanese and also among the tone languages
of West Africa. (See the discussion of rules of this sort in
Chapter IV, sections 3.2 and 3.3, and in Hyman and Shuh (1974)).

3. 10(34

3.1 Lexical tone in Igbo. Looking at tone in terms of pitch
levels, one would say that lgbo uses three tones: a high tone, a
low tone, and a third tone which is usually called a "downstepped
high". The downstepped high tone appears only after a high tone,
where it is realized on a level slightly lower than that of the
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preceding high tone. In relation to the following syllable it
behaves like a high tone; that is, a high tone which follows a
downstepped high does not go back up, but stays on the same
level, and a downstepped high which follows a downstepped high
drops down still another level. Thus, the sequence "H 'H H"
(where H stands for "high" and 'H for "downstepped high") is
realized as

(3.1-1) [-

and the sequence "H 'H 'H" is realized as

(3.1-2)

High and low toned syllables appear in lexical representations
in any combination. Thus, among nouns, we find the following tone
shapes

(3. 1 -3)

H

HH

HL

LL

LH

HHH

HHL

HLH

HLL

LLL

LLH

LHL

LHH

ji 'yam', Chi (person's name)

isi 'head', Ekwe (person's name), eyu 'goat'

ulo 'house', Ogu (person's name), mbe 'tortoise'

ala 'land', Ugho (person's name), ewe 'monkey'

ahu 'body', Adha (person's name), oke 'rat'

akwukwo 'leaf, paper'

LOune 'a kind of fruit'

akabo 'hedgehog'

uboci 'day'
. .

ogaji 'spoon'

aghigha 'needle'

okuko 'hen'
. . .

okuku 'cup'
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The downstepped high tone ('H) plays a rather marginal role
lexically, but most dialects have a small number of nouns with
the tone shape H'H. For example:

(3.1-4)

ego 'money' lgwe : person's name6

There are also some three-syllable nouns which make use of the
downstepped high tone:

(3.1-5) HH'H

H'HH

LH'H

mkpuru 'seed'

oghadha 'sword'

adaka 'chimpanzee'

No word contains two downstepped h'qh tones or a downstepped high
tone followed by a low tone.

I propose to represent Igbo lexical tone in the following
. way within the dynamic-tone theory: Let any tone change within

a morpheme be represented by a t orb , as appropriate, and let
any morpheme which ends on a high tone level have a 1 at the end
to signify that fact, while a morpheme which ends on a low tone
level will have a final t . That gives us the representations
shown below for the lexcial tone contours of (3.1-3) (The down-

stepped high tone will be dealt with in the following section.):

(3. 1 -6) H

134

HH

au4-

HHH

oao4-

LH

ato4

LHH

atua4,

HLH

u4,ato4

LLH

cata

L

at

LL

uct

LLL

°Jot

HL

c4,at

HLL

(74,act

LHL

atcat

HHL

ao'o+

Notice that I have indicated the tone level of a word with
respect to adjoining words in the string by means of a tone
marker at the end of a word, in contrast to Osaka Japanese and
Mende, where this information is represented by a word-initial
tone marker. It is possible to define the notions "high tone
level" and "low tone level" in all three languages, but the
definition is not the same; in Mende and Osaka, a tone-bearing
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unit has "high" tone just in case the tone marker which most
immediately precedes it in the string is a t, while in Igbo a
tone-bearing unit has high tone just in case the tone marker
which most immediately FOLLOWS it is a The choice is not
arbitrary, but is multiply motivates, in each language. For

example, one piece of evidence for the position of the defining
tone marker in Mende is the fact that a tone marker at the end
of a word is realized as a gliding tone on the preceding syllable,
as in

(.1-7)

4-nya+ha+

Consequently, the HH word pet E must be represented as tpls, not
pc/c+, for the latter representation would be realized, incor-
rectly, as

(3.1-8)

pele

Having determined that the tone level of a Mende word with
respect to other words in the string is to be indicated by means
of a tone marker at the beginning of the word, we are then com-
mitted to a rule of Like-Tone-Marker Deletion for Mende which
deletes all but the first of a sequence of like tone markers within
the phrase, so that a string of words which are represented indi-
vidually as

(3.1-9) a.

b. t

ends up on the surface as

(3.1-10) a.

or b. +

However, the rule of Like-Tone-Marker Deletion in Mende is inde-
pendently needed to account for a certain tonal alternation which
takes place in compounds, producing contrasts like the following:

(3.1-11) a.

41 +mbu+ + ha+ni => +mbu+

I
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(3.1-11) b. N
+mba4 + ha4ni tmba+ hani

The fact that the underlying 4 of ha4'ni is present in the surface
form in (a), where the preceding tone marker is a t, but not in
(b), where the preceding tone marker is a 4, provides independent
motivation for the rule of Like-Tone-Marker Deletion and therefore,
indirectly, for our decision to indicate the tone level of a Mende
word by means of a tone marker at the beginning of the word.

In Osaka, also, the tone level of a word with respect to other
words of the string must be indicated by a tone marker at the
beginning of the word, for in Osaka, as in Mende, a 4- at the end
of a word is realized as a gliding tone. An example is given
below:

(3.1-12)

+mattti4 'matches'

But if the tone marker which indicates word tone level in Osaka
comes at the beginning of the word, then the grammar of Osaka must
contain a rule of Like-Tone-Marker Deletion exactly like the one
which appears in Mende that is, a rule which deletes all but
the first of a sequence of like tone markers, as in the phrase

(3.1-13)

thon-bako-o + tmorau => +hon- bako -o morau

'book-shelf + Obj. 'be given' ! am given a book-
shelf'

However, as we saw below, the rule of Like-Tone-Marker Deletion is
needed independently in Osaka to account for the loss of the
lexical 4- of a particle like gu4-rai when it follows a noun whose
last tone marker is also a 4, as in the example below:

(3.i-14)

i4noti + gu4rai => i4noti gurai

(repeated from (2-11))

In addition, the rule of Like-Tone-Marker Deletion plays a role in
our account of the rightward shift of a t in phrases like
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arutto4ki (from a+ru + tto+ki)

'once' 'certain' 'time'

Thus the position of the tone marker which defines the tone level
of a word with respect to adjoining words in the string is multiply
motivated in Osaka Japanese, just as it is in Mende.

It should be clear by now that in using a word-FINAL tone
marker to indicate the pitch level of a word of Igbo, we commit
ourselves to a rule of Like-Tone-Marker Deletion which operates
in the opposite direction from the comparable rules of Mende and
Osaka. Thus the rule of Like-Tone-Marker Deletion for Igbo must
take the form

(3.1-16) F F+tone tone ... $$8
L<+fall>j P+fall>j

s.d 1 2 3 4 5, where 2 contains
no tone markers

S.C. 1 > 0

This rule deletes the first of the underlined 4-'s in the phrase

(3.1-17) J
atla+ + y4lol => atla uflot

'leaving' 'house' 'leaving the house'

In contrast, the 1 of atla+ is not deleted when the tone marker
which most immediately succeeds it in the string is al , as in
the parallel example

(3.1-18)

allay + obodol => obodo+

'village' 'leaving the village'

Both the rule of Like-Tone-Marker Deletion above and our decision
to indicate word tone level in Igbo by means of a tone marker
at the end of the word will be independently motivated in the
analysis which follows below.
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Returning to the lexical representations of (3.1-6) above, we
see that a tone marker may be found at any syllable boundary
within a morpheme, with the following exceptions:

(3.1-19) a. There are no morpheme-initial tone markers.

b. There are no sequences of like tone markers
within the same morpheme.

These restrictions on lexical representations in !gbo may be
stated formally as follows:

(3.1-20) a. In a morpheme of the form [[+unit]...], 1 is

1 2

not a tone marker.

b. In a morpheme of the form [...[+tone]...[+tone]...],
1 2 3 4 5

if 3 contains no tone markers, then 2A.

The rule of LikeTone-Marker Deletion (3.1-16) and morpheme struc-
ture condition (b) ?hove are both too strong as stated, and will
have to be weakened somewhat when the analysis is extended to
include downstepped high tones.

3.2 The downstepped high tone. We observed above that there
are words in Igbo which make use of a "downstepped high" tone. Some

examples are

ego 'money' mkpuru 'seed' rghadha 'sword'

_I--
adaka 'chimpanzee'

I propose to represent the downstepped high tone in Igbo as a high
tone which is preceded by a 4- ; that is, I propose to give the lexical
representations shown below for the words of (3.2-1):

(3.2-2) e4go4, mkpu4-ro 04-ghadha4- atda4,ka4

The morpheme structure condition (3.1-22 b) and the rule of
Like-Tone-Marker Deletion (3.1-18) must both be weakened slightly
to allow the lexical representations above. In particular, the
rule of Like-Tone-Marker Deletion should not delete EVERY 4 which
is followed by another 1, but only those which come at the end of

411

11/
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words. In its revised version, the rule will look like this:

(3.2-3) Like-Tone-Marker Deletion (revised from (3.1-16))

s.d.

[+tone I <##> ... [ +tone ] ... $$
<+fall> <+fall>

1 2 3 4 5 6, where 3
contains no tone markers

S.C. 1 > 0

Stated in this way, the rule will, as desired, delete tha 4- at the
end of a +la+ in at/a 04-/of 'leaving the house' (3.1-17), but it
will not delete the word-internal 4- of e4go44 'money'. As before,
the rule will delete any + which is immediately succeeded in the
string by another +.

IP The morpheme-structure condition (3.1-20 b) must also be
revised, to the following:

(3.2-4) In a morpheme of the form [...[+tone]...[+tone]...]
1 2 3 4 5

where 3 contains no tone markers, 2 i 4, unless 2 =
4 = 4, and 5 = 0.

Stated in this form, the condition allows a sequence of two 4's
inside a morpheme lust in case the second 4 is morpheme-final;
sequences of +'s are not allowed at all. (A similar condition
will be needed in a level-tone analysis, to account for the fact
that there are never two downstepped high tones in succession and
that a downstepped high tone is never followed by a low tone within
the same morpheme.9)

The fact that a drop in pitch from high to downstepped high
is only about one third the size of a drop from high to low can be
accounted for by means of a rule which reduces the magnitude of
a 4 when the tone marker which most immediately succeeds it in
the string is also a 4. In other words, Igbo has a rule of the
form

(3.2-5) 4-Reduction

4 ... 4- ... $$

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5, where 2 contains no tone markers.

s.c. Reduce the magnitude of 1 by two thirds.
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In reducing the size of a + which is immediately succeeded by

another 4-, the rule of +-Reduction in effect assigns multiple
values for the feature [±fall], which distinguishes tone markers

from one another. While this feature has only the two values " +"

and "-" on the phonological level, it will eventually be realized

in a variety of ways in particular, as a large or small fall in

pitch, or as a large or small rise in pitch. I anticipate that the

numerical value which is ultimately assigned to a particular instance

of this feature will in all cases be predictable from its phono-
logical value ("+" or "-") plus the properties of the phonological
string in which it appears; in other words, I consider the rule of

+-Reduction to be a phonetic-detail rule of the sort proposed by
Chomsky and Halle (1968) to establish multiple values on the
phonetic leve' for distinctive features which are only binary on

the phonological level.

The treatment of the downstepped high tone which is outlined
above allows a particularly natural account of a tone "change" which

is sometimes found at the end of a phrase in lgbo, namely that a
sequence of syllables which would otherwise have the tone contour

H'H(H) is instead pronounced as HL(L)n. For example, the verb
'don't leave', which ordinarily has the tone contour H'HH, as in

(3.2-6)

Aflala+ + nil A+Iala+nit

'don't leave' 'you (pl.)' 'Don't you leave!'

usually has the tone contour HLL when it is phrase-final:

(3.2-7)

A+Iala 'Don't leave!'

Similarly, the noun ihye4' 'something', which would ordinarily
have the tone contour i4hye4. (H'H) after a conditional verb, is

instead given the contour HL in the following sentence, where it

is final in its clause:

(3.2-8)

Katm ga ritu , futta+

'Let me go and eat something and get ready.'

This phenomenon, which I will call phrase-final lowering, can
be accounted for in the dynamic-tone framework by means of a rule
deleting a at the end of a phrase, that is, by means of the

If 5
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rule below.

(3.2-9) Phrase-final-4 Deletion

0/

The application of this rule to the underlying forms

(3.2-10) a. A4'lala 'Don't leave!'

.

and b. Katm ga ritu 14-hye.l. 'Let me go eat something.'

produces the representations shown below:

(3.2-11) a. A4lala4

and b. Katm ga ritu i +hye

The underlined 4's in these phrases, not being followed by any tone
marker at all, are not subject to the rule of *- Reduction and so
are realized as "big" pitch drops of the sort ordinarily found
before low-toned syllables.

Phrase-final lowering is not obligatory; the underlined 4's
in the phrases of (3.2-11) may alternatively be pronounced as
small drops in pitch. This variation in the size of a 4 which is
the last internal tone marker of a phrase shows that Phrase-final
4, Deletion is an optional rule. Whether a speaker chooses to
apply the rule or not depends on emphasis, and probably other
stylistic variables as well. The rule of Phrase-final-4Deletion,
and its optionality, will be independently motivated in section
(3.5) below.

3.3 The use of a pitch drop as a marker of syntactic structure:
the proper name possessive. Certain syntactic environments in Igbo
are marked with a drop in pitch which, I will argue, is a morpheme
made up of a pitch drop marker only. This "syntactic" pitch drop
can be seen between the two elements of each of the possessive
phrases below:

(3.3-1)

a. isi Chi 'Chi's head' (from 1s14 + 4 + Chi4)

b. isi Ekwe 'Ekwe's head' (from + 4 + Ekwe0
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(3.3-1)

d. ahy Igwe

'Ogu's head' (from + 4- + OLgul)

F
'Igwe's body' (from athu4 + 4 + 1-4.9-we4-)

e. ahu Adha 'Adha's body' (from + 4- + Atdha4-)

f. ahy Ugho 'Ugho's body' (from athu4- + w + Ughot)

Following established practice, I will call the tonal morpheme
which marks this construction the "associative" morpheme. If we

assume that the associative morpheme is not the final element of a
phonological word, that is, if we assume that the phrases above

have the word-boundary structure exemplified below:

(3.3-2) a. isi4 # + ft Ekwe+ (for 3.3-1 b)

b. athu+ # 4 ft A4dha4 (for 3.3-1e)

then the rule of Like-Tone-Marker Deletion will not delete the
associative 4 even in phrases like (3.3-1a), (3.3-1b), and

(3.3-1d), where the tone marker which most immediately succeeds
it in the string is also a 4. Consequently, the associative 4 is

a visible part of the surface tone contour of every possessive
phrase.

The associative 4 not only contributes its own pitch drop to
the tone contour, but also affects the lexical tone contours of

the elements on either side of it. In particular, it causes the
deletion of all lexical tone markers which lie within a certain
distance in either direction. For example, in the phrase whose
underlying representation is given in (3.3 -2b) above, it causes

the deletion of the 4 at the end of the head noun and the t after
the first syllable of the possessive noun phrase, thereby pro-
ducing the surface tone contour athu 4Adha4.

The rule or the deletion of the internal tone marker of the
word which lies to the right of the associative +can be stated in
the following way:

(3.3-3) Right Streamlining.

4 (R) ([+syll])[+tone]

s.d. 1 2 3 4

s.c. Delete 4.

t
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This rule deletes a tone marker which lies to the right of a 4,
separated from it by not more than a single word boundary and a
syllabic segment. It is not necessary to specify that the
controlling tone marker must be the associative4- , for, as will
be shown in Chapters VI and VII, the rule applies in the environ-
mt.nt of any pitch drop. Notice that the rule deletes either a
t or a For example, it deletes the underlying (underlined)
internal tone marker of each of the underlying strings below:

(3.3-4) a. athu+ #

b. isi4 #

c. athy4 #

# A1-dha4 (3.3-1e)

# 04-gut (3.3-1c)

4 # 14gwe4 (3.3-1d)

The associative 4 also causes the deletion of a lexical tone-
marker to its immediate left. The examples of (3.3-1) illustrate
the deletion of a 4 from this position. However, a t at the end
of the head noun is also deleted, as can be seen from the phrases
below:

(3.3-5)

a. u lo 4 Chi 4 'Chi's house' (from u4lot # 4 fl Chi4)

b. u lo 4 Ekwe 4 'Ekwe's house' (from u4lot # 4 # Ekwe4-)

c. u lo 4 Ogut 'Ogu's house' (from u4lot # b # 04gu1)
. .

The deletion of a t from the end of the head noun has a rather
dramatic effect on the tone contour of the phrase, since it makes
the final syllable of the head noun high-toned instead of low-
toned.

The rule for the deletion of the tone marker to the left of the
associative 4 can be stated in the following way:

(3.3-6) Left Streamlining.

[i-tone] (0 4

s.d. 1 2 3

s.c. Delete 1.
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Again, it is not necessary to specify that the controlling tone
marker for this rule must be a morpheme; a 4 which is part of

the lexical representation of a word will also induce Left
Streamlining, as will be shown in Chapter VI, section 3.

Together, the Streamlining rules delete any tone marker
which lies within a specified distance to either side of the

associative 4. By eliminating lexically-introduced tone changes
in the immediate vicinity of the associative morpheme, they
simplify the tone contour and draw attention to the associative

itself, which is an important marker of syntactic structure.

The application of the Streamlining rules is illustrated
in the following derivations of the phrases of (3.3-1 b), (3.3-

1 c), and (3.3-5 a)

(3.3-7) a.

b.

c.

isi .4 # 4 # Ekwe+ Underlying representation

.

I
I

1

1

1

I

.

Right Streamlining, n.a.

.

0
1

: Left Streamlining

4, 4-Reduction

4 Outputl°isi

\
4 EKwe

isi 4, '7 4- # 0+gut Underlying representation

0 Right Streamlining

Left Streamlining

4-Reduction, n.a.

Outputisi 4 Ogu t

u+lo t # 4 #
i 1 I

Chi4 Underlying representation

. I I

, 0 ,
Streamlining

,4 4 4-Reduction

Outputu 4Io +Chi 4

S
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Notice that the size of the associative pitch Jrop in eJch
of these examples is accounted for by the independently-motivated
rule of +-Reduction. Thus in (3.3-7 a) and (3.3-7 c), where the

tone marker which most Immediately succeeds the associative + is

a 4, the rule of +-Reduction applies, reducing the associative +

to a small drop in pitch, but in (3.3-7 b), the tone marker which

most immediately follows the associative + is a 4, and +-Reduction

cannot apply.
The reader will probably have noticed that when the possessive

noun phrase begins with a consonant, as in (3.3-1 a) and (3.3-5 a),

the associative 4- is realized as a falling glide on the final
syllable of the head noun, rather than as a sharp drop in pitch
between the two words of the phrase.11 I propose to account for
this fact by means of a convention that a tone marker in Igbo is
realized as a gliding tone on the preceding syllable just in case
(i) the tone marker and the syllable are inside the same phonological
word, and (ii) the syllable is long. In general, a syllable will
be long whenever there are two tone markers after it in the under-
lying form a situation which will arise only at the end of a
word which is followed by a morphological tone marker such as the
associative 4, or by a word which begins with a tone marker.
(There are just a few such words in Igbo.) The rule of Syllable

Lengthening may be stated as follows:

(3.3-8) Syllable Lengthening.

[+syll][4-tone] (10(1) 4

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5

s.c. 1 > long

The reader will perhaps have noticed that rule (3.3-8) lengthens
not only the final syllable of u+/o+ in (3.3-7 c), but also that
final syllable of isi+ in (3.3-7 a) and (3.3-7 b). Why, then, is
the associative 4- not realized as a falling glide on the final
syllable of isi+ in these examples? The answer is that there is
a rule in Igbo, as in many other West African languages, which
shortens an open syllable when the following syllable begins with
a syllabic segment (as most words do in Igbo). The rule of
Syllable Shortening may be stated as follows:

(3.3-9) Syllable Shortening.12

(#) [4-sYli]

s.d. 1 2 3 4

s.c. i > short

1:1)
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If the rule of Syllable Shortening is ordered after Syllable
Lengthening, then it will undo the effect of that rule on any
syllable which is immediately followed by a syllabic segment (as

is the last syllable of in (3.3-7 a) and (3.3-7 b)). Such a

syllable will become too short to bear a gliding tone. Notice that

the combined effect of the two rules is to create three contrasting

syllable lengths (i) "long" syllables, which have undergone
Syllable Lengthening, but not Syllable Shortening, (ii) "short"
syllables, which have undergone Syllable Shortening, and (iii)

syllables of intermediate length, which have not undergone either

rule. Only long syllables are capable of bearing gliding tones

in Igbo.

There is one additional tone change in the proper noun
possessive which remains to be accounted for, and that is the
fact that when the head noun is one like ala+ 'land', which ends
with a sequence of two or more low-toned syllables, its word-

final t is retracted one syllable, taking it out of the reach of

Streamlining. Two examples of this phenomenon are given below,
followed by a derivation of the first of them:

(3.3-10) a.

a t la Ugho 'Ugho's land' (from
ala+ + Y + Ughot)

(3.3-11)

b.

a t la Adha 'Adha's land' (from

ala± + + Atdha0

ala- g 4. g Ugho' Underlying representation

t4-0 ^ -Retraction

Streamlining, n.a.

4, -Reduction, n.a.

a ' la +Ugho 1- Output

The rule of + -Retraction which applies in the derivation above may

be stated as follows:

(3.3-12) f -Retraction

a O ! (11)

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 s.c. Transpose 2 and 3

This rule states that a ' is retracted from the end of a word when

there is a 4, (such as the associative 0 immediately after it, and
when the preceding syllable boundary is not already occupied by a

S

S

S

S
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tone marker. (This condition is established by including term 1 in

the structural description of the rule.) t -Retraction must be
ordered before Left Streamlining, since a t which meets the structural
description of both rules is retracted, and not deleted. Notice that

the + -Retraction process provides additional evidence for the
presence of a t at the end of a word which ends on a low tone level.

That completes our account of the tonal properties of proper
noun possessives in Igbo. The rules which have been proposed so far
in this analysis are repeated below, in the order in which they must apply:

(3.3-13) a. Syllable Lengthening (repeated from (3.3-8))

41 [+syll][+tone] (#) (#)

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5

s.c. Make I long.

40 b. Syllable Shortening (repeated from (3.3-9))

[-Fsyll] (#) (#) [+syll]

s.d. 1 2 3 4

41 s . c . Make 1 short.

c. Right Streamlining (repeated from (3.3-3))

(#) ([ +syll]) [-Ftone]

40 s.d. 1 2 3 4

s.c. Delete 4.

d. +- Retraction (repeated from (3.3-12))

40 a o- t (11)

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5

s.c. Transpose 2 and 3.

41 e. Left Streamlining (repeated from (3.3-6))

[ +tone] (#)

s.d. 1 2 3

41 s.c. Delete 1.

.4
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(3.3-13) f. Phrase- final 4- Deletion (repeated from (3.2-9))

/
Condition: Optional

g. Like-Tone-Marker Deletion (repeated from (3.2-3))

+tone <##> $$

<+fall>

>1

[

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 6, where 3 contains
no tone markers

s.c. 1 > fb

h. *- Reduction (repeated from (3.2-5))

+ 4. $$

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5, where 2 contains no tone markers.

s.c. Reduce the magnitude of 1 by two thirds.

3.4 The common-noun possessive. In the previous section, I

argued that the proper noun possessive in Igbo is marked with an
associative morpheme which consists of a drop in pitch only.
Besides being part of the tone contour of the phrase, the associa-
tive pitch drop also brings about certain changes in the tone
contour of the adjacent string. In particular, it may cause the
retraction of a t which would otherwise come right before it, and
it also causes the deletion of nearby tone markers on either side,
a process which I have called "Streamlining".

The common noun possessive (in which the head of the possessive
noun phrase is a common noun) is like the proper noun possessive
in having an associative pitch drop between its two elements, but
the position of the pitch drop, the manner of its realization, and
its effect on the surrounding tone contour are somewhat different
in the two constructions. In the section which follows, I will

examine four differences between the proper noun possessive and
the common noun possessive and will show that all four of these
differences follow naturally from a slight difference in the
syntactic position of the associative morpheme in the two construc-

tions. In particular, I will argue that in the common noun possessive,
the associative 4- has cliticized to the possessive noun phrase, so
that the phrase as a whole has the structure shown below.

1 7!0
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(3.4-1) NP

NZ NP
POSS

ASSOC NP
POSS

MORPHEME

However, in the proper noun possessive, the associative 4, does not
cliticize to the possessive noun phrase, and the phrase as a whole

has the following structure:

(3.4-2) NP

I

N ASSOC
MORPHEME

NP
POSS

If we assume that a short grammatical element like the associative
morpheme is separated by only a weak (single) word boundary from
adjoining constituents which are sisters to it, then the distinct
syntactic structures of these two constructions will be carried
over into their word-boundary structures, as shown below:

(3.4-3) a. Proper noun possessive.

# #

b. Common noun possessive.

## #

The structural difference which is hypothesized here can be
expected to have an effect on the application of the various tonal
processes which apply to, and in the environment of, the associa-
tive +. I will argue below that the tonal properties which
distinguish these two constructions from one another follow in a
natural way from the structural difference proposed above.

The first difference between the common noun and proper noun
possessives is in the way in which the associative pitch drop is
pronounced when the possessive noun phrase begins with a consonant.
As we saw in the preceding section, when the possessive noun
phrase is a proper noun beginning with a consonant, the associative

is realized as a falling glide on the head noun, as in

(3.4-4)

isi+Chi4 'Chi's head'

'
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In contrast, in a common noun possessive in which the possessive
noun phrase begins with a consonant, the associative 4' is realized

as a sharp drop in pitch at the constituent boundary, as in

(3.4-5)
N

isi+ji+ (from isi+ + 4, + ji+)

'the top of 'head' yam'

a yam'

The difference in the realization of the associative + in these
two cases can be attributed to the difference in the structure of
the two phrases, since if the associative + has cliticized to the
possessive noun phrase in (3.4-5), but not (3.4-4), then the associa-
tive marker of (3.4-4) is part of the same phonological word as isi+,

while that of (3.4-5) is not. It is generally the case in languages

with lexical tone that a tone marker is not realized as a gliding
tone on a syllable which is not in the same phonological word with
it. (See the discussion in Chapter 1, section 3.)

A second difference between the common and proper noun
possessives in Igbo is that in the former, but not in the latter,
the associative + is moved to a position following the first
syllable of the possessive noun phrase when that syllable consists
of a high-toned vowel only. Contrasting examples are given below:

(3.4-6) a. Common noun possessive.

1_

isi e4-1/u4

'a goat's head'

(from isi+ + 4. + eyu+)

'head' 'goat'

b. Proper noun possessive.

isi + Ekwe + (from isi+ + + + Ekwe0

If these phrases have the underlying structures shown in (3.4-1)
and (3.4-2), then we can account for the surface position of the
associative + of (3.4-6 a) by means of the rule below:I3

(3.4-7) +-Metathesis.

NP
[+[+syll] ... +

s.d. 1 2 3 4, where 3 contains no tone markers.

s.c. Transpose 1 and 2.

s
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This rule does not apply to the proper noun possessive of (3.4-6 b)
because the associative of this construction is not part of the
possessive noun phrase. The condition that the tone marker which
most immediately follows term I must also be a + is necessary in
order to account for the fact that even in a common noun possessive
the associative does not move to the right of the initial
syllabic segment of the possessive noun phrase if that segment is
low-toned,14 as in the example below:

(3.4-8)

isi+oke+ (from isi+ + + + o+ke +)

'the head of a rat' 'head' 'rat'

+-Metathesis also does not apply when the possessive noun phrase
begins with a consonant, as in

(3.4-9)

isi+di+bya+ (from isi+ + + di+byat)

'the head of a doctor' head' 'doctor'

This fact is included in the description of the rule.

We have now seen two ways in which the common noun possessive
in Igbo differs tonally from the proper noun possessive. A third
difference between the two possessives is that +-Retraction and
Streamlining do not apply in the common noun possessive when the
possessive noun phrase begins with a consonant. Thus there is a
rising glide at the end of the head noun in each of the phrases
below:

(3.4-10) a. --u/4

o+dhu++ji+ (from o+dhut + + ji+)

'the bottom of the yam' 'bottom' 'yam'

b.

mkpai4ji+ (from mkpaf + + + ji+)

'the stick of the yam"stick' 'yam'

The phrases above contrast with the corresponding proper name
possessives, in which a t before the associative + is always either
deleted or retracted, and the associative + is then realized as
a gliding tone on the final syllable of the head noun. These

I/ properties of the proper noun possessive are illusirated below:
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(3.4-11) a.

u + lo + Chi + (from 114-lot + + Chi)

'Chi's house' 'house'

b.

a t la + Chi (from a/at + + + Chi+)

'Chi's land' 'land'

The difference in the applicability of -Retraction and Streamlining
in these two constructions arises naturally from the assumption that
the associative morpheme 4- cliticizes to the possessive noun phrase
only in the common noun possessive, for given that assumption, the
phrases of (3.4-10) and (3.4-11) must have the underlying structures
shown below:

(3.4-12) a. o+dhut11#14 ji+

b. mkpa + # #4-# ji+

c. y+lot ## Chi+

d. ## Chi+

It is reasonable that -Retraction and Streamlining should apply
in (c) and (d), but not in (a) and (b), because the associative
is separated from the target + by a greater syntactic distance in
(a) and (b) than in (c) and (d).

The fact that t-Retraction and Streamlining do not apply in
(3.4-10) cannot be attributed entirely to the word-boundary structure
of these phrases, however, because these rules do apply in common
noun possessives in which the possessive noun phrase begins with

a vowel. For example, the t at the end of 9-dhlit in the common noun
possessive below is deleted in the environment of the associative 4-:

(3.4-13) --

o+dhu+oke+ (from o4-dhut + 4- + otke+)
. .

'the tail of a rat' 'tail' 'rat'

Similarly, in the common noun possessive below, the underlying t
of abhat has been retracted before the associative 4-:

'
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(from abhat + 1 + eowot)

'the jaw of a monkey' 'jaw' 'monkey'

We can see why the rules of +-Retraction and Streamlining
apply to the phrases of (3.4-13) and (3.4-14), but not to those
of (3.4-10 a) and (3.4-10 b) if we recall that the syllable at the
end of a word is shortened when the word which follows it begins
with a vowel. Apparently +-Retraction and Streamlining will apply
across a strong word boundary when the syllable on the other side
of the affected tone marker is short, but not when it is long.
These rules will apply correctly in every case if we re-state them
as follows:

(3.4-15) a. 1-- Retraction.

a a t (// (#)) +

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 6

s.c. Transpose 2 and 3

Condition: If 5 is present, then 2 is not long.

b. Left Streamlining.

o [4-tone] (I/ (0) 4

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5

s.c. 2 > 0

Condition: If 4 is present, then 1 is not long.

Notice that 1-- Retraction and Streamlining do not apply when
+-Metathesis has moved the associative 4, inside the possessive noun
phrase. Thus the final +'s of u+/ot and abhaf remain in place in
the examples below:

(3.4-16) a. 1

y+194- e4yu4- (from u+194. + .1- + eyu+)

'goat shed' 'house' 'goat'

ala+ m+be+ (from alat + 4, +.m+bet)

'land of tortoises' 'land' 'tortoise'

-a - --,

,...I

b.
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I have argued above that three tonal differences between the

common noun possessive and the proper noun possessive in Igbo

follow naturally from the assumption that the associative marker,

+, is cliticized to the possessive noun phrase in the common noun

possessive, but not in the proper noun possessive. There is one

other tonal difference between these two constructions, and it can

be accounted for in the same way. This difference has to do with

the special tonal properties of common noun possessives in which

the possessive noun phrase begins with a syllabic nasal which is

followed by a nasal consonant. The facts which I give below are

from Welmers (1968) and Ward (1936), and have been checked with

my informant, Dr. Nonyelu Nwckoye, a native of Awka.

Recall that in Central Igbo, a common noun possessive under-

goes +-Mettthesis only if the first syllable of the possessive

noun phrase is a high-toned syllabic segment. Thus +-Metathesis

applies in the first of the phrases below, but not in the second:

(3.4-17) a. --\

u+lote+yu+ (from u4-lot + + + eyu4-)

'goat shed' 'house' 'goat'

b. 40,

o+dhu+oke+ (from o4-dhut + 4- + otke0

'the tail of a rat' tail' 'rat'

In contrast, when the possessive noun phrase begins with a

syllabic nasal which is followed by a nasal consonant,15 the

associative 4 moves to the right even when the syllabic nasal is

low-toned, as in

(3.4-18)
t ,

u-Ho m+ma+dhut (from u4-lot + 4- + mtma4dhut)

'a man's house' 'house' 'man'

The position of the associative 4 in (3.4-18) might be accounted

for by means of a condition on the rule of +-Metathesis (3.4-7),

so that it would apply to a noun phrase beginning with a syllabic

nasal even if that syllabic nasal were low-toned. However, there

are facts which indicate that this is not the correct solution.

Notice that the rule of Left Streamlining has applied in (3.4-18),

deleting the t at the end of u4/ot in the environment of the

e
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associative +. This rule does not ordinarily apply when the
possessive noun phrase begins with a high-toned syllabic segment,
nor does it apply when the possessive noun begins with a syllabic
nasal which is underlyingly high-toned, as in"

(3.4-19) p
u+lot m+muo+ (from u+lot + + + mmu4o+)
. . . .

'house of spirits' 'house' 'spirits'

This difference in the two examples of (3.4-18) and (3.4-19)
suggests that only in the former has the associative + been moved
to the right by the rule of +-Metathesis, which precedes Left
Streamlining. The surface position of the associative 4- of
(3.4-19) must be accounted for by means of a second metathesis
rule, which is ordered after the Streamlining rules, and which
may be stated as follows:

(3.4-20) Syllabic Nasal Raising.

[+tone] [ 1-s+nY
as

1 ] [+nas]

s.d. 1 2 3 4

s.c. Transpose 2 and 3.

This rule takes a tone marker at the beginning of a phonological
word and transposes it with the following syllabic nasal if the
syllabic nasal is, in turn, followed by a nasal consonant. (Note

that any tone marker which lies between the syllabic nasal and the
nasal consonant in underlying representation will have been
deleted previously, by the rule of Right Streamlining.)

If the rule of Syllabic Nasal Raising is stated correctly,
and if our assumption that the associative 4- does not cliticize
to the possessive noun phrase in proper noun possessives is
correct, then proper noun possessives should not undergo Syllabic
Nasal Raising. That prediction is correct, as can be seen from
the example below:

(3.4-21)

u+lo+ Nne+ (from 1.24-lot + y + 10'ne4 -)
. .

'Mother's house' 'house' 'Mother'

In summary, we have found four differences between the common
noun possessive and the proper noun possessive. These are outlined
in the chart below:
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(3.4-22)

a.

b.

c.

d.

Common Noun Possessive Proper Noun Possessive

The associative 4 is always

realized as a sharp drop in
pitch.

When the possessive noun
phrase begins with a
consonant, the associative

is realized as a falling
glide on the final syllable
of the head noun.

If the first syllable of
the possessive noun phrase
is a high-toned syllabic
segment, then the associ-
ative 4- moves to the right
of that segment.

The associative always
lies between the two ele-
ments of the construction,
even when the possessive
E-lun phrase begins with a
high-toned syllabic segment.

When the possessive noun
phrase begins with a con-
sonant, a t at the end of
the head noun is allowed
to remain, and is realized
as a rising glide on the
final syllable of the head
noun.

A t at the end of the head
noun is deleted or retracted
even when the possessive
noun phrase begins with a
consonant.

If the possessive noun
phrase begins with a
syllabic nasal followed
by a nasal consonant, then
the associative 4. is

transposed with the syl-
labic nasal even if it is

underlyingly low-toned.

The associative 4- lies

between the two elements
of the construction even
when the possessive noun
phrase begins with a
syllabic nasal followed
by a nasal consonant.

These four differences between the common and proper noun possessives
follow naturally from the assumption that in the common noun possessive
the associative 4 has cliticized to the possessive noun phrase, while
in the proper noun possessive it has not. This assumption accounts
for difference (a) above between the two constructions, because it is
typically the case in languages with lexical tone that a tone marker
at the beginning of a phonological word is no realized as a gliding
tone on the preceding syllable even when that syllable is long. The
assumed difference in structure is also important in accounting for
differences (b) and (d), because tb e transposition of a tone marker
with the syllable which follows it rn.:Xy..be expected to occur more
readily within a phonological word th0 across word boundaries.
Finally, the assumed difference-1-fts-eructure helps to account for
difference (c), because it is reasonable to expect that rules which

S
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retract or delete one tone marker in the environment of another

should apply more readily across a single word boundary (as in

the proper noun possessive) than across double word boundaries

(as in the common noun possessive.)

The rules which have been motivated so far for Igbu are
repeated below, in the order in which they must apply:

(3.4-23) a. +-Metathesis (repeated from (3.4-7))

NP
[+[4-sy 1 1] ...

s.d. 1 2 3 4, where 3 contains no tone markers

s.c. Transpose 1 and 2.

b. Syllable Lengthening (repeated from (3.3-8))

[+syll][+tone](#)(#) +

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5

s.c. Make 1 long.

c. Syllable Shortening (repeated from (3.3-9))

[4.sYll] (#) (#) :.sY11)

s.d. 1 2 3 4

s.c. Make 1 short.

d. Right Streamlining (repeated from (3.3-3))

+ (#) ([-tsyll]) [ +tone]

s.d.1 2 3 4

s.c. Delete 4.

e. -Retraction (repeated from (3.4-15 a))

a a + (#) (#)

s.d.1 2 3 4 5 6

s.c.Transpose 2 and 3.

Condition: If 4 and 5 are both present, then
2 is long.
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(3.4-23) f. Left Streamlining (repeated from (3.3-6))

a [+tone] (g) (#)

s.d.l 2 3 4 5

s.c.Delete 2.

Condition: If 4 and 5 are both present, then
1 is not long.

g. Syllabic-Nasal Raising (repeated from (3.4-20))

## [+tone]
+nas

I[ +nas]

s.d. 1 2 3 4

s.c. Transpose 2 and 3.

h. Phrase-final 4 Deletion (repeated from (3.2-9))

-4- 0 /

Condition: Optional

i. Like-Tone-Marker Deletion (repeated from (3.2-3))

+tone
l<4'i>

F +tone 1

S$
1<+fall>,

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 6

s.c. Delete 1.

Condition: 3 contains no tone markers.

j 4Reduction (repeated from (3.2-5))

$$

s.d.l 2 3 4 5

s.c.Reduce the magnitude of 1 by two thirds.

Condition: 2 contains no tone markers.

or
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3.5. On the analysis of the lgbo possessive construction
in an autosegmental level-tone theory. Linguists who have

analyzed Igbo in level-tone terms have considered the associative
morpheme which appears in the possessive construction to be a
high tone rather than a pitch drop. In an analysis of this sort,
the possessive phrases below are assumed to have the underlying
structures shown, where the circled high tone is the associative

marker:

(3.5-1)

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Surface Tone Contour Underlying Representation

----._

i s i j i

H H 'H

'the top of the yam'

is i ## j 1

I I \
H H //CM H

isi ## eyu

I I ,r;\ XN
H H #v_if ## H H

isi eyu

H H H'H

'the head of a goat'

ulo ## mbe
. .

I I I I

H L# 0 ##H L

ii--
ulo mbe

HL HL

'the house of a
tortoise'

odhu ## oke

I

H Lfie ##L
\

H

odhu oke

H 'H 'H

'the tail of a rat'

1---\

abha ## enwo

I I I

L L # 011#
\
L L

abha eowo

L H L L

'the jaw of a monkey'
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Goldsmith (1976) has proposed the following rule to account
for the lowering of a high tone to downstepped high in possessive

noun phrases like (a) and (b) above:

(3.5-2) [+tone] [-high] / [H]Af ## X

The [H]
Af

which appears in the structural description of this rule

is the associative morpheme. In Goldsmith's framework, where

[-lowthigh]
'

[hi
low

gh]
and L =

['higlow h]

'

what rule (3.5-2) does
' +

is to lower a high tone to downstepped high at the end of a word

which is preceded by the associative morpheme. The rule gives the

correct results for the examples of (3.5-1 a) and (3.5-1 b) above,

but not for possessive noun phrases in which the first word is a

bi-syllabic noun beginning with a consonant. Nouns of this sort,

which include maw,/ 'oil' (HH), maYa 'wine' (HH), madhu 'person' (HL),

and dibya 'doctor' (HL), get their downstepped high tone on the

first syllable rather than the last, as can be seen from the

examples below:

(3.5-3) a.

iko maya (from iko +0+ ma-Ya)

I I I

'wine cup' L H H H

b.

isi dibya (from isi +6+ d4bya)

I I I

'the head of a doctor' H H H L

What makes the difference here is whether the possessive noun begins

with a syllabic segment or a consonant; in other words, the generali-

zation is that the first CV syllable of the possessive noun gets

[-high] tone. Thus rule (3.5-2) must be amended to

V

(3.5-4) a. [+tone] [-high] /
[H]Af ## [+tone])

To account for the smoothing out of the tone contour of the
possessive noun in phrases like odhu oke 'the tail of a rat'
(3.5-1 d), Goldsmith proposes a second rule, which he states as

follows:

(3.5-5) [-How] 0 / [H]Af ##

.!"
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This rule accounts for the tone contour of oke in the phrase odhy

L H H 'H

oke in the following way: First the H of oke is lowered to 'H by
'H L H

rule (3.5-4). Then rule (3.5-5) deletes the L of oke and, by the
convention that every syllable must be associated with a tone segment,
the now toneless o is also associated with the 'H. This much of the
derivation of the phrase odhu oke is shown below:

(3.5-6) a. odhu II ## oke

i I eN I I

H L # Q.1)## L H

b. odhu # ## oke

1 I \

H L # ® ## L 'H

c. odhu # ## oke

I
\\I

H L #0## 'H

by rule (3.5-4)

by rule (3.5-5)
41111.31-.>

The remainder of the derivation of this phrase will be given in
(3.5-10)-(3.5-12), below.

Goldsmith's rule (3.5-5), like his rule (3.5-2) gives the
wrong result for a possessive noun which begins with a consonant,
as in the examples below:

(3.5-7) a.

iko gari (from iko +0+ gari)

I I I I

'a cup of cassava meal' L H L H

b.

isi bekee (from +0+ bekee
I I

I II

'the head of a white man' H H L HL

So that rule (3.5-5) will not delete the initial low tone of the
possessive noun phrase in the examples above, we must revise the
statement of that rule to the following:

(3.5-8) V

[ +low] + 0 / [1-1]Af fill

Now consider the tone change which takes place on the left-
hand side of the associative marker, whereby a low-toned syllable

r
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at the end of the head noun is raised to downstepped high (as in

(3.5-Id) and (3.5-1 e)). Goldsmith accounts for this tone change
by means of the "docking" rule, shown below, which attaches the
associative marker to the final syllable of the head noun:

(3.5-9)

The dotted line represents the structural change, and the circle
around the H indicates that this is a "floating" high tone
specifically, the associative morpheme. Rule (3.5-9) applies to
the intermediate form (3.5-6 c) above, attaching the associative
morpheme to the final syllable of odhu, as shown below:

(3.5-10) odhu # ## oke

H L #W)## 'H

Finally, the tone simplification rule shown below applies, changing
the rising glide to a downstepped high:

(3.5.-11) CV CV1

L H 'H

This rule applies to the intermediate string to (3.5-10) to create
the output string

(3.5-12) odhu ## oke

I I \I
H 'H ## 'H

(I assume an automatic simplification of the word-boundary structure
with the loss of the associative marker.)

Two additions are needed to complete this analysis of the
common noun possessive in Igbo. First, it is necessary to account
for the fact that the final low tone of ulo 'house' is not raised

H L

to 'H in phrases like Lilo be 'the house of a tortoise' (3.5-1 c),

HLHL
in which the Dossessive noun begins with a high tone. Secondly,
it is necessary to say something about the downstepped high tone
itself, and how it gets its phonetic realization.
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To account for the fact that the low tone at the end of the
head noun is not raised to downstepped high before a high tone,
Goldsmith introduces the rule shown below:

(3.5-13)

[+tone] H

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5

s.c. 2 > 0

This rule deletes a high tone which has "docked" onto a preceding
syllable when the following word begins with a high tone. If this

rule is ordered before the tone-simplification rule of (3.5-11), then
it will correctly delete the high tone-segment in phrases like
ulo mbe. Finally, Goldsmith introduces a convention for the

HLC)HL
realization of the downstepped high tone. Noting that lgbo is
subject to "downdrift", whereby a HLH tone sequence is pronounced

(3.5-14)

H L H

with the second high tone segment lower in pitch than the first,
Goldsmith reasons that Igbo must contain the following convention:

(3.5-15) Lower the high tone register whenever a [ -high]

tone follows a [-low] tone.

This convention lowers the high tone register between the first
and second tone segments of (3.5-14), thereby accounting for the
fact that the second high tone of this contour is somewhat lower
in pitch than the first. However, if the tone levels H, 'H, and

[4-high -high [-+hligh]
L are given the feature specifications and

low [-low 1'

respectively, and if all [-low] tones are pronounced on the high
tone register, then convention (3.5-15) will account for the
pronunciation of the downstepped high tone as well. Thus, for
example, the three tone segments of the string

(3.5-16) --

H1HH

are all, in this vicw, pronocr.ccd on the high tone register. The
drop in pitch between the first two segments is a change in the high

f
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tone register itself, brought about by the convention of (3.5-15)

which lowers the high tone register between the initial H ([ -low])

segment and the 'H ([-high]) segment which follows it. Similarly,

the three tone segments of the string

(3.5-17)

H'H'H

are all pronounced on the high tone register, but this time the

high tone register is lowered twice once between the high tone

segment and the first downstepped high, and again between the two

downstepped highs.

The rules and conventions which have been introduced here

to account for the Igbo common noun possessive within the auto-

segmental theory are listed below. In comparing this analysis

with the dynamic-tone analysis summarized in (3.4-23), the

reader should keep in mind that the analysis below does not

include an account of the special tonal behavior of possessive

noun phrases which begin with syllabic nasals, nor does it

include an account of proper noun possessives or of phrase-final

lowering.

(3.5-18) a.
[+tone] -4- [ -high] / [H]Af

r;
,,

([ +tone])

b.
V

L -4- 0 /
[H]

Af
## 1

r

c. 14,... #

1..
# ../-1

d. V
H '4' 0 / //N

[+tone] (#) (#) H

e. CV * CV
A 1

L H 'H

f. The high tone register is lowered whenever a
[-low] tone is immediately followed by 3 [ -high]

tone.

Rule (a) above accounts for the downstep on the first CV- syllable
of the possessive noun in a phrase like isi eyu 'the head of a goat'.

H H H'H
Rule (b) accounts for the smoothing out of the tone contour of the
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of the possessive noun in phra, ke 'the head of a rat'
A 'H

(from isi H + oke). (e) tcgether account for the

H H L H

raising of the low t,n(2 at .r1j of a head noun in a phrase like

odhu oke 'the tail of a rat' ,roc. cqha + H + okti. Rule (d)

H 'H 'H H L L H

accounts for the fact the at.t tone change does not take
place when the possessive nuun Hlrase begins with a high tone, as
in ulo eyu 'goat shed'. Finall,/, convention (f) ensures the proper

H L H'H
pronunciation of the high tone, while also accounting
for downdrift.

This autosegmental any. 1,::7;(1, is unsatisfactory in

several ways. First, an.'. ,Thor':27t, the two rules (a) and
(b), which prescrftt: certain .)rir- chandes in the word which

follows a high tone 27Lit..-a-y in their effect,
for there is notning a floating high tone affix
which would lead us to ept:c.., i. to induce these particular changes
in the tone contour or t t . tring. If a floating high
tone can bring about tne!.:1 ch,f,JLs, then it will be difficult to
say what changes it couli al7crut. This is in contrast to
the dynamic-tone analys,I. -4.;cr t'J, tore charges brought about

by the associarie nn ly of the retraction of a
preceding t and the dcle._:un of Oi.C2r nearby tone markers
changes which are natural oi the insertion of an
"extra" tone marker into the c'rino.

A second difficult. . th 3.:te:-.gEnental analysis above is

that it is not easili de,2 co,:er the proper noun possessive.
Goldsmith himself do:c ,nalyis of tne proper noun
possessive, but Voorh:e,.,,,. t4eF,,,c=c,r znd deB1ois (1969), who take

a similar approach. h'v '- the special tonal properties
of this constructio ir b'.' nears of a rule
lowering the first rry,rssiye noun phrase when it
is a proper name be*, n;,( 11.-_Pic segment. Such a rule
would produce the correct ,)Pii:?et p'-.rases like the following:

(3.5-19) isi l_kwc

1 V

because Ekive

H H

(3.5-18 a) and (3.5- is
(See the derivatior
ever, the rule pv._
not account for irrt_

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

:I r , Ekwe)
H H H

Fkwr, and rules
L H

_pnly 'a give it 'H tone.
pn,Ilels this one.) How-
:uetrcsen and deBlois does

exampleS, where
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the possessive noun phrase begins with a syllabic nasal.

(3.5-20) a. Common Noun Possessive.

-1

ulo mmajla 'bar' (y19 'house', mmaya 'wine')
H L L H H

H'H H'H H

b. Proper Noun Possessive.

ulo Nne 'Mother's house' (ulo 'house', Nne

I 1 N H L L H

H'H 'H 'mother')

Nor does it account for the difference in phrases like the following,

in which the possessive noun phrase begins with a consonant:

(3.5-21) Common Noun Possessive.

a.

mkpa ji 'stick of yams' (mkpa 'stick', ji 'yams')

1 I\ 1

L L

L LH 'H

b.

odhu ji 'bottom of the yam' (odhu 'bottom')

1 N I
H

L LH 'H

(3.5-22) Proper Noun Possessive.

a.

ala Chi 'Chi's land' (ala 'land', Chi)

I N I
L L

L H'H H

ulo Chi 'Chi's house' (y/9 'house', Chi)

I
H L

H'H'H H

Finally, Goldsmith's treatment of the downstepped high tone,
while attractive for Igbo, cannot be extended to Kikuyu, which,
according to Clements and Ford (1977), also makes use of a downstep
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IP as a marker of syntactic structure. The tonal system of Kikuyu
will be discussed below in section 4.

3.6 Pre-clause Lowering. We have seen above that the dynamic-
tone theory allows a particularly natural and direct account of the
tonal properties of possessive phrases in Igbo, which are character-
ized by the introduction of a pitch drop between the two constituents
of this construction and the deletion or retraction of any pitch
change which would otherwise lie "too near" the inserted +. Four

differences in the tonal properties of common and proper noun
possessives have been shown to follow naturally from a difference
in the syntactic position of the associative marker in the two
constructions.

There is one other part of the tonal system of Igbo which
strongly supports a dynamic representation of tone, and that is
the phenomenon which I will call pre-clause lowering, whereby a
string of high-toned syllables betore a clause is lowered when the
clause which follows it begins on a low tone-level. For example,
in head position before a relative clause which begins with a low-
toned syllable, a HH noun like eyu+ becomes LL, a H'H noun like
e+go+ becomes HL, and a LH noun like o+ke+ becomes LL. Some
examples are given below:

(3.6-1) a.

b.

c.

eyu A+dha +fiy-eyt (from eyu+ + Afdha+ + hdiut)

'the goat Adha saw' 'goat' 'saw'

e+go A+dha fiui=yt (from e+go+ + Atdha+ + hurut)

'the money Adha saw' 'money'

I I- 1
oke A+dha +Fly-ryt (from otke+ + Atdha+ + hviut)

'the rat Adha saw' 'rat'

These facts can be accounted for in a ievel-tone theory by means of
a rule lowering a string of high tones before a clause which begins
with a low-toned syllable. For example, Goldsmith (1976) proposes
the following rule:

-
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(3.6-2) Disjoint Tonal Sandhi.

H L / Xis L, where X contains no [-high] tone and
no ##.

However, it is puzzling, one feels, that the language should
contain such a rule. Goldsmith suggests that the rule exists
"to help make clear the grammatical relation between the Head
NP and the Subject NP--to wit, none", but it is at least unusual
to find a sandhi rule applying between elements which are not
grammatically related rather than between elements which are.
Thus it is an advantage of the dynamic-tone theory that it allows
these facts to be accounted for by independently-motivated rules
if we only assume that there is a phrase boundary ($) between
a head noun and the relative clause which follows it. If this

assumption is correct, then the phrases of (3.6-1) have the structure

shown below:

(3.6-3) a. eyu 4- $ Aisdha

b. e+go4- $ Atdha +1;y-r'yt

c. otke+ $ Atdha +1710=y+

The rule of Phrase-final- 4- Deletion, which is needed in any case
in order to account for phrase-final lowering, applies to the
underlying structures of (3.6-3), deleting the lexical + at the
end of the head noun in each case, and prAl.cing the following
intermediate strings:

(3.6-4) a. eyu $ A1-dha

b. e+go $ Atdha ,01;0=y+

c. o+ke $ Atdha +1lyT-y+

Phrases (a) and (b) above are now in their correct output form;
with its final 4- gone, the noun eyu4- (a) is necessarily pronounced
on the same low tone level as the first syllable of 11+dha+, as

is the final syllable of eslgo4, in (b). The internal pitch drop
of e+go+ does not undergo +-Reduction, as it normally would, because
the tone marker which most immediately succeeds it in the string

is now a +. Phrase (c) above has one more change to undergo--the
deletion of the + of otke--but this change is accomplished by means
of the already-existing rule of Like-Tone-Marker Deletion (3.4-231),
which deletes all but the last of a sequence of T's. Thus no
additional rules are needed to account for pre-clause lowering in
a dynamic-tone analysis of Igbo.17 Since the rule of Phrase-final-
+ Deletion is optional, as we saw in section (3.2) above, the
analysis given here leads us to expect that pre-clause lowering
should also be optional, and that is in fact the case.
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3.7 Conclusion. The tonal system of Igbo provides the following
sorts of evidence for a dynamic theory of tone: First, the dynamic-
tone theory allows a simple and direct statement of the fact that the
boundary between the two constituents of a possessive phrase in Igbo
is marked with a drop in pitch. Secondly, the effect of the associa-
tive pitch drop on the tone contours of surrounding elements can be
interpreted very naturally within a dynamic-tone theory as the deletion
of tone markers which lie within a prescribed distance to either side
of the associative 4.. This is in contrast to level-tone theories,
where the associative morpheme is analyzed as a "floating" level tone
segment, and where the effect of that morpheme on the surrounding
tone contour appears arbitrary and mysterious. Thirdly, in a dynamic-
tone analysis of Igbo, the tonal differences between common and proper
noun possessives arise naturally from a difference in the syntactic
position of the associative 4- in the two constructions. I h.ve not
been able to find any satisfactory way to mirror this analysis with-
in a level-tone theory. Finally, the phenomenon which I have called
"pre-clause lowering" is predicted by independently-motivated rules
within the dynamic-tone analysis. Its ability to predict this tone-
change is an important advantage of the dynamic-tone theory, because
rule (3.6-2), which accounts for this phenomenon within a level-tone
theory, is an unnatural rule which, moreover, refers to the syntactic
structure of the string in a very urzonstrained way. (See the dis-
cussion of the interaction between phonology and syntax in Chapter
VIII.)

4. Kikuyu

4.1 Introduction. In section 3 above, I argued that the
boundary between the two constitutents ofa nominal phrase in Igbo
is marked with a drop in pitch, which may be symbolized by the tone
marker This tone marker interacts with the surrounding tone
contour by causing the deletion or retraction of pitch changes
which would otherwise take place near it, on either side. In this
section, I will discuss some data from Kikuyu, another tone language
which uses a drop in pitch as a marker of syntactic structure.18
Kikuyu is of interest to us for three reasons: First, it provides
strong evidence for the existence of a phonological unit which
represents a drop in pitch. Secondly, although the syntactically-
introduced pitch drop of Kikuyu interacts with the surrounding
tone contour in quite different ways from that of Igbo, the nature
of the interaction is again such as to strongly suggest that the
entire tone contour must be expressed in terms of dynamic tones.
Thirdly, there is an "intonational" tone change at the end of a
phrase in Kikuyu which provides further evidence for a dynamic
representation of tone.

t.
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4.2 The "Downstep" in Kikuyu. There are two syntactic
environments in Kikuyu which are marked with a drop in pitch.
First, there is a lexical class of words, called "Class I words",

which have a drop in pitch after them. For example, in the phrases

below, there is a (circled) pitch drop after the Class I words
moaneki (a) and njoyona (b), even though there is no change in
lexical tone level at that point in either phrase:

(4.2-1)

a. moaneki na njoyona 'MwanTki and Njiigiina'

VII I III
L LL L LHH

b.

pheire njoyona ogo 'He gave Njuguna firewood.'

IVI III
HL H LHH H

Note that the drop in pitch (or "downstep") which marks this
syntactic environment is the same size as a drop from high to
low.19 In the analysis proposed by Clements and Ford (1977),
the downstep at the end of a Class I word is simply included in

its lexical representation. Thus the Class I word kanEri (personal

name) is represented as

(4.2-2) Kaneri

I I I !

L L H

I follow Clements and Ford here in representing the downstep with
a raised exclamation point "!", while the lexical tone of the word
itself is represented as a sequence of level tones. I believe this
notation was first proposed by Winston (1960).

There is one other syntactic boundary in Kikuyu which is marked
with a downstep. In particular, there is a downstep after the X-
phrase which follows an assertive verb.20 For example, the word

kaioge 'often' is a Class II word which is ordinarily not followed
by a downstep. Nevertheless, there is a downstep after kair)ge in
the phrase below, where it follows the assertive verb ,Ideokaya:

(4.2-3) I

ndeokaya kaioge ha:ha 'I will be coming often here.'
vLHH L HIHH

Following Clements and Ford, I assume that the downstep which appears
in this environment originates after the verb, and that it is moved I

411
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11 to the right of the following X-phrase by a rule of the form

(4.2-4) V X

[+assertive]

4.3 Why the downstep must be represented by a phonological
unit. In rule (4.2-4) and in the lexical representation of (4.2-2),
the downstep is represented by the symbol "!", which is a unit of
the phonological string. Now let us consider whether the drop in
pitch which marks these syntactic environments might alternatively
be accounted for by means of a rule like the following:

(4.3-1) Lower the pitch register of the voice at the end
of a class I word and at the end of an T-phrase
which follows an assertive verb.

Clements and Ford make a strong argument against an analysis
of this sort by pointing out that there are certain "exceptional"
environments for example, between a noun and its complement
in which the expected drop in pitch does not occur. Thus there is
no pitch drop after the Class I word oombE 'cows' in the following
phrase, where it is followed by a modifying adjective:

(4.3-2)

gpmbE ho:re:ri ndito 'fat, gentle cows'

LL LLL!LL
Exceptions of this sort are difficult to account for in an analysis
which introduces the downstep by means of a rule like (4.3-1),
because the theory of generative phonology provides no mechanism
for saying "Lower the pitch register of the voice after a Class I

word UNLESS IT IS A NOUN WHICH IS FOLLOWED BY A COMPLEMENT." How-
ever, if the downstep is a unit of the phonological string, as we
have assumed, then this exceptional environment is easily accounted
for by means of a rule of the form

(4.3-3) ! 0 / N Comp

A second even stronger argument is based on the rule of
Kikuyu which Clements and Ford call "Flattening". This rule lowers
a string of high-toned syllables following a low tone at the end
of a Class II noun which comes at the end of a phrase. The rule is
stated formally as follows:

(4,3-4) Flattening.

H
Q

L
Q

/ L

L
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The symbol "H
Q
" represents the maximal sequence of high-toned

syllables, and "#" represents the boundary at the end of a

sentence. The rule applies, for example, to the word moyerania
LLLH

'examiner', changing it to moyerania in isolation at the end of
LLLL

a sentence.

Now notice that if the downstep at the end of a Class I word

is a unit of the phonological string, then it is not necessary to
specify that Flattening applies to Class II words only, for the

"!" at the end of a Class I word like kar)erI1 will prevent it from
L L H.

meeting the structural description of the rule. Furthermore,

there is evidence that it is indeed the "1" which blocks the
application of Flattening in such a case, for even a Class II word
does not undergo Flattening if it lies at the end of an X-phrase

which follows an assertive verb that is, if it has had a "1"

inserted after it by rule (4.2-4). For example, the Class II noun

po:mba 'house' does not undergo Flattening in the phrase below,

L LH
where it follows the assertive verb po:nire:

(4.3-5)

po:nire po:mba 'I saw house'

L H H L LH!

The fact that po:mba does not undergo Flattening in this syntactic
environment is automatic in an analysis which uses the phonological
unit "1" to represent a downstep, for the downstep marker will
block the application of Flattening when it has been introduced by
rule (4.2-4) just as it does when it is part of the lexical repre-

sentation of a Class I word.

The same cannot be said of an analysis in which the downstep
is introduced by rules of the form of (4.3-1). In such an analysis,

the rule of Flattening would have to be stated as follows:

(4.3-6) Lower the string of high-toned syllables at the end
of a Class II word if (i) that string is preceded by
a low tone, (ii) the word comes at the end of a phrase,
and (iii) THE WORD DOES NOT COME AT THE END OF AN
7-PHRASE WHICH FOLLOWS AN ASSERTIVE VERB.

This analysis is unsatisfactory both because it introduces an
exception environment into the structural description of a rule,

rey

0
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and because it fails to provide a principled basis for the=
occurrence of the syntactic environment "at the end of an X-
phrase which follows an assertive verb" at two different points
in the grammar (in this rule and in rule (4.2-4) above). In an

analysis of this sort there is no reason why this particular
syntactic environment rather than some other arbitrarily-chosen
one should serve as an exception environment for the rule of
Flattening.

Having seen the evidence that the downstep site in Kikuyu
must be marked with a phonological unit, let us now consider
whether that unit must in fact represent a drop in pitch (as
does Clements' and Ford's "I"), or whether it might be a floating
level tone like the floating high tone which some linguists have
hypothesized at the boundary between a possessive NP and the noun
which it modifies in Igbo. (In that case the drop in the pitch
level of the voice would be accomplished by a rule which applies
in the environment of a floating tone.)

Surely the answer is that the unit which marks the downstep
site must represent a drop in pitch, for if it were a floating
level tone, then that tone should manifest itself in some way
besides just inducing a drop in the pitch level of the voice.
However, the drop in pitch level is the only phonetic reflex of
the unit which marks this site. Moreover, it is not really
plausible to suggest that this drop in pitch could be triggered
by a floating level tone, for there is no reason why a floating
tone should have that effect. I conclude that the phonological
unit which occupies the downstep site in Kikuyu must represent
a drop in pitch. Thus even a level-tone theory must make use of
pitch-drop markers like Clements' and Ford's "!".

4.4 Why the entire tone contour of Kikuyu should be represented
in dynamic-tone terms. There are two tonal processes in Kikuyu
which strongly suggest that the entire tone contour (and not just
the downstep itself) should be represented in terms of pitch drop
markers and pitch rise markers. The first of these is a process
which Clements and Ford call "downstep displacement", by which the
downstep marker interacts with the surrounding tone contour. The
second is an "intonational" tone change which takes place at the
end of a phrase. I will take up these processes in the order in
which they are listed here.

The process of "downstep displacement", whereby the syntac-
tically-introduced downstep marker interacts with the surrounding
to-le contour, is illustrated by the derivation below:

S
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(4.4-1) ndinarora keoaoi ndinarora keoaoi

LHHH! LLH LHHH HH!H

'I didn't watch "crocodile' didn't watch the
crocodile.'

Here the downstep at the end of the Class I word ndinarora 'I

L H H H!
didn't watch' has moved over the sequence of low tones to its
right, converting that string to a sequence of high tones. The
examples below show that the "!" is not displaced when it is (a)

followed by a high tone, or (b) preceded by a low tone:

ndinarora L pjata 'I didn't watch stars.'
LHHH! HH!

b

moaneki onire 'Mwaniki saw.'
L L L !L H H

Clements and Ford thus state Lhe rule of Downstep Displacement in
the following way:

(4.4-3) Downstep Displacement

H ! LQ H HQ !

This rule moves the downstep marker "I" over the maximal sequence
of low tones to its right, converting that sequence to high. The
rule applies just in case the "!" is preceded in the underlying form
by a high tone.

While the rule of (4.4-3) produces the correct output in every
case, certain features of the rule are quite arbitrary. For example,
there is no principled reason why this process should apply only
when the "!" is preceded by a high tone. Nor is it clear why the
movement of a downstep marker to the right of a string of low-
toned syllables should cause that string to become high-toned.

The apparent arbitrariness of these properties of the process
of downstep displacement disappears when the entire tone contour
is viewed in dynamic terms. To show that this is so, I will first
motivate a particular representation of Kikuyu lexical tone and
of the downstep marker itself and will then show that the distri-
bution of downstep displacement and the changes which it creates

1"t

0

0

0

a

0

I
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41 follow naturally when the underlying tone contour is represented

dynamically.

Noting that there are rising glides at the end of words such

as karioki (personal name) in Kikuyu, and assuming that such a

L L LH!
glide must be represented by a + after the final syllable of the

word, I conclude that the tone marker which indicates the tone

level of a word of Kikuyu with respect to other words of the phrase

must come at the beginning of the word, as in Mende, and not at the

end as in Igbo. Thus the word karioki will be represented in

L L LH!

IP dynamic terms as

(4.4-4)

+kariokit

Affix

4-

I assume here that the "downstep" at the end of a Class 1 word like

karioki is an independent lexical unit consisting of a 4- only, like

the associative 5 of Igbo. The reasons for this assumption are (1)

that the distribution of this element is affected by syntactic rules

such as (4.2-4) and (4.3-3), and (ii) that one does not in general

find two tone markers dominated by the same lexical node without a

tone-bearing unit between them, as would be the case if the "down-

step" of (4.4-4) were not a separate lexical entity. I have

followed Clements and Ford here in assuming that the downstep is

present in the lexical representation of a Class I word. However,

it might alternatively be introduced by a surface-level rule.

Given the above assumptions about the representation of lexical

tone in Kikuyu, a Class II word like moyErania 'examiner', which has
LLLH

no gliding tone on its final syllable, and no associated downstep,

must be represented as follows:

(4.4-5) +moyeratnia

The rule of Flattening which applies to words of this class

can then be stated quite simply as follows:

(4.4-6) Flattening.

t $

s.d. 1 2 3, where 2 contains no tone markers.

s.c. 1 >0
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This rule deletes a + which is the final tone marker of a phrase.
By this rule the word +moyeratnia (4.4-5) becomes 4-moyerania in
isolation or at the end of a phrase. Flattening does not apply
to Class I words like kariokif#4- (4.4-4) because the downstep +
at the end of such a word prevents it from meeting the structural
description of the rule. Note that this account of the Flattening
process depends crucially on the assumption that the tone level of
a word of Kikuyu is indicated by means of a tone marker at the
beginning of the word, so that moyerania has the representation
shown in (4.4-5). This analysis of the Flattening process thus
tends to confirm the assumption which we made above about the
representation of lexical tone in Kikuyu.

Returning now to the phrase of (4.4-1), which undergoes
"downstep displacement", we may represent the underlying form of
this phrase in dynamic terms in the following way:

(4.4-7) # # +ndi +narora ##+#+keoatoi ##

'I didn't watch the crocodile.'

In setting up this underlying representation, I have assumed that
the downstep + of Kikuyu, like the associative + of Igbo, cliticizes
to the constituent to its right, forming a single phonological
word with it.

Assuming the underlying representation of (4.4-7), the rule
of +-Displacement (replacing Downstep Displacement) is easily

stated as follows:

(4.4-8) +-Displacement

## + +

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5

s.c. Replace 5 with 3.

Condition: 4 contains no tone markers.

This rule moves the second of a sequence of 4-'s at the beginning
of a word into the position of the first t of that word. Note that
the structural description of the rule will be met only by an
initially low-toned word with a downstep marker before it. The
rule applies, for example, to the underlying string (4.4-7),
moving the + at the beginning of +keoatoi 'crocodile' into the
position of its internal t, and creating the intermediate form

(4.4-9) ##+nditnarpra ## + # keoa+gi 4#
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11 The deletion of the (underlined) downstep + is then accomplished

by means of the rule

(4.4-10) +-Deletion.

## + +

s.d. 1 2 3 4

s.c. Delete 2.

Condition: 3 contains no tone markers.

This rule applies to the intermediate form (4.4-9) to create the
output tone contour

(4.4-il)

_1 L
ndi +narora ke0a4-0i

'I didn't watch the crocodile'

It may appear to be a disadvantage of this analysis (as compared
with the analysis proposed by Clements and Ford) that it requires two
rules to derive this surface tone contour. In fact it is not a dis-
advantage, since Clements and Ford observe that there are speakers
who leave a pitch drop in both places (that is, who stop with the
"intermediate" form) when the word following the downstep site is
a Class I word. An example is the phrase

41
(4.4-12)

1

+ti +moa +ya+hitpa+ 'It isn't a weakling!'

(from tti ## +#4-moatya+hitpa4-#)

In the more generally-spoken dialect, this phrase would be pro-
nounced

(4.4-13)

+ti moa +ya +hi+pa 'It isn't a weakling'

with the downstep at the beginning of moayahipa having been
deleted from the surface form. This dialectal variation is not
easily accounted for within the analysis proposed by Clements and
Ford, using the Downstep Displacement rule of (4.4-3). However,

4.0
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it is easy to account for in the present analysis, simply by
restricting the rule of +-Deletion for speakers who use the contour

(4.4-12) to Class II words only. These speakers will not apply

+-Deletion to the Class I noun moayahipa 'weakling' in (4.4-12),

and the output tone contour for this phrase will be as shown.
Speakers who use the tone contour of (4.4-13) apply +-Deletion to
both Class I and Class II words.

Now observe that those features of the rule of Downstep
Displacement which seemed arbitrary when the rule was expressed
in terms of tone levels have a principled basis in our dynamic-
tone analysis. For example, consider the fact that the downstep
is displaced only when it is followed by a word which begins on a
low tone level. In the dynamic-tone analysis, this property of
the rule follows from the fact that this is the only case in which
we obtain the double "4-" which the rule acts to break up. (There

are other rules in Kikuyu which break up other double-tone-marker
sequencr . For example, the rule of Like-Tone-Marker Deletion
((4.4-14) below), breaks up a double t, and there is evidence for
two rules which act to break up a +- sequence.)

Secondly, consider the effect of the downstep on the string
of low tones over which it passes. In Clements' and Ford's
level-tone analysis, the mere movement of the downstep to its
surface position is not sufficient to account for the surface
tone of this string, because the sequence L!H is ordinarily pro-
nounced on a single pitch level, with no change of pitch between
the "L" and the "H". (See fn. 19.) Thus in order to account for
the DROP in pitch at the downstep site in (4.1-1), Clements and
Ford must specifically state that the string of low tones over
which the downstep passes becomes a string of high tones. No

such statement is needed in the dynamic-tone version of Downstep
Displacement (4.4-8) for the string of low tones which follows
the downstep in the underlying form is raised automatically when
the t which follows it is replaced by a 4-.

Finally, consider the fact that Downstep Displacement does
not apply in phrases like (4.4-2 b), in which the downstep site
is preceded by a low tone. This fact, which must be included quite
arbitrarily in the level-tone version of this rule (4.4-3), has a
more principled basis within our dynamic-tone analysis, which is
as follows: Kikuyu, like other languages which use a word-initial
tone marker to indicate word tone level, must have a rule of Like-
Tone-Marker Deletion which deletes the second of a sequence of
two like tone markers. Let us assume that in Kikuyu, as in Igbo,
this rule deletes a + only if it is at the boundary of a phonological

n
#
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word; in other words, let us assume that the rule of Like-Tone-
Marker Deletion for Kikuyu is stated as follows:

(4.4-14) [ +tone ...

<+fall>]
<##> [ +tone

<+fall>
$

s.d.

s.c.

1 2

Delete 4.

3 4 5 6

Condition: 2 contains no tone markers.

This rule deletes a + in the environment "4-... ## " and a t

in the environment "t... .

11.21

Now consider the phrase moaneki onire 'Mwaniki saw.' (4.4-2 b).

The underlying dynamic-tone representation for this phrase is as
follows:

(4.4-15) 4-moaneki ## 4- # 4- o-t-nire #+

If we order the rule of Like-Tone-Marker Deletion before the rule
of +-Displacement (4.4-8), then the underlined 4- of (4.4-15) will

have been deleted before it can trigger +-Displacement. The
resulting output tone contour is

(4.4-16)

+moaneki +otnire

which is correct.

The last tonal process of Kikuyu which I will discuss here
is a process which I will call "End-of-phrase Lowering", whereby
the last pitch drop of the phrase is made larder than it would be
ordinarily. Some examples are given below:

(4.4-17) a.

b

c.

fine +moatya+hifpa 'weakling' (assertion)

+moatya+hitpa mo+rito 'heavy weakling'

fine ke+yiretreria 'hindrance' (assertion)

A
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The pitch drop which is enlarged in each phrase in these examples

is underlined.

The rule of End-of-phrase Lowering can be stated as follows

in a dynamic-tone framework:

(4.4-18) End-of-phrase Lowering.22

$

s.d. 1 2 3, where 2 contains no 4.

s.c. 1 > large

According to Clements and Ford, the degree to which the final pitch
drop of the phrase is enlarged by this rule varies with the

emotional state of the speaker.

The facts described above can also be stated in a level-tone
framework, by means of a rule like the one below, from Clements and
Ford:

(4.4-19) 0 f / L
Q

(H
Q

) #
S

However, this statement of the rule is considerably less satisfactory
than the dynamic-tone version given above, because it gives us no
explanation of why the drop in pitch should occur at just this
particular point in the string. The downstep which is inserted by
this rule could just as easily have been placed at some other point;
in fact, a simpler statement of the rule could be given if it were
found before the final tone segment of the phrase instead of before
the final string of low tones.

4.5 Summary. In summary, I have argued here (following
Clements and Ford), that the syntactically-introduced downstep
of Kikuyu should be represented by a phonological unit which signi-
fies a drop in pitch. Going beyond Clements' and Ford's proposal

I have argued, in addition, that the entire tone contour of a
Kikuyu phrase should be represented in dynamic terms. In particular,

I have argued that the tone change which is created by the rule of
4Displacement and the fact that the rule applies only after a high
tone and before a low tone have a more principled basis in a dynamic-
tone framework than in a level-tone one. The rule of End-of-
phrase Lowering, which makes the last pitch drop of a phrase extra

large, is another rule which is expressed more naturally in dynamic-
tone terms.

411

411

Because the analysis given here is based on a small corpus,

and, in fact, accounts for only part of the data which is discussed

<;. 5
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by Clements and Ford, the statements which I have given of particular
tone rules must be regarded as tentative. Nevertheless, I believe
that this analysis is sufficiently well worked out to suggest the
kind of insights one may obtain into the tonal system of Kikuyu
by viewing that system in dynamic terms.

5. Mandarin

In the preceding sections of this chapter, I have argued for
a dynamic representation of tone in three tone languages: Osaka

Japanese, Igbo, and Kikuyu. The first of these, Osaka Japanese,
is a "borderline" tone language with lexical tone contours only
slightly more unpredictable than those of a pitch-accent language.
The existence of such languages fulfills the prediction of the
dynamic-tone theory that there should be no sharp division between
pitch-accent and tone languages.

In Igbo and Kikuyu, I have focused particularly on the use
of a drop in pitch, or "downstep" to mark certain syntactic
boundaries. The insertion of a pitch drop into the string and
the interaction of that pitch drop with the surrounding tone
contour have been found to be expressible in a particularly satis-
factory way within a dynamic-tone theory. In addition, both of
these languages exhibit "intonational" tone changes at the end
of a phrase which lend themselves nicely to analysis in dynamic-
tone terms.

I will now consider two Chinese languages, Mandarin and
Chaochow, which make use of a greater number of lexical tone
contrasts than do the languages which we have been concerned with
up to now. Although at first glance these languages would seem
to present serious difficulties for a dynamic-tone theory, I will

show here that this theory is not only capable of expressing the
tonal systems of these languages, but provides an elegant account
of certain tonal alternations which are difficult to account for
in a level-tone framework.

Mandarin makes use of four lexically-distinct tones:

(5-1) (a) HIGH (b) RISING (c) LOW (d) FALLING23

b a

'eight'

b a b a b a

'to uproot' 'to hold' a harrow'

The four "citation" tones given here are found only on stressed
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syllables; unstressed syllables have special tonal properties

which will be discussed below.

Notice that the third tone above, the "low" tone, has a
falling-rising contour in its citation form, and that it is about
half again as long in duration as the other tones.24 This is the
form the tone takes in isolation, or when it comes at the end of
a phonological phrase. Inside a phrase, a syllable which carries
this tone has normal syllable length, and its tone contour changes
in ways which are predictable from the tone of the following
syllable. In particular, the low tone is realized as a level

low tone when it is followed by a high, rising, or falling tone,
and as a rising tone when it is followed by another low tone.
Examples are given below with the low-toned morpheme lao:

(5-2) a. Citation form.25

.----"

1 a o

b. Before a falling tone.

'..---... --N.
laodaa

c. Before a low tone.

..../7 ---,_/
laozao

I propose to account for these variations in the realization
of the low tone in the following way: Accepting Woo's (1969)
argument that there are no mono-moraic syllables in Mandarin, I

will assume that the basic tone-bearing unit in Mandarin is the
mora, and will represent the four citation tones of Mandarin as
shown below:

(5-3) a. HIGH = p p 4,

b. RISING = p 4- p 4.

c. LOW = 4-pp1' p

d. FALLING = u 4- p 1-

In the representations aboye,the relative tone level of each
syllable with respect to adjacent syllables is indicated by a
tone marker at the end of the syllable, and any change in pitch

-4, 4, ,-,

e

I
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within the syllable is represented by an internal tone marker.
The slightly falling pitch at the beginning of a low-toned syl-
lable is the realization of a at the beginning of the syllable;

the realization of this suggests a general tendency to continue
a pitch change into the following mora.

The reduced length of the low tone when it is followed by
another syllable within the same phrase may be accounted for by
means of the following rule:

(5-4) Low Tone Shortening

EP P Pi $

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5

s.c. Delete 3.

Condition: 4 # 0.

This rule deletes the third mora of a low-toned syllable when that
syllable is non-final in its phrase. As a result of the application
of this rule, a low-toned syllable takes the form 4,uut when it occurs
internally in a phrase.

Having accounted for the reduced length of the low tone when
it is non-final in its phrase, let us now account for the way in
which the realization of this tone is affected by the nature of
the tone which follows it. First, consider the case in which the
low tone is followed by a high, rising, or falling tone. In this

environment the low tone is realized as a low level tone, shorter
in duration than its citation form, still with slightly falling
tone early in the syllable. The underlying representations of
these tone sequences after the application of Low Tone Shortening
are shown below, along with what I take to be the appropriate
representation of the surface contour of each tone sequence:

(5-5)

a.

b.

c.

Underlying Representation
after Low Tone Shortening

Surface Tone Contour

+PP+ + PP+

low high
l

4.1011A

4,110. + utu+

low rising
___-/-
4-PPOP+

-1-PP+ + 1111+

low falling
---"\
-I-PutP+P--.+
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Except for that of (b). the contours of (5-0 are obtained by
simply adding together the representations of the syllables which
make up the phrase. (5-5 b) requires the addition of a rule of Like-

Tone-Marker Deletion, which can be stated as follows:

(5-6) Like-Tone-Marker Deletion

[+tone 1 [ +tone ] $

<+fall><+fall>

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5

s.c. Delete 1. 41

Condition: 2 contains no tone markers.

Now let us account for the realization of the low tone as a
rising tone when it is followed by another low tone, as in (5-2 c).
The first of the low-toned syllables in this example is, of course,
subject to Low Tone Shortening, so that this phrase has the under-
lying representation shown below:

(5-7) 4-140#410-P
low low

However, the surface realization of this sequence is like that of
the sequence "rising, low", shown below:

(5-8) 1.144#4,pptp

rising low

This fact is easily accounted for by means of a rule of +-Retraction,
which may be stated as follows:

(5-9) +-Retraction

P P t $
s . d . 1 2 3 4 5 6

s.c. Transpose 2 and 3.

This rule moves a t one mora to the left when it is immediately
followed by a 4. This rule is virtually identical to the t-Re-
tracjon rules which were motivated earlier for Igbo and Mende,
and there is also evidence for such a rule in Kikuyu, though I

S
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have not been given it here. Thus the change of a low tone to a
rising tone in the environment before another low tone is not at all
surprising when viewed in dynamic-tone terms, for the rule which
effects this change is one of the most common of all tone rules. The
fact that it allows such a reasonable account of the merger of the
low and rising tones in the environment before a low tone is one of
the major arguments for a dynamic-tone analysis of Mandarin.

The rules which have been introduced here to account for
the behavior of the low tone also account for the surface con-
tours of all other sequences of tones, with one exception -- an
additional rule is needed to account for the realization of a
"falling, low" sequence, which, I assume, has the surface contour
shown below:

(5-10) + 1-1411 pu-p

falling low

The deletion of the 44 which appears in the underlying string
above can be accounted for by means of the streamlining rule
below:26

(5-11) Streamlining

[+tone][+tone] $

s.d. 1 2 3 4

s.c. Delete 1 and 2.

If this rule is ordered after Like Tone Marker Deletion, it is
unnecessary to specify that the tone markers which are deleted by
this rule are not identical to one another.

The four rules which have been introduced so far are repeated
below, in the order in which they must apply:

(5-12) a. Low Tone Shortening

[1.1 P P] $

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5

s.c. Delete 3.

Condition: 4 # 0
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(5-12) b. Like- Tone Marker Deletion

[+tone [ +tone ] $

(+fall> <+fall>

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5

S.C. Delete 1.

Condition: 2 contains no tone markers.

c. +-Retraction

p p t $

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 6

s.c. Transpose 2 and 3.

d. Streamlining

[ +tone][+tone] $

s.d. 1 2 3 4 10

s.c. Delete 1 and 2.

It was pointed out at the beginning of this section that the
citation tones of Mandarin occur on stressed syllables only. An
unstressed syllable has no tone of its own; instead, its tone is
determined by the tone of the preceding syllable, as can be seen
from the examples below, where the tone of the unstressed ("neutral")
syllable de varies with the tone of the stressed syllable which
precedes it:26

(5-13) a.

c.

b. --

hei de hong de

HIGH NEUTRAL RISING NEUTRAL

'black' 'red'

zii de

LOW NEUTRAL

'purple'

d.

IUU de

FALLING NEUTRAL

'green'
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The unstressed syllable de in the examples above has falling tone
after high, high tone after rising, rising tone after low, and low
tone after falling. If we assume that unstressed syllables are,
in fact, toneless, then the tone contours of (a) and (c) are
exactly what is predicted by the tone representations which were
proposed for the high and low tones in (5-3) above. Thus the tone
representation which we obtain for (5-13 a) and (5-13 b) are as
follows:

(5-14) a.

Fheiy ft de # de
'black' 'purple'

Notice that the final tone change of the stressed syllable in
these examples is "delayed " slightly in relation to the phono-
logical string, so that the 1 of (b), and even more noticeably
the + of (a), are realized partly as gliding tones on the un-
stressed syllable de. This tendency to extend a tone change
(especially a 4-) into the following mora was pointed out earlier,
as an explanation for the slightly falling pitch at the beginning
of a low-toned syllable (+110(p)).

The rightward shift of a tone change which comes before an
unstressed syllable is accentuated when the final mora of the
stressed syllable is itself preceded by a tone marker, as will be
the case when the stressed syllable has rising or falling tone
(as in (5-13 b) and (5-13 d)). Here the final tone marker of the
stressed syllable is moved all the way to the end of the unstressed
syllable, so that there is no change of pitch between the stressed
and unstressed syllables. In other words, the underlying forms
shown on the left below are converted into the surface forms shown
on the right:

(5-15) a.

b.

hotng4 II de hofng # de+ 'red'

1U+Uf # de =..= luJu ft de+ 'green'

The rightward shift of the tone marker at the end of the
stressed syllable in the examples above may be expressed formally
by means of the following rule:

(5-16) [+tone] il [4-tone] p ... ##

[-stress] [-stress]

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 6

s.c. Move 3 to the right of 4.

-of r-
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This rule applies to the underlying forms on the left in (5-15),

converting them into the surface forms on the right. In moving

a tone marker away from the boundary between two unstressed mores,

this rule is performing a tone change of a very natural sort, for

it is unusual in any language to find a tone change between two

unstressed tone-bearing units.

Its ability to provide a simple and natural account of the

tone contours of stressed-unstressed syllable combinations in

Mandarin is a strong advantage of the dynamic-tone theory, for it

seems doubtful that a satisfactory account of these tone contours

can be obtained within a level-tone theory. In addition, as we

saw above, the dynamic-tone theory allows a particularly satis-
factory account of the change of a low tone to rising in the
environment before another low tone. It is these two sets of

facts which create the strongest motivation for a dynamic-tone
analysis of Mandarin.

6. Chaochow28

The tonal system of Chaochow is extremely complex, with the
eight "isolation" tones shown below:

(6-1) a.

MID

c. d

HIGH-MID FALLING- HIGH

FALLING RISING

MID-HIGH LOW HIGH LOW

RISING (SHORT) (SHORT)

All syllables of Chaochow are long except those with the structure

[C
0
V[-son]], which have short vowels, and which bear tones (g) and

(h) only. A syllable which bears the falling-rising tone (c) is

extra-long; I follow Woo in assuming that this is a three-mora

syllable. All other syllables are two moras in length, with the
structure [CO V N] or [C

0
V V].

A syllable takes one of the isolation forms shown above when
it occurs either at the end of a phrase or before an unstressed
syllable. Before a stressed syllable, a tone assumes its "com-
bination" form, which may differ rather radically from its isolation
form, as shown below:
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(6-2) a'. same as (a) b'. c'. d'.

MID-H GH HIGH-MID LOW-MID

RISING FALLING RISING

e'. f'. same as g'. 1 h'. --]

(f).

MID-LOW (SHORT) HIGH

FALLING (SHORT)

I propose to represent the tones of (6-1) and (6-2) in dynamic-

tone terms in the following way:

(6-3) Isolation Tones.

a. pp b. tp+p c. 4-pptp d. +pp

e. -1.p+p f. +pp g. tp h. 4-p

(6-4) Combination Tones.

a'. pp b'. ptpt c'. +0,p d'. 4-p+p

e'. p4-pt f'. 'pp g'. 4-p-F h'. tp4,

In the representations above, the tone level on which the syllable
begins is indicated by a tone marker at the beginning of the
syllable. To be specific, a syllable which begins on a low tone
level has an initial 4,, and one which begins on a high tone level
has an initial t. The "mid" tone ((a), (a')) is analyzed here as

a toneless syllable.29 Changes of pitch within the syllable are
represented by internal tone markers. In addition, there are tone
markers at the ends of the combination forms (b'),(e'),(g'), and
(h') which help to determine the pitch relationship of syllables
bearing these tones to a following syllable.30 Since the isolation
forms occur only at the end of a phrase or before an unstressed
syllable, I assume that it is unnecessary to indicate their pitch
relationship to the following syllable. Hence none of the isolation
tones of (6-3) has a syllable-final tone marker.

Given the representations of (6-3) and (6-4), we can derive
the contours of all possible sequences of tones by means of a kind
of amalgamation of adjacent tone markers, whereby a sequence t+ or
44 is realized as an extra-large rise or fall in pitch, and a
sequence of 4-+ or +1 is simply deleted. The rule for this deletion
can be stated as follows:
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(6-5) Streamlining

[4-tone][+tone] $

s.d. 1 2 3 4

s.c. Delete 1 and 2.

Condition: 1 2.

Rule (6-5) applies, for example, in the derivation of the tone

contours below:

(6-6) a. ,,///

11+111- 41J11 ==> OPPV

(b') (d)

114-11+ + 4-11 114-1111

The fact that there is no rule of Like-Tone-Marker Deletion, and

the provision for the realization of two contiguous identical

tone markers as a single, extra -large change of pitch allows us

to account for the difference in the size of the pitch change in

tone-pairs like the following:

(6-7) a.

tp4- + pp ==.4> tp4-pp

(h') (a)

b

(6-8) a.

b.

1.114- + 4-pp tp4-4-pp

(h') (f)

-pt + pp =I> 4,111-pp

(91) (a)

4-pt + to 4,uttp

(g') (g)

0:

-L. _

1

I

4
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Rule (6-5), and the convention that contiguous identical tone
markers are realized as a single extra-large pitch change,
generate appropriate tone contours for all possible sequences of
tones. 31

Now consider how the isolation and combination forms of
each tone are to be related to one another. At this point, we
derive great benefit from having represented these tones in
dynamic terms, for except for tone (c), which requires one
additional rule, the isolation form of each tone can be derived
from its combination form by means of the following simple rule,
which shifts every tone marker within the syllable one mora to
the left:

(6-9) Tone Marker Retraction

[ p[+tone] ]

s.d. 1 2 3 4

s.c. Transpose 2 and 3.

Condition: This rule applies at the end of a
phrase or before an unstressed syllable.

The derivations of all the isolation tones except (c) from their
combination forms are shown below:

(6-10) Combination form Isolation form

(a') pu no change (a)

(b') utp+ twill (b)

(d') 4111 +11 tpp (d)

(e') usl-pt 4-ptp (e)32

(f') 4-1111 4.14 (f)

(g') +lit tp (g)

(h') tp+ 4,11 (h)

Notice that in applying before an unstressed syllable, the rule of
Tone Marker Retraction (6-9) performs the same function as the
Mandarin rule (5-16) -- namely, it moves a tone marker away from
the beginning of an unstressed syllable. However, it does so in
a different manner, by moving the tone marker leftward instead of
rightward. When the tone marker at the end of the syllable is
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shifted to the left, internal tone markers must be shifted also,

so as to preserve the tone contour. The result is, as we have

seen,a general leftward shift of every tone marker inside the

syllable.

An additional rule is needed to relate the combination tone

(c') = [tp4..1]
a

to its isolation form (c) = [ +plitp]
a

. If we assume

the underlying representation [1114,110]0. for this tone, then its

isolation form can be generated in the usual way, by means of the

rule of Tone Marker Retraction (6-9). Its combination form can

then be generated by means of a rule of Low Tone Shortening very

much like the rule which was introduced in the previous section

for Mandarin. This rule can be stated as follows:

(6-11) Low Tone Shortening

P 1.1
+ io.

s.d. 1 2 3

s.c. Delete 2 and 3.

If this rule is ordered after Tone Marker Retraction, then there

is no need to add the condition that it applies only before a

stressed syllable, for no tone except the underlying form of

(c) and (c') meets its structural description.

In summary, I have argued here that within the dynamic-tone

theory, independently-motivated representations of the isolation

and combination forms of the Chaochow tones can be related to one

another by a simple rule of Tone Marker Retraction. This rule con-

verts a combination form into its isolation form by moving every

tone marker back one mora when the syllable is phrase-final, or

when it is followed by an unstressed syllable. One additional rule,

the rule of Low Tone Shortening, is needed to generate the (c')

tone. The rule of Streamlining plus a convention that two identical

contiguous tone markers are realized as a single extra-large

change of pitch accounts for the contours of all possible tone

sequences.

The rules which have been introduced in this section are

repeated below, in the order in which they must apply:



0 (6-12) a. Tone Marker Retraction

[ ... p[+tone] ... 'a

s.d. 1 2 3 4

4 s.c. Transpose 2 and 3.
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Condition: This rule applies at the end of
a phrase or before an unstressed
syllable.

b. Low Tone Shortening

s.d. 1 2 3 4

s.c. Delete 3 and 4.

c. Streamlining

[+tone][+tone] ... $

s.d. 1 2 3 4

s.c. Delete 1 and 2.

Condition: 1 i 2.

This analysis of Chaochow shows that a dynamic-tone theory
can be applied with striking results to at least one language
with three contrasting "tone levels" (high, mid, and low). This
analysis suggests that such languages differ from languages with
two contrasting tone levels primarily in the fact that they have
no rule of Like-Tone-Marker Deletion.

.,,, r- ,,

_a_ , ,)
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Notes

FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER II

'Where I have written)] (standing for "mora") in these
lexical structure conditions and in the tone rules below, I

should more properly have said "tone-bearing unit". In general,

a mora and a tone-bearing unit are the same in Osaka, but there

are some moras which are not tone-bearing units namely, those

which consist of a non-sonorant consonant only. For example,

the first [k] of

(i) sok \kusu 'socks'

is a mora, but not a tone-bearing unit. In Osaka, a non-sonorant
mora and the mora which precedes it form a single tone-bearing
unit, which may not have a tone-marker inside it.

2A similar treatment of the lexical tone contours of Osaka
would be possible within the autosegmental theory were it not
for the "accent- reduction" phenomenon which is discussed immediately
below. The relevance of this phenomenon is as follows: If the

difference between an "unaccented" word like sakura 'cherry tree'
and an "accented" one like -11noti 'life' were simply a difference
in how much of the-HL tone contour is chosen for each word, then
it would be difficult to understand why -1.1noti causes the deletion
of the pitch drop of a particle, while sakura does not, as in the

contrasting phrases shown below:

(ii) lAnoti gurai 'only a life'

sakura gkkai 'only a cherry tree' 41

it is the contrast in these phrases which motivates Haraguchi's
classification of Y\poti as an accented word, and sakura as an
unaccented one. Having made this distinction between the two
classes of nouns, he then quite rightly tries to derive the
difference in their lexical tone contours from the difference in
their accentedness.

3Compare this dynamic-tone analysis with Haraguchi's auto-
segmental analysis of the same data, outlined below: First, the
fact that the pitch rise shifts to the right when a particle
is added to the end of a word, as in (2-14 b), is accounted for
by means of the tone-association rule, which applies to a domain
bounded by double word-boundaries. The tone association rule
associates the H of the tong melody with the rightmost vowel
which is not preceded by a V. In particular, it maps the tone
melody LHL onto the words suzume 'sparrow' and suzume-ga 'sparrow'

-4 r-



+ nominative marker in the manner shown below:

(iii) a. suzume

V 1\
L H L

b. suzume-ga

HAL
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The tone-simplification rule (2-4) then simplifies the falling
glide at the end of each word, creating the correct surface
contour. Unfortunately, this account of the shift of the pitch
rise to the right when a toneless particle is added to the end
of the word cannot be extended to examples like usagi-o =2
"(2-14 c), which include two tonal domains. Thus Haraguchi
introduces a special rule of "Collocational High Deletion",
shown below, to account for the shifting of the pitch rise in
phrases of this type:

(iv) Collocational High Deletion.

H 0 / ## L ## H

The rule of Collocational High Deletion lowers a high tone at the
end of a word when it is preceded by a low tone and followed by a
high tone. The application of the rule is illustrated in the
following derivation of usagi-o f kau 'keep a rabbit':

(v) usagi

VI
L

# o ## kau

N N
HL HL
li 1

li 1

:0 0

Underlying representation
after tone-mapping

Tone Simplification

0 Collocational High Deletion

usagi # o ##

N\V
L

kau

V
H

Association of o with L
(by the well-formedness
condition which requires
every syllable to be
associated with a tone)

What is unsatisfactory about Haraguchi's analysis is that it
treats the rightward shift of the pitch rise in

(vi) usarT + o usagif 'rabbit' + object marker

as an entirely separate phenomenon from the rightward shift of the
pitch rise in
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(vii) usagili7+ kau ==;>usagi -ofkau 'keep a rabbit'

In giving distinct analyses of these two cases, Haraguchi is

claiming, in effect, that it is only accidental that the tonal

processes which shift a pitch rise to the right both apply to

the same class of words (those with the lexical tone contour

of usafg1).

Whether or not a unified account of these phenomena COULD
be given within an autosegmental theory depends on the exact

form of the theory which one chooses.

`Unless otherwise indicated, the data in this section is

taken from Green and Igwe (1963). A description of the phono-

logical segments of Igbo is given in the appendix.

5There are no monosyllabic low-toned nouns, and only a very

few monosyllabic high-toned ones. Igbo nouns typically begin

with a vowel or syllabic nasal which is sometimes a clearly-

identifiable prefix and sometimes not. There is vowel harmony

within a morpheme, all vowels being taken either from the 1+ATR1

series ([i],[e],[u],[o]) or from the [-ATM series ([i],[a],[0,

[9]).

6The Ohuhu dialect described by Green and Igwe does not use the
1-11H tone contour on bisyllabic nouns, but gives these words level

high tone instead.

This matter of directionality in defining tone level has
also been observed by Voorhoeve (1971), who says, speaking of

Bamileke:

Not the level, but the change of level, seems to be basic

to the system. The change of level can be indicated either
in relation to the preceding or to the following level. In

a sequence [--], the first tone can be indicated as higher

than the following, or the last one as lower than the pre-

ceding tone.... The first interpretation seems to be used
almost universally; a tone is interpreted as lower than,
higher than, or on the same level as the preceding one.

The second interpretation seems less universal and even

somewhat strange. It is, however, theoretically equivalent...

Voorhoeve goes on to argue that Bamileke has a system of the

second type, in which the level of each tone is defined in relation

to the following tone. As we have seen here, Igbo also uses this
system, in contrast to Mende which uses a system of the first type.
My own observations agree with Voorhoeve's in suggesting that
systems of the first type are more common than systems of the
second type.
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8The symbol "$$" stands for the end of a breath group. This

rule applies even to a sequence of like tone markers which are
separated from one another by a phrase boundary, as we will see
below.

9A morpheme structure ccndition paralleling (3.1-20 a) is

also needed in a level-tone analysis, to account for the fact
that the first tone of a word is never 'H. Thus, the only
"extra" ingredient in this dynamic-tone treatment of lexical
tone in Igbo is the rule of Like-Tone-Marker Deletion. However,

this rule is not really an extra, for it is independently moti-
vated by facts to be described in section (3.5) below.

10The optional rule of Phrase final- 4-Deletion is not applied
in this derivation.

11The pronunciation of the associative 4- as a gliding -tone
in this environment is probably a characteristic of the Ohuhu
dialect in particular, since it has not been noticed by most
linguists who have studied Igbo, including Ida Ward and William
Welmers. These linguists also do not record the other instances
of gliding tones which are noted by Green and Igwe, and which
will be described in the following section.

12Note that this is a purely phonological process, for which
the occurrence of tone markers in the string is irrelevant. I

have therefore made no mention of tone markers in the structural
description of the rule.

13The reason for stating the syntactic environment of this
rule in terms of labelled bracketing rather than phonological
boundaries is that certain verb forms have an initial pitch drop
which does not metathesize with the following syllabic segment.
To define the domain of the rule of 4-Metathesis in terms of
word-boundaries would incorrectly predict that the rule must
also apply to these verbs. The tonal properties of verbal con-
structions in Igbo will be analyzed in Chapter VII.

14This restriction on the rule of 4-Metathesis does not hold
for ALL dialects of Igbo. Linda Waugh has sent me data from a
dialect of Igbo in which this rule applies even when the initial
vowel of the possessive noun phrase is low-toned. For example,
in this dialect, the phrase of (3.4-6) would have the tone contour

(viii)

isi o:ke: 'the head of a rat'

15Welmers (1968) states that this process applies to any
possessive noun phrase which begins with a syllabic nasal,

11

-11. '
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whatever the nature of the following consonant. However, Welmers'

data is inconsistent on this point, and my own informant applies
this rule only when the consonant which follows the syllabic nasal

is also nasal.

Syllabic-nasal raising does not apply in the Ofiyi-iy dialect
described by Green and Igwe, because that dialect has no words of

the form [[ +nas]t[ +nas]...]. Words which in other dialects are
pronounced mtma+dhyt 'man', mtmi+ri+ 'water', mtmaYa+ 'wine', and
so forth, are simply ma+dhyt, mi+ii+, and ma"4,2+ in Ohuhu.

16The loss of the internal 4, of mmy+o+ in this example will be

accounted for in Chapter VI, section 6.4.

17Notice that in order to obtain the correct output for
(3.6-1 c) we have had to assume that that part of the rule of Like-
Tone-Marker Deletion which deletes a + before a 1 applies after

Phrase-Final-Deletion. However, it is not certain that the other
subrule of Like-Tone-Marker Deletion, which deletes a word-final 4-

before a 4-, can also be ordered after Phrase final -- Deletion. For

example, this rule ordering predicts that the application of Phrase-
final-+Deletion to the sentence

(ix) -1

M4-Ye-fet Ekwe any+ (from m + '4eiet + Ekwe anu+)

'I gave Ekwe some meat' I"gave' 'meat'

should give rise to the alternative tone contour shown below:

(x)

M+Yef-e-t Ekwe4- any

That is because the application of Phrase-final-4'Deletion to the
underlying form of this sentence would leave the 4- of Ekwe+ as the

last tone marker of the phrase, and this 4- would therefore not be

deleted by Like-Tone-Marker Deletion. I do not know whether or not
the tone contour of (x) represents a possible pronunciation of this
sentence. If it does not, then the rule of Like-Tone-Marker
Deletion must be split in two, with that part of the rule which
deletes a 4, before a 4- applying before Phrase-final 4, Deletion,

and that part which deletes a t before a * applying after Phrase-
final + Deletion. On the other hand, if this IS a possible
pronunciation of this sentence, then the rule ordering given in
(3.4-23) is correct.

r
i-

. c
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19The Kikuyu data given here, as well as the arguments in
sections 4.2 and 4.3 below for the existence of a phonological
unit which marks the downstep site, are taken from the preliminary
version of a paper by G. N. Clements and Kevin C. Ford, entitled
"On the Phonological Status of Downstep in Kikuyu." Most, but

not all of the data discussed here is included in the final version
of that paper, which appears in G. N. Clements, ed. (1977) Harvard

Studies in Phonology, vol. 1. I am grateful to Professor Clements
for his kindness in allowing me access to the preliminary version
of this paper.

19A downstep is never found at the surface level between high
and low, for reasons which will be given below in section 4.4.
A downstep may occur between a low and a high tone, and the

resulting sequence "L 1 H" is realized as a level tone, with no
change of pitch between the two tone segments.

20 "Assertive" verbs are those which appear in assertive clauses,
where an assertive clause is either (i) an affirmative statement,
(ii) a question which expects a positive reply, or (iii) a clause
which makes use of the assertive topicalizer ne.

21The rule of Like-Tone MarkerDeletion is independently
motivated by the fact that a verb with the tone configuration
[...

; HQ] never has a downstep after it, even in circumstances in
which one would ordinarily expect to find a downstep there. With-

in the analysis proposed by Clements and Ford, it is necessary to
add a very specific rule to account for this fact. No such rule
is needed in the dynamic-tone analysis which is proposed here,
because such a phrase must have the underlying representation

(xi) ... ... #/1-4

and the underlined downstep will be deleted by the rule of Like-
Tone-Marker Deletion. The fact that no special rule is needed to
account for the deletion of the downstep in this environment is
another advantage of the dynamic-tone analyses.

22Note that +moatya+hitpa 'weakling' and 1'ke4irefreria
'hindrance' in (4.4-17) must be followed by downsteps in the under-
lying representation, since neither of these nouns undergoes
Flattening. Hence the 4- which is maonified by rule (4.4-18) in
these examples is not the last y of the phrase in the underlying
form. I therefore assume that there is a rule of Phrase-final
Tone Marker Deletion in Kikuyu which applies before End-of-Phrase
Lowering, but after Flattening. Thus the phrase of (4.4-17 a) has
the derivation shown below:
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$ the #ft 4-moatyafhitpa # 4- $ Underlying form

Flattening, n.a.

0 Phrase-final Tone
Marker Deletion

End-of phrase Lowering

(Li--
+pa Output+ne +moa +ya +hi

23The tone contours shown here are taken from Kratochvil (1968).

24The durations of the various tones have been measured as follows

by Woo (1969):

high tone

rising tone

falling tone

low tone

35-38 csec.

36-48 csec.

23-31 csec.

52-61 csec.

25The tone contours given here are taken from Kratochvil (1968).

26The tone contours given here are taken from Wang et al. (1967).

271 have written the syllables zi and iU with double vowels to
indicate that they, like all stressed syllables in Mandarin, are

bi-moraic.

28The data given here is taken from Woo (1969).

291 believe this analysis of the mid tone as a toneless syllable
to be generally valid for languages with three lexically-contrasting

tone levels.

"Notice that the "mid-high" rising tone (e) has been represented

here as low-mid rising. It is necessary to represent this tone

in this way in order to establish its relationship to its combination

form (e'), as will be shown in (6-10) below.

31However, notice that because there is no at the end of an

(f') low tone, a sequence of two such tones will have a pitch
drop between them, and there will be no rise in pitch between
this tone and a following mid tone. If these predictions of the
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analysis should turn out to be untrue, then it would be necessary
to postulate a + at the end of the (f') low tone. However, this
-I- should not appear in the underlying representation of this tone,
for then the rule of Tone Marker Retraction, to be introduced
below, would generate the wrong isolation contour for this tone.
if a fi should be found to be necessary at the end of this tone,
then that 1- could be inserted by a rule of the form

(xiv) [4- ... ]

s.d. 1 2

s.c. Insert a 4' after 2.

This rule would be ordered after the rule of Tone Marker Retraction
((6-9) below). Notice that rule (xiv) would also insert a 4- at the
ends of the isolation low tones (f) = +pp and (h) = 4.p. Without
data showing the exact realization of these tones in all contexts,
it is impossible to know whether or not tone (f)q.,(f') constitutes
a problem for the analysis.

32It is this derivation which motivates the representation of
the rising tone (e) as a LOW-high rising tone rather than as a
mid-high rising tone, as it is described by Woo (1969).



CHAPTER III

PHRASAL TONE: THE INTONATION CONTOURS OF ENGLISH

We have now looked at a number of languages in which all or
most of the lexical items of the language have their own charac-

teristic tone contours, with the tone contour of a phrase obtained
(more or less) by combining the tone contours of the lexical items
which make it up. In a language of this sort, the tone rules which

apply at the surface level are primarily rules of tone-simplification

and tone movement. Processes of the former type simplify the
tone contour by deleting some of the lexically-introduced tone
markers, and those of the latter type re-position the tone contour
in relation to the phonological string. In all the languages we

have looked at, we have seen only one example of a tone-insertion
rule, and that is the rule which introduces a pitch rise after the
first syllable of a phrase in Tokyo Japanese. However, in languages

like English, which have no lexical tone, the entire tone contour
must be assigned by rule at the surface level. In languages of

this sort, we find primarily rules of tone-insertion, rather than
the tone-movement and tone-deletion rules which are typical of
languages with lexical tone.

The most commonly-used intonation patterns of American English
can be derived by means of the three rules given below:

(1) a. 0-3- + / a

[1 stress]

b. 0 /

c. 0 -4- T /

a

[1 stress]

Rules (a) and (b) above insert the rise and fall in pitch which

surround the primary-stressed syllable in most statements of
English. For example, the statement below would ordinarily be
pronounced with a rise in pitch before the main-stressed syllable
rain, and a drop in pitch after it:

(2) j

It's + rain 4- ing.

1

Rule (1-c) introduces the rise in pitch which appears at the end
of a yes/no question such as
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(3) It's t raining-F?

or at the end of a suggestion or polite statement of disagreement,
for example,

(4)
2

The t blue + one looks nice on you-F.

The sentence above, pronounced with this intonation contour, might
be a suggestion, in answer to the question "Which one do you think
I should buy?" or an expression of disagreement, in response to the
statement "All these swimming suits look terrible on me." Notice
that all three tone-insertion rules have applied in (4). By

choosing which rules to apply, and by varying the size of the tone-
changes which they introduce, the speaker indicates whether he is
certain or tentative, excited or bored, and whether or not he
desires a response from his listener.3

Compare this method of assigning the intonation contour of an
English sentence with that proposed by Liberman (1975). In Liber-
man's view, an intonation contour such as the LHL contour which he
calls the "surprise/redundancy tune" exists as a lexical entity,
as an ideophonic "word" of a special sort.

An intonational melody becomes associated with a sentence of
English through the mediation of a "metrical tree", which is a
device for assigning a stress pattern to an English sentence. The
metrical tree identifies one constituent of every phrase as the
"strong" constituent, in relation to the other constituent of the
phrase, which is "weak". For example, the sentence Sam hit my
friend is associated with the following metrical tree, where "R"
stands for "root" and "s" and "w" for "strong" and "weak":

(5)

\
Sam hit my friend

The labelling of the nodes of the metrical tree above is determined
by the following principle:

(6) In a configuration [

C
AB]

C
, where C is a phrasal category,

B is strong.

41 ,
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This principle identifies the righthand constituent of each phrase
as the strong one. Thus, in the sentence of (5), friend is the
strong constituent of the NP my friend, my friend is the strong
constituent of the VP hit my friend, and hit my friend is the strong
constituent of the clause Sam hit my friend. The stress pattern
which is obtained by the assignment of a metrical tree in conformance
with principle (6) parallels that obtained in the SPE system by the
cyclical application of the Nuclear Stress Rule. Thus the metrical
tree above replaces the SPE stress-assignment shown below:

(7) [Sam [hit [my friend]]]

1 1 1 1 Lexical stress

2 1 Nuclear Stress Rule, Application 1

2 3 1 Nuclear Stress Rule, Application 2

2 3 4 1 Nuclear Stress Rule, Application 3

Both the SPE system and the metrical tree systemmust have special rules
to deal with emphatic and contrastive stress, cliticization processes
which bring about reduction of stress, reduction of stress on redun-
dant elements of the sentence, and readjustment of stress for purposes
of rhythm. In addition, there must be a mechanism for extending the
stress-assignment process inside lexical items, in order to account
for differences in stress level among the syllables of a word, a
problem which we have avoided in (5) and (7) above by confining our
vocabulary to monosyllabic words. We will not concern ourselves
with any of those problems here, since our purpose is only to see
how the notion of a metrical tree can be used in associating an
intonation contour with the phonological string.

All the information which is contained in'the SPE stress-level
numbers of (7) is also encoded in the metrical tree of (5). In

fact, it is possible to translate a metrical tree into stress-level
numbers by counting the number of nodes which dominate the lowest
w which dominates each element that number plus one is the same
as the stress-level number which would be assigned to that element
in the SPE system. (See Liberman and Prince (1977), p. 259). The
element which is dominated only by s's in the metrical tree is the
same as the primary-stressed element of the SPE system. This element
is called the "designated terminal element".

Although they encode the same information as the numerical
stress-assignment rules of SPE,Liberman's metrical trees can be
used to perform a function which the SPE stress-assignment system
could not perform they can be used to match the tones of an
intonation melody onto a phonological string. In particular,
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Liberman hypothesizes that intonation melodies have metrical trees,
just as phonological phrases do, and that an intonation melody is
matched with a phonological phrase by matching its metrical tree
with that of the phrase. (The metrical tree of an intonation
melody is assigned lexically rather than by means of rules like
those which govern the assignment of a metrical tree to a phono-
logical phrase.) To give an example, the "surprise/redundancy"
melody, LHL, has the lexically-assigned metrical tree

(8)

/sN
s

\

L H L

and this tree is matched with the metrical tree of sentence (5) in

the following way:

The portion of the two metrical trees is identical,

w s

and so these portions of the two metrical trees are matched to one
another. Going down one step, we find that the metrical tree of
the intonation melody has the trochaic structure [sw] while the
tree of the sentence has the iambic structure [ws]. The principles
of tree-matching tell us in such a case to slide the trochaic node
down to the strong branch of the iambic node, and to continue on
in this way until we get a match. In this particular case, we never
do get a match, and so the A portion of the tone melody is

s w

matched with the

friend

I

H L

portion of the sentence, establishing

the melody-text association shown below:

(5) Sim hit my friA7nd.

L

One advantange of Liberman's system of text-tune association
is that it provides an explanation for the frequently-observed fact
that the main-stressed syllable of a phrase of English tends to
differ in tone from the syllables which surround it, whether the
contour is of the rising-falling variety which is typical of state-
ments, or a falling-rising contour of the sort found in yes/no
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questions in British English; for example,

(10)

Would you like 4, bis t cuits+?

To see how Liberman's theory accounts for this fact, notice that the
designated terminal element of the intonation melody (i.e., the
tone segment which is dominated only by s's) is necessarily paired
with the designated terminal element of the phrase (i.e., with the
main-stressed syllable). Consequently, if adjacent segments of the
intonation melody are different from one another (as one assumes
they will be) then the main-stressed syllable of the phrase must
have a tone level different from that of the syllables whicn surround
it. Thus in Liberman's system, the fact that changes in tone level
tend to occur in the vicinity of the main-stressed syllable is a
consequence of the process of tone-assignment.

The same cannot be said of the dynamic-tone analysis which
is outlined in (1). Here there is no necessity that it be the
main-stressed syllable which is surrounded by tone-change markers;
the system requires only that the syllable which is treated in this
way must be easily distinguishable from other syllables of the
phrase. For example, the rules would be only slightly more complex
if it were the third syllable of the phrase which was surrounded
by tone markers, rather than the main-stressed syllable.

While the affinity between stress and tone changes appears
to provide an argument for Liberman's level-tone theory of
English intonation as opposed to the dynamic-tone analysis given
in (1), this argument does not hold up when we consider a wider
range of languages, for the same affinity between stress and tone
changes (or, taking the opposite point of view, the same incom-
patibility between tone changes and UNstressed syllables) is also
found in languages whose tone contours could not be assigned by the
tree-matching process which Liberman proposes for English. For

example, we have seen that unstressed syllables in Mandarin are
toneless, and that there are rules in both Mandarin and Chaochow
which move tone markers away from the beginning of an unstressed
syllable. Thus the tendency for tone changes to take place in
the vicinity of stressed syllables exists not only in English,
but also in languages whose tone contours are lexically-assigned.
These facts suggest that the clustering of tone changes at the
boundaries of stressed syllables in English must be accounted
for by some generally-applicable linguistic principle rather than
by a mechanism for tone-assignment which is by nature restricted
to intonational languages.

0

0

S
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To take an example of a different sort, Hale, Jeanne, and
Platero (1977) have described the tone contours of Papago in the
following way:

(11) a. The first stressed syllable of the phrase, the
last stressed syllable of the phrase, and all
the syllables between them have high tone.

b. Every syllable between the last stressed syllable
of the phrase and the end of the phrase has low
tone. If the last syllable of the phrase is
stressed, then it carries a falling glide, from
high to low.

c. If the first syllable of the phrase is unstressed,
then it and all the syllables between it and the
first stressed syllable of the phrase are low-
toned.

Some examples are given below, with stressed syllables marked with
a "'".

(12) a.

hUsi
1 I

H L
b.

hUsi 'Oog

c.

d.

'Joe'

'am hUsi

L

'Joe's father'

1_
'Joe's father's house'

I oog kil

H

ul 'to Joe's father's house'

L

The facts above could also be described in dynamic-tone terms, in
the following way:

(13) a. There is a Jr after the last stressed syllable of
the phrase, that is

$ P a

[+stress]
s.d. 1 2 3, where P is the maximal

string of units
s.c. Insert a 4 after 3.
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(13) b. There is a + before the first stressed syllable
of the phrase, that is,

a

[A-stress]

s.d. 1 2 3, where P is the maximal
string of units

s.c. Insert a + before 1.

c. A tone marker at the end of a phrase is realized
as a gliding tone on the syllable which precedes
it. A tone marker at the beginning of a phrase is
not pronounced.

Now observe that in the tone contour of a phrase of Papago,
changes from one tone level to another take place at the boundaries
of stressed syllables, just as they do in English, though there is
no reason to believe that the tone contours of Papago phrases should
or could be assigned by matching metrical trees. Thus, although
it is likely that the last stressed syllable of the phrase is the
most heavily stressed (Hale, Jeanne, and Platero state that this is
impressionistically the case) so that the position of the fall from
high to low is correctly predicted by Liberman's theory, the posi-
tion of the rise from low to high is not. These facts suggest that
there must be a principle somewhere in the theory stating that tone
changes tend to occur at the boundaries of tone-bearing units which
are stressed and not at the boundaries of tone-bearing units which
are unstressed. This affinity between stress and tone changes
presumably arises from the fact that it takes some time to make a
change in pitch, so that it is easier to make and perceive pitch
changes at the boundaries of stressed units, which are relatively
long in duration. This general principle, which will apparently
be needed in any case, accounts for the fact that it is the main-
stressed syllable of the phrase, and not some other syllable,
which is surrounded by tone-change markers in English. Thus it is

not necessary that the system of tone assignment itself should
predict a difference between the tone level of the main-stressed
syllable and that of surrounding syllables.

Now let us consider the meanings of the intonation contours
of English. In keeping with his view of intonation contours as
lexical items of a special sort, Liberman attaches a meaning to
the intonation contour as a whole, though he recognizes that a
particular part of the contour may be primarily responsible for
some particular part of the meaning, just as an individual morpheme
contributes to the meaning of the word in which it appears. For

example, Liberman observes that the tone melody LHL is appropriate
either when the speaker is expressing surprise, as in
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(14) (taken from Liberman)

Speaker walks into a room, is shocked by the paint
job, and says:

"My god the blackboard's painted orange!"

or when the speaker is "suggesting that the utterance is redundant
or unnecessary", as in

(15) (also from Liberman)

Speaker A: "What color is the blackboard?"

Speaker B: "I've told you a thousand times

the blackboard's painted orange!"

I believe this intonation pattern has a much less specific
meaning than is suggested by Libernan's "surprise/redundancy"
annotation; in fact, the following examples suggest that it is

appropriate to an utterance which expresses strong emotion of any
sort, especially one which expects a response from the listener.

(16) a. -\ b. '
I hate you! I love you!

c.

Don't do that!

e.

That's wonderful!

d.

'
\

Let's do it!

That's terrible!

For that reason, I would attach a much vaguer meaning, something
like "strong emotion with hope of response from listener" to a
pitch contour of this shape in English. Moreover, I think it is

far from clear that this meaning resides in the intonation contour
AS A WHOLE; instead, it seems to be associated entirely with the
early part of the contour, the +. Thus, as the emotional involvement
of the speaker decreases, we find a corresponding decrease in the
size of the pitch rise of the contour, as in the examples
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(17) a.

c.

e.

That's terrific!

b.

d.

That's terrific.

That's terrific.

That's terrific!

That's terrific.

in which the level of emotion expressed by the intonation contour

decreases pretty steadily from the highly emotional (a) to the

stone-faced (e). The "size" of a pitch change must, of course,
be judged in relation to the amount of pitch space which is

available at the point at which the change takes place. Thus, in

absolute terms, the size of the pitch rise in (c) is about the

same as that of (d), but (c), which is the "neutral" statement

intonation contour of English, lacks the laconic, uninterested

feeling of (d) because, having started on a higher pitch level to

begin with, the speaker has less room to go up than If he had

started cn a lower pitch level. On the other hand, I would not

want to say that the absolute size of the pitch change is altogether

irrelevant if I want to REALLY express emotion I have to begin

on a low enough pitch level to allow a substantial rise in pitch.

Now observe that while a decrease in the size of the ± of the

intonation contour decreases the amount of emotion it expresses,
a decrease in the size of the + does not. Thus it is possible to

say with uncertainty and great distress

(18)

I don't think so ...

The diminution in the size of the of the contour of (18) expresses

a decrease not in the degree of the speaker's emotional involvement,

but in the degree of finality with which he speaks. Liberman points

out that the reduced pitch drop is appropriate to vocatives such

as

(19)

Alicia

and to jocular or menacing admonitions

-41

1 t)
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Cover your ears!

You'd better give me the money (or you'll be sorry).

The abbreviated pitch drop is also found in tentative or unfinished
remarks such as

(21)

10
I've brought the pepper... (but did I remember the salt?)

and in clauses and other adverbial elements which introduce a
sentence

40 (22) a.

S

b.

If it rains, we won't be able to go.

Tomorrow I'll take you downtown and buy you some
new mittens.

The examples of (21) and (22) would ordinarily differ from those
of (18) and (20) in having a smaller pitch rise, reflecting their
lesser emotional content. The vocative of (19) may have either
a large + or a small one, a difference which Liberman attributes
to proximity, the version with the larger + being more appropriate
when Alicia is further away. This change of meaning is an instance
of the effect which is obtained quite generally by increasing the
size of the t of the contour an increase in the demand for a
response from the listener. Thus the larger t is appropriate
when Alicia is further away, because the speaker must make a
greater effort to attract her attention.

In this discussion of the meanings of intonation contours,
it has not been necessary at any point to attribute meaning to
the intonational melody AS A WHOLE. Instead, the t of the in-
tonation contour has been said to indicate the speaker's emotional
involvement and/or desire to attract the listener's attention, and
the 4, has been said to express the degree of definiteness and
finality with which the utterance is made. In this view, the
meaning of the whole contour is a sum of the meanings of its
parts -- a sort of Fregean view of intonation contours. But if
there is no need to assign meaning to the intonation contour as

',)
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a whole, then there is also no need to suppose that the intonation

contour is a lexical unit -- the intonation contour need not exist
as a unit except in connection with a phonological phrase.

This view leaves open the possibility that something must be
said somewhere in the grammar about the meaning of an individual
pitch change which is introduced into a phrase at some particular

point. However it is likely that very little needs to be said
about this, for as Liberman points out in the passage which is
quoted below, the meanings of rises and falls in pitch in intonation
contours arise in large part from a more general symbolic signifi-
cance which we attach to rising and falling gestures.

We have a sense that "rising" gestures in general share
some property by opposition to "falling" gestures. Weak
and strong beats in music are conceived of as rising and
falling respectively (arsis/thesis, levatio/positio,
upbeat/downbeat, etc.) In dance, rising up on the toes
is generally an arsic gesture, while coming down flat-
footed is generally thetic. Raising the eyebrows is an
other-directed gesture (greetings, expressions of
skepticism, etc.), while lowering the eyebrows is a more
self-directed gesture (signalling concentration, etc.).
In sign languages, questions, nonterminal pauses, etc.
are usually signaled with an upward motion of the hands,
while more "final" terminations are signaled with a down-
ward motion (superimposed on whatever signs are being
employed in the "utterance"). Examples could be multi-
plied indefinitely; the point is simply that "rising"
and "falling" have some general metaphorical value inde-
pendent of any role they may play in intonation, and that
the roles which can in general be attributed to these
concepts in intonation (e.g., other-directed vs. self-
directed, nonfinal vs. final) are exactly what would be
expected on the theory ... that they are essentially para-
linguistic metaphors.

Liberman's point is that the fact that much of the meaning of an
intonation contour is contributed by the rising and falling
patterns within it is not necessarily an argument for analyzing
intonation contours as sequences of dynamic tones; the meaning
which we attribute to a rising or falling pitch pattern in the
intonation melody may be a paralinguistic meaning, since it seems
to hold for rising and falling gestures in general. On the
other hand, of course, the fact that rising and falling intona-
tional gestures have much the same symbolic content as other
sorts of rising and falling gestures is not an argument AGAINST
representing tone contours dynamically; what is needed rather is

S
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41 an argument that features which designate pitch levels play a

S

crucial role in determining the meaning of intonation contours.

Liberman tries to make an argument of this sort in his
discussion of the LHL "surprise/redundancy tune". Liberman
defines this and other intonational melodies of English as sequences
of the four tone-levels

(23) H = righ]
-low j

H-L = [-high-;

-low

H-M = F+high]

Lflow

L = F-high]
How _

which are arranged here in the order highest tone level lowest
tone level. In particular, he suggests that the "surprise/re-
dundancy tune" has the tone-specification

(24) r
L
+1

c'highl

[+high] 1 -high]

J 1w
with the middle tone segment (the one which is mapped onto the
primary-stressed syllable of the phrase) left unspecified for the
feature [flow]. Changing the value of the middle segment for
this feature creates the difference between the "restrained" and
"unrestrained" versions of this intonation pattern which are
illustrated below:

(25) (Quoted from Liberman)

a. Restrained Version

Detective looks up from his examination of suspect's
safe-deposit box, knits his brows, and says in a
puzzled tone:

There isn't any money in it! (expresses SURPRISE
I

I I tempered by consider-
L H-M L at ion of where else

the loot might be
stashed.)

b. Unrestrained version

Same detective, ,,ame situation; his jaw drops, and
he says in ,i(less amazement:

Thorp i,,:.;'t a--iv noney in it! (expresses SURPRISE,
i

I I simple and unalloyed.)
L H L
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These two intonational patterns were also illustrated in

(17a) and (17b). In Liberman's view, they differ in the value

of the middle tone segment for the feature [ ±low], with the

choice of [+low] giving the more restrained version, and the

choice of [-low] the less restrained version. The problem with

this treatment is that there is another contour illustrated

below and in (17d), which seems to be a still more restrained
version of THE SAME BASIC CONTOUR.

(26)

I'm not surprised.4
L L-M L

Liberman apparently shares my feeling that this intonation contour
is a third verison of the same basic contour, for he calls it "the

lowest possible spelling of the rising-falling gesture." However,

in that case the emotional restraint which is introduced into the
contour of (25 a) by specifying its middle tone segment as [+low]

cannot be attributed to the [+low] specification itself, for by

changing that segment to [-low] (in combination with [-high]) we

get the still more restrained version of (26). The dynamic-tone

theory allows a more natural treatment of the progression from
most emotional to least emotional which we find in examples (25a),

(25b), and (26), for it allows us to relate this progression to
a continuous decrease in the size of the t of the intonation con-

tour. The progressive decrease in definiteness and finality in
the utterances below is treated in the same way, as the result of

a progressive decrease in the size of the final 4.:

(27) a.

b.

Here's a green one.

Here's a green one... (I don't know if that's the
color you want.)

Here's a green one...(and here's a yellow one)

Consider, by way of contrast, the level-tone specifications which
would have to be given for the contours of (27) in a level-tone

system like that proposed by Liberman:

p

t
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(28) a. L H L or L H-M L (for (27a))

b. L H H-M or L H-M tor(27b))

c. L H-M H-M (for (27c))

There is no systenat'c difference in the representations
above which corresponds the progressive decrease in finality

from (27a) to (27c).

Incidentally, it should not be thought that there is no
possibility of varying the size or the pitch drop in a contour like
that of (26), though its levei-tcne representation might lead one
to think that that was the czee, since the only tone lower than
a L-M is a L. It is, of course, possible to be laconic and
tentative at the same time, as in

(29)

Well if you say so...

Liberman does not say how he would fit this intonation contour
into his system, though from what- he sa s about other, similar

cases, I assume that he would represent it as

(30) L L-M L-M

with a convention that there :s a drop in pitch between two con-
tiguous, identical tone segments. (Tne addition of this convention
would, of course, require a change in the representation of (28c).)
Although a convention of this sort would provide a way of represent-
ing the tone contour of (26), this is rather a make-do solution,

I feel, since one could not claim that the convention is a universal
one, and so the theory at least a-edicts the possibility of a lan-
guage exactly like English e/cent that it would NOT be possible to
drop down just half-way in phrases with the tone contour of (26).
For that reason, and because zhe meanings of intonation contours
correlate so closely with the direction and size and location of
their pitch changes, I believe than the intonation contours of
English should be represented In dynanic terms. I have assumed
here, though it is not a reci.s.2,dry part of the theory, that the

meanings of the individual tone changes of an intonation contour
derive in large part from some "cenerai metaphorical value" of
rising and falling gestures. If ':his assumption is correct, then
we may expect that languages use tone intonationally (i.e.
to express an attitude toward content of an utterance rather
than to characterize ,vord:, or v ,,ark syntactic structure) will
differ much more in where and when they insert tone markers into
the string than in what these one markers add to the meaning of
the utterance once they haw' inserted.
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Notes

FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER III

1The pitch rise of the intonation contour does not always come
at the boundary of the main-stressed syllable, but may be placed

earlier in the phrase, at the boundary of another heavily-stressed
syllable, as in the example

(I)

It's f really pour-Ping!

2The terminal pitch rise is anticipated somewhat in a sentence
like this one, where the distance between the main-stressed syllable
and the end of the phrase is long. See the discussion of "corner-

cutting" in Chapter 1, section 3.

3There must also be some other rules. For example, there must

be a rule to introduce the phrase-initial pitch drop which is found

in examples like Liberman's

4-an English 4- tea-Pcher! (Chapter 1, section 3).

In addition, in British English, there is sometimes a before the

main-stressed syllable and a t after it, as in the yes/no question

Would you like + teal -?

I have not tried to give an exhaustive list of the tone-insertion
rules which will be needed for English, but only the most important
ones, as an example of what SORTS of rules will be needed.

4
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CHAPTER IV

TONE RULES

1. Introduction

The dynamic-tone theory which has been proposed here provides
for the expression of the following sorts of tone rules:

(1-1) a. rules which insert tone markers

b. rules which delete tone markers

c. rules which move tone markers

d. rules which change the feature composition of
tone markers (i.e. rules which change a into

a t or a t into a *).

e. rules which introduce greater phonetic detail
into the 'feature composition of tone markers
(i.e. rules which adjust the size of the pitch
change which a tone marker represents).

Of these logically-possible sorts of rules, we have found examples

of all except (d). We have found no rules of type (d), nor should

we expect to find any, for the following reason: A rule which
changes the feature composition of a segment is a formal expression
of a process of assimilation or dissimilation which makes one
phonological unit more like (or more unlike) some other phono-
logical unit in its immediate environment. But processes of
assimilation and dissimilation must, by their very nature, apply

to units which represent end-point configurations; we should not

expect units like tone-change markers, which represent RELATIONSHIPS

between end-point configurations, to undergo processes of assimila-

tion and dissimilation.

In this chapter, I will briefly review some representative
examples of each of the rule-types (a), (b), (c) and (e), so

that we can observe (i) what features of the phonological and
tonal environment give rise to each process, and (ii) what con-
straints limit the operation of particular tonal processes or of
tonal processes in general. One important question about tonal

processes their interaction with the syntactic environment
will not be dealt with here, but will be the subject of Chapter
VIII.

rTh
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2. Rules Which Insert Tone Markers

In the preceding chapters, we have found evidence for the

following rules of tone-insertion:

0

(2-1) For American English 41

a. 0 4- 4 / a

[1 stress]

b . 0 4 t / a

[1 stress]

c. 0 4- t / $

(2-2) For Papago

a. 0 4 4, / $ P a

[+stress]

b . 0 4 t / a P $

[i-stress]

(where P represents the maximal string of units)

(2-3) For Tokyo Japanese

0 4 t / $ ([C0 Via) a

The rules above insert tone markers into the surface string
in the environment of a stressed syllable or a phrase boundary.'
Evidence for the existence of such rules is fairly strong, par-
ticularly in the English and Japanese cases. There are two
reasons why it would be difficult to assign the pitch rise of the
tone contour of Tokyo Japanese in some other way, for example, as
part of the lexical tone contours of individual words. One is that

the pitch rise does not appear when the word is not at the
beginning of a phonological phrase; for example, there is no pitch
rise after the first syllable of oyo-1,gi 'swimming' in the phrase

below when it is pronounced at normal conversational speed:

(2-4) ---\

\--
u4mi-de oyo4gi 'swimming in the sea'

The second reason is that the position of the pitch rise is
affected by properties of the string which may have been altered
by the application of rules. For example, it is normally the
case that nouns like ?i4,noti 'life', which have a pitch drop

et

e

ft

S

I
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after the first syllable, get their pitch rise at the beginning
of the word, in contrast to other words with initial short
syllables, in which the pitch rise comes after the first syllable
of the word. However, there are particles in Japanese which
cause the deletion of the lexical pitch drop of the preceding
noun. The particle gu4-rai 'as much as' has this property in
some dialects, as can be seen from the phrase below:

( 2 5 )

1

kotkoro gu4rai (from koko.4.ro + gu4-rai)

'as much as a heart'

The following example shows that the position of the t of the
tone contour is determined after the application of the rule
which deletes the 4 of a noun before gu.4rai, for in this phrase
?14noti behaves like a noun with no -I, after its first syllable:

(2-6)

gu-4-rai (from ?i4-noti + gu4-rai)2

While these facts do not categorically rule out an analysis in
which the pitch rise near the beginning of a phrase of Tokyo
Japanese is part of the lexical representation of the first
word of the phrase, they are far more easily accounted for in a
system which inserts this pitch rise at the surface level, after
the position of phrase boundaries has been determined, and after
the application of the rule which deletes the 4' of a noun before
a particle of the class of gu+rai.

Similarly, there is reason to believe that the pitch changes
which surround the main-stressed syllable English must be
inserted by surface-level rules, for if we were to assume, instead,
that the tone contour [...ta4...] is assigned to each word in
lexical representation, with the contours of all but the most
heavily stressed word of the phrase being deleted at the surface
level, then we would have difficulty in accounting for the fact
that the contour which is associated with the most heavily
stressed word of the phrase is not always [...ta+...], but also
sometimes as in the question

(2-7)

Jr

Would you like cof+feet?
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The tendendy of tone-insertion rules to insert their tone-

change markers at the boundaries of stressed syllales was dis-

cussed in Chapter III.

3. Rules Which Move Tone Markers

The tone-movement rules which have been motivated in the

preceding chapters fall into the following three categories:

(i) rules which retract tone markers,(ii) rules which move a

tone marker a specified distance to the right, and (iii) rules

which move a tone marker indefinitely far to the right. I will

discuss these rule-types in the order in which they are listed

here.

3.1 Rules which retract tone markers. The rules of tone-

marker retraction which have been motivated in the preceding

chapters are listed below:

(3.1-1) +-Retraction (Mende)

a a t (4- ...) ##

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 6

s.c. Transpose 2 and 3.

(3.1-2) +-Retraction (Igbo)

G a + (#)

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 6

s.c. Transpose 2 and 3.

Condition: If 4 and 5 are both present, then 2

is not long.

(3.1-3) +-Retraction (Mandarin)

t (#) (#)

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 6

s.c. Transpose 2 and 3.

t)

a

9
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(3.1-4) Tone Marker Retraction (Chaochow)

s.d. 1 2 3 4

s.c. Transpose 2 and 3.

Condition: This rule applies at the end of
a phrase or before an unstressed
syllable.

The first three rules above are virtually identical to one
another, in that all three rules pull a t back one tone-bearing
unit when it would otherwise be followed by a 4. In Mende, a

is retracted also at the end of a phrase, and not just before
a 4.. The Chaochow rule retracts either a t or a +, and applies
either at the end of a phrase or before an unstressed syllable.
Generally speaking, however, it is t's which are retracted,

rather than 4-'s. The retraction rules which have been motivated
here act to prevent the occurrence of a t and a 4, at the same

boundary, or the occurrence of a tone change at the end of a
phrase or at the boundary of an unstressed syllable.

3.2 Rules which move a tone marker a specified distance
to the right. Two rules of Igbo which move a tone marker one
syllable to the right are listed below:

(3.2-1) 4Metathesis (Igbo)

[

NP
4-[+syll]

s.d. 1 2 3 4, where 3 contains no tone markers.

s.c. Transpose 1 and 2.

(3.2-2) Syllabic-nasal Raising (Igbo)

I/ft [+tone] syll] [+nas]

+nas

s.d.l 2 3 4

10 s.c.Transpose 2 and 3.

The rules above move a word-initial tone marker into word-
internal position when the syllable following the tone marker
consists of a high-toned syllabic segment only, or is a syllabic
nasal with a nasal consonant after it. The fact that these
rules do not apply when the syllable following the tone marker
contains an initial consonant is probably attributable to the
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relatively longer duration of such syllables as compared to
syllables which contain only a syllabic segment.

Insofar as they move a word-initial tone marker to the

right when the following syllable is relatively short in dura-

tion, the igbo rules above closely resemble certain historical

processes of Japanese. For example, we have seen that the pitch

rise of a phrase of Tokyo Japanese comes after the first syllable

of the phrase if that syllable is short, as in

(3.2-4)

I

kotko+ro 'heart'

but at the beginning of the phrase when the first syllable is

long, as in

(3.2-5)

tkooban

The position of the t in (3.2-4) is presumably the result of an

historical process which moved a phrase-initial t to the right

just in case the following syllable was short.

The Matsue dialect of Japanese provides another example of

a similar sort. According to Haraguchi (1975), a word of Matsue

contains a rise in pitch which comes after the first syllable if

that syllable is short and is followed by a syllable with a low

vowel:

(3.2-6) o itosimono 'lost property' + nominative marker

However, if the word begins with a short syllable followed by one
or more syllables with high vowels, then the t comes after this

whole string of syllables, as in

(3.2-7) a. kamif-6; 'paper' + nominative marker

b. harisiiio\121cHL 'needle work' + nominative marker

The principle above holds unless following it would place the t at
the end of the word; in that case the t is placed one syllable

before the end of the word, as in

(3.2-8) kairTIT 'paper'

Finally, if the first syllable of the word is long, or if it is
followed by a 1, then the t of the tone contour comes at the
beginning of the word, as in

S
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(3.2-9) a. +kenbikyoo 'microscope'

b. tka\buto 'helmet'

The variation in the position of the pitch rise in a lexical item
of Matsue can be stated formally by means of the lexical struc-
ture condition below:

(3.2-10) A word of Matsue has the tonal structure

[([C0V] )([c V ] ) t (4- )]

[+high]

1 2 3 4 5 6

where 4 # 0, and where 4 and 6 contain no
tone markers.

While I assume that the tone shape of a word in Matsue is deter-
mined in the lexicon and not by a surface-level rule, the position
of the 4- within the word is probably the result of a historical
process which moved a t to the right over a syllable with a high
vowel. Here again, we see a connection between the duration of a
syllable and its permeability to a process of tone movement, for
Lehiste (1970) points out that, other things being equal, a
syllable with a high vowel is significantly shorter in duration
than one with a non-high vowel.

The permeability of a syllable with respect to processes of
tone-movement may also be affected by the nature of its consonants,
as shown by Hyman and Shuh (1974), who give examples illustrating
a tendency for a voiceless obstruent to block the rightward pro-
gress of a t, while a voiced obstruent blocks the movement of a 4.
The examples below, from Nupe, a language of Nigeria, are taken from
Hyman and Shuh. I have translated their level-tone representation
into dynamic-tone terms:

+pa 'peel'

tba 'be sour'

fwa 'want'

1-etpa 'is peeling'

1-ebat 'is sour'

+ewa1 'wants'
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The examples above illustrate a lexical process in Nupe which
transposes a word-internal + with the following syllable UNLESS
THAT SYLLABLE BEGINS WITH A VOICELESS OBSTRUENT, as in (a).

As an example of a case in which a tone-spreading process is
blocked by the presence of a voiced obstruent, Hyman and Shuh pro-
vide the following data from Ngizim, another Nigerian language.
Again, I have translated the representations given by Hyman and
Shuh into dynamic-tone terms.

(3.2-12) a.

tna + +kaatsuw tna ka+atsuw 'I swept'

b.

+a + +raptci re+ptci 'open'

3

These examples show that a word-initial + is moved one mora to the
right in Ngizim when the consonant which follows it in the under-
lying form is a voiceless obstruent or a sonorant.4 However, the
rule does not apply when the consonant which follows the 4- is a
voiced obstruent, as can be seen from the following example:

(3.2-13) 411a + 4-batka + +tlutwai

tna+batka tlu+wai 'I roasted the meat.'

The examples above from Nupe and Ngizim suggest that there is
an inherent affinity between a pitch drop and a voiced obstruent
and between a pitch rise and a voiceless obstruent, so that tone-
movement rules which otherwise apply quite generally may be blocked
when they would move a + over a voiceless obstruent or a + over a
voiced obstruent. This affinity between certain consonant types
and certain pitch change markers holds not only with regard to
tone-movement processes, but with regard to other tonal processes
as well. For example, Maran (1971) has shown that the tone of a
closed syllable of Jingpho, a lancuage of Burma, is determined by
the final consonant: syllables closed by voiceless consonants are
high-toned, while those closed by voiceless consonants are low-
toned. Similarly, Welmers (1970) has pointed out that bi-syllabic
words with the tone contour H'H in Igbo invariably have voiced
medial consonants, a fact which suggests that the drop in pitch in
these words is conditioned by the consonant. Some examples are
given below:
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(3.2-14) e+go+ 'money' 94-gy4- 'twenty'

e+ze4 'tooth' a+gy+ 'leopard'

e+lu+ 'top' o+ji+ 'kola nut'

The examples which have been given here suggest a fundamental
difference between the two characteristics of the segmental string
which affect the application of tone-movement rules namely, the
duration of the tone-bearing units which are to be moved over and
the nature of the consonants which appear inside them. While the
duration of a tone-bearing unit affects its permeability to tone-
movement processes in general, whether the tone marker being moved
is a + or a t, the consonants in the string create environments in
which certain pitch changes are particularly natural, so that, for
example, a drop in pitch is more likely to be found near a voiced
obstruent in lexical representation, and is less likely to be moved
away from it by processes of tone-movement. This affinity between
certain consonant types and certain tone changes should presumably
be expressed formally in terms of features;5 that is, pitch-drop
markers and voiced obstruents must have the same value for some
feature, F., for which voiceless obstruents and pitch-rise markers
have the opposite value. This idea is an interesting one, because
it suggests that even phonological segments have some dynamic
features. However, I have no specific proposal to make in this
regard at this time.

3.3 Rules which move a tone-marker indefinitely far to the
right. In the preceding chapters, we have found evidence for the
following rules which move a tone marker indefinitely far to the
right:

(3.3-1) +-Shift (Osaka Japanese)

## # ##

s.d. 1 2 34 5 6 7

s.c. Move 3 to the right of 4.

Conditions: (i) 2 # 0

(ii) Q contains no tone markers.

(3.3-2) +-Displacement (Kikuyu)

## + + t

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5

s.c. 3 replaces 5.

Condition: 4 contains no tone markers.
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Notice that both the Osaka rule of +-Shift and the Kikuyu
rule of +-Displacement are subject to the condition that the string

over which the tone marker is moved may not contain a tone marker.

These rules call attention to a general constraint on tone-movement
rules -- that they do not move one tone marker over another. In

other words, we do not find tone-movement rules like the hypothetical

rule below:

(3.3-3) t + a

s.d. 1 2 3 4

s.c. Move 1 to the right of 4.

This constraint on tone-movement rules is just one manifesta-
tion of a constraint on tone rules in general that the phonological

and tonological units to which they refer and the structural changes
which they create are limited to that portion of the domain which
begins with the tone marker which most immediately precedes the tar-
get tone marker and ends with the tone marker which most immediately

follows it. In this sense, tone rules are "local" in their applica-

tion. Thus I would not expect to find a tone-movement rule like
that of (3.3-3), which moves the target tone marker over the tone

marker to its right. Nor would I expect the tone marker two places
before the target tone marker to serve as a context predicate.
For example, I would not expect to find a rule of the form

(3.3-4) + [+tone] + c

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 6

s.c. Transpose 5 and 6.

It would be nice to be able to say that except for the speci-
fication of its domain, a tone rule may make no reference at all to
material which lies outside the string which includes the target
tone marker and the tone markers which most immediately precede and
follow it. Unfortunately, that constraint appears to be too strong
for one does find references of a very limited sort to the string

outside these bounds. For example, in Chapter VI I will argue for
a tone deletion rule in lgbo which is stated as follows:

(3.3-5)
[+N]

[[ +sY11] + ...]

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5, where 5# 0.

s.c. Delete 2.
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This rule deletes a + which is preceded by a single syllabic
segment and followed by "4-a" within a nominal phrase which con-
tains three or more syllables in all. In order to state the
condition on the length of the phrase, it is necessary to specify
that term 5 of the structural description may not subsume an
empty string. But term 5 lies outs!.-1 the usual sphere of operation
for a tone rule.

The Kikuyu rule of End-of-phrase Lowering, repeated below:

(3.3-6) End-of-phrase Lowering (Kikuyu)

s.d. 1 2 3

$

s.c. 1 > large

Condition: 2 contains no 4.

is another case in point, for it is necessary to include in the
structural description of this rule the condition that term 2
contains no 4. (In other words, the target + must be the last+
of the phrase.) However, it is possible for term 2 to include a
+, as in the phrase below, whose analysis with respect to rule
(3.3-6) is indicated below the phrase:

410

(3.3-7)

fine ke+yiretreria $ 'hindrance' (assertion)

1 2 3

The relevance of this example to the present discussion is
the fact that it is necessary to state a condition on the composition
of term 2 of the rule, which, in this case, subsumes a string which
extends beyond the tone marker to the immediate right of the target
tone marker. Thus, again, we see that it is not possible to avoid
all reference to the composition of the string which lies beyond
the tone markers which immediately precede and follow the target
tone marker.

Nevertheless, while it is apparently not possible to exclude
ALL references to the string outside the usual sphere of operation
of a tone rule, such references are at least of a very limited
sort. Perhaps they are always negative conditions like those
which appear in rules (3.3-5) and (3.3-6).

Returning to the properties of tone movement rules in parti-
cular, it should be noted that rules which move a tone marker to
the right are more common and appear to need less provocation than
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those which move a tone marker to the left. I have found no rule
which moves a tone marker indefinitely far to the left.

4. Rules Which Delete Tone Markers

I have found evidence for the following three sorts of
tone-deletion rules: (i) rules which delete one tone marker in
the immediate environment of another, (ii) rules which delete a
tone marker at or near the end of a phrase, and (iii) rules which
delete all but one of a sequence of like tone markers. I will

discuss these three kinds of rules in the order in which they are
listed here.

4.1 Rules which delete one tone marker in the immediate
environment of another. The rules listed below are representative
of the rules of this type which have been motivated in the preceding
chapters:6

(4.1-1) Left Streamlining (Igbo)

a [+tone] (#) (#)

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5

s.c. Delete 2.

Condition: If 3 and 4 are both present, then 1 is not

long.

(4.1-2) Right Streamlining (Igbo)

(#) ([+syll])[+tone]

s.d. 1 2 3 4

s.c. Delete 4.

(4.1-3) Streamlining (Chaochow)

+tone +toneill

[<
>J

s.d. 1 2 3 4

s.c. Delete 1.

1 C.
4. t
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The rules above, which I have called "streamlining" rules,
simplify tone contours by thinning out tone markers which are
crowded together in the string. I assume that in rules of this
sort, all the material which intervenes between the controlling
tone marker and the tone marker to be deleted must be optional;
in other words, I would not expect to find a rule like that shown
below, which deletes a tone marker two syllables away from the
controlling tone marker, but not one which is only one syllable
away:

(4.1-5) 4.±0/ +Go-

The Igbo rule of Streamlining (4.1-2) which deletes a tone marker
across a syllable consisting of a single syllabic segment but not
across a syllable which consists of a consonant and a vowel,
suggests that rules of tone-deletion, like rules of tone-movement,
apply more readily across syllables which are relatively short in
duration. Notice that the application of rule (4.1-1) is affected
by the duration of the syllable on the far side of the target tone
marker. I do not know of any tone-deletion process which depends
on the nature of the consonants which surround the target tone
marker, though it seems likely that such processes may exist.

4.2 Rules which delete a tone marker at or near the end of
a phrase. The rules below are representative of the rules of this
type which have been motivated in the preceding chapters:

(4.2-1) Phrase-final-4, Deletion (Igbo)

0 /

(4.2-2) End-of-Phrase-Downstep Deletion (Kikuyu)

-± 0 / $

I have nothing of interest to say about rules of this type except
to point out that they seem to be extremely common in tone languages.

4.3 Rules which delete all but one of a sequence of like tone
markers.

(4.3-1) Accent-Deletion (Tokyo Japanese)

[+tone] [+tone] ##

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5

s.c. 3 > 0
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(4.3-2) Like-Tone-Marker Deletion (Mende)

[ +tone +tone 1
j

<+fall>1 [<+fall>i $

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5

s.c. 3 > 0

(4.3-3) Like-Tone-Marker Deletion (Igbo)

[+tone ] <10> ... [ +tone ] ... $$

<+fall> <+fall>

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 6

s.c. 1 > 0

The rules of Like-Tone-Marker Deletion listed above are just
a representative sample of the rules of this sort which have been
motivated here; nearly every language we have looked at makes use
of a rule of this type. Notice that these rules obey the constraint
we observed in connection with tone-movement rules, whereby the
sphere of operation of a tone rule is limited to the string which
includes the target tone marker and the tone markers which immediately
precede and follow it. Because this constraint holds for all tone
rules, I have not included the condition that no tone marker may
intervene between the controlling tone marker and the target tone
marker in the statement of the individual rules above. There is
a possible additional constraint on rules which delete one tone
marker in the environment of another tone marker which is indefinitely
far away, for in all the rules of this type which I have seen evidence
for, the controlling tone marker and the target tone marker have the
same value for the feature [±fall]. If this is invariably the case,
then it is not necessary to specify this fact in the statement of
each individual rule.

The role which rules of Like-Tone-Marker Deletion play in the
grammar is clear by breaking up sequences of +'s or +'s, they
insure that, in general, 4,'s will alternate with +'s within a
single tone phrase, thereby permitting the language to incorporate
a large number of pitch changes into a single tone contour while
still remaining within a comfortable pitch range for the human
voice. Rules of Like-Tone-Marker Deletion are not the only device
which the theory provides For this purpose. Thus we also find
restrictions on lexical tone contours which insure an alternation
of .1-'s with +'s in the lexical representation of a word, or which
at least severely restrict the conditions under which identical
tone markers may appear in sequence inside a word. Rules of

r r--
.4-
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tone-marker insertion also contribute to the pattern of alterna-
tion of tone markers within a phrase; thus the tone-insertion rules
of English insert a + before the main-stressed syllable and a +
after it, and the rule of +-Insertion in Tokyo Japanese inserts a
+ at the beginning of the phrase to counterbalance the 4.'s which
are introduced in the lexical representations of the words.

Liberman (1975) has used the pattern of alternating +'s
and +'s as an argument for representing tone contours as sequences
of static tones rather than as sequences of dynamic tones. Liber-
man's argument is based on an observation by David Crystal, a
proponent of dynamic tones, who observed that while rises and falls
in pitch may succeed one another in the intonation contour, one
never finds two rises in pitch or two falls in pitch in succession.
If this observation is correct, Liberman argues, then that is
evidence for a static-tone theory, because in a static-tone theory
a fall in pitch must be represented by means of the sequence HL,
and so the sequence "fall-fall" must be represented as HLHL, which
automatically introduces a rise in pitch between the two falls.

If Crystal's observation were correct, and there could never
be two rises or two falls in pitch in succession within the same
intonational phrase, then that fact would not choose between my
theory and Liberman's, because Liberman's theory provides four
pitch levels H, H-M, H-L, and L thereby allowing the expression
of a sequence of three falls in pitch, as

(4.3-4)

H H-M H-L L

or a sequence of three rises in pitch, as

(4.3-5)

L H-L H-M H

In fact, if it were true that such contours in fact never occurred,
then it would be considerably easier to rule them out in my theory
than in Liberman's, for in a dynamic-tone theory one can easily
specify that two like tone-markers cannot occur in succession, but
it is not easy to state a constraint against such contours in a
level-tone theory like Liberman's. Fortunately for Liberman, it

appears that the observation is not correct, for Liberman himself
gives examp;es of intonation contours which contain a sequence of
drops in pitch. For example,

e el
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/4.3-6) a.

b.

It's absolutely certain.

L-M H-M L-M L

I
I simply can't imagine.

L H-M L-M L

7

It is also not difficult to find examples containing a
succession of pitch rises; as for example,

(4.3-7)

Are you going?

We have found similar examples in other languages; for example, the
phrase below, from Tokyo Japanese, contains two pitch drops in a
row:

(4.3-8)

umi-de uyogi 'swimming in the sea'

and so does the following phrase from Igbo

(4.3-9)

ulo Ekwe 'Ekwe's house'

Examples like these show that although it is generally true that
pitch rises alternate with pitch falls within a phrase, it would
be wrong to set up the theory in such a way as to exclude sequences
of like pitch changes altogether. The dynamic-tone theory handles
this situation in a straightforward way, by allowing the possibility
of sequences of like tone markers within a phrase, but at the same
time providing tonal processes such as rules of Like-Tone-Marker
Deletion which serve to break up such sequences.

In this connection, it is important to recognize that rules
of Like-Tone-Marker Deletion represent real tonal processes, and
are not simply an artifact of the theory, as Liberman seems to
suggest. Thus, it is a fact that when the Japanese words Te)su
'it is' and korka\xo 'heart' are combined to form the phrase
cafiko desu 'It's a heart', the pitch drop of Te\su is

411
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eliminated. Similarly, it is a fact that the second element of
a compound in Mende has the tone shape --\_except when it is
immediately preceded by another-1, as in hani 'owl-thing'

(contrasting with mba/ha\ni 'rice-thing'). The deletion of a
pitch rise before a pitch rise is illustrated by the following
example from igbo, where the which comes at the end of a +khwa+
in lexical representation is deleted before the $, with the result
that the + of a +khwa is succeeded in the string by the + of Atdha4,

and so is deleted:

(4.3-10)
I

akhwa $ Atdha+zytarat (from a +khwa+ + A+dha4-+zutara+)

'the eggs Adha bought' 'eggs' 'bought'

Any theory of tone must provide some mechanism to account for
facts like these; it is an advantage of the dynamic-tone theory
that it can account for them with independently-motivated -ules
of Like-Tone-Marker Deletion.

Similarly, "fill-in-the-contour" rules, which provide for a +
before a + either in lexical representation or in the surface
string, also represent a real linguistic phenomenon, for it is
a fact that the basic tone contour of English, Japanese, Serbo-
Croatian, Northern Tepehuan, and many other languages is LHL
(= ... +...4....), with both a rise and a fall. A static-tone
theory does not account for this fact automatically, any more
than a dynamic-tone theory does; rather it suggests that languages
might be expected to have the "simpler" basic tone shape, HL.
Certainly without the notion of a tendency to place a + before a
+ and a + before a +, it would be difficult to make sense of
lexical tone contours like those shown below, from the Ogachogamitsu
dialect of Japanese:

(4.3-11) a. Words with a + before the final syllable8

+ye tye+o- a "landle' (+nominative
marker)

ta1.me 4-atme+oa 'candy' (+nominative
marker)

4-itna+ga tinatga+Qa 'country' (+nominative
marker)
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(4.3-11) b. Words with a t before the final syl lable 8

+ye 4-yetoa 'picture' (+nominative marker)

__(-- f--
-1-a+me ta+met-oe 'rain' (+nominative marker)

1 f--
4-o+doi-go to+dogotqa 'man' (+nominative marker)

The lexical tone contours above can be defined by means of the

lexical structure conditions below:

(4.3-12) a. Every word has the tone shape [...[+tonela]

b. In a word of the form [...a 1 t.

1 2 3 4

c. In ,1 word of the form [...a + ...],
1 2 3 4

1
... <+(y>4....>, where ... contains no tone

markers.

The first condition above establishes that the basic tone marker of

a word of Ogachogamitsu comes just before the last syllable, and
the second and third conditions tell how to fill in the tone contour

of the rest of the word. Lexical tone contours like these are the

result of a combination of two tendencies in human languages:
(i) the tendency to insert a 4, at the beginning of a tonal unit
whose first internal tone marker is a t, and a + at the beginning

of a tonal unit whose first internal tone marker is a 4,, and (ii)

a tendency to move a word-initial tone marker to the right. These

two processes, repeated several times in the history of a language,

would give rise to lexical tone contours like those of Ogachogamitsu.
The development of lexical tone contours of this complexity is
difficult to understand without the notion of a tendency to insert

a+ before a 4- and a -I- before a t.

Before leaving the subject of rules which delete tone markers,

I
should say something about the sorts of environments in which we

may expect tone markers to be deleted. The tone-deletion processes
which we have encountered so far apply either in the environment
of another tone marker or at the end of a phrase. While these are

-,t C ("
.4. s
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by far the most common environments for tone-deletion processes,
tone markers are also deleted in other sorts of environments.

For example, as I pointed out in section (3.3), there is a tone

rule of Igbo which deletes a 4- from a nominal phrase if that + is

preceded by a single syllabic segment and followed by two or more
syllables within the phrase. (In addition, the tone marker which

immediately succeeds the target 4- must be a 4-.) This rule repre-
sents a rather different sort of deletion process from those we
have seen so far. One possible phonological explanation for the
existence of a rule of this sort is the fact, brought to my
attention by Lehiste (1970), that in many languages the duration
of the individual syllables of a word depends on the length of the
word, with the syllables of longer words being significantly shorter
than those of shorter words. If this were the case in Igbo, and if
the tendency to shorten the syllables of a longer word were to
extend also to the initial syllables of long phrases in general,
then the deletion of a tone marker early in a nominal phrase with
three or more syllables would have a phonetic basis, in that the

early syllables of such a phrase would be too short to easily
support a tone change. On the other hand. it may be a mistake to

expect always to find a phonetic basis fo' honological rules
whose domain is specified in terms of labelled bracketing. Such

rules, and in particular the rules we are considering here, are
important indicators of syntactic structure, and this function also
provides a basis for their existence within the grammar of a

language.

5. Rules Which Fill in Phonetic Detail

40 I have found evidence for the following rules which create
differences in size among 4-'s:

S

S

(5-1) +-Reduction (Igbo)

+ -4- reduced in size /

(5-2) End-of-Phrase LowerL'g (Kikuyu)

4- extra large / P $, where P contains no +Is.

As I observed in the preceding section, languages commonly
make use of fill-in-the-contour processes and rules of like-tone-
marker deletion whose effect is to break up sequences of like
tone markers within a phrase. I speculated that such rules exist
in languages in order to make tone contours pronounceable, it
being impossible to make many pitch rises or pitch drops in
succession while still remaining within a comfortable pitch range

J()
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for the speaking voice. However, while every language I have

looked at has some processes which serve to break up sequences
of like tone markers, these processes are often not strong enough
to eliminate all sequences of +'s. (Sequences of +'s seem to be

eliminated more efficiently.) Rules like the Igbo rule of +-Reduc-
tion (5-1), which makes all but the last of a sequence of +'s
smaller in size than usual, soften the impact of a sequence of 4's
which has been permitted to reach the surface form.

While I have specifically taken note of the process of
+-Reduction only in Igbo, rules which determine the size of a pitch
drop from the direction of the next succeeding tone marker in the
string are common in languages. For example, there is a Stream-
lining process in Mende which converts the underlying forms below
to the surface forms indicated:

(5-3) a.

b.

+mbu+ # ti tmbu+i

'owl' the' 'the owl'

+ke+nya # ti ==:> +ke+nya # i

'uncle' 'the' the uncle'

The Streamlining rule which applies in these examples can be
stated as follows:

(5-4) Streamlining (Mende)

[ +tone] 4- 0 / (y) (#)

Streamlining is optional when there is an intervening syllable
between the controlling tone marker and the target tone marker,
as in (5-3 b). However, what we are concerned with here is not
the streamlining process itself, but rather the fact that the
underlined pitch drops of (5-3) are smaller than usual. Since the
rule of Like-Tone-Marker Deletion for Mende (4.3-2) will have
deleted any to the right of +1, 'the', these underlined 4's
must either be the last tone marker of the phrase, or must
be succeeded by a J. Thus their reduced size can be accounted
for by means of a rule similar .1-o the rule of + -Reduction for
Igbo:
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(5-5) 4--Reduction (Mende)

+ reduced in size / P (+...) $

where P contains no tone markers

Similarly, in the English sentence

(5-6)

I'm 1- abso4- lutely cer1 -tain

the first pitch drop of the contour is a "reduced" pitch drop.

These examples suggest that the reduction of one pitch drop before

another is a very common if not universal tonal process.

Another possible environmental influence on the size of a

tone change is the nature of the consonants which adjoin it. Thus

in Ewe, the rise in pitch between the prefix of a noun and a high-

toned stem is greater when the stem begins with an obstruent than
when it begins with a sonorant, as can be seen in the examples

below:

(5-7) a. Where the stem begins with an obstruent.

l
abia (proper name) adzo (proper name)

exa 'broom'
f
ekpe 'stone'

b. Where the stem begins with a sonorant.

_J- _r
eyi 'cutlass' anyigba 'floor'

_r-
ewo 'flour' ego 'worm'

I am not yet certain how these facts should be analyzed in a

dynamic-tone framework, but certainly one possibility is a rule
adjusting the size of a pitch rise in the environment of certain
kinds of consonants.
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6. The Influence of Tone on Phonological Processes

In the preceding sections, we have seen that tonal processes
may depend on certain features of the phonological string in

particular, on syllabic structure, on the presence or absence of
an initial consonantal portion in the syllable, on nasality, on

voicing and obstruency, and on vowel height. Except for vowel
height, features which designate the position of articulation of
phonological segments apparently play no role in tonal processes.
Nevertheless, rules which move or delete tones have access to a
great deal of information about the segmental composition of the
string.

It is much more difficult to find phonological rules which
make reference to the tone contour. The only such rules I have

been able to find are rules of stress and lengthening -- for
example, the rule of Serbo-Croatian which stresses the syllable
before the first internal tone marker of a word. There also
appear to be rules in many languages which lengthen a syllable
before a tone marker at the end of a word or phrase, thereby
giving that syllable sufficient length to absorb the tone change.

Because I do not know of any instance in which the application
of a phonological rule (one which affects phonological segments
only) is BLOCKED by the presence of a tone marker in the string,

I assume that phonological rules are blind to tone markers except
where their structural descriptions specifically require the
presence of a tone marker. In other words, no phonological rule
will fail to apply simply because the string to which it is

applying contains a tone marker where the structural description
of the rule does not provide for one. The presence of a tone
marker in the string is, however, significant for tone rules.

S

S

S

S
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Notes

FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER IV

'This list of rules which insert tone markers is limited to
rules which are strictly phonological, that is, in which tone
markers are introduced as tone markers. I have not included

syntactic rules like the rule which introduces the associative
morpheme in Igbo. Here the target element is a morpheme which
happens to consist of a tone marker alone, but which might just

as easily have had some other phonological shape.

2This data is taken from McCawley (1968).

3Notice that the non-sonorant mora [p] in this example is

treated as a tone-bearing unit. Hyman and Shuh note a tendency to

simplify examples like this to

(1)

+a rep4ci

in which case the mora [p] has combined with its sister mora to
form a single tone-bearing unit, as in Osaka Japanese.

The rule for this process may be stated as follows:

1'... #11[7+voice>1 V]

<+son> j

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5

s.c. Move 4 to the right of 5.

5See Halle and Stevens (1971) for a proposal to give voiced
obstruents and low-toned vowels the same value for certain features,
f-r which voiceless obstruents and high-toned vowels have the

opposite value. Notice, however, that what is conditioned by the

voiced obstruents of (3.2-14) is a drop in pitch rather than low

tone, for the second syllable of these words is still high-toned

even though it is lower in pitch than the high-toned syllable which

precedes it.

6Again I have included only true phonological rules, and not,
for example, the rule which deletes the "dGwnstep" of Kikuyu in
the environment between a noun and its complement.

7Tone contours like these can be accounted for in a dynamic-
tone framework in the following way: First, we have noted before

that the fi of the basic English intonation contour does not
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necessarily come right before the main-stressed syllable, but
sometimes is found before some stressed syllable to the left of

the main-stressed syllable. Thus the rule of tinsertion for

English is more accurately stated as follows:

(iii) 0 t / ( a ...) a
[+stress] [lstress]

In the intonation contours of (4.3-6), the parenthesized material
in this rule has been chosen, so that the pitch rise comes rather
early in the sentence. In such a case, it is possible to introduce
one or more "extra" pitch drops between the + and the 4 of the

contour. In other words, there is a rule

a ...
[+stress]

Notice that this rule allows the insertion of as many pitch drops
between the t and the -I, of the intonation contour as there are

stressed syllables, and that seems to be correct. For example,

it would be possible to introduce an additional before the

syllable "cer" in (4.3-6 a), creating the tone contour

(v)
r

A
It's +abso4-lutely certain.

Even more ,'s can be introduced if the string between the t and

the + is longer, as in

(vi)

I'm t absoflutely Y positively certain.

8This data is taken from Haraguchi (1975).
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CHAPTER V

SOME MISCELLANEOUS ISSUES

1. Lexical Contrasts Involving Gliding Tones

In the theory of tone which has been proposed here, a gliding
tone on a single tone-bearing unit is accounted for by means of
conventions which specify that a tone marker in a certain position
is to be realized as a gliding tone on an adjacent tone-bearing
unit rather than as a sharp change in pitch at the boundary at
which it lies. While conventions for the realization of tone
markers vary somewhat from language to language, the typical
positions in which a tone marker is realized as a gliding tone
on an adjacent tone-bearing unit are (i) at the beginning or end
of a phrase, (ii) at the beginning or end of a word, or (iii) at
the boundary of a long tone-bearing unit. A tone marker between
two sufficiently sonorant segments will also be heard as a gliding
tone, though not as a gliding tone on a single tone-bearing unit.

While conventions for the realization of tone markers may
vary somewhat from one language to another, they may not, of course,
vary from word to word within the same language. Thus lexical
items with distinctively different tone contours must differ either
in the nature of the tone contours themselves, or in the ways in
which those contours are associated with the phonological string.
In this respect, the dynamic-tone theory which has been proposed
here agrees with all the other theories of tone with which I am
familiar.

Where the dynamic-tone theory differs from other theories is
in the number of different associations which it allows between a
given tone contour and a given phonological string. For example,
given a LHL tone contour and a phonological string
containing two short syllables, the dynamic-tone theory which has
been proposed here allows the three associations shown below
between the tone contour and the phonological string:

(1-1) a. +CV +CV b. CV+CV.I. c. 4-CVCV-4

However, the autosegmental theory proposed by Goldsmith (1976)
allows, in principle, the five different associations shown
below:

(1-2) a. CVCV b. CVCV c. CVCV d. CVCV e. CVCV

fN I\ I IA
LHL LHL LHL LHL LHL
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Because of this difference in the number of ways in which a parti-

cular tone contour can be assigned to a phonological string of a

given length, the autosegmental theory allows the expression of

lexical tone contrasts which are not expressible in the dynamic-

tone theory.' If lexical contrasts of this sort do not occur in

human languages, and if no principled way can be found to exclude

them within the autosegmental theory, then that is an argument for

the dynamic-tone theory which has been proposed here. On the other

hand, if lexical contrasts which cannot be expressed within the

dynamic-tone theory do in fact occur, then the theory will have to

be extended in such a way as to allow the expression of such con-

trasts.

One possibly problematic language for the dynamic-tone theory

which has been proposed here is the Takamatsu dialect of Japanese,
which is one of the dialects analyzed by Haraguchi (1975). Accord-

ing to Haraguchi, who takes his data from Wada (1958), the Taka-

matsu dialect allows a falling glide on a short syllable within a

word, and there is a contrast between such a falling tone and a

HL sequence on successive syllables. For example, there is a

contrast between the lexical items

(1-3) a.

_
kasiwamoti 'rice cake wrapped in oak leaf'

b.

harisigoto 'needle work'

Haraguchi, following Wada, argues that words which have falling
glides like that of harisif-Nto at one time had their pitch drops
one syllable earlier (so that harisiANto, for example, was

harifTi.2212); in fact, the older pronunciation is sometimes used

even today. The modern pronunciation developed when the pitch
drop moved one half mora to the right, creating a falling glide.
This tone change took place just in case the mora on which the
glide would occur either had an articulatorily low vowel, or was
followed by a mora with an articulatorily high vowel.

Haraguchi's analysis of the Takamatsu dialect follows this
historical account very closely. Thus in his analysis, harisijakto
is derived from the underlying form harislgoto. The basic tone

melody, LHL, is mapped onto this underlying form in the manner

shown below:
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(1-4) harisigoto

\I I V
L H L

The surface tone melody is then obtained by applying the
following two rules: First, there is a rule which associates the
high tone of the tone melody with the following syllable if the
vowel of that syllable is articulatorily [-high], or if it is
followed by a [+high] vowel. The rule for this process is stated

as follows,

(1-5) V C V

<+high>

H L

r v ->
L+highi

1

where the dotted line indicates the new tone-association which the
rule creates. Rule (1-5) applies to the underlying form (1-4) to

create the structure

(1-6) harisigoto

H L

The second step in the derivation is the lowering of the starred

mora. This change is accomplished by means of the rule

(1-7) Q C,V C,V ==> Q C V C_V

I

lF1

This rule dissociates the starred syllable of (1-6) from the high
tone of the tone nelody and re-associates it with the first low
tone of the tone melody. The structural description of the rule
will be met only where rule (1-5) has applied, for the tone
association process associates the high tone of the tone melody
with one mora only. Applying this rule to the underlying form
(1-6), we obtain the correct surface output

(1-8) harisigoto

V I I

L H L

There is no way to account for the data of (1-3) within the
dynamic-tone theory which I have proposed here, for my assumptions
(i) that the mora is the smallest possible tone-bearing unit, (ii)
that a tone marker may not appear inside a tone-bearing unit, and
(iii) that two tole markers may not appear at the same boundary
prevent me from giving distinct tone representations to the two
items kasiEWTONti and har.___Leitta. Furthermore, the existence of

n
4.
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virtual minimal pairs like that below precludes the possibility

of linking the difference in the realization of the pitch drop in

the two cases to some difference in the phonological string:

(1-8) a.

tanuki 'badger'

b.

azuki 'red beans'

It seems, then, that if the facts of Takamatsu have been reported

correctly, it will be necessary to extend the theory in such a way

as to allow a tone marker between the initial consonantal portion

of a syllable and the syllabic nucleus in examples like (1-3 b)

and (1-8 a).

I would not like to have to weaken the tneory in this way,

and perhaps it will not be necessary to do so; for the data

presented here is sufficiently unmanageable within any theory

of tone to cast doubt upon its accuracy. Certainly, Haraguchi's

autosegmental analysis of these facts is theoretically suspect

first, because it requires the very complicated rule (1-5), a

tone rule whose application depends on detailed information about

the phonological environment of the syllable to which it applies,

and secondly, because it requires a special rule, (1-7) to insure

that every syllable up the the syllable on which the drop takes

place has low tone. This is the general pattern for words with

the LHL tone melody, and one would hope to be able to account for

its occurrence in ha/Isl./Apo in the same way in which one accounts

for its occurrence in words like kasiw4moW, namely, by means of

the tone-association process.

in addition to my doubts about the possibility of giving a

plausible analysis of this data within any theory of tone, I also

have doubts about the physical possibility of a distinctive

gliding tone on a short syllable within a word. My skepticism

about the possibility of such gliding tones arises from the contrast

pointed out by Liberman (1975) between the two English sentences

(1-9) a. Sam struck out, my friend.

b. Sam struck out my friend.

These two sentences can be given the same stress pattern by

assigning contrastive stress to the word out in (b). Even when

their stress patterns are the same, however, their tone contours

are not, as Liberman points out, for sentence (a) has the first

tone contour shown below, and sentence (b) the second:
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S a m struck out ,

b.

L\f\f%- k\

my friend

Sam struckout m y frie nd

Ignk,ring the rise in pitch at the end of (a), which is not obliga-
tory, and which is irrelevant to the point I want to make here, the
difference between these two intonation contours is just that in
the first case the drop in pitch between oLt and my is realized
during the syllable out, as a falling glide on that syllable, while
in (b) it is realized at the boundary between the two syllables
partly on the first syllable and partly on the second and partly
during the unvoiced interval between the two. But this difference
in the realization of the pitch drop between out and my in these
two cases is possible only if there is a pause between the two
syllables; if the terminal pitch rise of (a) is eliminated, and if
there is no pause after out, then (a) and (b) are indistiguishable,
I find. In other words, it seems to be impossible to realize ;
pitch change as a gliding tone on the preceding short syllable, as
in (a), unless that syllable is prolonged, as before a pause. This
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suggests that the contrast between the tone contours of harisi N.so

and iosiwAjliatti is possible only if the syllable go of bA-Ilf-1/=
is a long syllable, and not a short syllable, as claimed.

If we assume that the syllable which carries the falling tone

in words like haELL4J3ht2 is a long, bi-moraic syllable, then a more

satisfactory analysis of Takamatsu is available in either a dynamic-

tone theory or an autosegmental theory, for harisi to can then

be represented as harisig8oto (harisitgo+oto in contrast to

kasiwam8ti (kasiwa+mo+ti), and the surface tone contour of each
word will follow directly from its underlying representation.

Whatever the synchronic analysis of these tone contours in

Takamatsu, the evidence is very strong that words like liarisij-Nto,

which have internal gliding tones in the present-day language, are

derived historically from words like har.ij7sAgots2 by the movement

of a pitch drop to the right. Thus even if we agree that these
words have been lexically re-analyzed in the way shown above, it

is still necessary to explain how this re-analysis came about.

Without a great deal more information than I have available

to me, it is impossible to make anything but the most tentative

hypothesis. However, if I were to make a guess about how words
like harifsi+goto came to be realized as harisitgo+oto,it would

be the following: Words with lexical tone representations like
haritsi+goto and tta+nuki were subject to a rule which lengthened

a short syllable following a pitch drop if that syllable either
had an articulatory low vowel, or was followed by a syllable with

a high vowel. This rule is stated below:

(1-11) 4,[C0 V ]G <C0 v >

<+high> [ +high]

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5

s.c. 3 > doubled

Now suppose that the conventions for the realization of tone

markers in Takamatsu were such that a 4, before a long syllable

was realized at least partly as a gliding tone on that syllable.

In that case, it would be natural for speakers to re-analyze the
as coming between the two moras of the following syllable. When

that happened, the position of the + of the tone contour would also

have to be re-analyzed, in keeping with the lexical structure
conditions of Takamatsu, which specify that in a word with an

iternal +, that t must be followed by a 4. one mora later.

This reconstruction of the history of the Takamatsu dialect

is, as I said before, only tentative; much more careful research

S

S
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will be needed before it can be definitely concluded that the
facts of this language do or do not require a revision of the

dynamic theory of tone.

2. The Distribution of Word-final Gliding Tones

According to Edmundson and Bendor-Samuel (1966), there are
rising and falling tones at the ends of one and two syllable words

in Etung, but only rarely at the ends of three-syllable words.
This distribution of gliding tones can be accounted for in a

very simple way in an autosegmental theory by defining the tone

melodies of Etung as L, LH, HL, H, LHL, LLH, HHL, and HLH, and
by assigning tone segments to the syllables of a word in a one-
to-one fashion from left to right. Since there is no tone

melody in Etung with more than three syllables, gliding tones
can be obtained in this way only for words of one or two syl-

lables. The lexical tone melodies of Etung are illustrated in
the chart below (repeated from Chapter 1, section 7.1):

(2-1)
Tone pattern 1-syll word 2-syll word 3-syll word

a. L kpe 'even' iljOm 'juju' eyuri 'dress'

b. LH 'to' isi 'fish' bis604 'spoon'

c. HL ttk (future) egOm
'jaundice'

Akpilge 'money'

d. H kpA 'first' gbAA
'servant'

r5krmr

'prosecutor'

e. LHL 61)6 'arm' MbLite 'rain'

f. LLH isi 'mud' OrObe 'beam'

g. HHL efo 'cloth' (5gAr 'pepper'

h. HLH Ab6 'they' edimbA 'pot'

In the dynamic-tone theory which has been proposed here, the
gliding tones at the ends of some words in Etung must be regarded
as the realization of tone markers which lie at the ends of these

words in lexical representation. In this theory, then, the fact that
there are no gliding tones at the ends of three-syllable words must
be accounted for by means of a lexical structure con'ition which
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prohibits tone markers from occurring at the ends of three-syllable

words in lexical representation. However, the theory itself does

not predict that languages are likely to have lexical structure

conditions of this sort instead it is necessary to find some

"outside" explanation for the existence of such a condition in a

language. It is not difficult to come up with potential explana-

tions. For example, we might hypothesize that Etung at one time

had no word-final tone markers at all, but that the final syllables

of many words were eliminated through some historical process,

bringing what were formerly word-internal tone markers into word-

final position. In a language with a history of this sort, we
would find word-final tone markers only in the shorter words which

had undergone the truncation process, and not in the longer ones

which had not.

In Mende, another language which has gliding tones at the

ends of many short words, but not, as far as I know, at the ends

of longer words, there may be a historical explanation of a

different sort, for Leben (1973) reports a suggestion of D. Dwyer's

that all monomorphemic three-syllable words in Mende are fairly

recent borrowings perhaps from a language which either has no

word-final tone markers, or which does not pronounce such tone

markers as gliding tones. A third potential explanation is based

on an observation by Lehiste (1970), that in some languages
(Lehiste cites Hungarian as an example) "the word as a whole has

a certain duration that tends to remain relatively constant" so

that "the longer the word, the shorter the duration of the vowels".

If Etung is a language of this sort, then the absence of gliding

tones at the ends of three-syllable words may have a simple phonetic

explanation that a syllable of a word of this length is not long

enough to carry a distinctive gliding tone. In the absence of

detailed information about the history and sound system of the

language, it is impossible to know which, if any, of these three

explanations of the distribution of gliding tones in Etung is

correct.

Before leaving this subject, I would like to point out that

the explanation which Edmundson and Bendor-Samuel give for the

non-occurrence of gliding tones at the ends of multi-syllabic

words in Etung depends on the assumption that languages may make

use of tone melodies such as LLH, which contain a sequence of

identical tone segments. Leben (1977) argues for an Obligatory
Contour Principle which excludes such contours in principle.
In Leben's version of the theory nouns like Lripb, 'beam' in

Etung would have to be analyzed as having the LH tone melody,

with the high tone specifically ass!gned to the final syllable

of the word, as in a pitch-accent language. In this version of

the autosegmental theory, the absence of gliding tones at the

' tr)
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ends of multi-syllabic words in Etung no longer results automatically
from the principles of tone-association, but would have to be
accounted for independently, as in the dynamic-tone theory.

3. Tonal Stability

Another sort of phenomenon which has been used to argue for
an autosegmental theory of tone is the phenomenon which Goldsmith
(1976) has called "stability", by which he means that

In tone languages we find that when a vowel desyllabifies
or is deleted by some phonological rule, the tone it was
bearing does not disappear rather, it shifts its loca-
tion and shows up on some other vowel ... thus the tone
melody preserves itself despite modifications to the syl-
labic structure.

A simple instance of tonal stability can be seen in the fol-
lowing example from Igbo, which, like many African languages, has
a rule assimilating the first of two contiguous vowels to the
second. Consequently, when we combine the words i+sa+ 'to wash'
and ite4 'pot', we get

(3-1) -1_,

isi ite 'to wash pots'

The point of this example is that the rule which assimilates the
a of i+sa4 to the i of itet gives a all the phonological features
of i, but not its low tone.2 The fact that assimilation processes
do not ordinarily affect tone is difficult to account for if tone
is specified by means of features on sonorant segments. However,

the independence of tone from phonological processes is predicted
by both the autosegmental theory and the dynamic -tone theory, for
in both these theories tone is specified by units which are dis-
tinct from phonological segments, and so the processes which affect
the phonological segments would not be expected to affect them.
The derivation of the phrase of (3-1) in these two theories is
given below:

(3-2) a. i+sa+itet i+si4,itet

b. isa ite =* isi ite

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1HDLL HDLL

More complex examples of tonal stability arise when syllables
which are expected to carry a part of the tone contour lose their
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tone-bearing capacity through some phonological process such as the
devoicing, de-syllabification, or deletion of a vowel. For example,

in Japanese there is a rule which de-voices an articulatory high

vowel when it comes between two voiceless consonants. Having lost

its voicing, the vowel is no longer capable of bearing tone, and
the tone contour is shifted in certain predictable ways, as can be

seen from the following facts described by Haraguchi (1975).

Recall that in standard Japanese, most words have an "accent",
which consists of a fall in pitch. While the position of the
accent in nouns is idiosyncratic, the position of the accent in

adjectives of the accented class is predicted by the following
lexical structure condition:

(3-3) a Dynamic-tone version: A- adjective stem of the
accented class has the lexical tone shape [...+a].

b. Autosegmental version: An adjective ,.tem of the

accented class takes the form [...0
o

V ([+son])al.

The position of the accent is maintained when the adjective stem
combines with various suffixes, as in the examples

(3-4) Stem Pre-verbal form Past form

si+rok- white' SAroku si
--.---,

I rokatta

tano+sik- 'happy' taFai\sLicu to FITA s ikatta

While adjectives of the accented class are accented in all
forms, adjectives of the unaccented class do not have accents
unless they are combined with "pre-accenting" elements such as

4-katta. Thus we find, for example,

(3-5) Stem Pre-verbal form Past form

akak- 'red' aj5T, .25ilLa

Haraguchi uses the rule

(3-6) V -3- * / katta]Apj

to account for the pitch drop in a ikaAkatta; in a dynamic-tone
system we can account for this pitch drop simply by assuming the
lexical representation 4katta for the past tense suffix.

- r--
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Following the pattern described above, we expect that the

accented adjective tikaku 'near' (= tikak- + -u) will be pronounced

as *E3Akaku, and that the adjectives atukatta and yasasikatta,
which have unaccented stems, will be pronounced *a itu\katta and

*tja /sasi\katta, However, in these adjectives, the syllable
which would normally be followed by the pitch drop is de-voiced,
by the devoicing rule mentioned above, and the pitch drop is

shifted to a position following an adjacent syllable of the word,

producing the surface forms

(3-7) t ka tuka tta ya/sa s i kat ta

Adjectives like these pose two problems for the theory of tone:
first, the theory must predict that the devoicing of the syllable
which precedes the of the tone contour will cause that A- to be

realized in some other position in the word. Secondly, the theory

should predict WHERE the pitch drop will be realized.

Haraguchi argues that the autosegmental theory meets both

criteria. In particular, Haraguchi argues that the shifting of
the pitch drop in cases like these is brought about by an "erasure"
convention, which erases the association between a phonological
segment and a tone segment when the phonological segment loses its

capacity to carry tone. The tone segment is then re-associated
with an adjacent, still tonally viable segment. I will outline
Haraguchi's analysis below, and then show how these facts can be
accounted for in a dynamic-tone theory.

In Haraguchi's analysis, the adjectives of (3-7) are assigned

starred syllables as follows

(3-8) tikaku (by(3-3 b))

atukatta (by(3-6))

yasasikatta (by (3-6))

The association of the HL tone melody, and the application of
Initial Lowering then create the following tone representations:

(3-9) a. tikaku

!V
H L

b. atukatta c. yasasikatta

I J V I N
L H L L h L

It is at this point that the rule of vowel de-voicing applies,
de-voicing the vowel of the starred syllable in each of these
examples, a change which automatically results in the dissolution
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of the association between that syllable and its tone segment. Th2s

we now have the representations

* *

(3-10) a. tikaku b. atukatta c. yasasikatta

°v I V I I V
H L L H L L H

The erasure of the association between the voiceless syllable and

its tone segment is sufficient by itself to produce a well-formed

output for ya /sa Nspcatta, since the high tone segment in this

form is already associated with an adjacent, voiced syllable;3

however, (3-10 a) and (3-10 b) are not well-formed as they stand,

for they violate the universal well-formedness condition that

every tone segment must be associated with a sonorant segment.

Thus the high tone in these examples must be re-associated, and,

because of the condition that association lines may not cross, it

must be re-associated with an adjacent sonorant segment. There

is only one such segment in (3-10 a), but in (3-10b) there are

two, and some principled way must be found to choose between them.

Haraguchi suggests that the choice is made in such a case by a re-

appeal to the Tone Association Rule, repeated below:

(3-11) ## Q V

H where Q does not contain any V

[ +voice]

Because this rule associates the high tone of the tone melody

as far to the right as possible, the high tone segment of (3-10 b)

is also associated to the right, giving the following tone repre-

sentations for (3-10 a) and (3-10 b):

(3-12) tikaku

The Contour Simplification Rule,

atukatta

L H L

(3-13) VC 0V ==t,

H L

then eliminates the contour tone which is created by the re-association

of the high tone.

It is true, as Haraguchi claims, that this is a more principled

account that could be obtained for these facts in a segmental theory,

for a theory in which tone is specified by means of features on

sonorant segments would not even predict the PRESERVATION of a tone
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specification when the phonological segment with which it is
associated loses its tone-bearing quality. However, Haraguchi's
account of the surface position of the high tone segment of
alt4kAtta is not as principled as one might like, because it
depends on a re-appeal to the Tone Association Rule (someth'ng
would have to be said, at least, about the circumstances under
which one may re-appeal to a previously-applied rule of the
grammar) and because the effect of the rule in this particular
case depends on exactly how it is stated. Thus, if the high tone
had been found to associate to the LEFT, then that fact, also,
could have been accounted for by a re-appeal to the Tone Associa-
tion Rule, which would then be stated as follows:

(3-14) ## Q V
[-Fvoice]

H, where Q contains no V.

The Contour Simplification Rule (3-13) is also added just to
account for this particular case, and is not independently motivated.

I believe we can give a better account of these facts within
a dynamic-tone theory. Specifically, what I propose is this:
Suppose that the de-voicing of a syllable destroys its status as
a tone-bearing unit, and that it is col. -quently incorporated into
an adjacent tone-bearing unit. Individual languages may differ
as to which adjacent syllable a de-syllabified syllable is in-
corporated into, but in Tokyo Japanese, it is apparently incorporated

into the succeeding syllable. Otherwise, it would be difficult
to make sense of Haraguchi's intuition that the correct tone
contour is ya /sa\.s.6katta rather than yalsas.4'\ katta, for si

is in fact toneless. If this notion that the voiceless syllable
comes to act as a tonal unit with the following syllable is correct,
then that explains why the shift in the position of the tone-
marker must take place, for a tone marker may not appear inside a
tone-bearing unit. Thus, when yasasi combines with 4-katta, and
the final syllable of yasasi is devoiced and merged into a single
tonal unit with the first syllable of 4-katta, the resulting string
is ill-formed, for the 4- of Ikatta now lies inside a tone-bearing
unit. This ill-formedness in the string can be corrected by moving
the tone-marker either over the voiceless syllable to the beginning
of the tone-bearing unit, or over the voiced syllable to the end
of the tone-bearing unit. Presumably the former choice is the one
which creates least disturbance in the tonal structure of the
string; in any case this is the direction in which the embedded
tone marker is moved in Tokyo Japanese, so that the underlying
yasasi4katta becomes yasa+si,katta.
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The same account may be given of a similar phenomenon in English.

For example, observe the tone-shape of the Enlgish sentence

(3-15)

I'm not surprised

(taken from an Fn-contour given by Liberman (1975)). The fact that

the rise in pita in this phrase comes at the end of the syllable

not rather than after the de-voiced syllable syr can be accounted

for in the same way as the position of the rise in pitch in the
Japanese word yayg5Asiifkatta. The de-voiced syllable is incorporated
into the syllaToTe which follows it, and the pitch-change which would

ordinarily come after it is moved in front of it, in compliance

with the well-formedness condition on output strings which confines

tone-markers to the boundaries of tone-bearing units.

While the position of the pitch rise of the English sentence
(3-15) and of the pitch fall in the Japanese adjective ya(salsikatta
can be accounted for by means of the general principle TWat a tone-

marker which is embedded in a tone-bearing unit moves to the boundary

which lies in the opposite direction from the nucleus of the tone-
bearing unit, this principle does not account for the position of

the pitch drop in EITiIku and a_ftukat\ta (3-7). In these examples,

the pitch drop is found not at the beginning but at the end of the

tone-bearing unit which is formed by the merger of the de-voiced
syllable with the syllable which follows it. However, it is easy

to see why the pitch drop moves to the end of the syllable rather

than to its beginning in these cases. It is because the pitch rise

which is inserted by the rule of +-insertion, repeated below,

(3-16) 0 t / $ ([CoV])

comes right before the voiceless syllable in each of these words.`'

Consequently, if the 4- of these words were moved to the beginning
of the voiceless syllable, that would constitute a violation of the
second well-formedness condition, which states that any two tone
markers must be separated by a tone-bearing unit.

1 do not know whether the re-adjustments in the tone contour
of Japanese in response to a loss of syllabicity take place
according to universally-binding principles, or whether one might
find differences among languages in the way they correct an ill-
formedness in the tone representation which arises in this way.
For example, it may be simpler to move a "trapped" tone marker
to the boundary which lies in the opposite direction from the
nucleus of the tone-bearing unit, but there is no guarantee that

' ,;
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every language will choose the simple way of doing things. One

can imagine a language which simply deleted a trapped tone marker,5

or which moved such a tone marker to the nearest syllable boundary
even if that boundary was already occupied by a tone marker. Never-

theless, the account which I have given here works well for Japanese,
and for examples like I'm not surprised in English. In addition,

it accounts for some facts of Margi, a language of Nigeria, which
were discussed by Williams (1976).

According to Williams, there are processes of glide-formation
and vowel-deletion in Margi which bring about the de-syllabification
or deletion of a vowel at the end of the verb stem, with the tonal
consequences shown below:

(3-17) a. kixtil + is ==> kiity.4 'look at'

b. ndebe + is ndebyA 'beat'

c. fi + ani = fylni 'to make swell'

d. tla + w4 => tlw5 'to cut in two'

e. ngir + ri ngyir 'to light'

Notice that when the verb stem is bi-syllabic, as in (a) and (b),
the tone of the de-syllabified syllable is lost, but when the verb
stem is monosyllabic, as in (c), (d), and (e), the tone of the
stem is retained in the surface form.

Williams' explanation of these facts is based on the assump-
tion that a bi-syllabic low-toned stem has a single tone specification
which is mapped onto both its syllables. If we assume, furthermore,
that the tone contour of a complex item is obtained by adding together
the tone contours of its parts, then the facts above follow automati-
cally. Thus, kutu has the tone melody L and is has the tone melody
H, and ki2tyA + iS) has the tone melody LH distributed evenly
over its two syllables. Similarly, fl has the tone melody LH and
ani is toneless, so that fy2tni has the tone melody LH, again distri-
buted evenly over its two syllables. Finally, the tone melody of
tfa is L and that of wA is H, so that the tone melody of t/A is
LH, which is, of necessity, mapped onto a single syllable, creating
a rising tone.

We can also give a satisfactory account of these facts within
the dynamic-tone theory, in the following way: Let us assume that
the lexical tone system of Margi is like that of Mende, so that the
individual morphemes of (3-17) have the lexical tone specifications
given below:



(3-18) +kutu

+ndebe

+fit

+tla

+ngir

tia

ani

twa

tri

Similarly, the complex verbs of (3-17) have the lexical tone

specifications

(3-19)

____Jr--
----r--+ku+tya +ndetbya +fyatni

+tlwat +ngyirt

As in Mende, a tone-marker at the end of a word is pronounced as
a gliding tone on the preceding syllable, and a tone-marker at

the beginning of a phrase is not pronounced.

The tone specifications of (3-19)are derived from tile tone
specifications of (3-18) in the following way:

(3-20) a. 4-kutu + tia +kuttya +kut-tya

b. +ndebe + tia +ndeb+ya 4-ndetbya

C. +fit + ani +fytani +fyatni

d. +tla + twa +tl+wa => 4-tlwat

e. +ngir + tri => +ngitr +ngirt

The re-adjustment in the position of the underlined tone-markers
in the examples above takes place accore;ng to the same principles
which we have observed in Japanese: A tone-marker which is embedded
in the initial consonantal portion of a syllable is moved to the
beginning of the syllable unless there is already a tone-marker in
that position, in which case the tone-marker is moved to the end
of the syllable. Thus in (a) and (b), where there is no tone-

marker at the beginning of the syllable which contains the under-
lined tone-marker, that tone-marker moves to the beginning of the
syllable, but in (c) and (d), where there is already a tone-marker
at the beginning of the syllable, the underlined tone-marker moves
to the end of the syllable. In (e), where the underlined tone-
marker lies to the right of the syllabic nucleus, it is, of course,
moved to the end of the syllable.
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Notes

FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER V

'This difference between the two theories was discussed
previously in Chapter 1, section 4.

2Welmers (1968) claims that the assimilation in this
environment is not complete so that, for example i+sa+itet 'to
wash pots' is, even after the assimilation, distinguishable from
i+si+ite+ 'to cook a meal' (literally, 'to cook pots').

3However, notice that Haraguchi's representation does not
distingiish between the tone contours ya sa sikatta and
221Sasikkatta, though he seems to suggest that t ere is a dis-
tinction between the two, and that the former is the correct tone
contour for this word.

41 am assuming here that the f is inserted while the + of
ETTAigis still in its underlying position before the final
0

syllable of the stem. An alternative, and perhaps more plausible,
explanation for the rightward movement of the in this case is
that if it were to move to the left, over the voiceless syllable
ti, it would end up at the beginning of the word, in violation of
the general condition in Tokyo Japanese that no member of a
lexical category may begin with a + in lexical representation.

5This alternative is apparently taken in Igbo in connection
with the preposition na+, which loses its vowel and its t before
a vowel. Thus we find the contrasting examples

(i) a.

b.

na+ La+gosf (na+ + La+gost)

'in Lagos' 'in' name of a city

nenu+gwu+ (nal' + Enu+gwu+)

'in Enugu' 'in' name of a city

If the vowel alone were deleted in (b), the resulting output would
be the ill-formed *n+enu4.gwu +, with a t trapped inside a syllable.
In this case, the creation of an ill-formed output is avoided not
by moving the + to the nearest syllable boundary, but by deleting
it altogether.



CHAPTER VI

THE TONAL PROPERTIES OF NOUN PHRASES IN IGBO

1. Introduction

In Chapter II, I argued that a possessive phrase and the
constituent which it modifies in Igbo are separated by an

"associative" morpheme which consists of a drop in pitch only.

The grammatical pitch drop which marks a phrase of this kind can

be seen between the two words of the phrase below:

isi 4- Ckwe 4 (from isi+ + 4, + Ekwe+)

'Ekwe's head' 'head'

This associative pitch drop causes the deletion of lexical tone

markers to either side of it, by the rules of Right and Left

Streamlining, which are repeated below:

(1-2) a. Right Streamlining

4 (#) ([ +syll]) [+tone]

s.d. 1 2 3

s.c. Delete 4.

b. Left Streamlining

a [ +tone] (#) (#) +

4

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5

s.c. Delete 2.

Condition: If 3 and 4 are both present, then 1

is not long.

The effects of Right and Left Streamlining can be seen in the

phrase below, where the t at the end of.0,/cyt and the 4- after the

first syllable of 04-gut have been deleted in the environment of

411
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(from q+/o+ + + + 0+90)

The unequal size of the two pitch drops in the phrase above is the
result of a rule of +-Reduction, which reduces the size of all but
the last of a sequence of 4's. The rule of +-Reduction is repeated

below:

(1-4) d-- Reduction

4, 4, $$1

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5

s.c. Reduce the magnitude of 1 by two-thirds.

This rule reduces the size of the first 4- in the phrase above. The

second + is not affected, because the tone marker which follows it
in the phrase is a t.

In example (1-3) above, the t at the end of the head noun is
deleted by the rule of Streamlining. If there had been no tone
marker before the final syllable of the head noun, a different
rule, the rule of +-Retraction, would have applied. This rule is

repeated below:

(1-5) t-Retraction

a a t (#) (#) +

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 6

s.c. Transpose 2 and 3.

Condition: If 4 and 5 are both present, then 2 is
not long.

The effects of +-Retraction can be seen in the example below, in
which the + at the end of alai has been retracted one syllable
before the associative +:

(1-6)

_I \

atla 4- Ekwe+

'Ekwe's land'

(from alai + + + Ekwe+)

'land'

n4.. ' ;
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In summary, examples (1-1), (1-3), and (1-6) show (1) that there

is an "extra" pitch drop between the two constituents of a proper

noun possessive construction, and (ii) that that pitch drop causes

the deletion or retraction of nearby pitch markers to either side

of it.

The reader will probably recall that the associative pitch

drop appears also in common noun possessives, but that its posi-

tion and effect in this construction are different in some ways

from its position and effect in the proper noun possessive. In

particular, in the common noun possessive, but not in the proper

noun possessive, the associative 4- moves to the right of the first

syllable of the possessive noun phrases if that first syllable is

either (1) a high-toned syllabic segment, or (ii) a syllabic nasal

which is followed by a nasal consonant. Two examples are given

below:

(1-7) a. Showing that the associative + moves to the

right of a high-toned syllabic segment:

019 t e +yu+ (from 9+194. + + + eyu +)2

b. Showing that the associative + moves to the right
of a low-toned syllabic nasal which is followed
by a nasal consonant:

019 m-I-maj7a4, (from u+194- + + + m +maya +)

'bar' 'house' 'wine'

Given the assumption that the associative + has cliticized to the

possessive noun phrase in this construction, we may account for its

position in the surface form by means of the rules below:

(1-8) a. 4-Metathesis.

NP
[ +[ +syll]

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5

s.c. Transpose 1 and 2.

b. Syllabic-nasal Raising.

## [+tone] [+nas ]

+nas

s.d. 1 2 3 4

s.c. Transpose 2 and 3.
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The first of these rules moves the associative + to the right of
a high-toned syllabic segment, and the second moves it to the
right of a syllabic nasal which is followed by a nasal consonant.
(The t which appears after the syllabic nasal in the underlying
form will have been deleted by the rule of Streamlining by the
time this rule applies.) In addition to the differences between
the common and proper noun possessive which are illustrated above,
there are also some differences in the applicability of the rules
of Streamlining and +-Retraction in the two constructions, and a
difference in the realization of the associative + when the second
element of the construction begins with a consonant. The reader
is referred to Chapter II, section 3.4, for a description and
analysis of these additional differences between the common and
proper noun possessive constructions.

In analyzing the common and proper noun possessive constructions
in Igbo, I have assumed the presence of an associative morpheme
between the two elements of the construction, but have not provided
a rule for its insertion into the string; nor have I proposed a
rule for the cliticization of the associative marker to the second
element of the construction in the common noun possessive. The
major part of this chapter will be devoted to the task of develop-
ing rules for these syntactic processes, which underlie many of
the tonal phenomena of Igbo.

I will begin this chapter with a survey of the Igbo noun
phrase, noting as I go along that the associative 4- appears in a
great many other positions in the noun phrase besides at the
boundary between a possessive NP and the noun which it modifies.
I will then show that a simple and elegant account of the syntactic
distribution of the associative + is possible if we assume a
binary structure for all nominal categories in Igbo, and if we make
use of the notion of natural classes of syntactic categories which
is available in Chomsky's Y-theory. The distribution of the
associative 4. in Igbo will be shown to be strikingly similar to
that of certain grammatical morphemes in Persian and Tagalog.

Finally, I will account for certain cases which are exceptions
to the very general rules proposed earlier in the chapter. In

particular, in section 5, i will account for the "pseudo"
associative pitch drop which appears before a possessive pronoun
of postnominal cardinal numeral under certain circumstances. The
last section of the chapter introduces three 4deletion rules which
account for certain cases in which the associative pitch drop fails
to appear as expected.

r-bc' 2r-'6%.,
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2. The Structure of a Noun Phrase in Igbo

2.1 The simple NP. The word order of a simple noun phrase

in Igbo is defined by the following phrase structure rule (Note,

however, that this rule gives the noun phrase a flat, multi-limbed

structure which I will argue against below):

DEM
(2.1-1) NP÷ (NUM) (ADJ*)F(ADJ*) (NUM) (NP POSS)f

{
NUM

ORD

1,

The rule above states that the head noun of a noun phrase in Igbo

may be preceded by a numeral and one or more adjectives, in that

order, and may be followed by one or more adjectives, a numeral,

a possessive, and a demonstrative or ordinal numeral.

Whether a given numeral or adjective precedes or follows the

head noun is a property of the lexical item. All numerals are

postnominal, except for the four below, which are prenominal:

(2.1-2) o +tu+ 'one' 9+giplohu4- 'twenty'

'forty' n+nu+ 'four hundred'

Conversely, all adjectives are prenominal except for the eight

listed below, which are postnominal:

(2.1-3) oma+ 'good' ukwu 'large'

9j9+9+ 'bad' n+tat 'small'

oji+i4 'black' 9110ry+ 'new'

oca4 'white' o4-cyet 'old'

The relative ordering of elements within the noun phrase is
illustrated by the phrases below:

(2.1-4) Showing that aprenominal numeral precedes a pre-
nominal adjective:

o+tut obodobo u+te4 'one wide mat'

(from o4tuf + 1 + obodobo4, + 1 + ute4)3

'one' 'wide' 'mat'

(*obodobo otu ute)
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(2.1-5) Showing that there may be more than one prenominal

adjective:

ogologo obodobo u+te+ 'a long, wide mat'

(from ogolo7o, + + obodobo-i- + + uteri -)

'long' 'wide' 'mat'

(2.1-6) Showing that a postnominal adjective precedes a post-
nominal numeral:

-1
oce n+ta a +to+ 'three small chairs'

(from oce4 + 114tal- + a +to +)

'chairs "small'

(oce ato nta)

(2.1-7) Showing that there may be more than one postnominal
adjective:

akwukwo oca ukwu+ 'a large white paper'

(from akurykwo4- + oca+ + ukwu+)

'paper' 'white"large'

(2.1-8) Showing that a possessive noun phrase follows a post-
nominal adjective or numeral:

a.

aya oji+i+ Ekwe 'Ekwe's black eyes'

(from atja4- + + + Ekwe4-)

'eyes' black'

b. r

athy qua ele 'the beautiful body of a deer'

(from + pma+ + + ele+)

' body " beaut i ful 't2r8
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(2.1-8) c.

eyu 4 atop Ekwe+ 'Ekwe's three goats'

(from eyu+ + att24, + 4 + Ekwe+)4

'goat"three'

(2.1-9) Showing that a possessive noun phrase may have

internal structure:

a.

b.

c.

isi eyu+ Ekwe+ 'the head cf Ekwe's goat'

(from isi+ + 4 + eyu+ Ekwe+)

'head' 'Ekwe's goat'

019 n+nukwu m+ma+dh,r 'the house of an important
man'

(from 0/9+ + 4- + n+nukwu m +ma +dhu +)

'house' 'an important man'

elu oce ukwu+a+ 'the top of this large chair'

(from elt244 + 4 + oce ukwu+at)

'top' 'this large chair'

(2.1-10) Showing that a possessive NP may be followed by a
demonstrative or ordinal numera1.5

a.

akwukwo4 gi a4-h0 'that book of yours'

(from akwukwo4 + gil' + a-15212.06

'book' 'your' 'that'



(2.1-10) b.

c.
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akwykwo4- Ekwe a4-hut 'that book of Ekwe's'

(from akwukwo+ + 4- + Ekwe+ + a+hyt)

'book' 'that'

akwykwo,i, Ekwe+ 'Ekwe's third book'

111 (from akwukwo+ + 4- + Ekwe+ + 4- + atto+)

'book' 'third'

2.2 Nouns which take complements. The NP formula of (2.1-1)
provides for a N--phrase in head position rather than simply a
noun, in order to allow for certain verbal nouns which take comple-
ments, as in the examples below:

(2.2-1) a.

b.

otovoy m+mai;a4- 'the drinking of wine'

(from otr)ur)u+ + + mtmaYa+)

'drinking'

f

ozizat a+ma+

'wine'

'sweeping the path'

(from ozizaf + 4 + ama+)

'sweeping' path'

A N-phrase of this sort may be modified by a possessive phrase,
as shown below. As in English, the possessive is given a "subject"
interpretation:

(2.2-2)

otgyoy m+mai;a4 Ekwe-1, 'Ekwe's drinking'

(from otoyrly m4maya+ + 4 + Ekwe+)

'wine-drinking'

(".. 2'30
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Another sort of noun which takes a complement is the agentive

noun, which can be seen in the examples below:

(2.2-3) a.

otoy+ mma9a+ 'a wine-drinker'

(from otoy+ + + mtmaYa+)

'drinker' 'wine'

o +r)u+ mma9a oma4 'a drinker of good wine'

(cma+ 'good')

The second example shows that the "object" noun phrase may have

internal structure.

An agentive-noun-plus-object may be modified by an adjective

or demonstrative, as in

(2.2-4) a.

otoy+ mma-0 ukwu+ 'a great wine-drinker'

(ukwu+ 'large, great')

b. j
1_

9+00 mmaila a44141- 'that wine-drinker'

(a4he 'that')

Finally, there are nouns which take clauses as complements,
as in the following example with the noun i+hit 'reason':

(2.2-5)

nat i4hi nat mi+ii+ nat e+zot 'for the reason that
rain was falling'

(nat 'for', i4hit 'reason', nat 'that', mi +rit 'rain',
nat progressive marker, eq-zot 'falling')
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2.3 Compound nouns. Compound nouns in Igbo are identical on
the surface to possessive constructions like aYa a+gy+ 'the eyes
of a leopard' but are distinguished from them by the fact that a
postnominal adjective comes after the phrase rather than between
its two parts. Some examples of compound nouns modified by post-
nominal adjectives are given below:

(2.3-1) a.

y+lot a+hya ukwu+ 'a large shop'

(from u+iot + + + ahya+ + ukwu+)

'house' 'market' large'

b.

J
i +ko m+maYa oca+ 'a white wine-cup'

(from itko+ + + + m +maya+ + oca+)

'cup' 'wine' white'

c. ----\ .

\_....

u +mu+ agb94.y9 919+9+ 'wicked young women'

(from ;24-inut + + + a +gbo +yo+ + ojo+o+)

'people' 'young women' 'wicked'

It is not possible in any of these examples to place the adjective
between the two nouns. (Compare the position of the adjective
in this case with that in example (2.1-8) above, where the second
noun is a possessive.)

One can obtain noun compounds with a further degree of embedding.
For example, the phrase

(2.3-2) N

aka+ iko m+macia n+tat 'a small wine-cup handle'

(from aka+ + + + itko+ + + + mtnia-04- + 114-tat)

'handle' cup' 'wine' small'

has as its head the compound aka iko mma"0 'wine-cup handle'.
((2.3-2) is ambiguous, and may also be interpreted as 'the handle

232_,,
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of a small wine-cup', in which case it is the last three words of

the phrase rather than the first three which make up a syntactic

unit.)

2.4 Complex noun phrases. There are a few quantifying ex-

pressions which stand outside the simple noun phrase. Examples

are given below with the quantifiers du+mrt 'all', ma-63mi+ 'only',

and ni +ile+ 'all':

(2.4-1) a.

i+te +a+ du+m+ (from ite+ + +a+ + du4.mt)

'all these pots' 'pot' this"all'

b.

c.

1_1
eyu a+hut na+ani+ (from eyu+ + a-ault + na +an4+

'only that goat' 'goat' 'that' 'only'

u +mu+ ya ni +ile1 (from y+myt + ya+ + ni+ile+)

'all her children' children"her"all'

Let us assume that noun phrases like these have the structure

(2.4-2) NP

NP QUANT

This assumption implies the existence of structures such as the

one below, in which two quantifiers are "stacked", one after

another:

(2.4-3) NP

NP\/ QUANT

NP QUANT

Such structures do not, in fact, occur I presume for semantic

reasons. Evidence that (2.4-2) is, in fact, the correct structure

will be given below, in section (6.2).

A second type of complex noun phrase consists of a head plus
a noun phrase in apposition. Some examples are given below:
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b.

c.
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Wuqe+m 14-gweWrom iZru4,Yet + 1/14, + + Igwe+)

'my wife Igwe' 'wife'

lgwey W,J4-)%etm4 'Igwe my wife'

'my'

eyu' okei at (from eyu4- + 4- + oket + +at)8

'this goat' 'goat' thing"this'

I assume that noun phrases containing appositional phrases like
those above may have either of the following structures, depending
on whether the appositional phrase is restrictive or non-restrictive:

(2.4-5) a. Restrictive:

NP

NP NP

b. Non-restrictive:

24
NP NP

Notice that these structures predict the possibility of a "stacking"
of restrictive appositional phrases, as in the example below:

(2.4-6)

NP

Wa4-ya

NP

NP

oket oke4e3ie 'his elder son'

(o:ra4, 'child', ya,, 'his'. i;7o4-ke,1- 'male person',
oket 'thing', oke4(!ciet 'greater age')9

A third type of complex noun phrase consists of a head plus
a relative clause, as in the examples below:

(2.4-7) a.
; (--

ego Ekwe Vei-e m 'the money Ekwe gave me'

(From + + 1721-)

'gave' 'me'
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(2.4-7) b.

;Eye a010. o+ kwyryt 'that thing which he said'

(from ihye4 + a4byt + 94. + kwyryt)

'thing' that"he"said'

There are also infinitival relatives, as in

(2.4-8)

/

mgbet i+be akwha+ 'a time to weep'

(from mgbet- + i4-be+ + akwha+)

'time' cry' 'tears'

1 assume that noun phrases with restrictive relative clauses like

those above have the structure

(2.4-9) NP

NPZ
tVPJ

This structure allows a stacking of relative clauses within the

noun phrase, as in the example below:

(2.4-10) NP

NP S

NP

oye+ 9+wy afi 14-hyryt

'anyone' 'he is' 'you see'

'anyone that you see'

and it also allows for an appositive NP after the relative clause,

as in the following examples:

(2.4-11) a.

oce+ di ohy+ry 'rake +a1

(from oce4' + 4-di 911,44.ry+ + y + 9tke+a+)

'chair' 'which is new' 'this thing'
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oce4 6i 9hy;ry: 9ket n+natm
'my fathert< new chair'

(;ket n4nat 'father', m+ 'my')

The demonstrative 4,a' 'th;s' and the possessive noun phrase n+natml-
must be encased in apposi -,ves here, because neither a possessive
nor a demonstrative may a relative clause.

There are also no :- restrictive relative clauses in lgbo, for
which I assume the structure

(2.4-12)

An example is given het

(2.4-13)

is 'Ekwe, who left the market'

(fror r;:.'r. 4 2.4-hya '(who) left market')

Finally, a noun phr,ascc nay consist of a clause or infinitive
phrase only; for exampl,-,

(2.4-14) a.

lar7L ahya4- tiu ezi o4-kwu,1-.

'That let the market is a fact.'

b. Th..

1J-.at 'he', Jara4 'left', ahya+ 'market',
" , 'true', o1Cw7.24- 'word')

dny- tl-vo n4dhyt.

f..2at :jives health.'_eves

'meat', nat (auxiliary),
pvdhyt 'health')
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In summary, "complex" noun phrases (i.e., noun phrases with

NP's, Ps, or VP's as their heads) have the structures defined by

the phrase-structure rules below:

(2.4-15) a. NP NP

NP

b. NP -4- NP

NP

SS

VP

c. NP4-.{§-

VP

2.5 Conjunction. Conjunction may take place either at or

below the noun phrase level:

(2.5-1) a. At the noun phrase level:

I \---

n+nat ya+ nat nne+ ya+ 'his father and his mother'

(n+nat 'father', ya+ 'his', nat 'and', nne+ 'mother')

b. Below the noun phrase level:

f\

n+na nat nne+ ya+ 'his father and mother'

2.6 Some other sorts of noun phrases. There are some other

sorts of noun phrases which have not yet been exemplified here.

For example, there are noun phrases like the one below, which con-

sists of a measure phrase plus object:

(2.6-1)

itko m+maiia+ 'a cup of wine'

(from itko+ + 4 + mtmaYa+)

There are also noun phrases which contain modifying noun phrases.

The following is an example:

(2.6-2)
J

oye o+bit ojo+o+ 'a mean person'

(from oye+ + 4 + o+bit + 9j949 +)

'someone' 'heart'

.23
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I have not been able to find any examples of noun phrases consisting
of a head plus a prepositiorl U:-rase. Direct translations into
Igbo of English noun phrases such a' the book on the table are un-
grammatical.

41 3. The Syntactic D:371ribution of the Associative

The reader will undoubtedly have noticed that the associative
4- appears in many of the mode', noun phrases of the preceding section.
In particular, it is found in the following environments within the
noun phrase:

(3-1) a. At the boundary tatween a prenominal numeral and
the noun or prFnominal adjective which follows it:

Th r--

c4tuf 'one goat'

(from + +

'one' 'goat'

41 o4tu nvnukwJ u.10- one large house'

(from n''nukwu u1-1o+)

'one' large house'

11 b. At the bouncn.r,, between a-prenorninal adjective

and the nou2 il. modifies:

obodobc u, .F wide mat'

(from cbern.. + uLe-1-)

`mat'

c. At the 1::!-)unci,:-.-\ Letwten a verbal noun and its
11 NP-compler:

pound-sweeper'

compound'
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(3-1) d. At the boundary between the two elements of a

compound noun:

u +lo+ a+hya+ 'shop'

(from u4-/ot + + + ahya+)

'house' 'market'

e. At the boundary between a possessive NP and
whatever precedes it within the noun phrase:

J
a +hu e4,1e4- 'the body of a deer'

(from athy4 + + + eie+)

'body'

J 1

a +hu oma e4,1e4,

'deer'

'the beautiful body of a deer'

0

(oma+ 'beautiful') 10

f. At the boundary between two noun phrases in

apposition:

---N.

.\

Da4- La+dhat (from Da,i + + + La+dhat)

'Mother Ladha' 'mother'

g. At the boundary between a measure phrase and the
NP which follows it:

_
,

itko m+maya+ 'a cup of wine'

(from i+ko+ + 4. + mfmaYa0

'cup' 'wine'

h. At the boundary between an ordinal numeral and
whatever precedes it within the NP:

1

akwykwo 4,0gy + ato+ 'Ogu's third book'

(from akwykwoj Ogut + + + a +to +)

'Ogu's book' 'third'
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There are also syntactic boundaries within the noun phrase in
Igbo which are NOT marked with an associative in particular,

the following positions are not marked with a

(3-2) a. The boundary between a noun and a postnominal
adjective:

akwukwo oca4- 'a white paper'

(from akwvicwo4- + oca4')

'paper' white'

b. The boundary between a noun and a postnominal
cardinal numeral:

ite atto+ 'three pots'

(from itet + attot)

'pot' three'

c. The boundary between a noun phrase and the
quantifier which modifies it:

y+myt ya ni+ile+ 'all her children'

(from ti+myt + ya+ + ni+ile+)

'children' her"all'

d. The boundary between a noun and the clause which

41
is its complement:

nat i+hi nat e4,zoi. 'for the reason that
rain was falling'

(repeated from (2.2-5))

IP e. The boundary between a noun phrase and the
relative clause which modifies it:

1
ego Ekwe qe-eet m4- 'the money Ekwe gave me'

(repeated from (2.4-7 a))
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(3-2) f. The boundary between two conjoined nouns or
noun phrases:

I
o+se na+ nnu+ 'pepper and salt'

(from o+set + na+ + nnu+)

'pepper' and"salt'

O+gu na+ Ekwe+ 'Ogu and Ekwe'

If we continue to define a simple noun phrase by means of
the phrase-structure rule of (2.1-1), repeated below:

DEM
(3-3) NP .4. (NUM) (ADJ*)11 N (ADJ*) (NUM) (NPposs )((NUM

ORD

)
)

then it will not be easy to state a rule which inserts the
associative + in just the right positions within the noun
phrase, that is, which inserts the associative + into the
environments of (3-1) but not into the environments of (3-2).
The rule below is about the best we can do within this frame-
work:

(3-4) Insert the associative morpheme + in the environment

WE"' ADJ E-3 N

NP Ff

A NP

N NUM
ORD

NUM
ADJ

PRE

[...]...]

where ADJ
PRE

stands for "prenominal adjective".

Rule (3-4) is not only extremely cumbersome, it is also too
general, in that it predicts, for example, that there will be an
associative + between the head NP and the subject of a relative
clause. The example below shows that there is in fact no associa-
tive + in this position:

(3-5) ego Ekoie+ 'the money Ekwe gave me'

(repeated from (2.4-7 a))

Similarly, rule (3-4) incorrectly suggests that there might be
an associative + between the indirect and direct objects of a
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relative clause, since these are consecutive NP's within a NP.
It is not at all clear how to write a rule in this framework
which will account for all occurrences of the associative with-

out at the same time incorrectly predicting an associative + in
p sitions of this sort. We can avoid this problem and the
necessity of distinguishing between prenominal and postnominal
adjectivesl° in the structural description of the rule if we
assume a binary structure for all nominal constituents. To see
that this is so, let us assume for a moment that a "simple" noun
phrase in Igbo has the structure shown below:

(3-6) NP

NN {r?lEtjtli01210}
NP

POSS

/t7N++
NUM

CARD

ADJ

N
NP}

N N

The bi-directional arrows between the constituents N and ADJ, which
make up a 1T-phrase. and between the constituents FITand NUMCARD
which make up a N-phrase indicate that these constituents
may take either order; that is, the numeral or the adjective may
come before the 1T-phrase instead of after it. (See secion 2.1
above). In labelling the nodes of this NP-tree, I have gone
"up" one level (by adding a bar) whenever that is necessary to
insure the correct order of elements within the noun phrase. For
example, I have assumed that a 1T-phrase combines with a cardinal
numeral to produce a new type of constituent, a N-phrase, because
the product of this combination cannot in turn combine with an
adjective or cardinal numeral, as one would expect it to do if it
were a N-phrase.

The binary structure which I have proposed here for the
simple noun phrase is found also in complex noun phrases, for
which I have assumed the structures below:

(3-7) For a noun phrase with a modifying non-restrictive
relative clause or appositive:

NP

N
NP

{7}
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(3-8) For a noun phrase with a modifying quantifier, or
with a restrictive relative clause or appositive NP,

or with an infinitival relative:

NP

NP
NP
S
VP

There are also noun phrases which consist of a clause or
infinitive phrase only; noun phrases of this sort do not neces-

sarily have a binary structure.

Assuming the noun phrase structure which is proposed in
(3-6), (3-7), and (3-8), we may list the syntactic environments
in which the associative 4, appears in the following way:

(3-9) a. It appears between two nouns which make up a

compound noun.

b. It appears between a N and a NP which make up a
N.-phrase, but not between a N and a S which do

so.

c. It appears between a N.-phrase and an ADJ which
together make up a N-phrase if the ADJ is the
first constituent of the phrase, but not if it
is the second (i.e., not if the adjective is
post-nominal.)

d. It appears between a N-phrase and a possessive
NP which together make up a N-phrase if the
numeral is the first element of the phrase, but
not if it is the second (i.e., not if the
numeral is postnominal).

e. It appears between a N-phrase and a possessive
NP which together make up a 17-phrase.

f. It appears at the boundary between a N--phrase
and an ordinal numeral.

g. It appears at the boundary between two NP's in
apposition.11

,g43
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In summary, the associative .1- appears between the two constituents

of a binary phrase with one of the constituent structures shown

below:

(3-10) ([ ...]___[(Np

IN

) ...]]

I11-

IN NUM

ADJ
ORD

NUM

Notice that it is not necessary to specify that the whole phrase
must be a nominal phrase (N, N, N, N, NP or NP) because no other

phrase has the prescribed internal structure.

While this formulation of the rule of Associative .1, Insertion

avoids the problem of over-application which characterized the rule
of (3-4), and while it eliminates the need for differentiating
between prenominal and postnominal adjectives in the structural
description of the rule, the number of different syntactic cate-
gories mentioned here is very great. However, the statement of
the rule can be simplified dramatically if we make use of the
X-notation proposed by Chomsky (1970), which treats syntactic
categories as bundles of syntactic features, thereby providing a
simple way of referring to certain natural classes of_syntactic

categories. For example, the category-variables (X, X, X, etc.)
which are provided by this notation are a mechanism for referring

to any member of a particular "type", where the type 0 categories
(referred to by "X'') are N, A, and V, the type I categories (referred
to by "X") are N, A, and V, and so Forth. Category-variables are
used in expressing phrase-structure schema such as that given below:

(3-11) Tt- -4- X

VP

This rule schema expresses the generalization that nouns, verbs,
and adjectives take complements of the same sort, so that the
categories N, A, and V have parallel internal structures. Bresnan

(1976) argues for the use of category-variables in stating the
transformations of Wh-fronting and Comparative deletion in English.

The natural classes of categories which are of interest to
us here are those which cut across the set of syntactic categories
in the other direction, pulling together the set of categories
(N, IT, N, ...}, as opposed to (V, V. V ...} and (A, A, A
Category-classes of this sort are distinguished from one another
by means of syntactic features. In his public lectures at the
1974 LSA Summer Institute at the University of Massachusetts at
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Amherst, Chomsky proposed the following feature matrices for the

major syntactic categories:

(3-12) {N, t74, N, ...} = [N ]
+

{V, V, V, ...} = [4:1/141

+N

The overlapping of the feature-representations of major cate-
gories allows for the expression of cross-categorial processes of
certain kinds. For example, the feature representations given
above allow for the expression of syntactic processes which apply
to the categories N and A, which share a positive value for the

feature [±N], but not to V% which has a negative value for this
feature. Similarly, we may expect the categories V and A (which
share the feature [ +V]) to undergo certain syntactic processes
which do not apply to N. However, if the feature system proposed
here is the correct one, then we would not expect to find syntac-
tic processes which apply to V and N but not to A, for these two
categories have nothing in common except their type, and that is
also shared by the category A.12

Now let us return to the rule of Associative + Insertion

(3-10). According to this rule, the associative + is inserted

when the first element of the phrase is a NP, N, N, N, ADJ, or

cardinal number. If cardinal numerals have the same [ +N, +V]

feature composition as adjectives," then it is clear what this

set of categories has in common: the feature [ -1-N]. Similarly,

the second member of the phrase must be a NP, N, N, or ordinal
numeral; the rule does not apply if it is a S, S, VP, ADJ,
cardinal numeral, or demonstrative.14 We assumed above that
cardinal numerals have the same [+N, +V] feature specification

as adjectives. If demonstratives also share this "adjectival"
feature specification, while ordinal numerals have the [+N, -V]
feature specification of the purely nominal categories, then
what differentiates the categories which take an associative 4-
before them from those which do not is the feature (±V]; those
which take an associative + before them have the feature [-V],
while those which do not do so have the feature [+V]. In

summary, the associative + is inserted when the first constituent
of the phrase is a member of a [+N] category and the second con-
stituent is a member of a [-V] category. The rule of Associative
+ Insertion may thus be stated as follows:
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(3-13) Associative Insertion.

{[] E+Ni [-v] [...1]

s.d. 1 2

s.c. Insert the morpheme [ +] between 1 and 2.

Having motivated the structural description of the rule of
Associative + Insertion, I should perhaps also say something
about the structural change which it creates, particularly about
the assumption I have made here that the inserted tone marker has
the status of a morpheme. There are two kinds of evidence for
this assumption: first, the fact that the environment in which
the associative + is inserted is a purely syntactic one, leading
one to suppose that what is being inserted is a syntactic entity.
A second sort of evidence is the striking similarity between the
associative morpheme in Igbo and more conventional morphemes in
other languages which perform the same syntactic function. For

example, Tagalog15 makes use of a relational particle nal° in
its noun phrases. (The phonological shape of the particle
depends on the final consonant of the independent form of the
preceding word. If it is [h], [?], or [n], then the particle
takes the form 0; otherwise it takes the form na.) Some examples
of Tagalog noun phrases are given below. Notice the relational
particle between the two constituents of each phrase;

(3-14) a. doktor na bantag 'famous doctor'

'famous'

b. bantag na doktor 'famous doctor'

'famous'

c. ladis na sa bata 'the child's pencil'

'pencil' child's'

d. sa bata 0 ladis 'the child's pencil'

'child's' pencil'

e. dalawa 0 mansanas 'tlAo apples'

'two' 'apples'

f. pagkai p niluto mo 'the food you cooked'

'food' 'cooked
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(3-14) g. niluto mo 0 pagkain 'the food you cooked'

'cooked"you"food'

h. ito 0 damit 'this dress'

'this "dress'

i. ito 0 hinog na mange 'this ripe mango'

'this "ripe'

Another language which makes use oF a relational particle in
its noun phrases is Persian," where the relational particle,
called the ez-a-fe, takes the form e if the preceding word ends
with a consonant, and ye if it ends with a vowel. Some examples

are given below:

(3-15) a. yar e aziz 'a dear friend'

'friend "dear'

b. baradar e m 'my brother'

'brother"my'

c. kostan e Hafiz 'the killing of Hafiz'

'killing'

d. por e mardom 'full of people'

'full"people'

Except for certain exceptional cases involving adverbial and
possessive modifiers, it is apparently the case that any two
elements of a nominal phrase in Tagalog will have the particle
na/0 between them. However, the rule of Ele-Te insertion in Persian,
like the rule of Associative 4 Insertion in Igbo, is selective.
Thus the ez-a-Te does not appear after a demonstrative or cardinal
numeral, as in the following example:

(3-16) in du-ta kolah e siyah e Hafiz 'these two black hats
of Hafiz'

'these"two'hats"black"Hafiz'

Nor is there an ez-a-Te before a prepositional phrase or relative
clause as in the example:
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(3-17) mard e mossen i ba labas e farsude ke

'man' old' 'with "clothes'

di ruz inja bud

'yesterday"here"was'

'the old man with shabby clothes that was here

yesterday'

If prepositional phrases and clauses are [-N] categories,
as one assumes they are, and if demonstratives and cardinal
numerals are [ +V] categories, as we have assumed they are in
Igbo, and if Persian noun phrases have the same binary structure
which we have assumed for Igbo, then the rule which determines
where the ez5fe will appear within a noun phrase can be stated
simply as follows:

(3-18) Ezafe Insertion.

r[](-V][+N]1-33

s.d. 1 2

s.c. Insert the morpheme [(y)e] between 1 and 2.

This rule is, strikingly, just the inverse of the Igbo rule of
Associative + Insertion. in fact, in a deeper sense, the rules
are identical, for "specifier" elements such as demonstratives
and cardinal numerals lie to the left of the head noun in Persian,
but to the right of it in Igbo. Thus, in both rules, the [-V]
specification serves to prevent the insertion of the relational
morpheme between a demonstrative or cardinal numeral and the
phrase which it modifies. In addition, neither language inserts
the relational morpheme at the boundary between a relative clause
and its head.

Notice that we have had to assume here that demonstratives
are a [i-V] category in Persian, so as to account for the fact
that there is no ez5fe between a demonstrative and the constituent
which it modifies. This assumption is a plausible one, since
demonstratives are rather adjectival in function, and one assumes,
intuitively, that they should have the same major syntactic
features as adjectives. However in Igbo there is a pitch drop
between the demonstrative +at 'this' and whatever precedes it
in the string. For example, there is a pitch drop between the
head noun itet 'pot' and the demonstrative 4,at in the phrase

2.48
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(3-19)

itte+ at 'this pot'

If the pitch drop between the two elements of the phrase above

is to be inserted by the rule of Associative + Insertion, then

demonstratives in Igbo must be a [-V] category; that is, demon-

stratives in Igbo must have a different syntactic-feature compo-

sition from demonstratives in Persian. This would be an

unfortunate result, since in general one assumes that parallel

syntactic categories have parallel syntactic-feature specifications

in all languages.

Fortunately, it is not necessary to use the rule of
Associative + Insertion to account for the pitch drop between

the two elements of a phrase like (3-19), for the following

reason: There are only two demonstratives in Igbo, +at 'this'
and a+110- 'that', and the tone shape of a+120 is such that it

is impossible to tell whether there is an associative + before

it or not. (That is because the associative + would be transposed
wito the initial high-toned vowel of a4-1-20, replacing its lexical

+, and leaving the word with the same tone shape it started with.)

Thus it is possible that the + which appears before +at in (3-19)

is part of the lexical representation of this word, and not an
associative +at all. Such an analysis is made more plausible

by the fact that there are a handful of words in Igbo which do

have initial pitch drops in lexical representation. The object

pronoun -1-a4-1- 'us' and the emphatic particle +r-41- are two such

words; they have a pitch drop before them in every syntactic

environment. If the demonstrative +a+ 'this' is a word of this

type, then it will not be necessary to use the rule of Associative

+ Insertion to account for the pitch drop before +a+, and demon-

stratives in Igbo can be assigned the same [+N, +V] feature

matrix as demonstratives in Persian.

4. Accounting for the Surface Position of
the Associative +

In Chapter II and in the first section of this chapter, I

argued that the syntactic position of the associative + varies

slightly from one construction to another within the noun phrase.

In particular, I argued that in the common noun possessive the
associative + has cliticized to the possessive noun phrase, so
that the whole phrase has the underlying structure shown below:

c. 249
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NP
POSS

ASSOC. NP
POSS

MORPHEME
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In the proper name possessive, on the other hand, the associative
morpheme does not ciiticize to the possessive noun phrase, and
the phrase as a whole has the structure shown below:

(4-2)
VIM

Assoc. NP
POSS

MORPHEME

It is this difference in syntactic structure of the two con-
structions which gives rise to the four tonal differences
between them which are outlined below:

(4-3) a. In the proper noun possessive, but not in the
common noun possessive, the associative 4- is

realized as a falling glide on the head noun
when the possessive noun phrase begins with a
consonant. For example:

Common Noun Possessive:

Proper Noun Possessive:

ji+ 'the top of
a yam'

isi+ Chi+ 'Chi's head'

b. In the common noun possessive, but not in the
proper noun possessive, the rules of Stream-
lining and t-Retraction do not affect a + at the
end of the head noun when the possessive noun
phrase begins with a consonant. For example:

Common Noun Possessive:

mkpat +ji+ 'a stick of
yams'(mkpat)

Proper Noun Possessive:

atla+ Chi+ 'Chi's land'
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(4-3) c. In the common noun possessive, but not in the
proper noun possessive, the associative + meta-
thesizes with a high-toned syllabic segment at
the beginning of the possessive noun phrase.

For example:

Common Noun Possessive:

Proper Noun Possessive:

isi e+yu+ 'the head of
a goat' (eyu+)

isi+ Ekwe+ 'Ekwe's head'
(Ekwe +)

d. In the common noun possessive, but not in the
proper noun possessive, the associative + meta-
thesizes with a syllabic nasal at the beginning
of the possessive noun phrase if the segment
which follows that syllabic nasal is also nasal:

Common Noun Possessive:

Proper Noun Possessive:

u +lo m+mac;a+ 'bar'

(mtmaa+)

y+19+ Nne+ 'mother's house'
(N+ne +)

Most nominal phrases in Igbo share the tonal properties of
the common noun possessive -- there are just two other constructions
which resemble the proper noun possessive. The first of these is
the construction which is formed by combining an agentive noun
with an object NP. In this construction, as in the proper noun
possessive, a + at the end of the first constituent is retracted
before the associative + even when the following constituent
begins with a consonant, and the associative + is then realized
as a falling glide on the final syllable of the head noun. An

example is given below:

(4-4)

91-k9+ ji+ 'yam-planter"

(from 9k9+ + + + ji+)

'planter' yams'

'251
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In addition, as in the proper noun possessive, +-Metathesis and

Syllabic-Nasal Raising do not apply. Examples are given below:

(4-5) a.

o +bo+ any+

b.

'meat cutter'

(from obo+ + 4 + anu+)

'cutter' 'meat'

9+0y+ mmaa+ 'wine drinker'

(from ?toy+ + + + mtma-Ya+

'drinker' 'wine'

Adjective and adverb-phrases which are formed by reduplication of

nouns also share the tonal properties of the proper noun possessive.

Some examples are given below:

(4-6) Adverb Phrases

a. 9s9+ oso+ 'quickly' (from oso+ 'race')

b. ogwa+ ogwa+ 'quickly'

Adjective Phrases

c. ikhe+ ikhe+ 'rathar hard' (from ikhe+ 'strength')

d. i+che+ ichet 'different' (from i+chet 'difference')

e. 9batra+ obara -t 'red' (from obarat 'blood')

f. uhye+ uhye+ 'brownish-red'(from uhye4- 'camwood')

g. mme+ mme+ 'red'

Notice that +-Metathesis has not applied in (a), (b), (c), (d),

or (f) above, even though the second elements of these phrases

begin with high-toned syllabic segments. Similarly, Syllabic

Nasal Raising has not applied in (g), even though the second
element of the phrase begins with a syllabic nasal which is
followed by a nasal consonant.

Since all other nominal constructions have the same tonal
properties as the common noun possessive, I assume that in all
nominal constructions except these three, the associative + has
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cliticized to the second element of the construction.

It is a simple matter to write a rule of 4-Cliticization

which will account for the position of the associative 4. in those

constructions in which it has cliticized to the second element of

the phrase. A rule for this process can be stated as follows:

(4-7) 4-Cliticization

[4-]
[N]

[..-]

s.d. 1 2

s.c. Chomsky-adjoin 1 to 2.

What is more difficult is finding a way to prevent this rule from

applying to proper noun possessives, to agentive constructions,

and to adjectives and adverbs formed by reduplication of nouns.

I
assume that phrases of the last type are lexical items which can

simply be marked in the lexicon as exceptions to rule (4-7).

However, proper noun possessives are certainly not lexical items,

and agentive constructions are probably not either, since the

"object" NP may have internal structure of its own, as in the

phrase

(4-8)

otou+ mmaiia 9ma+ 'a drinker of good wine'

(from ?tqu4 + 4 + mtmaYa+ + oma0

For that reason, I propose to include the fact that 4-Cliticization

does not apply to these constructions in the statement of the rule

itself, which will therefore be stated as follows:17

(4-9) +- Cliticization

[[...1_

s.d. 1

[ +1 [...]]
<+N> +N

a <+PROPER>
L<-AGENTIVE

L-POSSESSIVE>

2 3

s.c. Chomsky-adjoin 2 to 3.

Conditions: a D b and c d
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The rule above Chomsky-adjoins the associative + to the nominal

phrase which follows it.18 The conditions on the rule state that

it does not apply when the constituent which precedes the
associative 4. is an agentive noun, or when the constituent which
follows it is a proper name possessive. Notice that it would be

too strong to say that the rule does not apply when the constituent

following the associative 4' is a proper noun, for it does apply in
appositional phrases like the following:

(4-10)

1:4u4-Yetm 14-gwe+ 'my wife Igwel

(from irrt24-et + m+ + + Igwe+)

Even speakers who do not pronounce the name Igwe with an internal
pitch drop in isolation will give it a pitch drop in this syn-

tactic context. Since it is only POSSESSIVE proper nouns which do
not undergo the rule, it is necessary to assume that the rule of

4-Cliticization can distinguish possessive noun phrases from non-
possessive ones; presumably possessive NP's are marked with a dis-
tinguishing feature when they are introduced by the phrase-structure
rule which combines a N-phrase with a possessive NP to form a 1T-

phrase.

Having accounted for the cliticization of tie associative 4' to

the element which follows it in most nominal phrases in Igbo we must
now revise the rule of 4Metathesis, which applies to the output

of this cliticization process. In Chapter II. I proposed the
following statement of this rule:

(4-11)
NP

[4 (+syll] ...

s.d. 1 2 3 4

s.c. Transpose 1 with 2.

By now it should be clear that this rule applies not just when the
associative 4- has cliticized to the beginning of a noun phrase, but
also when the nominal phrase to which it has attached is of some
"lower" type. For example, it applies in the following cases in
which the phrases to which the associative 4- has cliticized are a

noun and a N-phrase respectively:

(4-12) a.

-1 J---\
yflot a+hya+ 'a shop'

(from u+lot + 4- + ahya+)

'house' 'market'
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(4-12) b.

obodobo u+te+ 'a wide mat'

(from obodobo+ + + ute+)

'wide' 'mat'

In order to account for the position of the associative + in these

phrases, we must generalize the statement of the rule of +-Meta-

thesis in the following way:

(4-13) +-Metathesis

[4-N]
[4, [+syll]...+...]

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5

s.c. Transpose 1 with 2.

Stated in this way, the rule of 4.-Metathesis will apply even in phrases

like those of (4-12), in which the constituent to which the
associative + has adjoined is not a NP, but a nominal constituent

of some lower type.

5. Postnominal Cardinal Numerals and Possessive
Pronouns: Accounting for the

"Pseudo" Associative +

5.1 Postnominal cardinal numerals. If we assume that the

class of cardinal numerals shares with the class of adjectives
the syntactic features [+N, +V], then the rule of Associative +

Insertion (repeated below)

(5.1-1) Associative 4 Insertion.

s.d. 1 2

S.C. Insert the morpheme [+] between 1 and 2.

will not apply to a nominal phrase with the structure

(5.1-2) N

N
N NUM
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Thus there is no associative 4. between the head noun /tel.. 'pots'

and the numeral a+to4- 'three' in the phrase

(5.1-3)

te atto+ 'three pots'

However, when the head of the phrase ends with a high-toned
syllable, as in the example

(5. 1 -4)

oce+ ato+ 'three chairs'

(from oce4- + afto4)

'chairs' three'

there is a drop in pitch between the head and the numeral which I

will call a "pseudo" associative 4-. How are we to account for the
drop in pitch between the two constituents of this phrase?

The presence of the pseudo associative in (5.1-4) is pre-
dicted by the analysis which has been proposed here if we make one
assumption -- that the boundary between a N-phrase and the post-
nominal cardinal numeral which modifies it is a "weak" word-
boundary in Igbo. In other words, the phrase of (5.1-4) must have
the underlying structure shown below, with only a single word-
boundary between the two constituents of the phrase:

(5.1-5) ## oce aft9-1, ##

The surface contour (5.1-4) follows automatically from this assump-
tion, because the rule of Right Streamlining (repeated below) will
apply to delete the underlying T of att9+:

(5.1-6) Right Streamlining.

(#) ([4-syll]) [+tone]

s.d. 1 2 3 4

s.c. Delete 4.

Furthermore, the 4- at the end of oce4- in (5.1-5) will remain in
the surface form, as a "pseudo" associative -1,, because the rule
of Like-Tone-Marker Deletion (repeated below) deletes a y only if
it is followed by a strong word-boundary:
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(5.1-7) Ukc-Tone-Marker Deletion.

L.=.7j 4//' --- 1Z117>1 $$

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 6

s.c. Delete 1.

I
therefore conclude that the boundary between a postnominal

cardinal numeral and the N-phrase which it modifies is a weak

(single) word boundary in Igbo, and that the "pseudo" associative

-4 which appears between the numeral and the head in phrases like

(5.1-4) is just the final of the head TiC which fails to delete

before a weak word boundary.

5.2 Possessive pronouns. The tonal behavior of the mono-

syllabic possessive pronouns m+ 'my', gZ+ 'your'(sg), ya+ 'his/

her/its', and ha+ 'their' exactly parallels that of the cardinal

numerals, in that there isa drop in pitch before the possessive

pronoun just in case the N-phrase which it modifies ends with a

4 in the underlying form. Contrasting examples are given below:

(5.2-1) where the N-phrase ends with a in the underlying

form

a.

b.

c.

d.

___j---
itef m+ 'my pot'

(from itet + /71.0

'pot' 'my'

itet gi+ 'your pot'

1---

itet ya+ 'his pot'

itet 'their pot'

(5.2-2) where the N-phrase ends with a 4 in the underlying

form

a.

oce+ m4 'my chair'

(fromsoce+ + m4)
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(5.2-2) b.

c.

d.

oce4-

oce+ ya+

oce+ Fla+

'your chair'

'her chair'

'their chairs'
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The monosyllabic possessive pronouns can be handled in much

the same way as the cardinal numerals. Thus, if we assume (i) that

the rule of Associative 4- insertion does not insert a 4- at the

boundary between a possessive pronoun and the phrase which it

modifies, and (ii) that there is only a single word boundary between

a monosyllabic possessive pronoun and whatever precedes it in the

phrase, then the phrases of (5.2-1) and (5.2-2) must have the under-

lying structures shown below:

(5.2-3) a. itel- # gi+ (for 5.2-1b))

b. oce4- # ya+ (for 5.2-2c))

Since the rule of Like Tone Marker Deletion does not delete a +

which is followed by just a single word boundary, and since no

other rules apply, the underlying tone contours of (5.2-3) become

the surface tone contours of (5.2-1) and (5.2-2).

Now consider the two assumptions on which this result is

based. The first assumption, that the rule of Associative 4- In-

sertion does not insert a + between a possessive pronoun and the
N-phrase which it modifies, follows automatically if possessive

pronouns are sufficiently adjectival in character to qualify as

a [+V] category, because the rule of Associative 4- Insertion

requires a [-V] category in second position in the phrase. But

there are many languages in which possessive pronouns behave more
like determiners and adjectives than like other possessive noun
phrases; for example, in French and Spanish, the possessive
pronouns are the only possessives which take prenominal position,

and, like the determiners and adjectives, they undergo agreement
with the head noun. Thus it is plausible to assume that, in some
languages at least, possessive pronouns have the same [+N, +V]

feature specification as the determiners and adjectives. The

fact that there is no associative + between the head noun and
the possessive pronoun in the phrases of (5.2-1) suggests that

igbo is such a language.
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The second assumption, that there is a weak word boundary
before a monosyllabic possessive pronoun, is equally plausible; in
fact, a monosyllabic possessive pronoun may even cliticize to the
head noun in Igbo, as in the phrase below:

(5.2-4)

akwykwo+ gi ocha+ 'your white paper'

(from akwukwo+ + ocha+ + gi-P)

'paper' 'white' your'

As evidence that this word order arises from the application of a
cliticization rule, and not from a variation in the order of
adjectives and possessives in general, we may note that the word

order of (5.2-4) is possible only when the possessive is a mono-

syllabic pronoun. For example, the phrase

(5.2-5)

akwukwo ocha+ Ekwel

does not allow the alternate word order

(5.2-6) *akwykwo Ekwe ocha

'Ekwe's white paper'

If we assume that a monosyllabic possessive pronoun ALWAYS under-
goes cliticization (either to the whole V-phrase or to the head
noun), then the presence of the "pseudo" associative + in the
examples of (5.2-2) is accounted for, for the rule of Like-Tone
Marker Deletion will not delete the +at the end of the head of
the phrase if it is followed by only a weak word boundary.

Now consider the bisyllabic possessive pronouns LI-P:2u+ 'your'

(pl) and +a-04, 'our'. Unlike the monosyllabic possessive pro-
nouns, the bi-syllabic possessive pronouns never cliticize to the
head noun. I therefore assume that they are separated from the
phrases they modify by a strong word boundary,19 so that the
phrases oce u+1-20.1. 'your chairs' and ite+ u+nut. 'your pots' have
the underlying representations shown below:

(5.2-7) a. oce+ ## u+nuf b. ite+ ## u4-nuf

No rule applies in (b), but (a) undergoes Like-Tone-Marker
Deletion, which deletes the 4. at the end of oce +, creating the

correct surface tone contour

(5.2-8)

1

oce u +nu+ 'your chairs'
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The pronoun +ayi+ 'our' is exceptional in that it is always
preceded by a pitch drop, whatever the tone shape of the word
which precedes it. Examples are given below with a head noun
ending with a 4- and a head noun ending with at :

(5.2-9) a.

oce+

b.

`
i+te 4-ayi+

(ite+ 'pots')

'our chairs'

'our pots'

(Notice that the t at the end of ite+ 'pots' has been retracted
before the + at the beginning of 4-aY44-.) The property of always
being preceded by a pitch drop is characteristic not only of the
possessive pronoun 4-a-44+ 'our', but also of the object pronoun
+ayi+ 'us', as can be seen from the examples below, taken from
Green and lgwe (1963):

(5.2-10) a.

0+Yeeee yat ya+ 'He gave it to him'

C.

(from o+ + yere+ + yat + ya-1.)

'he' gave"it"it'
(ind.obj.(dir.obj.

form) form)

0+YetT-e+ ayi ya+. 'He gave it to us.'

(4-a-04-)

'us'

J
0+Yei-et ya+ aYi4 'He gave it to us'

(alternate word order)

Notice that there is a drop in pitch before +ayi+ in both (b) and
(c) even though the word which precedes -kaD4+ would, in both
instances, ordinarily end on a low tone level (as can be seen from
example (a)). Since 4-a-0,1 as a possessive or object pronoun is
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ALWAYS preceded by a pitch drop, I assume that this pitch drop

is part of its lexical representation.

6. Accounting for the Deletion of the Associative

4- in Certain Cases

6.1 Internal 4- Deletion: additional evidence for the binary

structure of nominal phrases. When the second element of a nominal
phrase consists of a high-toned syllabic segment plus two or more
additional syllables, the associative + fails to appear as expected.
For example, there is no associative + after the first syllable of
the second constituent of the phrases below:

(6.1-1) a.

isi eyu a.1-he 'the head of that goat'

(from isi+ + + + eyu a-Phyt)

'head' 'that goat'

b.

o4-tut ezi o +kwu+ 'one true statement'

(from o+tu + + + ezi okwu+)

'one' 'true statement'

Notice that it is not the case that the rule of Associative +-
Insertion fails to apply when the second element of the phrase has
three or more syllables; the associative + will be present in
phrases paralleling those of (6.1-1) if the second element of
the phrase begins with a low-toned syllable, as in

(6.1-2) a.

94-dhy4, oke a4,hyt 'the tail of that rat'

(from o+dhyt + + + o+ke a+hut)

'tail' 'that rat'

b. --
A

o +tu n +nukwu y4-194. 'one large house'

(from o+tut + + + ntnukwu u+10)

'one' 'large house'
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Furthermore, the associative + will be present even when the
second element of the phrase begins with a high-toned syllabic
segment if the construction is one of those in which the associative
+ is not cliticized to the second element of the phrase. For

example, there is an associative + between the two elements of
the phrase below:

(6.1-3) J'
otgy+ akwukwo+ 'book-reader'

(from otgu+ + + + akwukwo +)

'reader' 'books'

The examples above show that the rule of Associative +-
Insertion must apply in the normal way to nominal phrases whose
second elements contain three or more syllables. Since that is
the case, the absence of an associative 4, in phrases like those
of (6.1-1) must be the result of some subsequent rule which deletes
the associative + from phrases of this sort. In fact, in dialects
of Igbo which contain nouns with the lexical tone contour H'H,
there is direct evidence for such a rule, for the internal pitch
drop is deleted from such a noun when it is the first element of
a noun phrase which also contains some other element. For

example, we find

(6.1-4) a.

b.

c

agu ukwu+ 'a large leopard'

(from a4,gtpl, + ukwu+)

'leopard' large'

ego a44;y+ 'that money'

(from e+go+ + a+hut)

'money' 'that'

I

ego+ ato+ 'three shillings'

(from e+go+ + att?+)

'three'
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(6.1-4) d.

9ny y+194-

e.

f.

'doorway'

(from o+nu+ + + 9+10 +)

'mouth' 'house'

99Y+ ji+ 'twenty yams'

(from o +gu4- + + + ji+)

'twenty' 'yams'

ego+ Ekwe+ 'Ekwe's money'

(from e+go+ + 4- + Ekwe+)

'money'

I propose to account for the loss of the internal pitch drop of

the first word of each of the phrases above by means of the rule

below:

(6.1-5) Internal + Deletion

j+N]
[[+syll] 4-a 4, ...]

s . d . 1 2 3 4 5, where 5 # kS

s.c. 2 > 0

This rule deletes a pitch drop which follows a syllabic segment at

the beginning of a nominal phrase which contains three or more

syllables all together. If the rule is ordered after +-Metathesis
(4-13), then it will also account for the absence of an associative

+ in the phrases of (6.1-1). For example, the phrase isi eyu a+hut

has the derivation shown below:
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(6.1-6)

NP

NNP
POSS

ASSOC
MARKER NP
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isi+

K.

eyu4-

FUJJ
..,

DEM

I
a4hy1

Underlying form
after Associative
J-- Insertion and

Cliticization

0 4' +-Metathesis

,

Internal
+-Deletion

isi+ ## eyu4- ## a+hyt
1 1

1

1 1

Conversion to
Word Boundaries

0 33 Like-Tone-Marker
Deletion

isi eyu a+1:iyt Output

There are three parts of the structural description of the rule

of Internal 4- Deletion which need justification. First is the

requirement that the syllable which follows the target must be

high-toned (i.e., must be followed by a + rather than a t.) This

is to prevent the deletion of the + which follows the initial

syllabic segment of a phrase like the following:

(6.1-7)

u4-1o4- Ekwe4- 'Ekwe's house'

(from plot + + Ekwe4-

41 'house'

Notice that phrases like these establish the ordering of Internal +

Deletion before Streamlining, since once the 4- at the end of

0-19.1- has been deleted by Streamlining, the structural description

of Internal 4- Deletion is met. It is generally the case that rules

whose domain is specified in terms of labelled bracketing apply

before those whose domain is specified in terms of word boundaries.
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That brings us to the second aspect of the structural
description of the rule of Internal + Deletion which needs justi-
fication, and that is the fact that the domain of the rule is
specified in terms of labelled bracketing. One reason for defining
the domain of the rule in these terms is that it is necessary to

prevent it from applying to verbs; for example, the rule does not
apply to the verb a+ty+bhat 'didn't throw out', which meets its
structural description in every way except that it is not a
nominal phrase. A second reason is that there is apparently no
way to single out the environments to which this rule applies

using word-boundary structure alone. For example, suppose that

the phrases of (6.1-4) had the word-boundary structure:

(6.1-8) ## # ##

That is, suppose that the two elements of the phrase are separated
by a single word-boundary only. Given this hypothesis, we might
then propose, further, that the rule of Internal +-Deletion applies
to a domain delineated by double word boundaries; in other words,
we might try to state the rule in the following way:

(6.1 -9) ## [+syll] + o ...

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 6, where 5 0

s.c. Delete 3.

The problem with this version of the rule is that it is
impossible to apply it correctly to a phrase like

(6. 1-10)

elu oce a+hy+ 'the top of that chair'

(from e+10- + + oce+ + a+Flut)

'top' 'chair' that'

in which both the internal + of e+1t2+ and the associative 4- which
would otherwise appear after the first syllable of oce+ are deleted.
Thus if we assume that there is a double word-boundary between e4-10-
and o+ce+, then rule (6.1-9) will correctly delete the associative
4- from o+ce+, but will not delete the internal 4 from e4.1t2+. If,

on the other hand, we assume that there is a single word boundary
between e4-1u4- and o+ce+, then the rule will delete the internal +
of e+lu+, but will not delete the associative 4- from o+ce+. Clearly,
the rule of (6.1-9) cannot apply correctly to the phrase of (6.1-10)
whatever word-boundary structure we assign to that phrase.
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By defining the domain of the rule in terms of labelled

bracketing, as in (6.1-5), we obtain the correct output for this

phrase. Thus, after the application of +-Cliticization and +-Meta-
thesis, the phrase has the following structure

(6.1-11)

N N

I
I

e+lu+ o+ce+ a+1:10,

The tree diagram above shows that both e4,1u4, and o4,ce+ stand at

the beginning of nominal phrases (NP1 and NP 1, respectively)

which contain three or more syllables altogether. Thus, both

NP
1

and NP
2
meet the structural description of the rule as stated

.

in (6.1-5), and the internal +'s of e+1u4 and o+ce+ are both

deleted, as they should be.

The third part of the structural description of the rule of

Internal Drop Deletion which needs justification is the require-
ment that the + which is deleted must follow the first syllable

of the phrase.20 This requirement is necessary to prevent the
rule from deleting the internal + from e+yu+ and u+te+ in

(6.1-12) a.

b.

isi

\---
e+yu a+hut 'that goat-head'

(from isi e+yu+ + a+i2e)

'goat-head' 'that'

obodobo u+te a+17-iyt 'that wide mat'

(from obodobo u+te+ + a+hut

'wide mat' 'that'

Phrase (a) above contrasts tonally with the phonologically identical

(6.1-13)

IP
isi eyu a+11;yt 'the head of that goat'

(from isi+ + + + eyu a+hy+) 21

'head' 'that goat'
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in which eyu+ is the first element of a nominal phrase, and the

associative + which comes after its first syllable in underlying

representation has been deleted by Internal + Deletion.

The rule of Internal Deletion provides independent evidence
for some of the assumptions we have made about the internal structure

of the noun phrase in Igbo. In particular, the fact that this rule

has apparently applied to delete the associative + which would other-

wise appear after the first syllable of ezi+ 'true' in the phrases

below supports our hypothesis that an adjective forms a constituent

with the element it modifies:

(6.1-14) a.

o+tu+ ezi o+kwu+ 'one true statement'

(from o+tu+ + + ezi+ + + okwu-4)

'one' 'true' 'statement'

b.

n +nukwu ezi o+kwu41- 'a great truth'

(from n +nukwu4- + 4 + eziJ + y + okwu+)

'great' 'true' 'statement'

In other words, the phrases of (6.1-14) must have the structures

(6.1-15) a.

o+tu+ ezi o+kwu4,

and not the flat, multi-limbed structures

(6.1-16) a.

b.

Lr--------I-----4-ntn kwu ezi o+kwu+

b.

o+tu+ ezi (34, u4, n +nukwu ezi o+kwu+

6.2 Some constructions which do not undergo Internal 4 Deletion.

There are some sorts of nominal phrases to which the rule of Internal

Deletion does not apply. For example, the internal 4is of the nouns

I4gwe.4 (person's name) and e4go4 are not deleted in the phrases below:

(6.2-1) a. m
1 r--

1-4gwe+ i7,u+Ye 'Igwe, my wife'

(from I4gwe4 + + Wu..4ye1 'wife' + m4 'my')
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(6.2-1) b. \
/

14-gwe m+hyryt eci+ 'Igwe, whom I saw yesterday'

(from I4-gwe+ + m+ + + eci+)

'saw' yesterday'

c.

e+go4- aku+ i4a4aS,It 'the money for the bride-price'

(from e+go+ + aku+ + i,ra+aYit

'money' 'price' woman'

In addition, the rule does not apply to an infinitive phrase in a
NP-position, as inthe examples below:

(6.2-2) a.

14-ta any4- na etc(e n+dhyt. 'To eat meat gives health.'

b. --\

A+mayi ihye+ wu 9,1,ryat. 'Stupidity (lit. not to
know things) is a disease.'

Nor does it necessarily apply in conjoined NP's such as

(6.2-3)

na+ o +se+ 'kola nuts and pepper'

(from 94j4+ + na+ + o4-se+)

'kola nuts"and"pepper'

What these exceptions to Internal + Deletion have in common
is that in all of them the structural description of the rule is
met only within the "highest" level nominal phrase, hte NP-phrase.
For example, if we assume the following structure for (6.2-1.a):

(6.2-4)

///j4P\
NP /eNP

ASSOC NP

MARKER
Z/2.

14,gwe .1, Wu+Yetm4,
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then it is only at the NP level that we find a nominal phrase

which meets the structural description of the rule of Internal

+ Deletion. Thus the failure of the rule to apply to phrases
of this sort suggests that its domain is limited to nominal

phrases at or below the NV-level. This hypothesis makes certain

predictions which are borne out in fact. For example, given the
contrasting structures which we have assumed for restrictive and

non-restrictive relative clauses, shown below

(6.2-5) a. Non-restrictives

RP

NP

b. Restrictives

NP

NP

we predict that Internal + Deletion will delete the Internal + of

the bi-syllabic head of a restrictive relative clause, but not
that of the bi-syllabic head of a non-restrictive clause. This

prediction is borne out by the contrast between the non-restrictive
relative of (6.2-lb) (to which Internal + Deletion does not apply)
and the restrictive relative below, to which it does apply,
deleting the internal + of e+go4:

(6.2-6)
i

ego m+Yei'et gi+ 'the money I gave you'

(from e+go+ + m + yere h + gi+)

'money' I I I 'gave' you'

Now consider the conjoined noun phrases of (6.2-3). As we

observed in section (2-5) above, conjunction may take place on at
least two levels in Igbo,theuhighest" level and the lowest (lexical)
level. Thus the phrase of (6.2-3) should be structurally ambiguous
between the two structures shown below:

b.

NP nat NP

Nip

.,
N nat N

If it is true that the rule of Internal + Deletion is restricted
to nominal phrases at the NP-level or lower, then it should apply
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to the structure of (b), but not to that of (a). This prediction
of the analysis is fulfilled, since the phrase of (6.2-3) may be
pronounced either with the tone contour shown there (in which case

Internal 4- Deletion has not applied) or with the tone contour

below, in which Internal 4, Deletion HAS applied, deleting the

internal + of 94-j44-:

(6.2-8) A

of i+ nat o4-set

My informant finds these two pronunciations to be equally accep.able,

11 and interchangeable.

11

Having found substantial evidence that the rule of Internal
4, Deletion does not apply at the NP-level, we may now use that fact
as evidence for the structure of nominal phrases whose structure

might otherwise be in doubt. In particular, we may use this re-

striction on the rule of Internal 4- Deletion to determine which
of the following structures should be assigned to a noun phrase
which is modified by a quantifier:

(6.2-9) a. NP L. NP

..---.- '''.",. /-.---
NP QUANT NP QUANT

If (a) is the correct structure, then the internal 4-

of the noun e+go+ 'money' should be deleted by Internal 4- Deletion

when that noun is modified by the quantifier ni+ile+ 'all', pro-
ducing the phrase

(6.2-'0)

ego 'all the money'

If, on the other hand, (b) is the correct structure, then Internal
+ Deletion should not apply, and the phrase of (6.2-10) should
have the tone contour shown below:

(6.2-11) --A

e+go 'all the money'

While my informant does not find the tone contour of (6.2-11)
altogether unacceptable, he much prefers that of (6.2-10). Thus

I conclude that (6.2-9a), and not (6.2-9b), is the correct

structure for phrases of this sort.

6.3 The rule of Sandwiched 4' Deletion. Most speakers of
Igbo do not apply the rule of Internal 4- Deletion to a nominal
phrase which consists of a head noun plus a monosyllabic possessive
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pronoun. Where we would expect to find

ego+ gi+ 'your money'

41

(from &I-go+ + gi+) 41

'money' your'

these speakers say, instead,

(6.3-2)

e+go gi+

That is, they delete the + at the END of e+go+ rather than its
internal +. (Other speakers use the pronunciation of (6.3-1)

which our rules predict.)

Notice that the tone contour of (6.3-2) cannot be derived
simply by retracting the + at the end of e+go+ one syllable when
it is followed by a monosyllabic possessive pronoun, because the
hypothetical rule of +-Retraction which would create this tone
change would have to apply also to a phrase like

(6.3-3)

eyu+ gi+ 'your goat'

(from eyu+ +94+) 'goat' your' 40

producing the ungrammatical tone contour

(6.3-4) *
--L_____

e+yu gi+ 'your goat' 40

What is needed to account for the tone contour of (6.3-2) is

a rule to delete the + at the end of e+go+ when this noun is
followed by a monosyllabic possessive pronoun such as gi+. This
requirement is satisfied by an independently-motivated rule which
is needed to account for the fact that the nouns mi+ri+ 'water'
and mmtpi,o+ 'spirit' lose their internal +'s when an associative +
is adjoined to the beginning of the noun, as in the examples
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_J
0-(19-1-

(from u+do4- + 4 +
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'scarcity of water'

'scarcity' 'water'

m-1my9+ 'land of spirits'

(from alat + Y +

'land' 'spirits'

I propose to state the rule for this tone change in the

following way:

(6.3-6) Sandwiched +-Deletion.

[+N]
[([4-syll]) 4 c 1, a ... ]

s . d . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

s.c. Delete 4.

This rule deletes a 4- which lies between two -1-'s inside a nominal

phrase. For example, it deletes the internal 4- of mi+ri4- when an

associative -1, has cliticized to it to produce the intermediate
for .1,miXi+.23 Similarly, it deletes the internal y of mmy494
when an associative 4- cliticizes to it and is transposed with its
first syllable to produce the intermediate form m-Iimi+o4-. Finally,

it also applies to the underlying form e+go4- gi4' 'your money',
deleting the lexical .1, at the end of the head noun, and producing
the output tone contour of (6.3-2). Notice that the application

of Sandwiched Deletion destroys the environment of Internal 4-

Deletion, so that the internal 4- of e+go g44 is not deleted.

Because the rules of Internal + Deletion and Sandwiched +
Deletion are so similar in their structural descriptions, and
because of the disjunctive ordering between them, it is tempting
to try to collapse them, in the following way:

(6.3-7) Internal 4- Deletion

[ii][(([+syll]) Co) [+syll] 4-a 4- ]

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 6

s.c. Delete 3.

Condition: If 6 0 0, then 1 is obligatory.
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Whether or not these two rules should be collapsed in this manner
depends on whether or not we wish to allow conditions of this sort

on phonological rules.

There are several possible ways of accounting for the alterna-
tive tone contour ego+ g4+, which is used by some speakers for the

phrase of (6.3-1). The simplest of these is to assume that in the
grammar employed by these speakers, the rule of Internal + Deletion

is ordered before Sandwiched + Deletion. When Internal + Deletion
deletes the first + of e+go+ g4+ in these dialects, it destroys the
environment of Sandwiched 4 Deletion, and that rule cannot apply.
It should be possible to find empirical evidence for or against
this proposal, for speakers who apply Internal 4 Deletion before
Sandwiched 4 Deletion should also say ala mmy+94, 'land of spirits'

instead of ala m+muo+. Unfortunately. I do not know whether or not
this prediction of the analysis is borne out in fact.

6.4 Associative 4 Deletion. The +-deletion rules which I

have introduced so far are the rules of Internal 4 Deletion and
Sandwiched 4 Deletion, repeated below from (6.1-5) and (6.3-6):

(6.4-1) a. Internal 4 Deletion.

(+N]
[[+syll] 4 a ]

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5, where 5# 0

s.c. Delete 2.

b. Sandwiched 4 Deletion.

[4-N]
[([+syll]) 4 a ]

s . d . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

s.c. Delete 4.

The first of these rules accounts for the loss of the internal
of e4go+ in

(6.4 -2)

ego a +hu+ 'that money'

(repeated from (6.1-4b))

and for the fact that there is no associative 4 after the first
syllable of thc possessive NP in

(6.4-3)

isi eyu .344-10- 'the head of that goat'

(repeated from (6.1-1a))
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The second rule accounts for the deletion of the + at the end of
the head noun in phrases like

(6.4-5)

e+go gi+ 'your money'

(repeated from (6.3-2))

and for the deletion of the internal + of a noun like mi+ii+
'water' when it acquires an initial associative + in phrases such
as

(6.4-6)

pdo+ 'a scarcity of water'

(repeated from (6.3-5a))

Note that, for speakers who use the tone contour of (6.4-5),
Sandwiched 4. Deletion must be ordered before Internal + Deletion.

In this section, I will argue for a third +-deletion rule,
which I will call Associative + Deletion, and which will be
stated as follows:

(6.4-7) Associative + Deletion.

[41][
+[+syll] a a ... ...]

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

s.c. Delete 1.

The rule of Associative + Deletion is needed to account for the
fact that there is no associative + after the first syllable of a
three-syllable noun with the lexical tone contour of akurukwc+ in
phrases like

(6.4-8)

isi akwukwo+ 'chapter of a book'

(from isi+ + + + akwukwo +)

'chapter' 'book'

The phrase of (6.4-7) contrasts in this respect with the parallel

phrase
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(6.4-9)
0

019+ 9k0k9+ 'chicken-house'

(from 010 + + otkOko+)

'house' 'chicken'

which does have an associative 4 at the boundary between its two

constituents. This example shows that the rule of Associative 4.
Insertion applies in the normal wa-, to nominal phrases which begin
with lexical items which have three or more syllables. Thus

Associative 4 Insertion must apply to the phrase of (6.4-8), inserting
an associative + between its two constituents. The associative +

then cliticizes to the" second constituent, creating the intermediate
structure

(6.4-10) N
I

NV N

ASS3OC N3

2

MARKER

isi+ 4 akwykw9.4

Finally, the rule of Associative 4. Deletion (6.4-7) applies,
deleting the associative 4 from the beginning of the "higher"
N
3

.

Like the rule of Internal 4 Deletion, the rule of Associative
4- Insertion may apply to a lexical -gory (as in (6.4-10)) or to

a higher-than-lexical category. For example, this rule is responsible
for the deletion of the associative 4 from the phrase

(6.4-11)
1

aka osisi a4.110 'a branch of that tree'

(from aka+ + + osisi a44211-0

'branch' 'that tree'

whose underlying structure (after 4-Cliticization) is shown below:
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(6.4-12)
,..-

--11

I

1

i

I

N

I

ak+

NP ,

ASSOC
MARKER

NP
2

N.
NP

/// 2,,..........,

lir

N

I

+ osisi+

DEM

a +hu+

The rule of Associative 4, Deletion applies to the higher NP2 in
this phrase, deleting the associative+ which is its first element.

The reader may have noticed that in the analysis which I have

proposed here, there are two distinct rules, Internal + Deletion
and Associative + Deletion, which act to prevent the occurrence of
a + after the first syllable of a nominal constituent which contains
three or more syllables in all. The first rule, Internal + Deletion,
deletes the (circled) associative + from an underlying form like

[

NP
isi+[

NP
eaDyu a4hu Np]Np] 'the head of that goat.' The second rule

Associative + Deletion, deletes the associative + from an underlying

form like
NP

[aka4-
NP

[ eosisi a+110
NP]NP I

Note that if the associative

+ were not deleted from the phrase, +-Metathesis would apply,
creating the surface contour *aka o+sisi a+120-.

While it is somewhat surprising that there should be two
rules in the grammar with so much the same effect, there are several
reasons for believing that these two cases do indeed require two
distinct rules. Thus, suppose that, contrary to the analysis which
I have proposed here, we were to allow the mule of +-Metathesis to
apply to the underlying structure (6.4-12) to create the intermediate
level structure which is shown below:

(6.4-13) NP

N

N

aka

ASSOC
MARKER

Rl

2

7
N

.....//PID 2 .........,

DEM
1

a4he
o+sisi+
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Now notice that NP
2

(= o+sisi a41.20.) does not meet the structural

description of the rule of Internal 4- Deletion as stated in

(6.4-1a), because its second 4 is in the wrong position. Thus,

if we wanted to use the rule of Internal 4 Deletion to account for

the deletion of the associative from this phrase, then that rule

would have to be re-stated so as to make the position of the second

irrelevant. In other words, the rule would have to be re-stated

as follows:

(6.4-14) [44][[ +syll] ,4 a ... ]

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 6

s.c. Delete 2.

Condition: 4 and 6 may not both equal 0.

There are two reasons for believing that this approach is not

the right one. One is the oddity of the condition on rule (6.4-14).

The other is that this statement of the rule gives incorrect
results in certain cases. For example, it would incorrectly

delete the after the first syllable of noun-possessive combinations
like e+go gi+ (6.4-5). In addition, it would incorrectly delete the
4- after the first syllable of nouns with the lexical tone shape

of 04-ghadha+ 'sword'. (Note that there are no nouns with the lexical
tone shape [i+sYll 14 CV4 ...], which would violate the rule of

Internal 4 Deletion as it was stated in (6.4-1a)). I therefore

conclude that the rule of Internal Deletion is correctly stated

in (6.4-1a), and that an independent rule, the rule of Associative
Deletion, is needed to account for the deletion of the associative
in phrases like (6.4-13).

I can only speculate as to why there should be two distinct
rules in the grammar of Igbo which both act to prevent the occurrence

of an associative after the first syllable of a nominal phrase

with three or more syllables in all. However, it is possible that

there is a phonetic basis for these rules, for Lehiste (1970)

points out that there are languages which tend to maintain a constant
duration for a word, so that in words with a greater number of
syllables, each syllable is shorter in duration than it would be
if it were part of a word with fewer syllables. If, in a language

of this sort, it were the syllables at the BEGINNING of a longer
word which were "speeded up" most markedly, then there would be a
tendency to "lose" small pitch changes which would otherwise be
found in a long word, for a small pitch change between syllables
which are very short in duration would be difficult to hear. Thus

we would expect such a language to develop rules like the Igbo

rules of Internal Deletion and Associative Deletion. Unfor-

tunately I have no data on the duration of syllables in Igbo to
either support or disprove the hypothesis that this is how these
rules arose in Igbo.
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7. A Summary of the Analysis

The rules which have been motivated here are repeated below,

in the order in which they must apply:

(7-1) Syntactic Rules

a. Associative + Insertion (repeated from (3-13))

[[ ] [+N] [. ] [-v]3

s.d. 1 2

s.c. Insert the morpheme [4] between 1 and 2.

b. +-Cliticization (repeated from (4-9))

[[T+N>
a

[4] +N
[ ...]]

<+PROPER>
<-AGENTIVE>

b
j

<-POSSESSIVE>
d

s.d. 2 3

s.c. Chomsky-adjoin 2 to 3.

Condition: a D b and c D d.

(7.2) Phonological Rules Whose Domains are Defined in
Terms of Labelled Bracketing

4111

a. Associative + Deletion (repeated from (6.4-7))

[+1.1]
[ +[+syll] c a ... ... ]

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

40
s.c. Delete I.

b. +-Metathesis (repeated from (4-13))

[4-N][
+[+syll] ...4... ]

s.d.. 1 2 3 4 5

s.c. Transpose 1 and 2.

c. Sandwiched + Deletion (repeated from (6.3-6))

[4.11][([+syli]) 4 a a 4'1

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 6

s.c. Delete 4.
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(7.2) d. Internal 4- Deletion (repeated from (6.1-5))

[44.1]
[[+syll] + a ]

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5, where 5 0.

s.c. Delete 2.

Condition: This rule does not apply_ to the highest
level nominal phrase, NP.

(7-3) Phonological Rules Whose Domains are Specified in

Terms of Phonological Boundaries.

a. Syllable-Lengthening (repeated from Chap. II, (3.3-8))

[ +syll][ +tone] (#) (#)

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5

s.c. Make 1 long.

b. Syllable-Shortening (repeated from Chap. II, (3.3-9))

[ +syll] (#) (#)

s.d. 1 2 3 4

s.c. Make 1 short.

c. Right Streamlining (repeated from (1-2.a))

4. ( #) ([ +syll]) [+tone]

s.d.1 2 3 4

s.c. Delete 4.

d. 1- Retraction (repeated from (1-5))

a a t (#) (#)

s.d.1 2 3 4 5 6

s.c. Transpose 2 and 3.

Condition: If 4 and 5 are both present, then
2 is not long.
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(7.3) e. Left Streamlining (repeated from (1-2b))

a [+tone] (#) (#) +

s.d.1 2 3 4 5

11
s.c. Delete 2.

a

Condition: If 3 and 4 are both present, then 1 is not

long.

f. Syllabic-Nasal Raising (repeated from (1-8.b))

## [+tone] [fsyll [+nas]

L +nas

s.d. 1 2 3 4

s.c. Transpose 2 and 3.

g. Phrase- final-4- Deletion (repeated from Chapter II)

+ 0/

Condition: optional.

h. Like-Tone-Marker Deletion. (repeated from Chapter II)

[+tone 1 <#11> [ +tone -1 $$

<+fall>j <+fall>j

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 6

s.c. 1 > 0

i. +-Reduction. (repeated from (1-4))

+ 4- $$

s.d.l 2 3 4 5

s.c. Reduce the magnitude of 1 by two thirds.

Of the rules which have been introduced in this chapter, the
first rule, the rule of Associative 4- Insertion, introduces the
associative morpheme [4] between the two constituents of a phrase
if the first constituent is nominal (i.e. if it is a noun or
adjective or a phrase whose head is a noun or adjective) and if
the second constituent is non-verbal (i.e. it is not a clause,
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verb phrase, adjective, quantifier, demonstrative, or possessive

pronoun).

The rule of +-Cliticization attaches the associative + to the

constituent which follows it. This rule does not apply if the

constituent which follows the + is a proper noun possessive, or if

the constituent which precedes it is an agentive noun.

If +-Cliticization HAS applied, and if the constituent to

which the + is attached begins with a high-toned syllabic segment,

then one of two rules applies: either (i) Associative + Deletion,

which deletes an initial + from a nominal phrase whose first

internal tone marker is a + with three or more syllables before

it, or (ii) +-Metathesis, which transposes the + with the initial

syllable of the phrase.24 The first rule accounts for the fact

that there is no associative + in the phrase isi akwukwo+ 'chapter

of a book', and the second accounts for the surface position of the

associative 4 in the phrase isi e.1-yu4- 'the head of a goat'.

The rule of Sandwiched+ Deletion (7-2c) is responsible for

the loss of the internal + of mi4-1-1.4- 'water' in the phrase ytdo

+miri+ 'a scarcity of water', where an associative + has been ad-

joined to mi+ii+. This rule also accounts for the loss of the 4

at the end of the head noun in phrases like e4-go gp 'your money'

(from e+go4, 'money' + gi+ 'your') in most dialects of Igbo.

The rule of Internal + Deletion (7-2d) deletes the internal

+ of a word with the tone shape of e+go+ when it stands at the

beginning of ,a nominal phrase which also contains other material,

as in ego a+1.294- 'that money'.

The rules which have been introduced in this chapter account

for the distribution and position of the associative + in all the

different sorts of nominal phrases which I am aware of in Igbo.

29.1
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Notes

1The second term of this rule may not, of course, contain any

tone markers. I
have not included this condition in the statement

of the rule itself, because it is generally the case that the

sphere of operation of a tone rule is limited to the string which

includes the target tone marker and the tone markers which immediately

precede and follow it.

2Probably both of these examples are compounds rather than, nouns

modified by possessive noun phrases. This distinction is irrelevant

to our present purposes, because the tonal properties of the two

constructions are identical.

3Notice that I
am assuming the presence of an associative

between the numeral o4,tut and the adjective obodobo4-, though there

is no 4- at this boundary in the surface form. It is generally the

case that the associative 4- does not show up in the surface form

when the constituent which follows it begins with a high-toned

syllabic segment and contains three or more syllables altogether.

This fact will be accounted for in section 6 below.

4Notice that there appears to be an associative 4, between eyu+

and a+to+ in this example, but that I have not included one in the

underlying form. The "pseudo" associative 4, which appears before

a cardinal numeral under certain circumstances will be accounted

for in section 5 below.

5There are some restrictions on noun phrases of this sort; in

particular, it is not possible to place a demonstrative aster a

possessive noun phrase which itself ends with a demonstrative. Thus

it is not possible to say, for example,

(i) *akwykw9-1 Wo4.ket athufi a4Flyt 'that book of that man's'

'book' 'man'

The ill-formedness ofi examples like these suggests that there is a
surface-level constraint against a sequence of two demonstratives

in a row. In addition, there is a certain semantic oddity which is

present even in the English translation.

6The pitch drop between akwukwo+ and g44, in this example is a

"pseudo" associative -I- and not a real one. This pitch drop will

be accounted for in section 5 below.

7Notice that the modifying adjective goes outside the R-phrase,

not between orly and mmaYa, as it would do if mmaija were a possessive
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modifier of coy. (cf. (2.1-8)). Thus it is clear that the con-

struction 90y mmaYa 'drinker of wine'has a different syntactic

structure from the construction which is made up of a noun plus

possessive modifier. However, I do not know what sort of evidence

could be produced to show that phrases like coy mmaya are N-phrases

rather than compounds of a special sort; nor do I have any real

evidence for analyzing the noun phrases of (2.2-5) below as a head

noun plus complement rather than as a head noun plus appositive
with a structure like that of the noun phrase my wife Igwe.

8Appositional noun phrases with oket 'thing' and nc144, 'things

are frequently used to specify singularity or plurality, so that

we find, for example,

(ii) a. eyu+ oke4 a1 'this goat'

b. eyu ndi+ at 'these goats'

Sometimes a demonstrative or possessive is encased in an appositional

noun phrase for structural reasons, as will be shown below.

9For the sake of simplicity, I have left out the associative

+'s which appear in this phrase.

'°The fact that it is necessary to mention the class of prenominal
adjectives in the structural description of rule (3-4) constitutes
the stronger argument against the rule, because it is possible to find

explanations for the failure of the rule to insert an associative 4
between the indirect and direct objects of a relative clause or
between the head NP and the subject of a relative clause. Thus the
former fact might be accounted for by means of the Principle of
Strict Cyclicity, and the latter by the Tensed-S Condition. These

constraints (from Chomsky (1973)) are stated below:

(iii) a. The Strict Cyclicity Principle.

No rule can apply to a domain dominated by a
cyclic node A in such a way as to affect solely
a proper stibdomain of A dominated by a node B

which is also a cyclic node.

b. The Tensed-S Condition.

No rule can involve X, f in the structure
...X...[a...Y...]... where a is a tensed sentence.

111n addition, the associative + is found between a measure

phrase and its object, as in the phrase
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(iv) i+ko Fr1,1,ma04- 'a cup of wine'

(repeated from (3-10

and I assume that it also appears between the two elements of a

phrase which consists of a noun and a modifying NP, though I have

no evidence that this is the case, since the one example I have

of this construction (c:ge, o4bit0940,, 'a wicked person' (literally,

'someone of bad heart')) has a lexical tone shape such that the

associative + is not noticeable.

I
have not included these examples in the list of (3-9) because

I am unsure of their exact structure. Even so, it is clear that

they satisfy the structural description of the rule of Associative

4,-Insertion as it is ultimately stated in (3-13).

12Jackendoff (1977) has proposed an alternative feature system
which splits the syntactic categories into natural classes along

different lines. In Chomsky's system, the categories A and V
share a common feature, but N and V do not; in Jackendoff's system

it is the categories N and V which share a common feature and N

and A which do not. 1 have chosen Chomsky's system over Jacken-

doff's because, as will be shown below, it is the categories V and

A which act as a natural class with respect to the rule of

Associative 4.-Insertion in Igbo.

13Presumably there are also features which distinguish between

adjectives and numerals.

14The facts with regard to demonstratives and cardinal numerals

are somewhat complex, however, and will require additional dis-

cussion below.

15The Tagalog facts given here are taken from Schachter and

Otanes (1972)

16The Persian facts given here are taken from Bing (1976).

170ne would hope, of course, to find some principled reason
why the rule of +- Cliticization does not apply to these two

constructions. Unfortunately, 1 have none to propose at this time.

18In the form in which it is given here, the rule of 4Clitici-
zation adjoins the associative 4 to the whole second constituent

of the nominal phrase. For example, in a phrase consisting of

two NP's in apposition, rule (4-9) adjoins the 4 to the second NP.

However, this feature of the rule is arbitrarily chosen; I do not

have any evidence that the cliticizes to the whole NP rather

than to just the first word of it (which would be a numeral,

adjective, or noun).
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19Monosyllabic items are, in general, more likely to act as

clitics, and more likely to be separated from adjacent sister

elements by only a single word boundary. See the discussion of

the boundary conventions in Chapter VIII.

20Some speakers allow an additional u[4-syl1] +C" before the +

which is deleted by this rule. For these speakers, words like

odu+dy+ 'spider' and mtmi44/4, 'water' aslo lose their internal

4's when modified, as in the examples

(v) a. oldudy a4,1110 'that spider'

b. intmin a4ra4 'breast milk'

These examples are taken from Ward (1936) and Welmers (1968). In

the Othuhy+ dialect described by Green and Igwe, an internal + is

retained when it is preceded in its phrase by more than a single

syllabic segment. For example, 'pepper soup' is mi47i 94.1c0 with

the internal + of mi+ii+ preserved in the surface form.

21This contrast was first noticed by Welmers (1976).

22Notice that there is no associative + between the nouns akut

'price' and Wa4aYit 'woman' in this example. The noun Wa+ 'child/

offspring' and other nouns which are related to it (e.g. iva4a-git

'woman', iaa4ta1 'child', ii,o4ke+ 'male') never have an initial

associative 4-. This fact might be accounted for either by means
of a special rule deleting the associative 4 from a noun of this
class, or by allowing the rule of +-Metathesis to transpose the
associative 4- with the syllable wa or Wo as well as with a syllable

which consists of a syllabic segment only.

23Speakers who pronounce the word for 'water' as mi-mi4ii+
also make this change, so that in these dialects, the phrase of

(6.4-5a) is pronounced

(vi) ytdo m+min4

This phrase suggests that there is an error somewhere in the
analysis, for the following reason: I have assumed here that the

associative + is moved to the right of the syllabic nasal in a

form like this by a rule of Syllabic Nasal Raising, which applies
late in the derivation after Streamlining. If this assumption is

correct, then at the time the rule of Sandwiched 4 Deletion applies,

the word mtmi4ii+ has the structure [

NP
4-mtmi+ii4]. Thus the rule

of Sandwiched + Deletion for this dialect would have to be stated

(vii)
[+m]

[+([+syll]t) 6 + cy 4

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

S *C. Delete 5.
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By allowing a tone marker between the controlling tone marker
and the target tone marker, this rule violates the condition that
the sphere of operation of a tone rule is confined to the string
which includes the target tone marker and the tone markers which
most immediately precede and follow it. The error may come at

any of several points in the analysis. For example, the condition
on the sphere of operation of tone rules may be too strong, so that

the rule of (vii) is a well-formed rule after all. Alternatively,

my assumption that the movement of the associative + to the right

of a syllabic nasal is accomplished by a late rule may be in
error, though the evidence on which this assumption is based seems
very strong. If the associative 4 of (vii) were moved to the
right by the rule of 4- Metathesis, that at the time Sandwiched +
Deletion applied, this word would have the tone shape m+mi+ii+,
and the rule of Sandwiched + Deletion for this dialect could take
the form given in (6.3-6).

24One might try to capture the disjunctive ordering between
these two rules by collapsing them in the manner shown below:

(viii)
[+N]

[+[+syll](a a) ...+...]

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 6

s.c. If 3 is present, delete 1. Otherwise, move 1

to the right of 2.

I do not know whether conditions of this sort should be allowed on
phonological rules.
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CHAPTER VII

THE VERB FORMS OF IGBO

1. Introduction

Igbo, like many African languages, uses tone contours as well

as inflectional morphology to distinguish among the various

grammatical forms of a verb. By way of illustration, some of the

forms of the verb la ileave'l" are listed below, with their

characteristic tone contours drawn above them:

(1-1) a.

\---
alayi

b.

alayi

c.

general negative

negative subordinate clause

layi negative consecutive

d.

_F--
alaa

e.

f.

aff. main clause incompletive

Tara aff. main clause completive

laa aff. conditional

g.
laa aff. imperative

It is the choice of prefix (if any) and the tone contour which

distinguish one verb form from another suffixes like those

which follow la in the examples above are aspectual elements

which, though strongly preferred in most contexts, are not obliga-

tory.
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In addition to having their own characteristic tone contours,
some verb forms also affect the tone contours of adjacent elements.
For example, a "subordinate clause" verb like (1-1 b) causes the
raising of a low-toned syllable which immediately precedes it, as
in

(1-2) 1

Ogu alayl ahya

(O-%2H)

'Ogu, who left the market'

Other verb forms affect the tone contour of a FOLLOWING element.
For example, the noun ahya 'market' acquires a downstep after its
first syllable when it is preceded by an affirmative conditional
verb, as in the example

(1-3)

Ogu laa ahya 'If Ogu leaves the market'

I will begin this study of the lgbo verb forms with a
description of the morphological composition of the verb, in
section 2 below. In section 3, 1 will propose rules to account
for the characteristic internal tone contours of the various verb
forms. In section 4, I will compare the analysis given in section
3 with that proposed by Goldsmith (1976). in section 5, 1 will

argue for a rule which inserts a relational morpheme of the form
[4] between the subject and the predicate of an affirmative
statement. Finally, in section 6, I will account for the special
behavior of the cliticizing subject pronouns.

2. The Structure of the Verb

2.1 The root level. There are at least three levels of
structure in an lgbo verb. At the deepest level lies the verb
"root ".'

A verb root may be simple or complex. "Simple" verb roots like
wet 'pick up' and la 'leave' are monosyllabic, with the syllabic
structure C V. They are divided into two tonal classes: "low -

toned"toned" roots like wet and "toneless" roots like la. Evidence for
the tonelessness of simple verb roots like 1a will be given in
sections 3.1 and 3.3 below.

A complex root may be made up of two or more simple roots.
For example, the verb root wc-1)2,5 'take away' contains the two
simple roots wet and la. The root ga4-femit" 'go out of one's
depth' is made up of the simple roots ga 'go' and fet 'pass', and
mit 'be deep'.
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A verb root may also contain one or more suffixes. A few of

the more common root-level suffixes listed by Welmers (1970a) are

as follows:

(2.1-1) a. -we/-wa indicating an action in progress. (e.g.
gawa 'get going', from ga 'go' + -wa)

b. -ta/-te indicating action toward the subject or
the speaker. (e.g. zuta 'buy', from
zu 'purchase' + -ta)

c. -ca indicating completion of an action (e.g.
rica 'eat up', from ri 'eae+ -ca)

d. indicating action done in a wrong way,

or by mistake. (e.g. ga4,hyet (+obj.

'road') 'go the wrong way', from ga
'go' + hyet)

e. -gide indicating continuation of an action
(e.g. rugide 'keep on working', from
ru 'work' + -gide)

The statement of rules for the formation of complex verb roots
from simple ones is not a straightforward task. If we assume the

two lexical structure rules

(2.1-2) a. VR VR + VR

b. VR VR + SUFF

then the verb root wetla 'take away' will have the structure

(2.1-3) VR\

V V
RR

wet la

and the verb root gawa 'get going' will have the structure

(2.1-4)

ga

SUFF

wa

But notice that rule (2.1-2 a) predicts that there should be three-
part roots with both the following structures:
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(2.1-5) a.
/
V
R
\v

b.

V

R

V

/Y

\V

/
R z

R
7

R
V
R

V
R

There are many verb roots which have the structure of (a). For

example, ga+femit 'go out of one's depth' (ga 'go' + fet 'pass by'
+ mi+ 'be deep') almost certainly has this structure, since ga+fet
exists as an independent root, but there is no independent root
*fe4,mi+. However, I know of no verb roots with the structure of
(b). If roots of the form (2.1 -5 b) do not exist, then that fact
casts doubt on the existence of rule (2.1-2 b). We can eliminate
this rule and derive all complex verb roots by means of rule
(2.1-2 b) if we assume that those simple verb roots which appear
in non-initial positions have, in fact, been made into suffixes.
This hypothesis is supported by the fact that there are heavy
restrictions on the occurrence of simple verb roots in non-initial
positions. For example, Welmers (1970a) notes that only those
simple roots which indicate motion (e.g. ga 'go') or states (e.g.

mi+ 'be deep') may occur in third position in a verb root. The
following list given by !owe and Green (1970) of verb roots
commonly appearing in non-initial position in a verb root suggests
that the class of verb roots which may occupy ANY non-initial
position is a very limited one:

(2.1-6) bhat 'enter' as in du4,bhat 'lead in'

fut 'be lost', as in mefut 'use up'

ga 'separate'

gbu as in megbu 'oppress'

gwa 'add', as in wegwa 'also have'

hu 'bend', as in gahu 'go back'

je 'go' as in nuje 'jostle along'

ju 'be full', as in 'eju 'give in full'

ka 'surpass', as in gukari 'read too much'

kei 'share out'

kwhu 'join'

kwhu' 'meet'
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(2.1-6) li 'move', as in bill 'get up'

ma 'be good', as in leruma 'look carefully'

zi 'be right', as in mezi 'do well'

If it is in fact the case that only a very limited class of simple

verb roots may occupy non-initial pc.cition within a complex verb

root, then that fact suggests that t .e verb roots simply have
corresponding suffixal forms, and tn. complex verb roots in Igbo

are all built according to the lexical .tructure rule of (2.1-2 b).5

Something should be said here about the processes of vowel
and nasal harmcny, which affect many affixal elements within the
Ndetrb. Of the root-level suffixes listed in (2.1-1), two of them

wa/we and ta/te are members of the class of harmonizing

affixes. The vowel of a harmonizing suffix agrees with that of
the preceding suffix or verb radical in the feature [±Advanced

Tongue Root] ([ ±ATR]), where the [-ATR] vowels are [a], [o], [u],

and [1], and the [+ATR] vowels are [e], [o], [u], and [i].

In many dialects of Igbo, including the phyhyl, dialect
described by Green and Igwe (1963), harmonizing suffixes also
undergo nasal harmony. In these dialects, both the consonant and

the vowel of a harmonizing suffix like wa/we become nasalized

when the preceding verb radical or suffix is nasal, as in the
verb root Zutive6 'begin to hide' (from iut + we). Noncontinuant
consonants block the spread of nasality, so that the suffix ta/te,

for example, undergoes vowel harmony only, and not nasal harmony.

2.2 The stem level. Welmers (1970a) lists a second set of
verb suffixes which always appear outside the verb root. Some of

the more common suffixes of this class are listed below:

(2.2-1) a. -ry

b. -la/-le

c. -bet

231.

past time. Occurs only in the
completive and negative verb
forms. (The term "completive"
will be defined below, in section

3 )

perfective. Can be found in
any affirmative verb form, but
is typical of the incompletive
form.

translated as "ever" or "yet".
Occurs in questions and negatives
only.
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(2.2-1) d. -y4/-yi- emphatic. Typically occurs
in the negative verb forms.

e. -a /- a / -o / -o Indicates completion of an
action. Typically found in
the affirmative imperative,
consecutive, conditional, and
incompletive forms. Without
this suffix, a verb in one of
these forms has a sense of
"beginning to do something rather
than of actually doing it."
(Green and Igwe (1963), p. 59)

F. - ra / -re

g -kwa/-kwe

applicative. Indicates that the
action is applied to or performed
for someone. Occurs in all verb
forms.

"also" (sometimes used just for
politeness). Occurs in all verb
forms.

The stem-forming suffixes listed above differ from the root-level
suffixes of (2.1-1) both in their position within the verb and in
the fact that their presence or absence is closely related to the
form of the verb. I therefore assume that these suffixes enter
the verb at a higher structural level, that is, that they combine
with a verb roct to form a verb stem.7 Thus the verb of the sen-
tence below, which contains four suffixes of this class, will have
one of the internal structures shown in (2.2-3):

(2.2-2)

0 zuaiakwara m akwa. 'He has bought cloth for me.'

40 (2.2-3) a.
STEM

VSTEM
SUFF

v
,//// '`,.

SUFF
STEM

VSTEM SUFF

STEM SUFF

a la kwa raZU
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(2.2-3) b.

v
ROOT

SUFF

1
1

azy

STEM

SUFF SUFF

la kwa
1

SUFF

Since, to my knowledge, there is no evidence for an internal

structure as complex as that of (2.2-3 a), I will assume that a

verb stem has the flat multi-limbed structure of (b). The rule
which introduces the stem-forming suffixes into the verb may thus

be stated as follows:

(2.2 -4)(2.2-4) VSTEM VROOT

The reader will probably have noticed that the stem-forming
suffixes of (2.2-1) are almost all of the harmonizing class.
Several of these suffixes also harmonize in features other than
nasality and position of tongue root; for example, the vowel of

the past time suffix -ry (2.2-1 a) assimilates completely to the

preceding vowel, and the "open vowel" suffix a /- e / -o / -o (2.2-1 e)

harmonizes with the preceding vowel in frontness or backness as

well as in the feature ItATR1.

2.3 The word level. An lgbo verb is formed by combining a
verb stem with up to three prefixes and a suffix, as shown below:

(2.3-1)

PREF PREF PREF V BUFF
STEM

1 2 3 4 5

The choice of affix for each of the four affix positions is what
determines the form of the verb. The innermost prefix position

(position 3) is the most important. The choice of prefix for this
position determines whether the verb is affirmative or negative,

whether it is in the indicative, conditional, infinitive, or
imperative form, and, it it is in the indicative form, whether it

is "completive" or "incompletive" and "consecutive" or "non-con-

secutive". The prefixes which may be chosen for this position and
their contribution to the form of the verb are shown below:

(2.3-2) a. a: - /e:- Marks the verb as being in a negative,
non-consecutive verb form. This pre-
fix is used for the negative infini-
tive, imperative, and conditional
forms as well as for the negative
indicative forms.

2 S 3



(2.3-2) b. t-

C.

d. at-/et-

e. t-
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Marks the verb stem as being
in the negative consecutive
form.

Marks the verb stem as being in
the affirmative infinitive form.

Marks the verb as being in the
affirmative incompletive form,
either consecutive of non-con-
secutive.

Marks the verb as being in the
affirmative, completive, non-
consecutive form.

In addition, there are several verb forms which take 0-prefixes
in position 3; they are the affirmative completive consecutive form,
the affirmative conditional form, and the affirmative imperative
form.

Of the prefixes listed in (2.3-2), those with phonetic content
((a), (c), and (d)) are the most easily motivated, for the nega-
tive non-consecutive forms obviously begin wtih a [a] or [e] with
a pitch drop after it, the infinitive form with a [i] or [i] with
a pitch drop after it, and the affirmative incompletive with a
[a] or [e] with a pitch rise after it. Examples of these three
verb forms are given below:

(2.3-3) a.

Ogu alayi ahya 'Ogu didn't leave the market'

(from 0+gu4 + a+layi+ + ahua-+)

'didn't leave "market'
(negative non-
consecutive form)

b.

ila ahya 'to leave the market'

(4+1a+ 'to leave' (affirmative infinitive form))

c.

Ogu ala ahya! 'Ogu is leaving the market!'

(a+1a' (affirmative incompletive form))
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The purely tonal prefixes ((2.3-2 b) and (2.3-2 e)) will be moti-

vated in section 3.1 below, in connection with the rule of Verb-

final Tone Marker Insertion.

Something should be said here about the meanings of the verb

forms which are distinguished from one another by the choice of

prefix in position 3. Of the four verb "moods" (the infinitive,

the imperative, the indicative, and the conditional), the first

three need no particular comment. The fourth mood, the conditional,

is used in conditional clauses such as

(2.3-4)

Ya la ahya 'if he leaves the market'

(from ya4 + 1a4 + ahya4)

'he' leaves"markee
(cond. form)

in hortatives,

(2.3-5)

ka ait-i la ahya 'Let's leave the market'

(from kat + ajiY + 1a4 ahya4)

'that' we"leave"market'
(cond. form)

in clauses of purpose

(2.3-6)

ka o la ahya 'so that she could leave the market'

and, in general, to indicate that the proposition which the clause

expresses is modally qualified:

(2.3-7)

ikwe ka o la ahya 'to allow that she should leave
the market'

Verbs in the indicative form are divided into the two sub-

forms "consecutive" and 'non-consecutive". The consecutive form

is used for the second of a pair of conjoined sentences, or as

complement to certain verbs. Examples are given below, with the

consecutive verb underlined in each example.
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(2.3-8) a.

Ogu gars ahya, hu m. 'Ogu went to the market
and saw me.'

b.

c.

Ogu agala gbuta ahyihya. 'Ogu had gone to
collect leaves.'

0 bu ibu aga ahya. 'He's carrying a load to
market.'

(Literally, 'He's carrying a load and going to
market.')

ya, ya huff gi. 'You saw him, but he
didn't see you.'

In addition, verbs in the affirmative indicative form are
classified as either "completive" or "incompletive". The semantic
difference between these two verb forms is subtle; however, very
generally, the completive refers to complete events or states,
while the incompletive refer_ co events which are incomplete.
Examples of the completive and incompletive forms are given
below:8

(2.3-9) a.

Ayi la ahya!

b.

Ajf"i ala ahya!

'We must leave the market!'
(completive)

'We are leaving the market!'
(incompletive)

Depending on the context and choice of suffix, a verb in the
incompletive form may be translated into English as a progressive,
perfect, or future form. An active verb in the completive form
is ordinarily translated as a past tense verb, while a stative
verb in this form may be translated as either past or present.
The distinction between the completive and incompletive is not
made in the negative, and, in addition, there are no special

296
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negative infinitive and negative conditional forms. As a result,

there are fewer distinct negative verb forms than affirmative
verb forms.

A summary of the verb forms which are distinguished from one
another by the choice of prefix in third position is given in

the table below:

PREFIX

AFFIRMATIVE

INFINITIVE pli,l-

IMPERATIVE 0

CONDITIONAL 0

INDICATIVE

CONSECUTIVE"

COMPLETIVE 0

INCOMPLETIVEI at/et

NONCONSECUTIVE

COMPLETIVE t

INCOMPLETIVE a' /e+

NEGATIVE

INFINITIVE age4,

IMPERATIVE a +/e:

CONDITIONAL a4/e4,

ICONSECUTIVE
INDICATIVE

NONCONSECUTIVE
I

alle:,
__J

Now consider the middle prefix position (position 2 in (2.3-1)).

The choice of prefix for this position indicates whether the verb
is in a main or subordinate .clause form. The choice here is be-

tween a prefixal which marks the verb as a "subordinate clause"
form, and a 0-prefix, which marks it as a "main clause" form. The

"subordinate clause" 1- can be seen at the beginning of the verb of

the subordinate clause below:
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(2.3-10)

(
anu O+gu +aty4bhat ohya+ 'the meat (which) Ogu should

have thrown away into the
bush'

(from amp + 0.gut + ;atty4,bhat + ohya4)

'meat' 'should have 'bush'

thrown away'
(aff. incompletive sub.

clause form)

Notice that the rules of Rigt and Left Streamlining have
applied in the environment of the subordinate clause 4 in the

example above to delete the t at the end of 04gut and the t of the
affirmative incompletive prefix The derivation of this clause

is shown below:

(2.3-11)
anu4'##

1

04gut##
1 I

4atty4bhal // ohya+ Underlying form

1

1

1

i

1

1

1

1

0 Right

Streamlining

i

1

L.

'

1

I

0 Left
Streamlining

0
1

1

Like-TM
Deletion

4 :-Reduction

anu O4gu +aty4bhat ohya4 Output

That the subordinate clause .1' is part of the verb itself and
not an independent constituent PRECEDING the verb is shown by the
fact that the rule of Left Streamlining does not delete the tone
marker at the end of the subject when the verb begins with a con-
sonant, as in the example:

(2.3-12)
'/1 /-----

mgbe Ughst +wectri+ aYa4 'when Ugho shut his eyes'

(from mgbet + uuhol + ;.mechirit. + aiiu4)

'time' 'shut' 'eyes'

(aff. completive
sub. clause form)
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This example shows that, with respect to the rule of Left Stream-
lining, the subordinate clause 4 behaves like the associative 4.

of the common noun possessive rather than like that of the
proper noun possessive (which ALWAYS causes the deletion of the

tone marker at the end of the preceding word). I therefore assume

that the associative 4 occupies the same syntactic position as the
associative 4 of the common noun possessive; in other words, it

must be a prefix of the verb and not a particle which lies between
the subject and the verb. (See the discussion in Chapter II,
section 3.4, of this difference between the associative y of the
proper name possessive and that of the common noun possessive.)

It is important to note that the distinction between "main"
and "subordinate" clauses which is indicated in Igbo by the presence
or absence of a 4 in the second prefixal position, is not the same
as the distinction between "root" and "non-root" clauses made by

Emonds (1976)1° A clause is classified as a "subordinate" clause
if it is a relative or (nonconditional) adverbial clause, as in
the examples below:

(2.3-13) a.

O4gu flare a4hya.

b.

'Ogu, who left the market'

kat Ogu 41aral ahya; 'when Ogu left the market'

However, the class of subordinate clauses is not co-extensive with
the class of embedded clauses, because "noun" clauses of the type
shown in the example below take the MAIN clause form (as can be
seen from the fact that there is no drop in pitch at the beginning

of the verb):

(2.3-14)

m mare ka Ogu lara ahya 'I know that Ogu left
the market'

Furthermore, it is not the case that all "subordinate" clauses are
modificational in function. For example, the underlined clauses
in the examples below contain the verb-initial pitch drop which
characterizes the subordinate clause forms:
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(2.3-15) a.

EYu m ka Ndi Ekpe jidhere. '(It was) my goat
that the Ekpe people
seized.'

b.

(from eyu; + m. + kat + Ndi E;,kpe4, + . + ijidheret)

'goat' 'my' people' 'seized'

ss--

Ahya Ogu alayi fury yka. 'The fact that Ekwe
didn't leave the market
caused trouble.'

(from ahya4, + 04gu' + + furv* + 0-ka')

'market' 'didn't leave"caused"trouble'

If we assume that an adverbial clause like (2.3-13 b) has a "missing"
time element, then what these subordinate clauses have in common
is that some element is missing from each of them either by deletion
(as in the examples of (2.3-13)) o- by topicalization (as in the
example. of (2.3- 15)).11 Consideration of related languages such
as Twi, which make this same distinction between subordinate clause
and main clause forms but use a pronoun for the relativized item of
a relative clause, suggests that a subordinate clause should be de-
fined as one which contains a bound variable.12 However, how the
presence of a bound variable in a clause could affect the choice of
prefix in the verb is a question which needs further investigation.

Next, let us consider the leftmost prefix position, position I

in the diagram of (2.3-1). This position may be occupied by either
of two prefixes, one of which is relevant only to the subordinate
clause forms, and the other of which is relevant only to the main
clause forms.

In the subordinate clause verb forms, this first prefix position
may be occupied by a relative marker na, which optionally but
preferably appears at the beginning of a relative clause verb (except
in the affirmative completive form), Examples of relative clause
verbs with this optional prefix are given below; notice that the
prefix na precedes the subordinate clause -

(2.3-16) a.

Ogut naialaala a4hya; 'Ogu, who has left the
market'
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(2.3-16) b.

04,gui naalaqi aihya. 'Ogu, who didn't leave
the market'

As was noted above, the prefix na does not occur in the completive

form:

(2.3-17) Th--\

nal-lara a4hyai. 'Ogu, who left the market'

I
have no explanation to offer for this restriction on the distri-

bution of this prefix.

There is another verb prefix, the prefix f, which also goes in

first position in the verb. This prefix appears in main clause

forms only, where it marks the verb as a question or negative form

with pronominal subject.13 The "question" t will be motivated in

section 3.2 below, in connection wi'h the discussion of the rule

of Negative 1 Shift.

The choice of prefix for the first and second prefix positions

is summarized in the following chart:

Position Distinction made Prefix

2

Subordinate clause ..,

Main clause 0

1

--1 relative clause

Subordinate clause
(except aff. con-
pletive)

na

(opt.)

other 0

negative or question
with pronominal

Main clause
subject

1

other 0

Finally, let us consider the suffix position at the end of the

verb. (See the diagram of (2.3-1).) In about half the verb forms

I

I
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of Igbo, this suffixal position is occupied by a Like the

associative 4 of the common noun possessive, the suffixal cliti-

cizes to a following nominal constituent, and if the first syllable

of that constituent is a high-toned syllabic segment, is transposed

with it by the rule of +-Metathesis. Thus in the example below,
the suffixal + appears in the surface form after the first syllable
of the object NP ahya imarket1:14

(2.3-18)

Ya la athya 'if he leaves the market'

(from ya,t, + la + + ahya4,;

'he' leave' 'market'

(conditional
form)

If we assume that this clause has the underlying structure shown
below:

(2.3-19)

P VP

NP

VSTEM
AFFIX

I \

ya: la ahya+

then its surface tone contour can be derived as follows:

(2.3-20) S

NP

ya4

-VP

V/
V
STEM 1

AFFIX

la :

NP

NP

ahya; By .;-Cliticization

f

0 By :-Metathesis

ya+4 la 1iii a4hyat

t

Conversion to Word
Boundaries

0 Like-TM Deletion

4,-Reduction

ya la a4hyai, , Output
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The rules of ;-Cliticization and 4,-Metathesis are repeated below

for the convenience of the reader:

(2.3-21) a. :,-Cliticization.

r[-71 r4N im 7-
i

L<-AGENTIVql
!< -1-PROPER

1<-POSSESIVE>d1
1...

s.d. 1 2 3

s.c. Adjoin 2 to 3.

Condition: (a 7 b) and (c D d)

b. 4,-Metathesis.

[4-N][q+syll]

s.d. 1 2 3 4

s.c. Move 1 to the right of 2.

When the nominal phrase to which the suffixal attaches does not

begin with a high-toned syllable segment, .--Metathesis cannot take
place, and the ,i,

remains at the beginning of the object NP, where
it causes the deletion, by Left and Right Streamlining, of any tone
marker within a certain distance on either side of it. An example

is given below:

(2.3-22) S

NP VP

V NP

ayi.

1

1

/"'
V
STEM

AFFIX

I

I

ke atkhwat if we begin to share
out the eggs' (under-

i

lying form)

.2914/2
1

1

ketiq:!:
1

a'khwa4
,

1

By ,-Cliticization and
subsequent conversion to
word boundaries

. ,

0 , 0 By Streamlining

0 By Like-TM Deletion

,. By ,Reduction

=-%

Output
aci ke:, akhwa:
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Sometimes the constituent which follows the verb is not
nominal, as in the examples below, where it is (a) a verb and

(b) a prepositional phrase. In that case 4,-Cliticization cannot

apply, and the suffixal 4, remains in its underlying position at
the end of the verb, where, with respect to subsequent rules, it
behaves exactly like any other word-final In particular, if

the next tone marker of the string is also a 1, as it is in these

examples, then the suffixal 4- is deleted by the rule of Like-Tone-
Marker Deletion, and there is no drop in pitch at the beginning
of the constituent which follows the verb:

(2.3-23) a.

41 ka m ga ritu ihye 'Let me go and eat something.'

(from ka~ + m + ga + + ritu + ; + ihye4)

'that"me"go' 'eat'

(conditional(consec.
form) form)

'something'

b.

ndi no na ahya 'the people (who) were in the
market'

(from nd14 + no + + + na ahya0

'people' be' 'in the market'

(completive
subj. cl. form)

The examples above show that with respect to the rules of
4--Cliticization and v-Metathesis, the suffixal 4, which appears at

the end of certain verb forms in Igbo behaves exactly like the
associative 4, of the common noun possessive. Evidence that this
4, originates as a suffix of the verb rather than as an independent
relational particle between the verb and its object will be given
in section 3.1 below, in connection with the rule of Verb-final
Tone Marker Insertion.

Now consider the distribution of the suffix u," among the
verb forms of Igbo. Among the subordinate clause verb forms, this
suffix appears in the verb just in case the subject of the clause
is the relativized item, as in the example below,(Note that the
subject of the clause, being the relativized item, has been deleted,
and that the suffixal 1 has cliticized to the object noun ahya+
'market' and been transposed with the initial vowel of ahya+):
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(2.3-24)

oYe 41a a+hya.; 'anyone (who) leaves the market'

(from oT;e,. + ahya4)

'anyone' leave' 'market'

(aff. completive
sub. cl. form)

In a subordinate clause which has an overt subject, there is

no suffixal 4- at the end of the verb, as can be seen from the

example below:

(2.3-25)

mgbel 01gu :emechi'! a-04, 'when Ogu should have shut

his eyes'

(from mgbet + Ogu + ,elmechit a;ia;)

'time' 'shut' 'eyes'

(aff. incompletive
sub. cl. form)

Among the main clause verb forms, the distribution of the

suffix 1 has nothing to do with whether or not there is an overt

subject; instead, the presence or absence of this suffix correlates

with a certain semantic feature of the verb. In particular, this

suffix appears in just those verb forms which typically make use

of the open vowel suffix a /- e / -o / -o and which, without this suf-

fix, have a sense of beginning to do something rather than of

actually doing it. The main clause verb forms which share this

semantic property (which I
will call "incipiency") are listed below:

(2.3-26) a. the affirmative imperative

b. the affirmative conditional

c. the affirmative consecutive, both completive

and incompletive

d. the affirmative incompletive

These are exactly the main clause verb forms in which the

suffixal 1 appears.

In summary, I
have argued in this section that a verb of Igbo

has the structure
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PREF PREF PREF SUFF
STEM

1 2 3 4 5

The prefix in third position indicates whether the verb is affirma-

tive or negative, whether it is indicative, imperative, infinitival,

or conditional, and, if it is indicative, whether it is consecutive

or non-consecutive and completive or incompletive. The prefix in

second position indicates whether the verb belongs to a main or

subordinate clause. The choice of prefix in the first position

depends on whether the verb is in a main or subordinate clause form.

If it is a subordinate clause form, the prefix na is optionally
but preferably chosen for relative clauses in the negative or

affirmative incompletive form. For main clause verbs, the choice
is between no prefix and a prefixal t, which marks the verb as the

head of a question or negative with pronominal subject. Finally,

there is a suffixal which appears in main clause verbs with the

property I have called "incipiency" and in subordinate clause verbs
which have no overt subject (i.e., in which the subject is the

bound variable).

The way in which the choice of affixal elements determines

$ the form of the verb can be stated in a very straightforward manner
if we consider prefixes and suffixes to be bundles of syntactic
features which may or may not have associated phonological
material. In this view, the rule for the formation of a lexical
verb from a verb stem may be stated as follows (the symbol "0"
is used here to indicate that a particular prefix or suffix has

4, no phonological realization):

(2.3-28) V PREF1 PREF
2
PREF

3
V
STEM

SUFF

where

PREF
1

, na , 0 , 0 , 0

-SUB CL [+REL CL] [-Q] [-IND] [[-PRO] ]

[ +PRO]

+Q
+IND 0

[+SUB CL]

PREF
2

, 0

[ +SUB CL] [ -SUB CL]
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(2.3-28)

PREF -. a+ , t at 0 , 0
3

--AFF 1 1-+AFF ,-CONSEC1[±CONSEC]

1+IND 1

-COMPL
+AFF
+INF

+AFF
+IND

+AFF
-INDIC

-INCIP j -INCIP +INCIP -INCIP +COMPL -INF

+AFF i ICONSEC, +INCIP

SUFF , 0 , 0

[4-SUB CL; [fSUB CL1 [-SUB Cdr-SUB CL
-SUB J

+SUBJ ! j [-INCIP off

The features which appear in the feature-matrices above are explicated

below:

(2.3-29) [±SUB CL]

[±REL CL]

[[±PRO] ]

[±SUBJ]

[±AFF]

[IND/COND/
IMP/INF]

[ ±CONS]

[±COMPL]

[±INCIP]

: indicates whether the verb is to be
the head of a main or subordinate
clause.

: indicates that the verb is (or is not)
to be the head of a relative clause.

: indicates that the verb must (or may
not) have a pronoun as its subject.

: indicates that the verb must (or may
not) have an overt subject.

: indicates whether the verb is
affirmative or negative.

: indicates dhether the verb is in the

indicative, conditional, imperative,
or infinitive form.

: indicates that the verb is (or is
not) a consecutive form.

: indicates whether the verb is in
the completive or the incompletive
form.

: indicates whether the verb does or
does not have the property which I

have called "incipiency"

: a positive value for this feature
indicates that the verb is the head
of a question or negative, a negative
value that it is not.

3' .7
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When a particular prefix or suffix is chosen he syntactic features
associated with that prefix or suffix are copied onto the verb node

itself. For example, if the prefix +[-SUB CL, [+PRO] , +Q, +IND]

is chosen for the first prefix position, then the verb as a whole

acquires the features [-SUB CL], [[+PRO] ], [ +Q], and [ +IND].

Notice that the choice of this prefix for first position limits
the choice of prefixes and suffixes for other positions; for

example, the prefix 0[+AFF, +COND, +INCIP] cannot be chosen for

the third prefix position, for that prefix would give the verb the

feature [+COND], but a verb cannot be both [+IND] and [+COND] at

the same time.

Notice that every verb is marked for every feature. For

example, the feature [±CONSEC] is relevant only to main clause

indicative verbs; subordinate clause verbs and non-indicative

verbs are not marked for this feature. Similarly, the features
[±REL CL] and [±SUBJ] are relevant only to subordinate clause verbs,
and the feature [±COMPL] is relevant only to affirmative indicative

verbs. Furthermore, it is possible for a verb to be unmarked even
for features which are relevant; for example, a verb with the
prefix a4' /e+ in third prefix position is negative and non-consecu-
tive, but it is unmarked as to whether it is indicative, infinitival,
conditional, or imperative.

3. The rules which determine the internal
tone contour of a verb.

3.1 Verb-final Tone Marker Insertion. Every verb ends with

a tone marker. In those verb forms which choose the suffixal,

that 4- is the final tone marker of the verb. In all other verb
forms, the verb-final tone marker is inserted by a rule of the

form

(3.1-1) Verb-final Tone Market- Insertion.

41 [+tone] 111

s.d. 1 2

s.c. Copy 1 after 2.

41 Condition: 2 0

This rule copies the last internal tone marker of the verb at the

end of the verb.

The effect of the rule may he seen, for example, in the
41 infinitive forms

3ths
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(3.1-2) a. 10

14 -meci4- 'to shut'

(from 214, + me + ci)

inf. 'make"be shut'

pref.

b.

i4,welat 'to take home'

(from is + wet + la)

(inf. 'pick 'go home'

pref.) up'

In (b), where the verb contains a low-toned verb radical (wet), the

final tone marker of the verb is a t, making the verb stem low

toned throughout. (The t of we is subsequently deleted by the
rule of Like-Tone-Marker Deletion before the + at the end of the

verb.) However, in (a), where there is no low-toned element within
the verb, the last tone marker of the verb is the 4 of the prefix;
consequently, the verb-final tone marker is also a 4,, making the

verb stem high toned throughout. The affirmative infinitive form,

in which the prefix tone marker is a 4-, contrasts in this respect

with the affirmative incompletive subordinate clause form, which
uses the prefix at. In the latter verb form, the verb-final tone
marker is invariably a t, even if there is no low-toned verb
radical or suffix within the verb stem:

(3.1-3) ____/

mgbe+ eyu 4,emechirit ai;a4 'when the goat shut his eyes'

(from mgbet + eyul- + 4- + ct + me + chi + rV + a'04-) lk

'time' 'goat'(sub.(aff. 'make"be (past 'eyes'
cl. incomp. shut' time

pref) pref.) suff.)

Notice that the presence of "high-toned" verb radicals like me,
chi, and ry never has any effect on the direction of the verb-final

tone marker. The fact that verb radicals and suffixes of this
class have no effect on the direction of the verb-final tone
marker (and therefore no effect on the tone level of the verb stem)
supports our hypothesis that verb radicals and suffixes of this

class are toneless. Additional evidence in favor of this hypothesis
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01 will be given in section 3.3 below, in connection with the rule

of Before-low 4, Insertion.

The rule of Verb-final Tone Marker Insertion also provides
evidence for the t prefixes which we have hypothesized for the
affirmative completive and negative consecutive verb forms (see
section 2.3 above). The presence of a prefixal I- in these verb
forms is indicated by the fact that in these verb forms, as in
the affirmative incompletive subordinate clause forms of (3.1-3),
the verb-final tone marker is a + even when there is no low-
toned verb radical or suffix within the verb:

(3.1-4) a.

04-gu mechiri+ ajia4 'Ogu shut his eyes'

(from 04-gut + + + me + chi + rV + aYa)

b.

(aff. 'make"be (past 'eyes'

completive shut' time
pref.) suff.)

1/ Ekwe mechiyi oke' ya4- 'but Ekwe didn't shut his'

S

(from Ekwe1 + + me + chi + Oket + ya0

(neg.'make"be 'things"his'
consec. shut'

pref.)

Without the postulation of a prefixal + in these verb forms, it

would be difficult to explain why the rule of Verb-final Tone
Marker Insertion inserts a + at the ends of verbs like these,
which contain no low-toned verb radicals or suffixes.

There is additional, independent evidence for a prefixal +
at the beginning of a negative consecutive verb, for a string of
high-toned syllables is lowered before a verb in this form; for
example, the high-toned subject Ekwe is lowered before the
negative consecutive verb +mechiyi+ in (3.1-4 b) above. Assuming
a prefixal + at the beginning of a verb in this form, we may
account for the lowering of the string of high-toned syllables at
the end of the subject by means of the following generalized
version of the rule of Left Streamlining:
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(3.1-5) Left Streamlininglc

o [ +tone] ( /1) (#) [ +tone]

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5

s.c. Delete 2.

Condition: If 3 and 4 are both present, then 1 is not long.

Stated in this way, the rule of Left Streamlining will delete the
4' at the end of a word when the following word begins with a . The

application of the rule is illustrated by the following derivation
of the phrases of (3.1-4 b):

(3.1-6) Ekwe4- /lilt + mechiyit /ill .39,34-

I I

, 1

Underlying form after
conversion to word
boundaries

0 '
Left Streamlining

0 Like-TM Deletion

Output

Ekwe mechiyit a9a+

In conclusion, there are two arguments for the existence of a
prefixal t at the beginning of a negative consecutive verb --
(1) the fact that the rule of Verb-final Tone Marker Insertion
inserts a + at the end of the verb even when there is no low-toned
verb radical or suffix inside the verb, and (ii) the fact that
a string of high-toned syllables at the end of the subject is

lowered before the verb. Both these facts are accounted for by
the postulation of a prefixal t at the beginning of a negative con-

secutive verb.16

Unfortunately, it is not possible to give independent evidence
for the prefixal + which has been postulated here for the affirmative
completive form; for reasons to be given below in section 5, the
prefixal t of this verb form does not affect the tone of the subject
in the same way as does the prefixal t of the negative consecutive
verb form. Thus the argument for the existence of a prefixal t

in this verb form rests on evidence from the rule of Verb-final
Tone Marker Insertion alone.

Up to now in this section we have been discussing just those
verb forms in which the final tone marker of the verb is inserted
by the rule of Verb-final Tone Marker Insertion. The reader will

0
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recall, however, that in main clause verb forms with the property
of incipiency, and in subordinate clause forms in which the subject
of the verb is a bound variable, there is a suffixal 4, which acts

as the final tone marker of the verb. In verb forms of this class,

the rule of Verb-final Tone Marker Insertion does not apply, as
can be seen from the following affirmative incompletive and
affirmative conditional forms, which make use of the suffixal 4.
(Note that in the surface form the suffixal 4, appears after the

initial vowel of the object noun):

(3.1-7) a. 1

b.

O+gu atcp,fytsila c4ce4 'Ogu has carried out
the chairs one by one.'

(from 04-gut + + ci + nit + la

(aff. 'carry"go (dist.(perf.
incom. out' suff.)suff.)
pref.)

+ oce0

(suff.)'chairs'

04'gu wetlaa a4b9; 'If Ogu takes back the baskets'

(from 04-gut + wet + la + a + y abo4-)

'pick up"go ("open (suff.)'baskets'

home' vowel
suffix")

Observe that the rule of Verb-final Tone Marker Insertion has not
applied to either of these forms, for if it had, it would have
inserted a + at the end of the verb.17

If the rule of Verb-final Tone Marker Insertion is a lexical
rule, as one assumes it is, then the failure of the rule of Verb-
final Tone Marker Insertion to apply to those verbs which use the
suffixal 4- is predicted by our analysis, for at the lexical level,

the suffixal 4. lies at the end of the verb and prevents the verb from
meeting the structural description of the rule. Thre is a potential
problem with this analysis which should be noted, however: it

requires that the rule of 4-- Cliticization must be allowed to take
a suffixal element from one word and attach it to the following
word. For example, if we assume the following underlying structure
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for example (3.1-7 b):

(3.i-8) S

NP VP

v

///

ISTEMSTEM

04gu4 wetlaa 4-

NP

abo4

then the rule of 4Cliticization must be allowed to remove the

suffixal 4- from the verb and attach it to ab94, for in the surface

form, the suffixal y appears after the first syllable of that noun.

The notion that a suffixal element can be removed from its

underlying position inside one lexical item and adjoined to

another lexical item is not an unusual one; for example, this

assumption crucially underlies the "affix-hopping" rule on which

Chomsky's (1957) analysis of the English auxiliary is built.

Nevertheless, this notion has recently been challenged by Lapointe

(1977), who proposes the following constraint on transformational

rules:

(3.1-9) No transformation may modify lexical structure.

If Lapointe's constraint is correct, then the "suffixal" 4 which

appears at the end of certain verb forms in Igbo cannot be a

suffix at all, but must be an independent syntactic entity (like

the associative 4), which is inserted by rule between a verb in

one of certain verb forms and a following nominal phrase.

In an analysis along these lines, the "suffixal" 4 is not

present in the verb at the lexical level, and so it cannot block

the application of Verb-final Tone Marker Insertion to the verb

forms with which it appears. Instead, a historical explanation would

have to be given for the fact that this rule does not apply to

these verb forms. Such an explanation would go something like this:

The "suffixal" 4 which is associated with cer ain verb forms in Igbo

was once an actual suffix of the verb, where, by its mere presence,

it blocked the application of the rule of Verb-final Tone Marker

Insertion. This suffix remained at the end of the verb in the
surface form, for since it was part of the verb itself, it could

not undergo cliticization to a following nominal phrase. However,

as time went on, the suffixal was reanalyzed as an independent

grammatical entity FOLLOWING the verb. Now it was free to undergo
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4-Cliticization, which would incorporate it into the nominal
constituent following the verb, but it could no longer block the
application of Verb -final Tone Marker Insertion. At this point,
those verb forms which had historically failed to undergo Verb-
final Tone Marker Insertion (because of the presence of the
suffixal +) were simply marked as exceptions to this rule, which
now came to be stated as follows:

(3.1-10) Verb-Final Tone Marker Insertion (alternative
version)18

[+tone] ]

[<+1NCIP>

e+SUB CI% ]

s.d. 1 2

s.c. Copy 1 after 2.

Conditions: (1) 2 0

(ii) a D b

Which view we adopt of the complementary distribution between
the "suffixal" 4 and the rule Verb-final Tone Marker Insertion
depends on whether or not we wish L, include Lapointe's constraint
(3.1-9) in our theory of grammar.

3.2 The rule of Negative Shift. When a negative verb, such
as a4-/ayi+ 'didn't leave' is put into the subordinate clause form,
it acquires an initial prefixal 4, as is usual for subordinate
clause verbs. Now observe that if the 4 of the negative prefix
a4/e4- were left in its underlying position in such a verb, it
would be deleted by the rule of Right Streamlining in the environ-
ment of the subordinate clause 4, and the distinction between the
negative form (with prefix a4/o0 and the affirmative incompletive
form (with prefix a' /ca) would be lost. This linguistic disaster
is prevented by a rule which moves the 4- of the negative prefix
one syllable to the right when the prefix is preceded by a tone
marker. The rule for this tone change may be stated as follows:

(3.2-1) Negative 4. Shift.

V
[...[+tone][4-sYll]

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5

s.c. Move 4 to the right of 5.
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The effect of this rule can be seen in the verbs of the negative

subordinate clauses below. (The :which has been shifted to the

right is underlined in each case):

(3.2-2) a. r
mgbe+ 04-gu 4eme4chiyi acra4 'when Ogu didn't shut

`his eyes'

(from mgbet + 04,gut + + e4- + me + chi + yi + a'00

'time' (sub. cl.(neg. 'make"be (neg.'eyes'

pref.)pref.) shut'suff.)

b.

abo 04gu 4ewe4layit Enu4gwu4' 'the baskets (which)
Ogu didn't take back
to Enugu'

(from above + 04-gut + 4- + + we+ +

'baskets' (sub. cl.(neg. 'pick up'

pref.) pref.)

la + Enu4-gwu4-)

'go home' (neg. (place name)

suff.)

Notice that as a result of the shifting of the t of the negative
prefix ii- these forms, the "high-toned" verb radical me of (a)
and the "low-toned" verb radical we' of (b) both have high tone in
the surface form (that is, each of these verb radicals has a 4, as

the tone marker which most immediately follows it in the string).

However, the information that the verb of (b) contains a low-toned
verb radical while that of (a) does not is preserved in the surface
form by means of the verb-final tone marker, which is a + in

4,ewe+lat (b), but a 4- in 4-eme4chi4 (a).

If we assume that the movement of a tone marker to a word-
internal syllable boundary causes the automatic deletion of any
tone marker which formerly occupied that syllable boundary, then
the shifting of the negative 1 to the right in 4-ewe4-la+ (from

4e4'wet/a) causes the automatic deletion of the lexical t of weft.

The fact that the rule of Verb-final Tone Marker Insertion never-
theless inserts a at the end of -c-,.we,41a' is compatible with

either of two hypotheses about the ordering of phonological rules
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within the lexical component. One possibility is that the rule
of Verb-final Tone Marker Insertion is ordered before Negative 4-
Shift, so that it copies the t of wet at the end of the verb before
that 4- is replaced by the negative 4.. The other possibility is
that these two rules are unordered with respect to one another,
so that when a single string meets the structural description of
both rules, the two rules apply simultaneously. Since I know of
no instance in which a phonological rule of the lexical component
applies to the OUTPUT of another rule, I will assume here that
phonological rules within the lexical component are unordered.

Besides the subordinate clause prefix 4,, there is one other
tonal prefix which may precede the negative a4--/e4, and that is
the prefixal 1 which occupies first position in the verb of a
question or negative with pronominal subject. This prefixal t
can be seen, for example, in the following affirmative completive
question, where it causes the deletion, by Left Streamlining, of
the 4- at the end of the subject pronoun

(3.2-3)
r

AY' tty4bharat ony? 'Did we speak?'

(from a-Y4,4 + tty4bhatrat + ony4-)

'we' 'threw in' 'mouth'

(aff. completive
question form)

The same "question" + which can be seen in the example above
is also found in the negative question below, where it again causes
the deletion of the 4, at the end of the subject:

(3.2-4) F
Ha atla4,yi ahya4-? 'Didn't they leave the market?'

(from T2a4. + 4 + a,4 + la + + ahya4,)

'they' (question (neg. 'leave' (neg. 'market'

prefix) pref.) suffix)

Here the question t has been moved to the right of the prefix vowel
by a rule of +-Metathesis, which may be stated as follows:

(3.2-5) t-Metathesis

1[+syll]

s.d.l 2 3

s.c.Move 2 to the right of 3.

19
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This rule moves a word-initial t (which can only be the "question"

t.) to the right of a following vowel, substituting it for the tone

marker which follows that vowel in the underlying form. The appli-

cation of this rule in (3.2-5) has given the question t a surface

position different from its underlying position. Nevertheless,

there are two pieces of evidence which show that the question t

lies at the beginning of the verb in the underlying form: (i)

the fact that it has caused the deletion the final 4 of the

subject, thereby giving the subject low tone in plisce Jf its

lexical high tone, and (ii) the fact that it has created an
environment for Negative 4- Shift, so that the 4. of the negative

prefix a+ has been shifted to the right of the first verb radical

la.

Notice that in the negative question form, as in the negative

subordinate clause form, the underlying tone of the first verb

radical is reflected in the direction of the verb-final tone marker

rather than in the surface tone of that verb radical itself. Thus,

in example (3.2-4), the first verb radical is a member of the

toneless class, and the verb-final tone marker is a 4- (copied

from the negative prefix a4'). However, in the example below, where
the last internal tone marker of the verb is the t of the low-

toned verb radical za+, the verb-final tone marker is a t,

though za+ itself has become high-toned in the surface form:

(3.2-7)

Ha atzaq't ama+? 'Didn't they sweep the path?'

(from had + + za+ + yi + ama4 ,)

'they' ("question" (neg. 'sweep' (neg. 'path'

prefix) pref.) suff.)

There is one other fact about the rule of Negative + Shift
which we should take note of, and that is that the rule applies
even when the relative prefix na is present at the beginning of

the verb, as in the example below:

(3.2-8)
1 r---

ab9 04gu+ ne+ewe+layit EnOgwu4' 'the baskets (which)

Ogu didn't take back
to Enugu'

(from ne + y + e wet + la + yi)

(rel. (sub. cl. (neg. 'pick 'take (neg.

marker) prefix) pref.) up' away' suff.)
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The possibility of a relative clause prefix at the beginning of
the verb has been allowed for in the statement of Negative 4- Shift

(3.2-1) by including a variable at the beginning of the verb (term
1 in the rule). The derivation of this form is shown below:

(3.2-8) a. Derivation of the verb

+ + a4 + za+ + yi tazaqi+

(by Neg. 1 Shift and Verb-final Tone Marker
Insertion)

b. Derivation of the clause:

ha4-
,

1

1

## taza4,yi ## ama+
,

,

Underlying form after
conversion to word
boundaries

0
i Left Streamlining

0 1- +-Metathesis

Output
ama4.ha atzaqi

3.3 The rule of Before-low !, Insertion. Verb stems like
ga+fet 'go past' (ga 'go' + fe+ 'pass by'), we4-fy t 'take out'
(wet 'pick up' + fyt 'go out') and bya4'be1yi 'haven't come' (bya
'come' + bet (neg. perfective) + yi (negative suffix)), which have
a low-toned verb radical or suffix in non-initial position, have
a drop in pitch after the first syllable. This generalization
is true whether the verb radical in initial position in the stem
is underlyingly toneless (like the ga of ga4,fet) or underlyingly
low-toned, like the wet of we-i,fy.t.

Goldsmith (1976) attributes the raising of a low-toned verb
radical like wet before a low-toned verb radical or suffix like
fyt to the presence of a floating high tone in the lexical repre-
sentation of each low-toned suffix. For example, in Goldsmith's
analysis, the low-toned suffixal element fyt would be assigned
the lexical representation

(3.3-1) # fy

H y L
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When fu+ combines with a low-toned verb radical like wef its
floating high tone is mapped onto that verb radical, giving the
intermediate representation shown below:

(3.3-2) we # fu

A
L H # L

An independently-motivated rule of LH-Simplification converts the
LH contour on wef to a downstepped high tone ('H).20

There are several problems with an analysis along these

lines. The first is that it gives the wrong tone contour for
a verb stem like we-kEyf, for, as can be seen from the affirmative
conditional form below, this verb stem has a HL rather than a

'HL contour:

(3.3-3)

Ekwe we4-fuf e4-go4 'if Ekwe takes away the money'

Secondly, Goldsmith's analysis fails to predict the correct tone
contours for verbs like the following, in which there is an inter-
mediate toneless suffix between the first verb radical and the low-

toned suffixal element:

(3.3-4)

'to learn more' (aff. infinitive)

(from iL + mu+ + ta fut)

(aff. inf. 'learn' (suff.) 'be more'

pref.)

If there were really a floating high tone associated with the
suffix fu, then one would expect to find it mapped onto the tone-
less suffix ta in this form, giving the surface contour

(3.3-5) *i mu ta fu

I I 1

1

HLHL
Finally, Goldsmith's analysis predicts the wrong tone con-

tour for verbs like the following, which contain a sequence of
two low-toned elements:

3 IS
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(3.3-6)

pga4femit 'to co out of one's depth'

(from i4 ga + fet + mit)

(aff. inf. 'go' cross"be deep'
pref.)

Here Goldsmith's analysis predicts the raising of the low-toned
verb radical fet,since it is followed by a low-toned suffixal
element mit,but in fact, fetkeeps its lexical low tone in this
form.

The correct generalization appears to be that whenever
there is a low-toned element in non-initial position in the stem,
there is a drop in pitch after the first syllable of the stem.
Thus the correct tone contours for all the verb stems above can
be obtained by means of the following rule:

(3.3-7) Before-low 1 Insertion.21

(t)
STEM

s.d. 1 2 3 4

4

s.c. Substitute a for 2.

Condition: 3 # 0.

This rule inserts a Y after the first syllable of a verb stem
which contains a subsequent low-toned element. For example,

given the input [my4 + ta + fu"'] (3.3-4), it substitutes a 4- for

the t of my!. Similarly, given the input [ga + fet + mit] (3.3-5),
it inserts a -4 after the first syllable ga.

Notice that verbal morphemes of the tonal class of ga and ta
are entirely inert with respect to this rule, just as they were
with respect to the rule of Verb-final Tone Marker Insertion.
Thus the rule of Before-low 4- Insertion provides additional
justification for our assumption that verb radicals and suffixes
of this class are toneless; only the inflectional affixes, and
verb radicals and suffixes of the low-toned class, affect the
tone contour of the verb in which they appear.

I argued above that there is a rule of Before-low 4- Insertion

in Igbo, which inserts a 4 after the first syllable of a verb stem
which contains a low-toned verb radical or suffix in non-initial
position. Now observe that this rule also applies at the verb
level. For example, the affirmative incompletive prefix at/et
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normally contains a t, as in the example

(3.3-8)

04-gu atlaala a4 -hya4- 'Ogu has left the market.'

(from 04-gut + atiaala + 4- + ahyaO

'has left'

(aff. incompletive
form)

However, if the first verb radical of the verb is a low-toned

verb radical like za+ 'sweep', then the rule of Before-low 4-

Insertion applies, replacing the f of the prefix at with a 4-,

as in the example

(3.3-9)
22

04-gut a4zatala a4ma4 'Ogu has swept the path.'

(from at zaA + a + la +

(aff. incom- 'sweep'( "open vowel" (perf. (suff.)

pletive pref.) suffix) suff.)

Since the rule of Before-low 4 Insertion applies at both the verb-

stem level and the verb level, and since there is no reason why it

should not be allowed to apply even at the verb-root level, it

should be stated in such a way as to apply to any lexical verbal

category. If we assume that the sublexical categories VsTEm and

VROOT have the same major-class features as the lexical category

V (i.e. [ +V, -N]) and if we assume, furthermore, that the lexical

and sublexical categories are distinguished from phrasal categories

such as VP by some feature such as [+LEX], then the rule of Before-

low 4 Insertion may be stated as follows:

(3.3-10) Before-low 4, Insertion (generalized version)

r..1.

V
-r% (t)

N

+L EX_

s.d. 1 2 3 4

s.c. Substitute a 4, for 2.

Condition: 3 0 0.

A
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Stated in this way, the rule of Before-low Insertion will

apply to all the lexical verbal categories V, and V
ROOT.

Before leaving our discussion of the rule of Before-low 4
Insertion, we should take note of some instances in which the
rule does NOT apply. In particular, notice that if the rule is
correctly stated in (3.3-10) above, then a prefixal tone marker
at the beginning of the verb should block the application of the
rule at the verb level (that is, it should prevent the rule from

substituting a 4- for the + of the affirmative incompletive prefix

a+). That prediction of the analysis is borne out in fact, for
there is no before-low 4- after the prefix vowel in either of the

examples below:

(3.3-11) a.

b.

mgbe+ 04-gu 4azaalat ama.4- 'when Ogu had swept the
path'

(from mybe' + 04g0 + 4 at +

'time' (sub. cl. (aff. incompletive
pref.) prefix)

zat a la ama: )

'sweep' ("open vowel" (perfective 'path'

suff.) suff.)

Ha azatala a4,ma0 'Have they swept the path?'

(from had- + at

'they' ("question" (aff. incompletive
prefix) prefix)

zai + a + la + 4, +

'sweep' ("open vowel" (perfective (suff)

suffix) suffix)

ama4-)

'path'

The application of Before-low Insertion to the verb of (a) is

blocked by the presence of the subordinate clause 4 at the
beginning of the verb. Similarly, in (b), the application of the
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rule is blocked by the presence of the "question" +. Note that

if a before-low 4- HAD ')een inserted after the prefix vowel in

either of these verbs, it would subsequently have been shifted

to the right by the rule of Negative 4 Shift (3.2-1), and would

have appeared in the surface form after the verb radical za.

The fact that it blocks the application of Before-low 4,
Insertion in (3,3-1 b) provides additional evidence for the
existence of the "question" t. Without the postulation of this
prefixal element, it would be difficult to account for the change
in the tone contour of the verb between the question form of

(3.3-11 b) and the statement form of (3.3-9).

3.4 Imperative t Insertion. So far, all the lexical rules
which we have motivated for Igbo have applied to all lexical verbs

without regard to form. However, there are two rules which apply

to particular verb forms. The first of these is the rule which I

will call Imperative t Insertion. This rule inserts a after

the first syllable of an imperative verb. The effect of the

rule may be observed in the imperative forms below:

(3.4-1) Rife! 'Eat!' (ri 'eat' + -e)

GbyiO! 'Kill!' (gbu 'kill' + -o)

Zur-6! 'Buy!' (zti 'buy' + -9)

Yo_5! 'Swallow!' (yo 'swallow' + -o)

Li te! 'Stand up!' Di 'rise' + -te)

The rule of Imperative t Insertion may be stated formally as

follows:

(3.4-2) Imperative + Insertion.

\I[ 0 ( a ) ]

[IMP]

s.d. 1 2 3

s.c. Insert a t after 1.

The presence of term 2 in the structural description of the rule
is necessary to account for the fact that no ' is inserted after
the first syllable of a verb like ty4.fyt 'throw away', as in

3 9
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Ty4-fyte 4\04 'Throw it away.'
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(from to + fut + -e + yair)

'throw' go out' (suff.) 'it'

Since the rule of Before-low -I- Insertion will already have applied

to this verb at the stem level, its first syllable will already be

followed by a 4, (and not another syllable) when the verb level is

reached. Thus the structural description of the rule of Imperative

I. Insertion is not met, and no imperative t is inserted.

3.5 +-Deletion. The verbs of the relative clauses in which
the relativized item is the subject of the clause undergo a
special rule which deletes any t which would otherwise occur
inside the verb. The effects of this rule can be seen in the
following examples of this verb form:

(3.5-1) a.

04-gu 4,zara aWma+ 'Ogu, who swept the path'

(from 04-gut + 4 + za' + ra + y + ama4-)

(sub. cl. 'sweep' (past time (suff.)'path'

prefix) suffix)

b.

04,gu 4-aza4beyi armay 'Ogu, who hasn't swept the path'

(from 4 + a4- + za' + bet + yi)

11
(sub. cl. (neg. pref.) 'sweep' (neg. perf. (neg.

pref.) suff.) suff.)

The fact that there is no A in the verbs above even though they con-
tain low-toned verb radicals and suffixes can be accounted for by

means of the following rule:'2

(3.5-2) 4-Deletion.

r-SUBJ
1.+SUB CLJ

s.d. 1 2 3

s.c. Delete 2.
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This rule deletes any t which would otherwise appear inside a

subordinate clause [-SUBJ] verb (where the feature [-SUBJ]

indicates that the verb has no overt subject, its subject being

a bound variable.) The fact that there is a special rule which

applies to this verb form provides additional evidence for the

features [±SUB CL] and [1-SUBJ], which distinguish this verb from

all others. The reader will recall that these features also play
a role in accounting for the distribution of the suffixal + which

appears at the end of about half the verb forms of igbo.

3.6 Summary. In summary, I have argued here for the follow-

ing five rules which apply to lexical verbal categories:

(3.6-1) Verb-final Tone Marker Insertion (3.1-1)

[4-tone] ... 111

s.d. 1 2

s.c. Copy 1 after 2.

Condition: 2 0

(3.6-2) Negative 4- Shift (3.2-1)

v[...[+tone][4-syll] y o

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5

s.c. Move 4 to the right of 5.

(3.6-3) Before-low , Insertion (3.3-9)

s.d. 1 2 3 4

s.c. Substitute a J, for 2.

Condition: 3 0 0.

(3.6-4) Imperative 4 Insertion (3.4-2)

[ o (I ...)]

LIMDi

s.d. 1 2 3

s.c. Insert a t after 1.

S
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(3.6-5) t-Deletion (3.5-2)

[ ...]

[fSUB CL
L-SUBJ

s.d. 1 2 3

s.c. Delete 2.

Given the assumptions which we have made about the tonal properties
of the morphemes which make up an Igbo verb, these five rules cor-
rectly account for the internal tone contours of the eighteen
tonally and/or morphologically distinct verb forms of Igbo. These

rules may be assumed to apply at the lexical level, before the
verb combines with other elements to form a syntactic phrase. In

fact, there is some evidence that they MUST apply at a pre-syntactic
level, for if the suffixal 4' is to block the application of Verb-
final Tone Marker Insertion to the verb forms in which it appears,
then it must still be present in the verb when that rule applies;
thus the rule of Verb-final Tone Marker Insertion must apply before
the syntactic rule of 4--Cliticization.

There is no need to assume any ordering among the lexical rules
themselves, for the correct output will be obtained in every case
if these five rules are allowed to apply simultaneously with one
another. (However, the application of Before-low A Insertion at
the STEM level must precede the application of itself or any other
rule at the word-level.) The correct output will also be obtained
in every case if the rules are applied in sequence, with the rule
of Verb-final Tone Marker Insertion ordered before Negative 4- Shift.

4. A Comparison of the Present Analysis

41 with that Proposed by Goldsmith (1976)

S

Compare the analysis of the Igbo verb forms which has been pro-
posed here with that proposed by Goldsmith (1976). Goldsmith,
following an approach previously taken by McCawley (1970), Leben
(1973), and Williams (1976), proposes to generate the characteristic
tone contour of each verb fcr by means of a "tone formula" for that
verb form. By way of illustration, Goldsmith's tone formulas for
the affirmative conditional, affirmative main clause completive,
affirmative main clause incompletive, and general negative forms
are shown below:
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a.

b.

c.

d.

(4-1) Verb Form Tone Formula

prefix tone stem tone suffix tone

Affirmative Conditional --- B H

Affirmative Completive
[ -SC]

L

Affirmative Incompletive
[-Sc]

B 13 H

General Negative [-Sc] H B* ---

The formulas above provide a tone for the verb prefix (if any), a

tone for the verb "stem" (=first verb radical), and in those verb

forms which induce a tone change in the following nominal constituent,

a high suffix tone. (This high suffix tone correspond.; to the suffixal

4, which we have posited in these same verb forms. Following the

analysis proposed by Williams (1976), Goldsmith uses this high suffix

tone both to give high tone to toneless suffixal elements in these

verb forms and as a "trigger" for the changes from lexical tone which

occur in the nominal phrase which follows the verb.'3)

The symbols "B", "B", and "B*", which occur in some of the tone

formulas, are to be interpreted as follows:

(4-2) B = ahigh]

Blow

B = r-rxhigh

j

B* _ -highl

Blow

where the lexical tone specification of the first
verb radical of the verb is rahighl.

L3low ]

To give a specific example, the tone formula "PREF STEM SUFF",

B- B: H

which is the formula for the affirmative incompletive form, means
that the first verb radical of the verb will have downstepped high

[

tone ( -high]) if it is lexically high-toned, and low tone (I-high])

-low J L+low

if it is lex'cally low-toned. The tone of the suffixes will be
high, and the prefix will have the opposite tone from the lexical

tone of the first verb radical; in other words, it will have high

tone before a low-toned verb radical and low tone before a high-

toned verb radical. The tone melody which is derived by means of

the tone formula is mapped onto the verb in a one-tone-per-syllable
fashion, beginning at the beginning of the verb and working towards

the right, as in the examples below:

327
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(4-3) a. With the high-toned verb radical 'la'

alaala

I I N
L H H

'have left'

b. With the low-toned verb radical 'za'

azaala

I f \I
H L H

'have swept'

In comparing Goldsmith's analysis with the analysis which has

been proposed here, 1 will concentrate first on the notion of a
"tone formula", keeping this feature of his analysis separate from

the question of whether the verb forms of Igbo are better analyzed

in terms of level or dynamic tones.

With regard to the use of tone formulas to define the
characteristic tone melodies of the verb forms, we may note, first
of all, that an analysis along these lines is very complex, for
it will be necessary to include in the grammar at least eighteen
tone formulas altogether-4 one for each tonally and/or morpho-
logically-dinstinct verb form. Furthermore, many of the tone

formulas (those involving and B 's) are rules of a rather

complex sort.

However, that is not the end of it, For the tone formulas

of (4-1) (and those which would be given for the other fourteen
verb forms) in fact account only for verbs in which there is no
low-toned verb radical or suffix beyond the first verb radical;
verbs which contain low-toned elements in non-initial position
have distinct tone contours in all verb forms. For example, the
compound verb we4,ftrt. 'take away', which is made up of the two
low-toned verb radicals wet- 'pick up' and fug 'go out' does not
follow the tone formulas of (4-1), but instead uses the tone
melodies shown below:

(4-3) a. Affirmative conditional.

wefy9

I II

H LH

'take away' (conditional form)

b. Affirmative completive.

wefyry

\/
H L

'took away'
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(4.3) c. Affirmative incompletive.

ewefuola

1 I i\/
LHLH

'has taken away'

d. General negative.

ewefyyl

I V)1 'H L

'didn't take away'

Verbs with low-toned elements in non-initial position differ
in two ways from verbs which do not contain such elements. First,

low-toned verb radicals and suffixes are toned elements, which
contribute an extra low tone segment to the ton( contour. Secondly,

by the rule which I have called "Before-low 4- Insertion", the tone

of the first verb radical is raised to high in cases where we

would otherwise expect to find low. For example, the affirmative
completive form (4-3 b) begins with a high tone even though the

first verb radical, we, is lexically low-toned, and even though
the tone formula for this verb form ((4-1 b)) specifies a low stem

tone.

Notice that it is not possible to account for the tone
melodies of verbs of this sort simply by adding a few rules to

the tone formulas. For example, we might try to account for the
tone melodies of (4-3) by adding the two rules below;

(4-4) a. If the verb contains a low-toned verb radical or
suffix in non-stem position, then add a low
suffix tone.

b. Raise the stem tone of such a verb to high.

The problem is that these rules can not consistently be applied
either before or after the tone formulas. For example, if rule

(b) applied BEFORE the tone formulas, then the wrong result would
be obtained for the affirmative completive verb wefyry (4-3 b),

H L

because rule (b) would change the lexical tone of the verb
radical we to high, but the tone formula for this verb form

L

(4-1 b) would re-assign a low stem tone. On the other hand, if
rule (b) applied AFTER the tone formulas, then we would obtain
the wrong result for the general negative form ewefuyi (4-3 d),

H'H L

because the tone formula for this verb form (4-1 d) would assign
a low steq, tone and rule (b) would then incorrectly chancie that low

stem tone to high (rather than to downstepped

r)
a.. .... a/
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Since it appears to be impossible to account for the special
tonal properties of verbs like wefu by adding rules to the tone
formulas, we have no choice but to add an additional, alternative
tone formula for each verb form, the alternate tone formula to

apply just in case the verb contains a member of the "low-toned"
class in non-stem position. The alternative tone formulas for the

four verb forms of (4-0 are given below:

(4-5) Tone formulas for verbs which have a low-toned
element in non-initial position.

Prefix tone Stem tone Suffix tone

Aff. conditional H LH

Aff. completive --- H L

Aff. incompletive L H LH

Gen. negative H 'H L

The tone formulas above correctly predict the tone melodies of

verbs like wefu for these four verb forms. However, to make the

analysis complete, we will have to add an alternative tone formula

for verbs of this class for each of the eighteen verb forms of igbo,

making a total of thirty-six tone formulas in all.

The complexity of this analysis arises from the fact that it

treats the characteristic tone contour of each verb form as an

isolated, arbitrarily-chosen unit, thereby failing to take advantage

of the many similarities in the tone contours of related verb forms.

This disregard of the regularities in the system is not necessary
even in a level-tone theory, for it is possible to account for the

characteristic tone contours of the verb forms by means of a set of

rules like that given in (4-7) below, based on the following

assumptions about the lexical tone of the morphemes which make up

a verb:

(4-6) a. There are three verb-form prefixes:

Fi/i1 : affirmative infinitive
1

HJ
Fa/el : negative non-consecutive

LHi

a/e

L L j

: affirmative incompletive

330
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(4.6) b. There is a floating high tone before a
subordinate-clause verb.

c. There is a floating high-tone suffix at the
end of those verb forms which induce changes in
the lexical tone of a nominal constituent follow-
ing the verb.

d. Verb radicals such as /a 'leave' and fe 'cross'
H L

have lexically-assigned high or low tone.

e. Verb suffixes such as yi (neg) and be (neg.
L

perfective) are either low-toned or toneless.

Verb-radicals in non-initial position within the verb stem count

as suffixes. Suffixes derived from high-toned verb radicals are

toneless; suffixes derived from low-toned verb radicals retain

their low tone.

Given the above assumptions about the lexical tone of the
morphemes which make up a vt-b, we can account for the characteristic
internal tone contours of the carious verb forms by means of the
five ordered rules which appear below:

(4-7)
a. [+tone] [1-low] /

v
,[

---

Condition: This rule applies in the affirmative
imperative, affirmative completive
and negative consecutive forms only.

b. [+tone] [+high] /r [ [-flow]

'4-LEX

c. 0 - [+low] / v[

Condition: This rule applies in the negative
subordinate clause and negative-
main-clause-with-pronominal-subject
forms only.

d. [ +tone] [- low] / [ ]

[4-SUB CL]

-SUBJ

e. Associate the tone segments with the syllables of
the verb in a one-tone-per-syllable fashion,
beginning from the beginning of the verb.

331
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Rule (a) above lowers the first tone segment of the verb in

the affirmative imperative, affirmative completive, and affirmative

consecutive verb forms. This rule corresponds to the dynamic-tone

rule of Imperative-t Insertion; it also accounts for the low tone

of two verb forms -- the affirmative completive and the negative

consecutive whose low tone was accounted for in the dynamic-
tone analysis by positing a prefixal ± at the beginning of the verb.

Rule (b) raises the first tone segment of a verb or verb

stem if the following tone segment is a L. This rule corresponds

to the dynamic-tone rule of Before-low 4 Insertion.

Rule (c) introduces a low tone at the beginning of a negative

subordinate clause verb or at the beginning of a negative main

clause verb which is marked for a pronominal subject. By intro-

ducing an extra tone segment at the beginning of the tone melody,

this rule causes the rest of the tone melody to shift one syllable

to the right. Thus this rule corresponds to the dynamic-tone rule

of Negative -I- Shift.

Rule (d) raises any low tone segment inside the verb of a

subordinate clause [-SUB.)] form. This rule corresponds to the

dynamic-tone rule of +-Deletion.

Finally, rule (e) associates the tone segment of the tone
melody with the syllables of the verb. In those verb forms which

lack a high suffix tone, this rule spreads the tone of the last

toned element of the verb onto the string of syllables at the

end of the verb, thereby mirroring the dynamic-tone rule of Verb-

final Tone Marker Insertion.

The derivations of representative verbs in three verb forms

are shown below:

(4-8) a. The affirmative Incompletive form.

alaala

L H H

azaala

L L H

Underlying form

H Rule (b)

alaala

I I \ /
L H H

azaala

I I V
H L H

Rule (e)

0 332
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(4-8) b. The Affirmative Completive form.

lara

H

zara

L

Underlying form

L Rule (a)

lara

V
L

z ra Rule (e)

c. The Negative Consecutive form.

lay!

H

zayi

L

Underlying form

L Rule (a)

lay!

V
L

zay)

L

Rule (e)

For the negative and subordinate clause forms, additional rules
are needed to account for the downstepped high tone of the verb
stem in cases where the rules of (4-6) predict high. However, it

is not necessary to introduce new rules for this purpose, because
the two rules which we introduced in Chapter II to account for the
tone change in the constituent to the right of the associative
morpheme will also serve our purpose here. These rules are repeated

below:

(4-9) a. [+tone] [-high] / [H]Af (##) (+tone)

V

b. [+low] 0 / [H]Af (##) I

Let us assume that these rules apply not only in the environment
of the associative morpheme, but also after the negative prefix

[

a

H

and the floating high tone which we have posited before a subord nate
clause verb (See (4-6c)). In this way we obtain the derivation
shown below:
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(4-10) The Negative Main Clause Statement Form

alayi

H H

azayi

H L

Underlying form

alayi

v
H H

az

H

ayi

I V.
L

Rule (4-7e)

41 Rule (4-9a)

The Affirmative Completive Sub. Cl. [-SUBJ] Form

lara

H H

zara

HO L H
I

i

Underlying form (the 0 is
the floating high tone which
precedes a subordinate clause

verb.)
1

'H Rule (4-7d)

(D

lara

I

H
I

H

zara

'H H
I I

Rule (4-7e)

s

'H Rule

1

(4-9a)

The Negative Sub. Cl. [ +SUBJ] Form

azayi

0D H H

azayi

()H L

j

1

Underlying form

If

L L Rule (4-7c)

azayi

I I I

0D L H H
1 1 1

azayi

4,..,I I I

Li-j)L H L
t 1

Rule (4-7e)

, 1 1

"H'H
1

1 1"H
1

Rule (4-9a)

1

0 0 Rule (4-9h)

al

V
aiy

/7;\ i

4:1) 'H'H

i

J
Q H L

fi

Output
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Notice that in the above derivation of alay4 we have had to assume

[

that the high tone segment of the negative prefix a retains its
H

affixal status (and thus its ability to trigger rule (4-9a)) even

after rule (4-7e) has applied to map it onto the verb radical la.

The comparative simplicity of this rule-based analysis of the

Igbo verb forms as compared with Goldsmith's tone-formula analysis

is obvious; by taking advantage of the similarities among the

characteristic tone contours of the various verb forms, we have

been able to replace thirty-six tone formulas with just four new

rules. What is more important, however, is the fact that a system

of rules, subject to the Simplicity Criterion, tells us WHY THE

SIMILARITIES ARE THERE, for the more similarities there are, the

simpler the rules will be, and the higher will be the value of the

grammar. In contrast, when the characteristic tone contours of

the verb forms are defined by means of tone formulas, similarities

among 'tie verb forms appear to be accidental, for a grammar in

which _uch similarities exist is no simpler than one in which they

do not. The conclusion is inescapable, I think, that the character-

istic tone contours of the Igbo verb forms should be defined by

means of rules, and not by means of tone formulas.

Having concluded that even in a level-tone theory the tone
contours of the Igbo verb forms should be defined by means of

rules, we may now return to the question we put aside at the
beginning of this section namely, whether those rules are

better stated within a level-tone or a dynamic-tone theory. There

are several good reasons for preferring a dynamic-tone approach.

First of all, as we have seen, the dynamic-tone approach
allows a simpler statement of the lexical properties of verbal
morphemes, for in the dynamic-tone analysis, verb radicals like
la 'leave' can be analyzed as toneless whether they occur in stem-

initial position (e.g. laga 'escape') or not (wetla 'take home').

In contrast, in a level-tone analysis, verb radicals of this class

must be analyzed as high-toned when they occur in stem - initial

position, but as toneless when they do not. This is in contrast

to low-toned verb radicals, which maintain their low tone whatever

position they occupy within the verb.

.Secondly, a level-tone analysis like the one which is outlined
in (4-6) and (4-7) above requires rules which affect arbitrary sets
of verb forms. For example, rule (4-7a) lowers the first syllable
of an affirmative imperative, affirmative completive non-consecutive,
or negative consecutive verb. But there is no reason why this
particular set of verb forms should undergo a rule which does not

apply to the other verb forms. This problem does not arise in the
dynamic-tone analysis, because the rule of Imperative t Insertion

(which corresponds to the level-tole rule (4-7a)) applies to only

A
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one verb form the affirmative imperative. (In this analysis,

the low tone of the affirmative completive and negative consecutive

forms is accounted for in a different way by positing a prefixal

t at the beginning of the verb.)

Another example of the same sort is the level-tone rule (4-7c),

which introduces a low tone segment at the beginning of a negative

subordinate clause or question form, thereby accounting for the

fact that the usual negative tone contour is shifted one step to

the right in these forms. There is no principled reason why this

rule should apply just to these two negative forms. The same is

not true, however, in the dynamic-tone analysis, for the rule of

Negative + Shift (3.6-3), which corresponds to rule (4-7c), applies

to any verb which begins with the configuration H[4-tone11/4,...".

The dynamic-tone analysis provides a principled basis for the

patterning of these two verb forms together with respect to this

rule, for these are the only verb forms in the language with this

initial configuration.

The level-tone rule (4-7c) which accounts for the rightward
shift of the tone contour in the negative subordinate clause and

negative question forms is also problematic in another way, for

this rule gives the wrong output for verbs like tybha 'throw out',

H L

which have a low-toned morpheme in non-initial position. For

example, in the negative question form, this verb must have the
underlying representation shown below:

(4-11) atybhayi

H H L

Rule (4-7c) then applies, introducing an additional low tone segment
at the beginning of the verb, and the whole tone melody is mapped

onto the syllables of the verb as shown in (4-12):

(4-12) atubhayi

II 11
L H H .

Finally, rule (4-9b) applies to lower the second H to 'H giving

Al
the following output, which is incorrect:

(4-13) atubhayi

L H 'H L

An additional rule of some kind will be needed to produce the correct

AI output.
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(4-14) atubhayi

II II
LH LL

or atybhayi

L H L

it is not easy to see how such a rule might be stated, for although

(4-13) could easily be converted to (4-14) by means of the rule

(4-15) 'H L / H

this rule could not be a general rule of the grammar, for it does

not apply in the negative statement form

(4-16) atubha
I

H'H L

A more promising approach, I
believe, would be to make verbs like

tubha exceptions to rule (4-7c). The output form (4-14) could

then be derived from the underlying form (4-11) by means of a

rule lowering the prefix tone in the verb of a question. Such a

rule is apparently needed anyway, to account for the low tone of

the prefix in the question

(4-17)

Ha azaala ama? 'Have they swept the path?'

(repeated from (3.3-110)

Recall that the prefix of this verb should have been raised to

high by rule (4-7b), which makes the prefix tone high when the

first verb radical is low-toned. Note that rule (4-7b) DOES

apply in the following statement form which corresponds to (4-17):

(4-18)

Ogu azaala ama, 'Ogu has swept the path.'

(repeated from (3-3.9))

Why, then, does the prefix have low tone in (4-17)? If the low

prefix tone of (4-17) is accounted for by the addition of a rule

lowering the tone of the prefix in a question, then this rule

will also account for the low tone of the prefix in the negative

question form of (4-14). To reach this solution, however, we

have had to introduce one new rule, and introduce a class of

exceptions to another. No such complications arise within the
dynamic-tone analysis, where the tone contour of the question

form jNbLa.tt. is accounted for by completely regular rules, as

shown below:
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fi
1

a4-

1

i

to bhat
I I

1

Yi,

t

,

1

1

,

1

,

I

I

1

I

Before-low
4Insertion

I

1

f._

1

1

+
I Verb-final TM

Insertion

,

0 -4-

i 1

1

[

Negative 4-

Shift

pJ
.-* t t-Metathesis

Like TM
Geletion

OutputJ 1
atty4-bhayit

The dynamic-tone account of the low tone of the verb prefix in
(4-17) will be found in section 3.3, in connection with the first
occurrence of this example (3.3-11b).

A fourth inadequacy in the level-tone approach in my opinion

the most serious is its inability to provide a principlcA account
of the clustering of certain properties in certain verb forms. To

see that this is so, we must begin by observi:ig that the level-tone
analysis which is outlined above in (4-7) and (4-8) and Goldsmith's
own tone-formula analysis both account only for the INTERNAL TONE
CONTOUR OF THE VERB ITSELF and not for the tone changes which occur
in the subject of the clause in some verb forms. For example, rule
(4-7a), which lowers the first tone segment of a negative consecu-
tive verb, successfully accounts for the low tone of the verb itself
in this verb form. However, it does not account for the lowering
of the string of high tones at the end of the subject, as in the
example

(4 -20)

Ekwe mechiyi ac/a 'but Ekwe didn't shut his eyes'

(repeated from (3.1-4b))
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This puzzling fact about the negative consecutive verb form must

be accounted for by another rule, independent of rule (4-7 a).

In contrast, in the dynamic-tone analysis, the lowering of

the high-toned subject Ekwe4- in this example is accomplished by

the rule of Left Streamlining, which deletes the 4 of Ekwe4, in

the environment of the prefixal t at the beginning of the verb.

The same prefixal t also accounts for the low tone of the verb

itself, for when there is no low-toned verb radical or suffix

within the verb, it is the prefixal t which is copied at the end

of the verb by the rule of Verb-final Tone Marker Insertion. Thus

both the unusual tonal properties of this verb form -- the invariably

low tone of the verb itself and the lowering of a string of high-

toned syllables at the end of the subject arise from a single

underlying property, the fact that it has a prefixal t.

The "question" forms provide another similar example. In

the dynamic-tone analysis which has been proposed here, the postu-

lation of a prefixal 4 at the beginning of these verb forms is
sufficient to account for three unusual tonal properties which

they exhibit: (i) that a high-toned subject like ha4. 'they'

(4-17) is lowered before the verb, (ii) that the negative question

form undergoes Negative Shift (as shown in (4-19)), and (iii)
that there is no drop in pitch after the prefix vowel in an

affirmative incompletive question form like tazal.a1a4, (4-17),

even though the first verb-radical is underlyingly low-toned.26

This is in contrast to the level-tone analyses which have been
proposed, for in these analyses, as we have seen, the rightward
shift of the tone contour in a negative question form like taza+v5

'didn't sweep' (4-19) and the low tone of the prefix vowel in an
affirmative question form like .tazata1a4- 'have swept' (4-17)

must apparently be treated as quite independent facts. Further-

more, in an analysis along these lines, the lowering of the string

of high-toned syllables at the end of the subject must be viewed
as still a third independent fact, for there is nothing about the
verb itself which predicts that it would have this effect on the
word which precedes it. Their failure to provide a principled
account of the converging of these three unusual tonal properties

in the question verb forms is a serinu5, fundamental inadequacy in
level-tone analyses of Igbo.

5. The "Main Clause" ,

In addition to the five lexical rules which were introduced
in section 3 to generate the internal tone contours of the Igbo
verb forms, there is also one transformational rule which affects
the tone contour of the verb. This rule applies in affirmative

t.i'IodOC%

4..

fb
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main clause statements, inserting a relational particle W between
the subject and the predicate. The drop in pitch which is the
reflex of this particle can be seen between the subject and the
predicate of the affirmative main clause statements below:

(5-1) a.

Ekwe a+hya4. 'Ekwe has left the market.'

(from Ekwe+ + 4 atlaala + 4 + ahya4)

r

(relational 'has left'
particle) (affirmative

incompletive
form)

'market'

b. Ekwe +aza+ala a4,ma4,. 'Ekwe has swept the path.'

(from Ekwe + 4 + a4zata1a + 1 + ama4)

(relational 'has swept'

particle) (affirmative
incompletive

form)

r----
c. Ekwe 4,tu4bhara1 onus. 'Ekwe spoke.'

'path'

(from Ekwe4 + 5 + ttu4bhara` + onu4 -)

(relational 'threw in'

particle) (affirmative
completive

form)

'mouth'

Example (c) above provides direct evidence for the main clause,
for we would not ordinarily expect to find a drop in pitch between
the high-toned subject Ekwe4 and the verb ty4bharat 'threw in',
which also begins on a high tone level. (Compare, for example,
the corresponding affirmative conditional form Ekwe ty4bharat 94ny4
'if Ekwe speaks', in which there is no main clause 4,, and conse-

quently no drop in pitch between the subject and the verb.)

Examples (a) and (b) provide evidence of a less direct kind.
Here the presence of the main clause 4, between the subject and
the predicate can be deduced from the fact that it has caused the
deletion, by Right Streamlining, of the t of the affirmative in-
completive prefix ai in (a) and of the before-low 4- which would
otherwise appear after the prefix vowel in (b). These pitch-change
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markers do show up in the surface form in examples like those below,

which correspond to (a) and (b) above except that the subject ends

with a low-toned syllable. Note that there is no "main clause"

between the subjeclt and the verb when the subject ends on a low

tone level.

(5-2) a.

b

04,gu atlaala a4-hya:. 'Ogu has left the market.'

04gu1 ayzatala 'Ogu has swept the path.'

A third argument for the existence of a relational particle [4,]

between the subject and the predicate of an affirmative indicative

main clause is based on an assumption which we made in sections 2

and 3 above namely that there is a prefixal t at the beginning

of an affirmative completive verb. This prefixal !
accounts for the

fact that an affirmative completive verb has a 4 for its verb-final

tone marker even in cases like the following, in which there is no

low-toned verb radical or suffix inside the verb:

( 5 3 ) r
Ekwe lara+ ahya4,. 'Ekwe left the market.'

If we assume that the affirmative completive form, like most other

verb forms, is marked by a prefix in the third prefix position, and

that that prefix consists of a t only, then the ' at the end of the

verb Zara in (5-3) can be accounted for in the normal way -- it is

put there by the rule of Verb-final Tone Marker Insertion. However,

there is a potential problem with this analysis, for this prefixal

4 does not have the same effect on the tone of the preceding word

as do the prefixal l's which we have postulated for the negative

consecutive and question forms. In those verb forms, the + at the

beginning of the verb causes the deletion, by Left Streamlining,

of a .. at the end of the preceding word, as in the examples below:

(5-4) a.

b.

Ekwe layi' 'but Ekwe didn't leave'

(from Ekwe k1ayi )

J

Ha alaala a:hya;? 'Have they left the market?'

(from ha: ,7il + :f ahqa,)

34,
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The affirmative completive clause of (5-3) stands in contrast to

the clauses above, for in (5-3) the high-toned subject Ekwe4, is

not lowered before the verb 'tiara'. How are we to account for this

fact if there is indeed a prefixal .t at the beginning of this verb

form?

The fact that the subject is not lowered before the verb tlara'!.

in (5-3) is accounted for by the main clause 4 between the subject

and the predicate of an affirmative main clause statement, for,

assuming this particle, the clause of (5-3) will have the under-

lying structure

(5-5) Ekwe4 g 4- # tlarat fi ahya4

Both the (underlined) main clause 4, and the prefixal t of the verb

are deleted from this form by the rule of Right Streamlining, for
each of these tone markers lies to the right of a 4,, separated

from it by no more than a single word boundary. The 4 at the end

of Ekwe+ is left behind, and is the pitch drop which can be heard

between the subject and the predicate in the surface form. Thus,

by postulating a particle [4] between the subject and the predicate

of an affirmative completive main clause, we are able to account

for the fact that a 4- at the end of the subject is not deleted

before the affirmative completive prefix t. This fact, then, gives

us a third argument for the existence of the "main clause" Y.

My final argument for the existence of the main clause 4 is

based on the realization of the drop in pitch between the subject
and the verb of an affirmative main clause statement when the verb

begins with a consonant. Let us first take note of the fact that
in other verb forms a drop in pitch between the subject and a
consonant-initial verb is realized as a sharp drop in pitch at the

syllable boundary. Examples are given below from the affirmative
conditional and subordinate clause completive forms. (The under-

lying representation which I assume for each clause is given

beneath the surface form.)

(5-6) a. Affirmative conditional form.

11 Ekwe4- za4- 0-19t 'If Ekwe sweeps the house'

(from Ekwo4, #g za' g

b. Affirmative completive subordinate clause form.

I 1_

mabet Ekwel zarat u4-19t 'when Ekwe swept the house'

(from mgbet :zaraA phil)
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The affirmative completive main clause form contrasts with
the clause-types exemplified above in that a pitch drop between its

subject and its verb is realized as a falling glide on the final
syllable of the subject (like the associative + of a proper name

possessive). The unusual realization of a pitch drop between the
subject and verb in this form is predicted by our analysis if we
assume that this pitch drop is a relational particle, so that the

clauses of (5-1c) and (5-3), for example, have the underlying

structures shown below:

S

S

S

(5-7) a. Ekwe4 # # ttythharat ## onu+ (5-1c)

b. Ekwe4, # r ft Clara` ahya-- (5-3) 11

If the underlying representations given above are correct, then
the final vowel of Ekwe4- meets the structural description of the
rule of Syllable Lengthening, repeated below:

(5-8) [+syll][+tone] (ft) (.0 4, I
s.d. 1 2 3 4 5

s.c. Lengthen 1.

The main clause Y and the prefixal of the verb are subsequently

deleted by the rule of Right Streamlining, and, by the conventions
for the realization of tone markers which we assumed for Igbo in

Chapter 11, the final 1- of Ekwei, is realized as a falling glide

on the preceding syllable, for that syllable is long and falls

within the same phonological word as the

Having shown that there is a relational particle consisting

of a 4- only between the subject and the predicate of an affirmative
indicative main clause statement, we may now state the rule for
the insertion of that particle as follows:

(5-9) Main Clause Insertion.

VP[.. ]]s

s.d. 1 2

s.c. Insert the morpheme [4] between 1 and 2.

This rule inserts the particle [4] between the subject and the
predicate of an indicative main clause whose subject ends with a
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provided that clause is neither a question nor a negative (as
indicated by the feature [-0).

The rule of Main Clause 4, Insertion, the lexical rules which
were introduced in section 3, and the assumptions we have made about
the tonal properties of the morphemes which make up an Igbo verb,
together account for the characteristic tone contours of the verb
forms of Igbo in all cases except those in which the subject of
the verb is one of the cliticizing pronouns m 'I', i/i 'you' (sg.),

9/c. 'he, she, it', or a (impersonal 'one'). An account of the
grammatical and tonal properties of clauses containing these
pronouns will be given in section 6 below.

6. The Cliticizing Subject Pronouns

The monosegmental subject pronouns in 'I', i/i 'you' (sg.),

o/o 'he, she, it' and a 'one' (impersonal) have certain special
properties which will be accounted for in this section.

First of all, these pronouns undergo cliticization to the
verb, as can be seen from the fact that they harmonize with the
first verb radical of the verb just as other prefixal elements do.
The effect of vowel harmony on the pronoun i/i can be observed
in the examples below, where this pronoun takes the form [i] if

the vowel of the first verb radical is one of the [ +ATR] vowels

[1],[e],[u], or [o], and the form [i] if it is one of the [-ATM
vowels [1],[a],[0, or [9]:

(6-1) a.

i la a4,11yal, 'if you leave the market'

(from i + 1,/ + d + ahya;)

'you' 'leave'

(sg.)(affirmative
conditional

form)

'market'

b.

I vu" ab94? 'Were you carrying a basket?'

(from i + ;vu' aboll

'you' carry'

(affirmative
completive
question

form)

3 4

'basket'
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(6-1) c.

u+we ittit 'the clothes you were wearing'

d.

(from utwe4, + i + tit)

'clothes' you"wear'
(affirmative completive
sub. cl. form)

1
mgbet i na+akaalaf 'since you've spoken'

(from mgbet + naatkatalat)

'time' you' 'have spoken'
(affirmative incompletive
sub. cl. form)

Vowel harmony affects only the monosegmental subject pronouns

which were listed at the beginning of this section; it does not

affect the multi-segmental subject pronouns gi,t, 'you' (sg.), a%j44

'we', unu,i, 'you' (pl.) and Fla+ 'they'.28 If we assume that vowel-

harmony is a word-internal process, then this difference between

the monosegmental and multi-segmental subject pronouns suggests

that only the former undergo cliticization to the verb. A rule

for the cliticization of a monosegmental subject pronoun can be

stated as follows:

(6-2) Pronoun Cliticization

[[+seg]] [...]
PRO PRO V V

s.d. 1 2

s.c. Chomsky-adjoin I to 2.

This rule cliticizes a monosegmental subject pronoun to the verb

which follows it. (Note that there are no monosegmental pronouns
except the subject pronouns which were listed at the beginning of

this section.)

When the verb begins with a consonant, as in the examples of

(6-1) , the tone contour of the verb-plus-pronoun combination is

predictable from the lexical tone contour of the verb alone. We

may conclude, then, that the monosegmental pronouns themselves

are toneless.
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An additional rule is needed when the range of data is extended
to include vowel-initial verb forms such as those exemplified

below:

(6-3) a.

o+la4yi ahya4' 'He didn't leave the market.'

(from o + atla444- ahya0

'he' didn't leave'
(neg. main
clause form)

b.

kay o mechaalat

c.

(from

'market'

'after he had finished'

kat o + etmechaalat)

(complementizer) 'he' have finished'
(affirmative incompletive

sub. cl. form)

\..

m+gbe Yo metchiyi ajra4 'when he didn't shut his eyes'

(from mgbe++o + 4,eme4,chiyi4, + aYa.)

'time' he' (neg. sub. 'eyes'

cl. form)

In the examples above, the cliticizing pronoun o/o has re-
placed the initial vowel of the verb. That the pronoun vowel has
REPLACED the prefix vowel and not simply caused its deletion can
be seen from examples (b) and (c), in which the pronoun vowel has
come to follow the subordinate clause + within the verb.

The rule for the replacement of the prefix vowel by the pro-
noun vowel may be stated as follows:

(6-4) Prefix Vowel Replacement.

V
[[+syll][+syll]

s.d. 1 2

s.c. Replace 2 with 1.
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Note that this is a surface-level rule rather than a lexical rule,

since it must follow the syntactic rule of Pronoun Cliticization.2"

Since this rule represents a purely phonological process, the

presence of tone markers within the verb is immaterial, and need

not be provided for in the structural description of the rule.

The two rules of Pronoun Cliticization and Prefix Vowel

Replacement, plus the assumption that the cliticizing pronouns
are lexically toneless, correctly account for all the verb-pronoun

combinations of (6-1) and (6-3). However, these two rules are not

sufficient to account for the main-clause statement forms, for

in these forms there is an unexpected + between the cliticized

pronoun and the verb stem. Examples are given below:

(6-5) a.

04, lara+ ahya4'. 'He left the market.'

(from o + lara4 ahya4)

'he' left'

(affirmative
completive
rain clause

form)

'market'

b.
--% \--
0 4'laala a+hya+. 'He has left the market.'

(from 94' + atlaala + + ahya1)

'he' has left'
(affirmative
incompletive
main clause

form)

'market'

It is striking that there should be an unexpected + between

the cliticized subject pronoun and the verb stem in just those

verb forms in which we have posited a "main clause" +. We can

identify this unexpected + with the main clause + if we (i)

re-state the rule of Main Clause 4 Insertion in such a way that

it will apply when the subject position is empty and (ii) add a

rule of 1- Metathesis to transpose the main clause + with a

following vowel when it is initial in a main clause. This rule

may be stated as follows:

r: / P."
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(6-6) Main Clause Tone Marker Metathesis

[[ +tone][+syll]

[-SUB CL]

s.d. 1 2

s.c. Move 1 to the right of 2.

The derivation of the clause of (6-5a), following the outline
above, is shown below:

0

[[o- ]
PRO V

[tlarat]
V NP

[ahya4-]
NP

]
S

I Underlying form

[
V

o
-

[

V
[flara'!-]V ]V 1 Pronoun ;:litici-

zation

Ifl
1

1

Main Clause
4 Insertion

1

0 4, Main Clause Tone
Marker Metathesis

-\------/

Output

io4-larat ahya4

I stated above that there is an unexpected + after a criticized
subject pronoun in all the verb forms which have a main clause
This statement is true in all cases except one: there is no after

a cliticized subject pronoun in the affirmative incompletive con-
secutive form, though this is a verb form in which the main clause .

normally appears. Instead, a cliticizing pronoun in this verb form

is followed by a ',, as in the examples below:

(6-8) a.

o tsaa4 ahy4- '(and then) he took a bath'

IP (from o + asaa + Y +

'he' wash'
(affirmative
incompletive

form)

348
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(6-8) b.

o mu+o akwukwo4 'and then he studied'

(from o + aimu +o + + akwukwo4)

'he' study' 'books'

(affirmative
incompletive

form)

Notice that there is no 4- after the pronoun even in (b), where the

first verb radical is low-toned, so that we would ordinarily expect
the initial vowel of the verb to be followed by a Before-low

The invariably low tone of a cliticized subject pronoun in the

affirmative consecutive form is most easily accounted for by means
of a rule like the following, which substitutes an affixal t for

a "main clause" 4 which is the first element of a consecutive clause:

(6-9) Consecutive t Insertion

[]

[+CONSEC]

s.d. 1

s.c. Replace 1 with the particle [k].

The + which is inserted by rule (6-9) is subsequently moved to the

right of the initial vowel of the verb by the rule of Main Clause

Tone Marker Metathesis. Thus the clause of (6 -8b) has the derivation

below:"
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[akwykw94-]Np]slUnderlying i
[
S

[PRO ]PRO V[a4.mY''°]V NP
iform

[9 [a4muto]
V

]

VV V,,
1 t

I I

Pronoun
Cliticization

W Main Clause
4 Insertion

1 1

[
]

:
Rule (6-9)

0 -,- 9 Prefix Vowel
Replacement

Main Clause
Tone Marker
Metathesis

1

1

0 'Like Tone
Marker
Deletion

I

iOutput
____J

i

9 myt9 akwukwu4
i

The rules which have been introduced in the last two sections
of this chapter are listed below in the order in which they apply:

(6-11) a. Pronoun Cliticization.

s.d.

[pRoP-segflpRo

1 2

s.c. Adjoin 1 to the lefthand side of 2.

b. Main Clause 4 Insertion.

[s([ ']NP) VP[]]
-SUB CL
+IND
-Q

s.d. 1 2

s.c. Insert the morpheme [4] between 1 and 2.
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(6-11) c. Consecutive 4 Insertion.

M[

[+CONSEC]

s.d. 1

s.c. Replace 1 with the morpheme [4].

d. Prefix Vowel Replacement.

V
[[+syll] [i-syll]

s.d. 1 2

s.c. Replace 2 with 1.

e. Main Clause Tone Marker Metathesis.

S
[[[+tone][+syll]

[-SUB CO

s.d. 1 2

s.c. Move 1 to the right of 2.

A complete summary of the analysis which has been proposed
here for Igbo will be given in the first section of Chapter VIII.
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Notes

FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER VII

1The names used to refer to the verb forms of Igbo differ
widely from author to author. The names which will be used in

this work are listed in the lefthand column in the chart below.
The names used by Green and lgwe (1963) for the same verb forms
are listed in the righthand column. Note that in some cases I

am treating as a single verb form what Green and lgwe regard as

two or three distinct verb forms.

THIS WORK I GREEN AND IGWE (1963)

AFFIRMATIVE VERB FORMS

1. Infinitive I infinitive

2. Imperative Imperative
SVF* 1 subordinate conditional3. Conditional

4. Incompletive main clause SVF 11 main

5. Incompletive subordinate
clause with subject

SVF II relative B,
SVF II subordinate conditional

6. Incompletive subordinate
clause without subject

SVF 11 relative A

7. Incompletive consecutive SVF II main non-initiating,
Participle

8. Incompletive guestion SVF II question

9. Completive main clause SVF I main

10. Completive subordinate
clause with subject

SVF 1 relative B

11. Completive subordinate
clause without sub'ect

SVF I relative A

12. Completive consecutive
---1

Narrative

113. Completive question SVF I question

NEGATIVE VERB FORMS

1. General negative
(including infinitive,
conditional, and main clause)

--1

SVF I main
SVF 1 subordinate conditional
Infinitive, imperative

2. Subordinate clause
with subject

SVF 1 relative B

3. Subordinate clause
without subject

------t

i SVF I relative A

4. Question Question

Consecutive I SVF II main non-initiatingt5.

Narrative

SVF = Subject verb form
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2The data in this chapter is taken from Green and Igwe (1963),

Igwe and Green (1970), and Welmers and Welmers (1968). I have

sometimes simplified examples slightly or substituted one vocabulary

item for another.

3What 1 am calling the verb "root" corresponds to that level

of structure which Welmers (1970a) calls the verb "base".

4liote that the tone contour for this root is not a simple con-
catenation of the tone contours of the simple roots which make it

up. The rule which inserts the after the first syllable of this

root will be introduced in section 3.3 below.

5Both the analyses which have been suggested here predict a
certain "mixing" of verb radicals and "true" suffixes in non-
initial position in a verb root. This prediction is borne out
in fact by verb roots like wetaftit. 'bring more' (from wet 'pick
up' + to (suffix indicating action toward speaker or subject) +

frit 'be more'), in which the verb radical fu" follows the true
suffix to within the verb root.

61 follow the usual notation here, marking nasality on the
first segment of the syllable only, though it in fact extends
throughout the syllable.

71n postulating a "stem" level of lexical structure inter-
mediate between the root level and the word level, I am departing

from the analysis of Welmers (1970a), who includes the suffixes
of (2.2-1) in the class of "inflectional" affixes. However,

these suffixes are not really inflectional, since, according to
Green and Igwe (1963), they are not obligatorily present in any
of the verb forms.

8The exclamatory tone of these examples is created by the
absence of aspectual suffixes in the verb root.

9However, the completive-incompletive distinction seems to
carry little semantic import in the consecutive form. Moreover,

the completive consecutive form acts like an incompletive form

in some ways. For example, it makes use of the "open vowel"

suffix a/e/o/o (2.2-1e) and induces a pitch drop in the following

nominal constituent two properties which generally characterize
the incompletive forms rather than the completive one.

"However, see Goldsmith (1978) for evidence that Emond's
root-nonroot distinction does play a role in the grammar of Igbo.
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40 "There are also subordinate clause forms with an adversative

0

reading; for example,

(i)

...0k14-ta +ataa+ g14, 'lest the dog bite you'

(from oki+ta,I, +,:.attaat + g4.0

'dog' 'bite' 'you'

(affirmative
incompletive
subordinate
clause form)

The "missing" element in this clause is a conditional adverbial of

some sort.

12This information about Twi and this suggestion for the
characterization of a subordinate clause were given to me by G.

N. Clements (personal communication).

13A verb in the "question" form always has a pronoun for its
grammatical subject. The identity of the subject is specified, if
necessary, by means of a NP in topic position, as in the example

below:

04,gu 9 ditna ebe 'Is Ogu there?'

(Lit., 'Ogu, he is in place that')

24Note that the nominal constituent which is affected in this
way need not be the direct object of the verb. For example, it
may be the indirect object, as in the example

(iii)

Aqit e4mettaarala eyu.! 'We have brought Ekwe
a goat.'

'we' have brought' 'goat'

or it may be an adverbial element, as in the example

(iv)

Ya byaa 'if he comes tomorrow'

(from tia4, + hLiaa +

'he' 'come'

(affirmative
conditional

form)

+ eci;)

'tomorrow'

35o
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or it may be a predicate adjective, as in the example

( v )

ute5 di 4mbara4' 'a mat which is wide'

(from ute4.+4,di + mtbara0

'mat' is'

(affirmative
completive
sub. cl. form)

'wide'

15Additional evidence for this generalization of the rule of
Left Streamlining will be given in section 3.2 below, in connection

with the discussion of the "question" +.

16According to Green and Igwe (1963), there is an alternative,
less emphatic negative consecutive form in which the verb is high-

toned when it contains no low-toned verb radical or suffix. An

example of this alternative negative consecutive form is given

below:

Ekwet zuyi anyI, 'and Ekwe didn't buy meat'

Notice that the prefixal t is still present at the beginning of

the verb, for the high-toned subject of Ekwe is lowered before

the verb. However, the rule of Verb-final Tone Marker Insertion

has not copied the prefixal t at the end of the verb. Apparently

the t between the subject and the predicate in this verb form is

sometimes analyzed as a relational particle BEFORE the verb

rather than as a prefix of the verb itself. In that case, there

is no tone marker inside the verb and the rule of Verb-Final Tone

Marker Insertion cannot apply. As a result, there is no tone

marker at the end of the verb, and the verb must take the tone
level of the following NP.

There is one other set of verbs in Igbo which provide no
internal tone marker for the rule of Verb-final Tone Marker

Insertion to copy namely, a set of affirmative completive main
clause forms built around a small class of toneless verb radicals

which fail to take the usual affirmative completive prefix "4".

In the OtRyFly+ dialect described by Green and Igwe (1963), there

are just two verb radicals wy 'be' and ka 'surpass' which exhibit

this behavior. However, in the dialect described by Swift,

Ahaghotu, and Ugorji (1962) there are a number of verb roots

which behave in this way, including ri 'eat', ru 'drink', sa

'wash', and ku 'dip up (water)'. One of the authors of this
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study (Mr. Ahaghotu), treats affirmative completive main clause
verbs built around these verb roots as toneless elements. In Mr..

Ahaghotu's speech, a verb of this sort takes the tone level of
the following word, as in the examples below:

(vii) a.

40
Aqit guru mmir4, 'We drank wine.'

(from aCW 0Y-1-Y

'we' 'drank'

(affirmative
completive
main clause

form)

'wine'

b.

mmii; They drank wine.'

(from a + wry 12a +

(subject 'drank' 'they' wine'

position (affirmative
filler) completive main

clause forms)

(The subject pronoun ha 'they' is moved to a position following
the verb in this dialect, and its underlying position before the
verb is filled with the pronoun a 'one' (impersonal). (See

Goldsmith (1978) for a di'cussion of this phenomenon.) The

between the a and the verb 00=y will be accounted for in section
6 of this chapter.)

The behavior of verbs like wry in Mr. Ahaghotu's speech is
easily accounted for in the analysis which has been presented
here, for if these verbs do not take the prefixal ` which usually
appears at the beginning of an affirmative completive verb, then
there is no internal tone marker to be copied at the end of the
verb by the rule of Verb-final Tone Marker Insertion, and the verb
must take the tone level of the element which follows it.

Mr. Ugorji, the other Igbo author of this study, differs from
Mr. Ahaghotu in that he gives high tone to verbs like 9v-iu what-
ever the tone of the element which follows the verb. Thus in Mr.
Ugorji's speech, there is a drop in pitch between the end of the
verb and the low-toned pronoun ha! in (vii b). Apparently, Mr.

Ugorji is using a different version of the rule of Verb-final
Tone Marker Insertion one which inserts a 4 at the end of the
verb when there is no internal tone marker to be copied. Such an
alternative version of the rule may be stated as follows:
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(viii) <I> ... ]v

s.d. 1 2

s.c. Insert ri +tone 1 after 2.
1<-fall>1

Condition: 2 0

Stated in this way, the rule inserts a + at the end of a verb whose
last internal tone marker is a t, and a 4- at the end of any other

verb.

17The correlation between the tone level at the end of the verb
and the presence of a suffixal element which affects the tone con-
tour of the following nominal phrase was first observed by Edwin

Williams (1976).

'Bit is not necessary to prevent this rule from applying to the
subordinate clause [-SUBJ] forms, which also make use of the

suffixal 4-, for a fi at the end of a verb in one of these forms
would be deleted by the rule of 1Deletion, to be introduced in
section 3.5 below.

19Since a negative STATEMENT with pronominal subject also makes
use of the "question" +, this form is in fact ambiguous between the
question "Didn't they leave the market?" and the statement "They

didn't leave the market." Whether the statement or the question
is meant must be determined from context; however, the statement
interpretation is more likely.

"As before, 1 am using the term "downstepped high" ('H) where

Goldsmith himself uses the term "mid" (M).

21An equivalent level-tone rule could be stated as follows:

(ix) [+tone].+ r+highl / [

L-low j STEM

22Apparently not all dialects of lgbo make use of this rule,

for in the Welmers' Learners' Manual, subordinate clause [-SUBJ]
forms have 't's in the usual places. For example,

(xi i)

ndp na ,;-abya+beyit 'those who have not yet come'

(from ndi;' + na

'people' (relative 'have not

marker) yet come'
(sub. clause [-SUBJ] form)

dr,
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"The rules by which the high suffix tone effects changes in
the lexical tone of the following constituent are repeated in

(4-9) below. Note, however, that the application of these rules

will have to be limited in some way so as to account for the fact

that there is no change in the tone of the constituent following

the verb if that constituent is not NOMINAL. (See the examples

of (2.2-23).)

24Goldsmith himself lists only thirteen tone formulas, but
his list does not include formulas for the affirmative question

forms or for the consecutive forms.

25Nor would it be possible to simply change rule (b) so that
it states "Raise the stem tone of the verb to downstepped high

when there is a low suffix tone", for that rule would give the

wrong output for the affirmative conditional form

41
(xiii)

0

0

U
Ekwe e,;,go 'if Ekwe takes away the money'

(from Ekwe4 + ego-)

'take away'
(affirmative
conditional

form)

'money'

2bSpecifically, the lowering of a high-toned subject before the
verb is accomplished by the rule of Left Streamlining, which

deletes a 4- at the end of the subject in the environment of the

f at the beginning of the verb. The application of Negative 4,

Shift is also attributable to the presence of this prefixal
for this rule applies to any verb with the tone shape

V
[...[+tone]V4...]. Finally, the prefixal f blocks the insertion

of a before-low 4,, for there is no,-provision for a tone marker

at the beginning of the verb in the structural description of

the rule of Before-low .1- Insertion.

27This analysis depends on the assumption that the application
of Right Streamlining to (5--7a) creates the output string

(xiv) Ekwe4 ty:bhara't ony4

with only a single .f! between the subject and the predicate. If

the output of this rule were, instead,

(xv) Ekwe:- ty,bhara' pny;

then the 4 at the end of Ekwf,4 would he (incorrectly) deleted by

the rule of Like Tone Marker Deletion.

0..10
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This assumption is, I believe, a reasonable one, since
phonological boundaries in general behave like a kind of
bracketing rather than like units of the phonological string.
Thus one does not expect two SINGLE Ps to combine to create a

double ##. (See the discussion of phonological boundaries in

Chapter VIII.)

28Some speakers give other tone contours to some of these

pronouns. For example, the pronoun for 'we' sometimes has the
tone contour a4--0.+ ora+44, the pronoun for 'you' (p1) is some-

times u+nu+ and the pronoun ha-1- 'they' takes the form ha+ in
those dialects in which it is postposed to a postverbal position.
(See example (viib) above.)

29However, there are facts which suggest that Pronoun Cliti-
cization is not a syntactic rule after all. For example, consider

the following affirmative conditional clause:

(xvi)

14ke'e 1akwa4 'If you (sg.) share out eggs'

(from i + kete + + atkwa-;,)

'you' share out'
(conditional

form)

'eggs'

What needs accounting for here is the 4 after the (toneless)
cliticizing subject pronoun i. Note that the explanation
given immediately below for the 4- which follows a cliticized
pronoun in the main clause forms does not apply in this case,
for there is no "main clause" 4, in a conditional clause, nor
is there any 4, after the subject pronoun in clauses like the
following, where there is no low-toned morpheme inside the verb.

(xvii)

I laa a4hya4- 'if you leave the market'

(from i + laa + Y + ahya;.)

'you' leave'

(conditional
form)

'market'

If the cliticizing subject pronoun is assumed to be part of
the LEXICAL verb (rather than adjoined to it by a syntactic rule)
then these facts are no problem, for in that case the 4, after i

in (xvi) is placed there by the rule of Before Low Insertion.

IP
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"In writing out this derivation, I have omitted the suffixal

I, which should appear at the end of the verb in the underlying

form. This suffixal 4- undergoes cliticization to the object NP

(by the rule of 4-- Cliticization), and is subsequently deleted by

the rule of Nominal 4 Deletion.



CHAPTER VIII

SOME REFLECTIONS ON THE TONE RULES OF IGBO

1. Four Rule-types, and Their Ordering
in the Grammar

In the detailed analysis of Igbo which has been proposed in

Chapters II, VI, and VII of this work, evidence has been given

for the following rules, which are divided here into four

components:

(1-1) Rules which apply to lexical categories

a. Verb-final Tone Marker Insertion' (VII.3.1-1)

[4-tone] ... jv

s.d. 1 2

s.c. Copy 1 after 2.

Condition: 2 # 0

b. Negative 4, Shift (VII.3.2-1)

V
[ P-tone][+syll] c

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5

s.c. Move 4 to the right of 5.

c. Before-low Insertion (VII.3.3-7)

V
[ G

s.d. 1 2 3 4

s.c. Substitute a , for 2.

Condition: 3 0.
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(1-1) d. Imperative t Insertion (VII.3.4-2)

V
[ 0 (0 )

[+IMP]

s.d. 1 2 3

s.c. Insert a + after 1.

e. +-Deletion (VII.3.5-2)

V[ t

[+SUB CU;

-SUBJ j

s.d. 1 2 3

s.c. Delete 2.

(1-2) Syntactic Rules2,3

a. Pronoun Cliticization (VII.6-2)

[[+seg] ] [ ]

PRO PRO V V

s.d. 1 2

s.c. Chomsky-adjoin 1 to 2.

111/ b. Main Clause 4, Insertion (ViI.5-9)

I ) I...] ]

S NP VP

-SUB CL]
+INDIC

11 -Q

s.d. 1 2

s.c. Insert the morpheme betwen 1 and 2.

c. Associative 4, Insertion (VI.3-13)

[[ ][+N] [-V][ ]1

s.d. 1 2

1, s.c. Insert the morpheme [4] betwen 1 and 2.
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(1-2) d. Consecutive t Insertion (VI1.6-9)

S[[ %]

[+CONSEC]

s.d. 1

s.c. Replace 1 with the morpheme NI.

e. (V1.4-9)

[ [ ]rN> [4-]

a

1:-AGENTIVE>
b

+N

<+PROPER>
c

<-POSSESSIVE>
d

s.d. 1 2 3

s.c. Chomsky-adjoin 2 to 3.

Condition:a :--. b and c D d.

(1-3) Phonological Rules Whose Domains are Defined in
Terms of Syntactic Bracketing('

a. Prefix Vowel Replacement (V11.6.4)

V[ [+syll][+syll]

s.d. 1 2

s.c. Replace 2 with 1.

b. Main Clause Tone Marker Metathesis (VII.6-6)

s
[[+tone][+syll]

[-SUB CO

s.d. 2

s.c. Move 1 to the right of 2.

c. Associative 4- Deletion (VI.6.4-7)

[+N]
[ 4-[+sy1l] c

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 6

s.c. Delete 1.
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(1-3) d. 4-Metathesis (V1.4-13)

[+N]
[4-[+syll]

s.d. 1 2 3 4

s.c. Transpose 1 and 2.

e. Sandwiched 4' Deletion (V1.6.3-6)

[+N]
[ ([+syll]) Y c 4 6 4- ]

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 6

s.c. Delete 4.

f. Internal 4, Deletion (V1.6.1-5)

[+N]
U+syll] 4 7

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5, where 5# 0.

s.c. Delete 2.

Condition: This rule does not apply to
the highest-level nominal
phrase, NP.

41 (1-4) Phonological Rules Whose Domains are Defined in
Terms of Phonological Boundaries5

a. Syllable Lengthening (11.3.3-9)

[+syll][+tone] (ft) (d)

41
s.d. 1 2 3 4 5

s.c. Make 1 long.

b. Syllable Shortening (11.3.3-9)

41

[ +syll] (0 (0 [ +syll]

s.d. 1 2 3 4

s.c. Make I short.
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(1-4) c. Right Streamlining (VI.1-2 a)

(#) ([+syll]) [ +tone]

s.d.l 2 3 4

s.c. Delete 4.

d. t-Retraction (VI.1-5)

a a t (#) (#)

s.d.l 2 3 4 5 6

s.c. Transpose 2 and 3.

Condition: If 4 and 5 are both present, then 2
is not long.

e. Left Streamlining (VII.3.1-5)

a [+tone] (.,t) [ +tone]

s.d.1 2 3 4 5

s.c. Delete 2.

Condition: If 3 and 4 are both present, then 1

is not long.

f. Syllabic-nasal Raising (VI.1-8b)

#g [+tone] [+nas]

s.d. 1 2 3 4

s.c. Transpose 2 and 3.

g. -Metathesis (VII.3.3-5)

q+syll]

s.d. 1 2 3

s.c. Transpose 1 and 2.

h. Phrase-final Deletion (optional) (11.3.2-9)

4 S

s.d. 1 2

s.c. Delete 1. CIA e".

b )

S

S
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(1-4) i. Like-Tone-Marker Deletion (11.3.2-3)

[ +tone l'dp> +tone i ... SS

te+fall>l L+fall>.

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 6

s.c. Delete 1.

j. +-Reduction (11.3.2-5)

+ $$

s.d.l 2 3 4 5

s.c. Reduce the magnitude of 1 by two thirds.

The rules above have been divided into four components, which
are as follows: (1-1) lexical rules, (1-2) syntactic rules, (1-3)
phonological rules whose domains are defined in terms of syntactic
bracketing, and (1-4) phonological rules whose domains are defined
in terms of phonological boundaries. I will now argue that each
of these four rule-categories fcrms an identifiable component of
the grammar, and that, insofar as rule-ordering can be ascertained,
the rules of (1-1) apply before those of (1-2), which apply before
those of (1-3), which in turn apply before those of (1-4).

The rule ordering indicated above is at least clea;ly established
in the case of the lexical rules of (1-1) vis-a-vis the syntactic
rules of (1-2). My primary reason for listing the lexical rules
together, as a separate component of the grammar, is the fact that
in general these rules play a rather different role in the grammar
from those phonological rules which apply to higher-level syn-
tactic phrases, for it is only on those relatively rare occasions
when verb radicals and affixes are combined to form a new verb
that they can be said actually to function as RULES, which parti-
cipate in a linguistic derivation. Their primary function is to
give expression to certain generalizations about lexical items
which are already familiar to native speakers of the language, and
which are inserted into phrases as unit items, rather than being
derived afresh with each use. Thus it seems reasonable to
assume that even when new lexical items are created in conformance
with these rules, they are created as independent items and inserted
into larger phrases in finished form. One specific argument for
this rule-ordering was pointed out in Chapter VII, section 3.!,
where it was noted that the lexical rule of Verb-final Tone Marker
Insertion must apply before the syntactic rule of 4- Cliticization

OCr%
1-11J0
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if the verb suffix "f" is to block the application of Verb-final
Tone Marker Insertion to the verb forms in which it appears.
However, there are other plausible ways of accounting for the
fact that those verb forms which are marked with a suffixal 4 do
not undergo Verb-final Tone Marker Insertion (see the alternative
version of this rule in Chapter VII, (3.1-10)), and so the rule-
ordering in this case is not altogether certain.

The ordering of the non-lexical phonological rules of (1-3)
and (1-4) after the syntactic rules of (1-2) is more clearly
established, for the syntactic rules of (1-2) consistently furnish
the input for the phonological rules, but no phonological rule
creates the input for a syntactic rule. For example, the
syntactic rules of Associative 4 Insertion and 4-Cliticization
create the input strings for the phonological rules of 4-Metathesis,
Associative 4- Deletion, Internal 4- Deletion, and Sandwiched
Deletion, as shown in the derivations below:

(1-5) a. NP

N NP

ASSOC. NP

isi4
1

1

1

MARKER

4

1

i

1

1

eyu4 Underlying structure after
application of Associative
4- Insertion and 4-- Cliticization

; t

0 4 4Metathesis

0
i

1
Like-Tone-Marker Deletion

4 4-Reduction

'the

Output

head of a goat'isi e4yu.

3 7
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(1-5) b. NP

N NP

ASSOC. NP

1

isi

nmmr.cn

I

'

I eyu'-

\
DEN

1

a :Flul. ,Underlying string after
'application of Associative

Insertion and 4- Cliticization

0 -s- :

[

i:-Metathesis

1

0

,

Iinternal . Deletion

0 0 ,Like-Tone-Marker Deletion

Output

'the head of that goat'Lisi ecru

1
a-tiul

c. NP

N NP

ASSOC. NP

MARKER

isi 'Underlying string after
,application of Associative

Insertion dnd .-Cliticization

0 ISandwicned . Deletion

ILike-Tone-Marker Deletion

.-Reductiwi

ti

iOutput

'source of water'

Following the sane pattern, the syntactic rules of Pronoun
Cliticization and Main Clau,,e 1,15ertiun create the input strings
for the phonological rule, ul Prefix Vo,.;e1 Replacement and Main
Clause Tone Marker Metathe,i,., re;pectively.
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The fact that the syntactic rules of Igbo consistently
furnish input strings for the phonological rules while no phono-
logical rule ever creates the input for a syntactic rule is
compatible with two different hypotheses about the organization

of the grammar. On the one hand, syntactic rules like those of
(1-2) and phonological rules like those of (1-3) might both
apply as part of the syntactic cycle, with the phonological
rules following the syntactic rules within each cycle. This is

the rule-ordering which Bresnan (1971) argued for with respect
to the Nuclear Stress Rule in English. Alternatively, phono-
logical rules like those of (1-3) might apply at the surface
level, after completion of the syntactic component, as was assumed
by Chomsky and Halle (1968).

An argument for the latter position can be constructed on
the basis of the Principle of Strict Cyclicity, which is repeated
below, from Chomsky (1973):

No rule can apply to a domain dominated by a cyclic
node A in such a way as to affect solely a proper
subdomain of A dominated by a node B which is also

a cyclic node.

If the Principle of Strict Cyclicity is correct, then labelled-
bracket rules like 4Metathesis and Internal ;- Deletion cannot

be part of the syntactic cycle. To see that this is so, consider

the underlying structures below:

(1-6) a. NP
I

NP
.2

N

e'a'u,

b. NPI

N NP2

the head of a goat'

N ADJ

isi. efu ukwu.

'head' goat' 'large' 'the head of a large goat'

The structural description of the rule of Associative Insertion'

is not met in these phrases until the NP
I

level; consequently it

e (N i."")
413
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is not until this level that the rule of +-Cliticization can

adjoin the associative to NP2, creating the intermediate

structures

(1-7) a. NP

N NP

-- 2 --..

ASSOC. NP
2

MARKER I

1
1

4'
z
' U

b. NP,

N/ NP

2-------------
ASSOC. -NP,
MARKER

.----.

,.!

I

I

i

N

I

ADJ

isi. eti. ukwu.

In order to obtain the correct output forms, JS.f f.it] and

isi eyu ukwu:. we must now return to NP2 to apply the rules of

4- Metathesis (in both (a) and (b)) and Internal . Deletion

(in (b) only). But if a NP-node is a cyclic node, as it is

usually assumed to be, then the return to NP2 in these derivations

constitutes a violation of the Principle of Strict Cyclicity (1-7).

We can preserve the Principle of Strict Cyclicity as a constraint

on rules of the syntactic cycle only if labelled-bracket,-, rules

like 4-Metathesis and Internal Deletion are not part of the

syntactic cycle, but apply at the surface level acter the com-

pletion of the syntactic component.

Returning to the relative ordering of the four rule-components

which we have identified in Igbc, I will now give evidence to show
that the phonological rules of (1-3), whose doairis are defined in

terms of syntactic bracketing, -,tist apply before :hose of (1-4),

whose domains are defined in terms of phonological boundaries.

Consider first the ordering of the bracket-sensitive rule of

:-Metathesis (I-3e) with respect to the boundary-sensitive rules
of 4-Retraction and Left Strea: lirin (1-4d,e). Clearly, ,-Meta-

thesis must apply fist, for in e,,apvles I;ke the following, in

which ;- Metathesis moves the asscciative . inside the possessive

noun, the at the end of the head noun 7s not affected by '-Re-

traction or Left Strea-li-:le:

3 0
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n
(1-8) abhat equ. 'the jaw of a goat'

(from abhat + + eyu0

'jaw' 'goat'

To give another example, the bracket-sensitive rule of Internal

Deletion (1-3g) must apply before the boundary-sensitive "stream-

lining" rules, for if the streamlining rules were to apply first,

they would destroy the distinction between the two phrases below:

(1-9) a. &go4 g 4 E Ekwe. e4go4 Ekwe: 'Ekwe's money'

by Streamlining

b. yi,191 fl g Ekwe; 14419; Ekwe; 'Ekwe's house'

by Streamlining

If Internal 4 Deletion were to apply at this point, then it could

not distinguish between phrases with the underlying structure of

(a) and those with the underlying structure of (b). However, it
does distinguish between them, for it deletes the internal 4 of

e4go4 in (a), but not that of y:1c21 in (b). Therefore Internal

4 Deletion must be ordered before the streamlining rules, giving

the derivations shown below:

(1-10)
41)

N ASSOC. NP

b. NP

N ASSOC. NP

et

I MARKER
I

go; Ekwe;

1

j 1.14.1o*

I MARKER
I

: Ekwe.
1

Internal 4

Deletion
0 i

n.a.

Conversion
to word
boundaries

ego ,' Ekwe4 u.19" :: .t. Ekwe.
1

1

/
:

Streamlining

1

0 0

4-Reduction

Output
---\---%N.

ego: Ekwe: u:1o4 Ekwe.

1
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At the time when Internal 4, Deletion applies, the final 1 of qUol
is still present in (b), preventing this phrase from meeting the
structural description of the rule.

In sum, wherever the ordering of rules can be ascertained,
phonological rules whose domains are defined in terms of labelled
bracketing are found to apply before those whose domains are defined
in terms of phonological boundaries. This analysis thus lends
support to the proposal of Selkirk (1376), who argues that there
is a point in the derivation of an utterance at which phonological
boundaries are introduced and labelled bracketing is erased. Since

rules which apply prior to this point can have no information about
the nature of phonological boundaries within the utterance, while
those which apply afterward have no access to information about
labelled bracketing, Selkirk's hypothesis further predicts that
there will be no "mixing" of labelled bracketing and phonological
boundaries in the structural description of a rule. That predic-
tion is borne out by the analysis of Igbo which has been presented
here.?

In summary, the tonal system of Igbo provides evidence for
the following principles regarding the organization of a grammar:

(1-11) a. Phonological rules apply at the surface level,
after completion of the syntactic component.

b. There is a definite point within the phono-
logical component at which phonological
boundaries are inserted and labelled bracketing
is erased. Rules which apply before this point
may not refer to phonological boundaries; rules
which apply after this point may not refer to
syntactic bracketing.

2. A Constraint on Bracket-Sensitive Rules

I would now like to take a closer look at the two classes of
phonological rules for which we have found evidence -- "bracket-
sensitive" rules (i.e., rules whose environments are defined in
terms of syntactic bracketing) and "boundary-sensitive" rules
(i.e., rules whose environments are defined in terms of phono-
logical boundaries.) In this section, I will propose two con-
straints on bracket-sensitive rules one having to do with the
nature of the phonological changes which they create, and the
other concerning the role of syntactic bracketing in the struc-
tural description of a rule. In section 3 below, I will have some
observations to make about boundary-sensitive rules. Since the

theory of phonological boundaries is just now undergoing

-)"72
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fundamental revision (see Selkirk, forthcoming), I will not

propose specific constraints on boundary-sensitive rules, but

will merely point out some sorts of environments which one would
probably want the theory to exclude.

The first point to note with regard to the bracket-sensitive
rules of (1-3) is that these are all "prosodic" rules which affect
either syllable structure or tone contour. Bracket-sensitive
rules of stress and nasality have also been proposed -- for
example, the Compound Stress Rule of English is a bracket-sensitive

rule. However, I do not know of any SEGMENTAL rules whose domains
are defined in terms of bracketing. Furthermore, it would be very

surprising, I think, to find a rule which, for example, made a
voiced consonant voiceless just in case it was the final segment

of a noun phrase. It therefore seems reasonable to propose, as

one constraint on bracket-sensitive rules, that the structural

changes which they create must involve "prosodic" features such
as stress, tone, duration, syllable structure, or nasality.

The second constraint which I would like to propose on the
class of bracket-sensitive rules has to do with the way in which
syntactic bracketing is used in defining the environment of such

a rule. It is striking that in all the rules of (1-3), syntactic
bracketing is used only to define the DOMAIN of the rule
there is never any reference to syntactic bracketing INSIDE the
domain of a rule. If, as this analysis suggests, the applicability
of a phonological rule never depends on the internal structure of
the string inside its domain, then we may limit the role of syn-
tactic bracketing in phonological processes by means of the

following constraint:

(2-1) The Structural Analysis Principle

Syntactic bracketing may not appear in the structural
description of a phonological rule except to define
the domain of the rule.

This constraint excludes phonological rules like the following
hypothetical one, which inserts a after the first syllable of

a non-verbal phrase which is preceded by a nominal phrase:

(2-2) [...[...][44]

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5

s.c. Insert a 4 after 3.

Something like the Structural Analysis Principle is generally

assumed, I believe, for phonological rules other than tone rules,

for I am not aware of any proposed rules like the one shown below,

which parallels the hypothetical rule (2-2) except that the change

373
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it creates is a change in stress of nasality rather than in tone:

(2-3) [...[...][4.N] vi[cr ...]...]

s.d.1 2 3 4 5

0

s.c. Assign stress to 3.

or

s.c.' Make 3 [+nasal]

In contrast, one frequently encounters TONE rules which are

stated in such a way as to violate the Structural Analysis

Principle (and the principle of (1-13b) as well). For example,

the following four tone rules which are proposed by Goldsmith

(1976) all violate the Structural Analysis Principle:

0 (2-4) a. [+tone] [-high] / [Plowl]Af #F ([+tone]) #09

b. [+low] -± 0

c. [ +tone]

/ [[-low]]Af

low

#g

/ X s[[+low]

0
Condition: X contains no and no [+low]

d. V. [ CV

'VP
T

Rule (a) above accounts for the lowering of the second syllable of

eyu 'goat' in the phrase

H H

(2-5)

isi eyu 'the head of a goat'

Rule (b) accounts for the loss of the initial low tone of oke

'rat' in the phrase L H

(2-6)

isi oke 'the head of a rat'

Rule (c) accounts for the lowering of a string of high-toned

syllables at the end of a NP in topic position when the following

clause begins with a low tone, as in the question

374
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(2-7) Ekwe o di na ebe a? 'Is Ekwe here?' 41

L LL L HHHL

(Ekwe)

H H

Rule (d) accounts for the falling glide at the end of the subject 41

of a main clause completive verb, as in the statement

(2-8)

Ekwe di na ebe a. 'Ekwe is here.'

H HL L H H H L

I am not certain whether or not it is POSSIBLE to state
rules for these four tonal phenomena in level-tone terms without
violating the Structural Analysis Principle; however, as we have
seen, it is certainly possible to do so within a dynamic-tone

theory. For example, in the dynamic-tone analysis which has been
proposed here, the lowering of the second syllable of ey0- in (2-5) is
accounted for by means of the rules of +-Cliticization (1-2e)
and +-Metathesis (1-3e), the first of which is a syntactic rule,
and the second of which is a phonological rule in which labelled
bracketing serves only to indicate that the domain of the rule is
a nominal phrase. The "smoothing out" of the tone contour of

0-f-ice+ in (2-6) is accounted for by means of the rule of Right
Streamlining (1-4c), which deletes the + of otke,:, in the environ-

ment of the associative 4. This rule, being a boundary-sensitive
rule, makes no use of labelled bracketing. The lowering of Ekwe4.

in (2-7) is accounted for by another boundary-sensitive rule
the rule of Phrase-final Deletion (1-4j). Finally, the falling

glide at the end of 1-kwe4 in (2-8) is the indirect result of the
main clause 4, which causes the lengthening of the final syllable
of Ekwel, so that the 4 at the end of Ekwe+ is absorbed into that
syllable as a falling glide. it is a potential advantage of the
Dynamic Tone Theory that it allows us to account for all these
phenomena without violating the Structural Analysis Principle.

In prohibiting the use of labelled bracketing inside the
domain of a phonological rule, the Structural Analysis Principle
prohibits the statement of rules which alter the phonological
composition of a constituent in response to features of the
larger syntactic environment in which that constituent appears.
This prohibition, which presumably arises from the perceptual
difficulty of analyzing a string in both syntactic and phono-
logical terms at the same time," severely restricts the way in
which the larger syntactic environment may affect the applicability
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of a phonological rule is never affected by the syntactic position

of the constituent to which it applies. For example, the Igbo

rule of t--Deletion (1-1e) applies only to verbs which occupy a

particular syntactic position. This rule is repeated below:

(2-9) v[...4...]

c9,7SUBJ

s.d. 1 2 3

s.c. Delete 2.

The feature [-I-SUB CL] in this rule indicates that the verb to

which the rule applies must be the main verb of a subordinate

clause (i.e. a clause one of whose arguments is a bound variable).

The feature [-SUBJ] indicates that the verb has no overt subject

(i.e., the bound variable occupies subject position). Notice

that it is only by encoding the larger syntactic environment in

these features that we have been able to state rule (2-9) without

violating the Structural Analysis Principle. Without these
features, we would have been forced to state the rule in the

following form:

(2-10) [ [...t...] ...]
S V V S

[+SUB CL] [ +SUB CL]

s.d. 1 2 3 4

s.c. Delete 2.

The strategy which we have used to avoid violating the
Structural Analysis Principle in stating the rule of t-Deletion
is justified only to the extent that the features [±SUB CL] and

[±SUBJ] can be independently motivated as features on verbs.
Such motivation is available from considerations of inflectional

morphology. Thus verb features like [±SUB CL], which indicate
the type of clause in which the verb may appear, are independently

motivated by the many languages (Igbo among them) which mark the
verb of a relative clause with a distinctive affix. Similarly,

verb features like [=SUBJ], which indicate what kind of subject

a verb may have, are independently motivated by the many languages

in which the choice of inflectional affixes in the verb depends
on the person and number of the subject. Moreover, the parti-
cular features ['SUB CL] and [SUBJ] which appear in the structural
description of rule (2-9) are independently motivated by the
inflectional morphology of Igbo, for the former feature is needed
to account for the distribution of the subordinate clause prefix

"01, and the latter to account for that of the "object-changing"

suffix "01. if the Structural Analysis Principle is correct,
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then the applicability of labelled-bracket sensitive rules to

particular constituents should be affected by the larger syntactic

environment only in cases like this, in which there is independent

motivation for features marking that constituent for that syn-

tactic environment.

3. Phonological Boundaries

In the phonological rules which have been proposed in this

work, I
have made use of five distinct boundary-symbols: the

"major" phrase-boundary, "$$", the "minor" phrase-boundary, "S ",

the "strong" word-boundary, "##", the "weak" word-boundary, "#",

and the morpheme-boundary, "+". I assume that all occurrences of

the morpheme boundary + derive from lexical representations, but

that the boundary symbols, $$, $, P:2 and most occurrences of #

are inserted by rules which have access to syntactic structure

as defined by labelled bracketing, and probably also to certain

kinds of information about the semantic structure of the sentence.

A "major" phrase-boundary, $$, is found at the beginning and

end of a sentence, and, under certain circumstances, at the

beginning of a clause within a sentence, as in the examples

(3-1) a.

As for me S$ I'd rather go skiing.

S

S

S

S

S

b. r
0 gara ahya $S hu m. 'He went to the market and 41

saw me.'

(from o + gara? + ahya + 71L1 + ; +

'he' went"market' 'saw' 'me'

A major phrase boundary is marked by a pause and a re-setting of

the pitch level of the voice. In English and in Igbo major phrase

boundaries seem to occur only at the left boundaries of root

clauses, and at the ends of sentences.

A minor phrase-boundary differs from a major phrase-boundary

in its distribution and in the fact that it does not involve a

re-setting of the pitch register of the voice. In English, where

each minor phrase has its own intonation contour, it is common

to find a minor phrase-boundary between the subject and the predi-

cate of a sentence, as in

3 '7 7
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(3-2)

Jim Rice $ just hit a home run.

However, if a minor phrase is defined as a section of the string

which has its own intonation contour, then a minor phrase boundary

can be found almost anywhere in English, for example

(3-3) a. Between the subject and predicate of a subordinate

clause:

f 1

$$ I don't think BILL S can DO it. S$

b. Between an adjective and the noun it modifies:

Don't tell me you've bought a PINK $ TIE. $$

c. Between a demonstrative and the noun it modifies:

n
$$ THAT $ MAN S happens to be my HUSBAND.$$

Notice that each minor phrase in the examples above contains a
focal element of the sentence; the phrase-boundary is placed at
the end of the largest syntactic phrase which contains only one

such element. Thus, although syntactic structure has some in-
fluence on the position of a particular phrase-boundary, the
criteria by which minor phrase-boundaries are inserted into the
string are primarily semantic.

While in intonational languages like English it seems to make
sense to identify a minor phrase as a section of a string which

has its own intonation contour, it is less clear what constitutes

a minor phrase in a non-intonational language like Japanese or

Igbo. Data given by Haraguchi (1975) suggests that a minor phrase
in Japanese is marked by the presence of a rise in pitch after the
first syllable of the phrase. Thus, for example, the string

umi-de $ oyogi
L

or umi-de fl oyogi

11
'swimming in the sea'
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1

has the two possible tone shapes shown above, depending on whether
it is treated as one phrase or two. I have suggested that in lgbo
a minor phrase-boundary is marked by the deletion of a phrase-final

with the result that a string of high-toned syllables at the end
of a minor phrase has the same pitch level as the phrase which
follows it. Examples are given below:

(3-5) a.

b.

Ekwe $ 9 dit m4-ma'? 'is Ekwe all right?'

(from Ekwe;. + o +

eyu $ Atdha4,

'he' 'is'

(completive
question

form)

'good'

'the goat Adha saw'

(from eyu4- + Atclha4, + JIyiut)

'goat' 'saw'
(completive sub. cl. form)

By this criterion, it would appear that minor phrase-boundaries
do not occur so frequently or so freely in Igbo as they do in
English (or Japanese?). However, note that a phrase-boundary
between the subject and the predicate of a clause in Igbo would
have very little effect on the tone shape of the clause, because
there is a [4-] between the subject and the predicate of most
clauses, and the presence of that [I] would mask the deletion of
the final 4- of the subject. Thus in these cases, the only effect
of a $ between the subject and the predicate would be to block
the application of sandhi rules in the direction of the phrase
boundary. This may be why the rules of +-Retraction and Left
Streamlining sometimes do not apply as expected in the environment
of a subordinate-clause 4, as in the example below from Green and
Igwe (1963):

(3-6)

abo Ugho1 4ewelat eci4 'the baskets which Ugho should
have taken back yesterday'

(from ab?, + Vghot + ;ewola' + eci.)

'baskets' 'should have 'yesterday'

taken back'
(aff. incompletive sub. cl. form)

The fact that the of Uqhc is not deleted in the environment of the

4, at the beginning of 4wc.la' in this example could be accounted

for by postulating a minor phrase boundary after ughof.
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Finally, let us consider the distribution of the strong and

weak word boundaries, "11#"and "P. In contrast to the minor

phrase boundary ($), whose distribution depends primarily on the

position of focal elements with the sentence, the word-boundaries

" # #" and "#" are generally assumed to be inserted by rules which

refer to syntactic structure alone; consequently, these boundaries

encode a certain amount of information about the syntactic structure

of the string in a form which is visible to phonological rules.

Now recall that we have introduced a constraint -- the Structural

Analysis Principle which controls the amount and kind of syn-

tactic information which can figure in a labelled-bracket-sensitive

phonological rule. if we wish to restrict the role which syntactic

structure may play in phonological processes in general, then it

will be necessary also to limit the information about syntactic

structure which is made available to phonological rules in the form

of word-boundaries.

Chomsky and Halle (1968) proposed the following general
boundary-insertion conventions to account for most occurrences of

the symbol "#" within a phonological string:

(3-7) SPE-I

The boundary g is automatically inserted at the begin-
ning and end of every string dominated by a major category,
i.e., by one of the lexical categories "noun", "verb",
"adjective", or by a category such as "sentence",
"noun phrase", "verb phrase", which dominates a

lexical category.

SPE-II

In a sequence W#]
x

g]
y y x

or [# [.'W, where y A S,11

delete the inner word boundary.

The effect of the conventions of (3-7) is to insert two g's

between every two "lexical" words of the phrase. For example,

given the sentence

(3-8)

'

,[[Childrerd, [v[like]v
NP

[hamburgers]NP ]vp]s

"r1
Nri vr

2 2

SPE-I inserts #'s at the beginning and end of NP1, V, NP2, VP, and

S to produce

(3-9)
S
[;7NP1 #Childrenq

NP VP [ "V[ "1
[ghamburgersidwp

2

PI B]
'VP S
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and SPE-I1 then reduces the number of #'s at the beginning and end

of VP, creating the following distribution of boundaries:

(3-10) ## Children 11# like hamburgers, ##

in a phrase like that of (3-10), in which all the words

belong to the "lexical" categories "noun", "verb", "adjective",
and "adverb", the effect of the SPE word-boundary conventions is
simply to place a " # #" between every two successive words; in other
words, word boundaries serve only to indicate where the words begin

and end. However, because the boundary-insertion rule SPE-I places
#'s only at the boundaries of phrasal or lexical categories, and
not at the boundaries of grammatical categories like "preposition",
"auxiliary", "determiner" and so forth, word-intersections like the
one below are marked only with a single word boundary:

(3-11) NP

DET N ,= the boy :=

the boy

The phrase above contrasts in this respect with the phrase

(3-12)
/NP,/-'-,,,,

ADJ N ===f>' big :h.: boy ;.--

1 !

big boy

The SPE word-boundary conventions thus prescribe a single word
boundary at the intersection between a grammatical category and
a lexical or phrasal category which is sister to it. This "single"
word boundary contrasts with the double word boundary which is
found at all other word-intersections*

There are many phonological processes which honor the
distinction between a single ("weak") and a double ("strong")
word boundary.13 For example, the rule of Nasal Assimilation,
which gives a nasal consonant the same point of articulation as
the consonant which follows it, applies not only within a lexical
word, but also between a preposition and its object, so that the
phrase "in Boston" may be pronounced

(3-13) [I rr bz)stan]

In contrast, Nasal Assimilation never applies at the boundary
between an adjective and the noun which it modifies; the phrase

0
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"urban Boston" could not be pronounced:

(3-14) *[rbem Boston]

The SPE word-boundary conventions provide a way of accounting

for this difference, for they assign the phrase of (3-13) the

representation

(3-15) # in g Boston g

while the phrase of (3-14) is given the representation

(3-16) II urban V/ Boston II

If the rule of Nasal Assimilation is then stated as follows:

(3-17) [+nas] [aplace] / (g) F+consonant'
place

then it will apply, correctly, in (3-15) but not in (3-16).

Another rule of English which honors the distinction between

a double and a single word boundary is the rule of Consonant

De-voicing, by which all the consonants in a consonant cluster

which contains a voiceless consonant become voiceless. Besides

applying within a single word (as in the word waltz ( =[wolts])),

this rule may also apply at the boundary between a preposition

and its object, as in the phrase

(3-18) (the) mass of Canada [mas of ~ e.&nado]

(from [res gg ay g k&n,3de])

However, it cannot apply at the boundary between an adjective and

a noun, as in the phrase

(3-19) massive Canada [m<.EsIv 1, i-arl-22]

(*Pu-sIf 1.crieda])

Again this difference can be accounted for by the distinction
which the boundary-placement conventions make between single and

double word-boundary contexts.

If boundary-sensitive rules have access to just that information
about syntactic structure which is preserved in the form of phono-
logical boundaries, then a theory in which the distribution of
word boundaries was entirely determined by the SPE word-boundary
conventions would place very tight restrictions on the role of

kr) S2
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syntactic structure in phonological processes.14 That is because

(I) the theory provides only two distinct boundary symbols, fill and

#, and (2) the nature of the syntactic distinction which is made

by choosing one boundary symbol rather than the other is very

rigidly prescribed.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to maintain so restrictive

a theory of word boundaries, for there are phonological processes

whose syntactic distribution does not accord exactly with the

distinction between single and double word-boundary contexts which

is obtained by following the SPE conventions. This fact has been

most clearly demonstrated by Lisa Selkirk (1972, 1974).

Selkirk's argument is based on the assumption that liaison
contexts in French are to be identified with the presence of a

weak (= single) word boundary. Selkirk gives two sorts of evidence

for this hypothesis. First is the fact that in familiar conver-
sational French, the distribution of liaison contexts corresponds
very closely to the distribution of single word boundaries which

is predicted by the SPE conventions. Thus, according to Selkirk,

the liaison contexts of familiar conversation are for the most
part comprised of a non-lexical item (e.g. a preposition, article,

pronominal clitic, etc.) and what follows it. Examples are given

below (it is the failure of the underlined word-final consonants
to delete before a vowel which marks these as liaison contexts):

(3-20) a. des ennuis 'troubles'

b. dans une salle 'in a room'

c. Paul nous appelle 'Paul is calling us'

A second argument which Selkirk gives for identifying liaison
contexts with weak word boundaries is the fact that these contexts
function as environments for, or as exceptions to, several inde-
pendent phonological processes, including the deletion of a word-
final consonant, nasalization, changes in vowel quality, and so on.
Since it could hardly be accidental that the same set of syntactic
environments should figure in several distinct phonological rules,
these environments must have some distinguishing property which is

visible to phonological rules. It is difficult to imagine what
that property night be if not the presence of a weak word-boundary.

The need for language-specific boundary-assignment rules is
demonstrated by the fact that although the liaison contexts of
French correspond very closely to the weak word-boundary contexts
which are defined by SPE I and II, the correspondence is not

S

S
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exact. For example, in familiar conversational French, not EVERY

member of a non-lexical category forms a ifai:;on context with its

sister-constituent only monosyllabic non-lexical items do.

Consequently, if we wish to identify liaison contexts with weak

word boundaries, then we must add a special rule to introduce

word-boundaries around non-lexical items with more than one

syllable. Selkirk states this rule in the following way:

(3-21) C
0
VC

0
VC

0
X ==>#C

0
VC

0
VC

0
X#

There are also mis-matches in the other direction, for even
lexical or phrasal categories form liaison contexts with sister

constituents in certain syntactic environments. For example, an

adjective forms a liaison context with the noun which it modifies,

and, in a certain elevated style of French, the boundary between
an inflected noun, verb, or adjective and its complement also

functions as a liaison context. Examples are given below (again,

it is the fact that the underlined consonants are not deleted

which identifies these as liaison contexts):

(3-22) a.

b.

c.

d.

NP

DET ADJ P

cet intelligent enfant 'this intelligent child'

N

N PP

enfants en bas age 'children of a young age'

A VP

prets a partir 'ready to leave'

V

V NP

mangeait une pomme 'was eating an apple'

By the SPE word-boundary conventions, the underlined consonants
of the examples above should each be followed by a double word
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boundary, since each of them comes at the end of a lexical or
phrasal category which is followed by a phrasal category. Thus,

if we wish to identify liaison contexts with single word boundaries,
then we must add rules which convert a strong (double) word boundary
to a weak (single) one in these contexts. Selkirk states these
rules as boundary-deletion rules, of the form shown below:

(3-23) a. The Adjective-Noun Rule

__[#X_[ #Y PAdjective]_#]=_J#Noun Z1_
N A A- A A N N N

AfiX_[ #Y [ #Adjective]_]= _[ #Noun # Z] #1_
N A A A N W N

b. The X-Comp Rule

[ #y_[# [[ +inflected #]

X X X X X X

jiyypl [[ i-inflected]] Z]_ ]

X X X X X X

Rule (a) above deletes the righthand # of a prenominal adjective
phrase, and rule (b) deletes the righthand # of a lexical category
(noun, verb, or adjective) which is followed by a complement ("Z"
in the rule).15

That the boundary-assignment rules of (3-21) and (3-23) are
language-specific rules rather than universal conventions, is shown
by the fact that rules (3-21) and (3-23b) do not even occur in all
varieties of French rule (3-21) is particular to familiar con-
versational French, and rule (3.23b) to a certain "elevated" style.
Rule (3-23a), while common to all varieties of French, does not
apply to English, as can be seen from example (3-14) and (3-19)

above. Clearly, languages vary somewhat in what syntactic environ-
ments they choose to mark with a weak word boundary as opposed to
a strong one; it is not possible to account for the distribution
of boundaries by universal conventions alone.

While it is clear that language-specific rules must be allowed
in the component of the grammar which converts syntactic bracketing
to phonological boundaries, it is important to place strong con-
straints on these rules, for if a language could designate any
arbitrarily-chosen syntactic environment as its only single-word-
boundary context, then it would be possible for a phonological
rule to have any syntactic distribution at all. But surely that
is not the case; for example, we noted in the preceding section
that one would not expect to find a phonological rule which
applied to a word just in case that word was followed by a NP.

r -
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The Structural Analysis Principle prevents the statement of such

a rule as a bracket-sensitive rule, but we will also want to be

sure that such a rule cannot be stated as a boundary-sensitivc

rule. In order to do this, we must constrain the boundary-
assignment component of the grammar, for if a language were to
make the lefthand boundary of a NP its only single-word-boundary
context, then a rule of the form

(3-24) j+nas] (is) [ +cons

Laplace)

s.d. 1 2 3

s.c. Make 1 [aplace]

would, in fact, apply only inside a word and at the lefthand
boudary of a NP.

There are several plausible ways of preventing a syntactic
environment like "the boundary between a NP and the constituent
which precedes it" from being singled out by the boundary-assignment

conventions. In the first place, it is important to limit the
number of distinct syntactic boundaries, maintaining, if possible,
the SPE assumption that there are only two distinct boundaries
(the weak and strong word boundaries) whose distribution is
determined by syntactic criteria alone. In addition, it is
important to discover principles which govern the distribution of
strong and weak word boundaries in languages which make this

distinction. It is easy to think of such principles. For example,

in all the cases I know of, the constituents to either side of
a "weak" word boundary are sisters to one another, and at least
one of them is a member of a "lower" level syntactic category
(i.e., not a NP, AP, VP, or s). Weak word boundaries are found
between a lexical category and its complement, or between two
elements of a simple NP, but not between the subject and the
predicate of a clause or the direct and the indirect object of a
verb. Thus it seems plausible to suggest that rules which
weaken "strong" word boundaries must be of the form

(3-25) [ are ...]

41 s.d. 1 2 34 5

s.c. Make 3 a weak boundary.

where a and 12, are syntactic constituents immediately dominated by y

and where either a or 13 or both is a member of a non-phrasal

category. Given a restriction of this sort on the form of boundary
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weakening rules, it would not be possible for a language to mark
the lefthand boundary of a NP as a weak boundary without regard
to the nature of the constituent preceding the NP of the relation-
ship it bears to the NP.

Just as there are some syntactic environments which could
probably never serve as weak word-boundary contexts, there are
others which almost invariably do. In particular, the boundary
between a monosyllabic "grammatical" word and its sister constituent
is almost always a weak word boundary, and the theory of boundaries
should reflect this fact. One way to do this is to introduce
universal boundary-assignment conventions (I the SPE-conventions)
which establish a weak word boundary at the ! ,:rsection between
any grammatical word and its sister constituent. Then it will
be necessary to introduce a special rule (at some cost) to create
a strong word boundary in any context of this type. Alternatively,
the weak word boundaries which typically appear at the boundaries
of grammatical words might be made to result automatically from
cliticiza:ion processes, for it is striking that the same sorts
of words dre involved in both phenomena.1-

In addition to constraining the boundary-assignment component
of the grammar, we will also want to restrict the role which
boundaries can play in phonological processes themselves. In a
very attractive proposal first advanced by McCawley (1965),
boundaries are regarded not as units in the string, but as a special
sort of bracketing. In this view, a bracket-sensitive rule is said
to apply to a domain delimited by boundaries of a certain type;
for example, a given rule might apply to a string of the form

... /111, or to a string of the form $ $. This theory of
boundaries requires the notion of a hierarchy of boundary-strength,
which would arrange our five boundary symbols in the order $$, $,
gil, II, +, going from strongest to weakest. In this view, a rule
which is defined on a domain delineated by the boundary Bi applies

to a string of the form B....B., where "..." contains no boundary

B. which is equal to or higher than B. in the boundary-strength

hierarchy. It would be a simple matter to re-state the boundary-
sensitive rules of Igbo within a theory of this sort.

This treatment of phonological boundaries as a sort of
bracketing which defines the domain of phonological processes
suggests the possibility of a constraint on boundary-sensitive
rules paralleling the Structural Analysis Principle, forbidding
any reference to boundary symbols inside the domain of a phonolo-
gical rule. Such a constraint would have the desirable effect of
preventing the expression of improbable environments like " in the
position following a monosyllabic word." Unfortunately, some of

3S
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the boundary-sensitive rules which have been proposed here for
Igbo make crucial reference to boundaries inside the domain of
a rule, and so violate the proposed constraint. These are the

rules of +-Retraction and Left Streamlining (1-4d,e) and the
rule of Like-Tone-Marker Deletion (1-40. It would be possible
to re-state the rules of ?- Retraction and Left Streamlining in
such a way as to avoid mention of the internal boundaries which
violate the constraint, by stating the conditions on these rules
as conditions on the DOMAIN of the rule rather than as conditions
on the nature of internal boundaries. For example, the rule of

+-Retraction could be stated as follows:

(3 -26) [...a t ...],
Di Di

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 6

s.c. Transpose 3 and 4.

Conditions: a. B.5 $.

b. If 3 is long, then B. 5 #g.

Condition (a) above states that the rule applies within a domain
delineated by boundaries of strength less than or equal to that
of the boundary "$ ". Condition (b) states that if 3 is long,

then the rule applies only inside a domain delineated by boundaries
of strength less than or equal to that of the boundary "0"; that

is, in this case the rule applies only within the domain "fi.../1"
or "##...##".

The rule of Like-Tone-Marker Deletion constitutes a more
serious counterexample to the proposed constraint. The expansion
of this rule which deletes a before a is stated as follows:

(3-27) 4 ## $$

s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 6

s.c. Delete 1.

The presence of term 2 in the structural description of this rule
is necessary to insure that the rule deletes only word-final 4,'s;
it should not delete a word-internal 4, (as in the word e+go+
'money'), nor should it delete a word-initial 4., (as in the word
layiy 'us'). ( do not at present see any way of eliminating the
internal "##" from the statement of this rule. A similar problem
exists with respect to the Kikuyu rule of Like-Tone-Marker Deletion
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(Chapter II (4.4-14)) and the rule of " -Shift in Osaka Japanese

(Chapter II (2-15)). Unless some other way of stating these rules
can be found, it will not be possible to forbid the mention of
phonological boundaries inside the domain of a boundary-sensitive

phonological rule.
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Notes

FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER VIII

1There are no crucial ordering relationships among the rules
of this section; the correct output will be obtained in every case
if the rules are allowed to apply whenever their structural
descriptions are met, with a string which meets the structural
description of two or more rules undergoing all of them at once.

2By a "syntactic" rule, I mean one which inserts, moves, or

deletes a syntactic constituent.

3There are no crucial ordering relationships among the rules
of this section; the correct output will be obtained in every
case if the rules are allowed to apply whenever their structural

descriptions are met.

'Crucial ordering relationships among the rules of this

section are shown below:

(I) Prefix Vowel Replacement
Main Clause Tone Marker Metathesis

(Associative 4, Deletion
\+-Metathesis
(Sandwiched 4, Deletion

"Internal 4, Deletion

The ordering of Associative : Deletion before 4-Metathesis
and of Sandwiched 4- Deletion before Internal 4, Deletion is made

necessary by the fact that a string which meets the structural
description of both rules of either pair undergoes only the
first of them. it is difficult to see how rule relationships
of this sort could be accounted for in a theory like that pro-
posed by Koutsoudas, Sanders, and Noll (1971), which does not
permit extrinsic ordering among rules.

Except for these three cases, the correct output will be
obtained in every case if the rules of this component are
allowed to apply whenever their structural description is met.

Crucial ordering relationships among the rules of this

component are shown below:

(ii) Syllable Lengthening
Syllable Shortening
Right Streamlining
+-Retraction
Left Streamlining
Syllabic-Nasal Raising
1- Metathesis

Phrase-final 4, Deletion

Like-Tone-Marker Del0t;on
4-Reduction
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The ordering of Syllable Leogthening before Syllable Shortening
expresses the fact that a string which meets the structural
description of both rules is SHORT in its output form; in other
words, Syllable Shortening reverses the effect of Syllable
Lengthening in the forms to which it applies.

The ordering of the syllable-duration rules before the rules
of +-Retraction and Left Streamlining is necessary because the
applicability of the latter two rules depends on the duration of
of the syllable preceding the target tone marker.

The rule of Right Streamlining must be ordered before Left
Streamlining so as to account for the fact that the main clause
4- causes the deletion of the completive prefix 1- in a clause like

(iii)

Ekwe4- larat ahya4,. 'Ekwe left the market.'

(from Ekwe4- # # tlarat ## ahya,

If Left Streamlining were ordered first, then the completive would
cause the deletion of the main clause 4, rather than the other way
around.

In all other cases, the correct output will be obtained if
the rules are allowed to apply whenever their structural description
is met, with a string which meets the structural description of
two or more rules undergoing all of them at once.

61 assume here that the rule of Associative 4- Insertion is a
cyclic rule. If this assumption is correct, then every node must
be a cyclic node, as was proposed by Williams (1974), for the rule
of Associative 4- Insertion applies to any level nominal phrase.
For example, it applies at the N-level in the phrase akay iko
m+ma^04- 'wine-cup handle', which has the underlying structure

(v) NP

N ASSOC.
MARKER

aka4-

N

N ASSOC.
MARKER

iAko+ mtma-Nia4,

I
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and at the N -level in the phrase obodobo 0-te a4hu+
mat', which has the underlying structure

(vi) NP

N

N
____---1----

ADJ ASSOC W

1

MARKER

obodobo+ + ute4,

OEM

'that wide

7While, as I have pointed out here, there seems to be no need
for boundary-sensitive phonological rules ever to refer to syn-
tactic bracketing, they must have access to features which designate
particular morphemes or morpheme classes. For example, the rule of
English which converts the article [an] to [a] before a consonant
should apply only to this morpheme, and not, for example, to the
preposition in, which may have the same pronunciation. Thus the rule

must be stated

(iv) n
a [+cons]

[+an]

s.d. 1 2 3

s.c. Delete 1.

where the feature [+an] indicates that the [n] which is deleted
must belong to the morpheme a/an.

8Recall that there are phrases in Igbo which look as if they
had undergone a rule very much like (2-2), for example

isi e4-yu4, 'the head of a goat'

(from isi'' + S + ey0-)

The Structural Analysis Principle forces us to use a sequence of
two rules to account for the surface position of the associative
+ in this phrase: one (the rule of 4,-Cliticization) adjoins the
associative to the possessive NP, and the other (the rule of
4Metathesis) transposes a 1 at the beginning of a NP with a
following high-toned syllabic segment. But notice that each of

3 9 2
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these rules is independently motivated. For example, without the
rule of 4--Cliticization, it would be difficult to state the rule
of Sandwiched 4- Deletion, which applies in the derivation of (l -7c),

and difficult to account for the difference in the realization of
the associative 4, in the common and proper noun possessives below:

(viii) a.

b.

----N---
isi 'the top of a yam'

(Associative 4, realized as a sharp drop in
pitch between the two words of the phrase)

isi 4-Chi r 'Chi's head'

(Associative s realized as a falling glide on
the final syllable of isi:)

Similarly, the rule of 4Metathesis accounts not only for the
position of the associative 4- in (vii), but also for the fact that
there are no nouns with initial 4-'s, though there are verbs of this
form. The value of the Structural Analysis Principle is that it
forces us into the two-rule analysis which we would eventually
have to adopt in any case.

9Except for spelling out tone segments in terms of features,
I have repeated these rules exactly as they are stated by Goldsmith.
Although certain observational inadequacies in these rules have
been pointed out in the course of this work, these do not derive
from the use of syntactic bracketing; in fact, in some cases it
will be necessary to add additional syntactic bracketing in order
to make the rules do what they are supposed to do. The single
exception to this statement is rule (d). If we assume that there
is a phrase boundary at the lefthand edge of a root clause, then
this rule can be re-written as

(ix) [+tone] -4- [ +low] / X S [ +low]

where X contains no # and no [ +low]

This re-writing of the rule eliminates the internal bracketing
to which we are objecting here. However, notice that we have not
made the rule a more plausible one, for it would be very odd t':o

find an assimilation rule which applied only over a phrase boundary,
and not over the weaker boundaries dd and '.

rs.
.1

S

6

S
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"One might wish to propose a similar constraint on syntactic
rules, to the effect that no reference could be made to the phono-
logical structure of the string within the domain of such a rule.
However, notice that two of the syntactic rules of (1-2) the

rule of Pronoun Cliticization and the rule of Main Clause Insertion
refer to phonological structure. This reference may not be
absolutely necessary in the case of the rule of Main Clause 4
Insertion, for if boundary-sensitive rules are permitted to refer
to morpheme-identification features (as appears to be necessary --
see fn. 8 above), then the rule of Main Clause 4 Insertion could
be stated in the more general form

(x) [NP VP]s

-SUB CL-SUB

10 s.d. 1 2

s.c. Insert the morpheme [4] between 1 and 2.

The fact that there is no main clause 4, when the subject ends with
a t could then be accounted for by means of a boundary-sensitive
rule of the form

(xi) t #

s.d. 1 2 3, where 3 is the "main clause" 4,

s.c. Delete 3.

However there seems to be no way to avoid referring to phonological
structure in the syntactic rule of Pronoun Cliticization (1-2a),
for there is no other feature which distinguishes t'le cliticizing
pronouns of Igbo from the non-cliticizing pronouns, except the
fact that they contain only one phonological segment. Apparently,
some types of syntactic rules must be allowed to refer to phono-
logical structure.

lispE_
II is never actually stated in SPE, though it is assumed

throughout. The statement of the rule which I give here is taken
from Selkirk (1972).

12There is also a third possible case the boundary between
two grammatical items which are sisters to one another. Here the
SPE conventions insert no word bounc!=7y at all. An example of
such a context would be the boidary between two auxiliary verbs,
or between an auxiliary and the negative particle not.

13The examples given here of phonological rules which honor
the distinction between single and double word boundaries are
taken from Selkirk (1972).
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Notes

14As far as I know, no one has ever proposed such a theory;
Chomsky and Halle (1968) note that language-specific boundary-
insertion and boundary-deletion rules will be needed in addition
to the universal conventions of (3-7).

151 believe the same effect could be obtained by means of the
simpler rules below:

(xii) corresponding to (3-23a):

0 /

(xiii) corresponding to (3-23b):

# -4- 0 /
A A

L, where X = N, A, or V.

However, note that these rules are not of the form indicated in

(3-25).

16 However, in the analysis of lgbo which has been proposed here,
there are weak word boundaries between the associative 4- and the

elements to either side of it even in the proper noun possessive,
where it does not undergo cliticization.

r-

t)
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APPENDIX

THE NONTONAL PHONOLOGY

OF IGBO

1. The Phonological Segments

Green and Igwe (1963), from whom most of the data in this
work is taken, list the following distinct phonological segments
for (pi:iv-1;y+ Igbo:

Consonants

Plosives
Voiceless Voiced

Aspirated Unaspirated Aspirated Unaspirated

Bilabial Simple
Palatalized
Velarized

ph'

phy

p

py

kp*

bh

bhy
b

by

gb*

Alveolar Simple
Palatalized

th

(thy)ch
t

(ty)c

dh

(dhy)jh
d

(dy)j

Velar Simple
Labialized

kh

khw
k

kw
gh

ghw
g
gw

Fricatives

Labio-dental Simple f ? v SI't

Alveolar
Alveolar

Simple
Palatalized

s

sy

-S"

sy

z

zy

i

zy

Velar Simple gh

Aspirate Simple
Palatalized
Labialized

h

hy

ri

hy

hw

Rolled Simple
Palatalized

r

ry

"r=

* implosive
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Nasals

Bilabial Simple m

Alveolar Simple
Palatalized

n

ny

Velar Simple
Labialized

0

ow

Lateral

Alveolar
1

I

Semi-Vowels

Palatal
Velar

y

w

The Vowels2

Front Back

[ i] ([ i]) ([u]) [u] I Close

[1] ([e]) ([0]) [y] 2

[e] (EED ([o]) [o] 1 Open

[a] ([a]) ([a]) [o] 2

Ladefoged gives almost the same list of distinctive phonological
segments for the dialects spoken near Owerri; however, he includes

the non-nasal [hy] (or [v.]) which appears as a gap in Green and
Igwe's consonant chart, and does not list the nasalized continuants
Pi, [2y], [], [5w], and [F] as separate phonemes. The
status of the nasalized consonants will be discussed below, in the

section on nasalization. The nasalized and aspirated series of
consonants are present only in the central dialects of Igbo, which
therefore exhibit a far greater number of lexical contrasts than
the outlying uialects.

In this study, I have followed Green and Igwe's notation in

all cases except the following: (i) I have used the synbol [y]
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rather than [gh] for the voiced velar fricative, so as to avoid
confusion with the aspirated stop which Green and Igwe symbolize
as [gh]. (ii) I have written the segments which Green and Igwe
write as [ny] and [ow] as and [r7t], respectively, thus making
these segments part of the series of nasalized continuants. My

reasons for making this change will be given in section 3 below.

Ladefoged (1968) made careful instrumental analyses of the
Igbo "implosives" [kp] and [gb], and found that only the voiced
member of this pair is a true implosive, with a downward thrust
of the glottis. Unlike the [gb]'s of the Guang languages and
of Yoruba, the [gb] of Igbo is not actually a co-articulated
stop, for although the back of the tongue is considerably raised
in the production of this sound, these is no actual closure
the velum. Ladefoged thus transcribes this consonant as [6]
rather than as [gb].

In contrast to [gb], the Igbo [kp] is, Ladefoged found, a true
co-articulated stop; however it is not an implosive but is made
with a "velaric airstream mechanism of the kind that produces
the clicks which are common in Zulu, Xhosa, and other South
African languages... After the two closures have been made, there
is a downward movement of the jaw and a backward movement of the
point of contact of the back of the tongue with the soft palate;
these movements cause a lowering of the pressure in the mouth...
when both closures are released, the air flows into the mouth
from two directions" (through the lips and from the lungs).

Ladefoged also discusses the stop consonants of Igbo, noting
that from a phonetic point of view the distinction between voiced
consonants, voiceless consonants, and voiceless aspirated
consonants is a matter of the "time of onset of normal vocal
cord vibration in relation to the formation, hold, and release
of an articulatory closure." In contrast, the VOICED aspirated
stops are created in quite a different way, by means of a special
"breathy voice" mode of vibration of the vocal cords after the
release of the closure. Thus, as in the case of [kp] and [gb],
sound pairs like [ph] and [bh], which are minimally distinctive
on the phonological level, differ phonetically in more than one
parameter.

Turning to the vowels, Ladefoqed shows that the significant
difference between the two vowel series which Green and Igwe call
"series 1" and "series 2" is to be found in the position of the
tongue root. Thus the diagrams below (taken from Ladefoged (1968),
p. 38) show that in every case the body of the tongue is more
retracted for the series 2 vowel than for its series 1 counterpart:
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O
C o 0 L 3

(in reproducing this chart, I have substituted the official ortho-
graphy symbols which Green and Igwe use for the IPA symbols used

by Ladefoged.) Stewart (1967) proposes the feature [±Advanced
Tongue Root] ([±ATR]) to distinguish vowel series like these from

one another.

2. Vowel Harmony

The reader will recall that there is agreement among the
vowels of a single morpheme of Igbo with respect to the feature
['ATR]; in other words, within a single morpheme, every vowel is
taken either from the [+ATR] series ([i], [e], [u], and [o]) or

from the [-ATR] series [i], [a], [u], and [9]). Thus we find
monomorphemic words such as uwe 'clothes' and ywa 'fate', but not
*uwe or *uwa. In addition, certain verbal affixes undergo
harmony with respect to this feature, taking their ATR value from
the syllable to the left, in the case of a suffix, or from the
syllable to the right, in the case of a prefix. The examples
below show that a verb prefix or cliticizing pronoun takes its
ATR value from the first verb radical:



(2-1)
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a. Infinitive prefix iri 1 ila

1

'to eat' 1 to leave'

1b. Negative prefix eriyi alayi
1

'not toeat'i 'not to leave'

c. Cliticizing pronoun o riri
i

o lara

'he ate' 1 'he left'

Suffixes of the harmonizing class take their ATR value from the
preceding verb radical or suffix, as can be seen from the examples
of (b) above, where the vowel of the negative suffix yi/y4 is [i]

when the preceding verb radical has a [ -AIR] vowel, but [i] when

it has a [-FAIR] vowel. Verb radicals and some suffixes do not
undergo harmony, as can be seen from the verb

(2-2) agafechabeyi 'have not yet passed by'

in which the verb radicals ga 'go', fe 'pass' and cha 'complete'
and the non-harmonizing suffix be 'ever, yet' all retain their
characteristic ATR values. Note that the harmonizing suffix yi /yi
in this example takes its ATR value from the preceding suffix (be)
rather than from any of the verb radicals which make up the verb
root.

While it is not my purpose here to propose a theory of
harmony phenomena, it is worth pointing out that facts of this
sort lend themselves nicely to a dynamic suprasegmental treatment
like that which has been proposed here for tone. Thus, suppose
that, rather than specifying some value of the feature [±ATR] for
each vowel segment, we instead introduce the change-of-tongue-
root-position markers and , which appear at the

[ +ATR] [-AIR]

boundaries of syllables and indicate an advance of the tongue
root and a retraction of the tongue root, respectively. In this

system, the fact that a particular morpheme is pronounced with an
advanced or retracted tongue root would be indicated by means of
a change-of-tongue-root-position marker at the beginning of the
morpheme. For example, the verb root la 'leave' would be represented
as

(2-3) I E ]ROOTROOT' [-AIR]

[ +V] [+V]

and the verb root ri 'eat' as

400
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(2-4) [ r
ROOT [ +ATR]

]

ROOT

[ +v] [ +v]

The [E] and [I] in these representations stand for the vowel pairs
[e]q,[a] and [i]%[i] respectively; since tongue root position has
now been given a suprasegmental representation, it is no longer
a feature of individual vowel segments, and Igbo can be said to
have only four vowels, which may be represented as [E], [I], [U],

and [0].

Now consider what happens when two or more morphemes are joined
together to form a verb. One possibility is that two consecutive
morphemes within the verb will have opposite tongue-root-position
markers, as in the verb wela 'go home'. This verb is represented

as follows:

(2-5) [ wE
Lr

IE ]

vV [+ATR] -ATR]

The in this verb is interpreted phonetically as a change in
[-ATR]

the position of the tongue root, which is moved at this point from
an advanced position to a retracted one. But suppose the preceding
tongue-root-position marker had also been a /N. This situation

[-ATR]

occurs in the verb tubha 'throw in', which, in this system, will
be represented as

(2-6)
V

[ tU bhE ]

V

Here the internal will have no phonetic realization at all,
[-ATR]

for once the tongue root has been advanced or retracted in lgbo,
it cannot be advanced or retracted any further. In other words,
the representation above is equivalent to that below:

(2-7) [ tubhE ]

V [-ATR] V

Finally, consider the behavior of "harmonizing" suffixes like the
negative suffix yi/y4. If this suffix is represented simply as
yi, with no initial tongue-root-position marker, then verbs such
as layi and riyi will have the representation

(2-8) a. [ rtyr]
[+ATR]

b. [ 7\, lEyl]

[-ATR]

4 1) 1
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Since there is no tongue-root-position marker at the beginning of
the suffix yl, the tongue-root position of fe preceding morpheme
is maintained, thus accounting for the agreement of this suffix

with the preceding morpheme.

While, as we have seen, the behavior of the harmonizing
suffixes of Igbo can be accounted for in this system without
recourse to a rule, the harmony of the verb prefixes and cliticizing

pronouns with the first verb radical requires the addition of a

rule. Thus, notice that if we assume the same unmarked status
for harmonizing prefixal elements which we assumed above for
harmonizing suffixal elements, then the verbs of (2 -la,b) will have

the underlying representations shown below:

(2-9) a. [ 1 rl ]

v
[ I IE ]V

V[
[ +AIR] [-ATR]

b. [ E ri yl]v
v

[ E IE I

V V
[-FAIR] [-AIR]

The correct surface representation for these verbs and for the verbs
of (2-1c), which contain a cliticized subject pronoun, can be ob-
tained by means of a rule of the form

(2-10) [ /N.
[+ATR]

s.d. 1 2

s.c. Copy 2 before 1.

Condition: 1 contains no change-of-tongue-root-
position marker.

Note that this rule is of exactly the same form as the tone rule
of Verb-Final-Tone-Marker Insertion.

3. Nasality3

In addition to the harmony which they exhibit with respect to
position of tongue root, the central dialects of Igbo are also
characterized by nasal harmony, so that, with the exceptions to
be noted below, every segment of a mono-morphemPC-Nrd agrees in
nasality with the first consonant of the word. In Aber words, if
the first consonant is nasal, as in ayaasu 'eveningl,'then every
subsequent segment is nasal, and if it is non-nasal, as in iwiriwi
'dust', then every subsequent segment is non-nasal.

There are two exceptions to the statement that every segment
of a mono-morphemic word agrees in nasality with the first consonant

:402
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of the word. First, the initial syllabic segment of a word lies

outside the sphere of its nasal prosody, as can be seen from the

fact that the initial vowel of aY-671 is its only non-nasal segment.

Similarly, if the initial syllabic segment of a word is a syllabic

nasal, its nasality does not necessarily spread onto subsequent

segments, as can be seen from examples like mvo 'claw', nsi 'poison',

and nsogbu 'trouble'. The fact that the nasality of the initial

syllabic segment of a word is independent of that of the rest of

the word probably stems from the fact that this initial segment

was historically a prefix, though in most words of modern Igbo

it is no longer identifiable as an independent morpheme.

The second exception to the statement that every segment of

a morpheme agrees in nasality with the first consonant has to do

with the stop consonants, both nasal and non-nasal. These con-

sonants block the spread of nasality and, in turn, spread their

nasality onto subsequent segments. For example, in the word mli7ki

'milk', the nasality of the initial [m] spreads only up to the

stop consonant [k]; the [k] itself and the [i] which follows [k]

are non-nasal. Similarly, in the word erimeil 'food', all segments

up to the nasal stop [m] are non-nasal, and all segments following

it are nasal.4

The facts of nasality in Igbo can be handled in much the same

way as the facts of tongue-root position. First, let us assume

a pair of suprasegmental nasality markers and

[+nasal] [-nasal]

the first of which signals the lowering of the velum, and the

second a raising of the velum. Let us assume, furthermore, that

a morpheme of igbo typically has the underlying representation

(3-1) MORPHEME [ ([4-sY11])
[±nasal]

In other words, every morpheme has a nasality marker after its

initial vowel, or if there is no such vowel, at the beginning of

the morpheme. Nasality, (or non-nasality), once initiated, persists

until a new nasality marker is reached. Note that in making nasality

suprasegmental, we eliminate the nasal'.nonnasal distinction among

the segments themselves; thus, among the fricatives, we are left

with only [v], [z], [zy], [y], [h], [hy], [hw], [r], and [ry].

These segments are unmarked for nasality.

The nasal ity of the initial syllabic segment of a word is

predictable from its consonant/vowel status: if this segment is

a vowel, it is non-nasal, and if it is a consonant, it is nasal.
Consequently, the nasality marker at the beginning of a word can

be introduced by the following rule:

4
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+syll 1
<+consd

X

s.d 1

s.c. Insert the nasality marker before 1.

k+nasal>1

This rule inserts a if the initial syllabic segment of
[+nasal]

the word is a consonant, but a if it is a vowel.

[-nasal]

Now consider the effect of a stop consonant on the flow of

nasality to the right. This effect is easily accounted for in this

system if we assume that every stop consonant has an associated

nasality marker in the case of the nasal stops [m],

[+nasal]

[n], and [0], and in the case of the non-nasal stops

[-nasal]

[p], [b], [gb], [kp], [t], [d], [c], [j], [k], and [g]. In this

view, the words miriki and erim6i1 will be represented as

(3-3) a. Blrl kl

[ +nasail [-nasal]

[ +ATR]

b. E rl BEri

[-nasal] [-nasal] [ +nasal]

[+ATR]

Notice that since we have made nasality suprasegmental, there is
no longer any distinction on the segmental level between the stop

consonants [b] and [m], [d] and [n], and [g] and [0]. These sounds

can therefore be treated as unit segments, and represented as

[B], [D], and [G], respectively. The segments [B], [D], and [G]

are, of course, unspecified for nasality.

We can account for the facts of nasal harmony within the verb
by allowing certain affixal elements to remain unmarked for nasality.

Suffixal elements of this type will simply carry on the nasality
or non-nasality of the preceding element of the verb, as in the
examples below, which contain the harmonizing suffixes wE, and
1E, which indicate initiation of an action and time before the

present, respectively:
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(3-4) a. Unu aaWai-? 'Have you begun to wash?'

(from

(affirmative
incompletive

prefix)

+ sE

[+naal],[-ATR]

'wash'

+ wE IE)

(suffix) (suffix)

b. Unu eriwewe? 'Have you begun to eat?'

(from /N r1
[-nasal] [+ATR]

(affirmative
incompletive 'eat'

suffix)

+ wE 1E)

(suffix) (suffix)

The representation of these verbs, showing the distribution of
tongue root and nasality markers is given below:

(3-5) a. ,./-----, E sE wE IE

[-nasal] [+nasal]

[-ATR] [-ATR]

b. E r I wE 1E

[-nasal] [-nasal]

[+ATR] [-FATR]

The internal nasality and tongue-root markers in these verbs are
part of the lexical representations of the verb radicals sa and ri.
The markers at the beginning of each verb are inserted by rules
(2-10) and (3-2). Since the position of the tongue root and of
the velum are adjusted only when there is a marker indicating
such a change, the tongue-root position and nasality of the initial
verb radical are maintained throughout the unmarked suffixes wE and
1E. Notice that affixal elements which are unmarked for one of
the suprasegmental features tone, nasality, or tongue-root position,
are frequently also unmarked for the others. However, this is

not universally the case. For example, verb radicals of the "high-
toned" class are unmarked for tone, but are marked for nasality

4 :)5
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and tongue-root position. Similarly, according to Green and
Igwe (1963), the "distributive" suffix si does not harmonize
in nasality, but may harmonize in tongue-root position (indivi-
dual speakers vary). Apparently, then, some speakers do not
assign an ATR marker to this morpheme, though all speakers
assign it the nasality marker This morpheme is un-

[-nasal]
marked for tone by all speakers.
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Notes

FOOTNOTES TO THE APPENDIX

'Aspirated, palatalized, and labialized consonants are treated

here as unit phonemes, though as Ladefoged (1968) observes, the

"decision to regard the members of a particular sequence of con-

sonants as single phonemic units or as clusters is ... often

arbitrary." See Carrell (1970) and Welmers (1976) for arguments

that some of these consonants should be analyzed as consonant

clusters.

2The vowel symbols employed by Green and Igwe are those of

the official Igbo orthography. I have written the IPA symbol

in parentheses next to each vowel.

3The data in this section is taken primarily from Swift et
al. (1962), who give the most careful marking of nasality.

However, the facts stated here ara also confirmed by Green and

Igwe (1963).

The difference in distribution between nasal stops like

[m], [n], and [0] and nasal continuants like [-], [v], and [i-]

provides evidence that the segments which are written ny
ow in the official Igbo orthography are in fact not nasal

stops (i.e. [ny] and [nw]) but nasalized continuants ([y] and

[W]). If these segments were nasal stops, then, like other
nasal stops, they should occur freely inside words. However,

in actuality these segments have the distribution of nasalized

continuants; that is, they occur only morpheme-initially and

following a nasal consonant. I have therefore written them as

[3,] and [17J] rather than as [ny] and [ow]. This analysis also

accounts for another distributional peculiarity in Green and lgwe's

data--namely, that y and w are never found inside a word following

a nasal consonant. This distributional peculiarity disappears
if ny and ow are analyzed as [Y] and [W], since these segments,
which do appear word-internally following a nasal consonant, are
the expected reflex of [y] and [w] in this environment.

5Note that since stops are always syllable-initial in Igbo,
the nasality marker which precedes a stop necessarily occupies a

syllable boundary.
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